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SYLLABUS

This report is an interim response to a 1950 House of Representatives reso-

lution requesting the Black larrior-Tombigbee river system be examined for

possible modification.

Subsequent to the construction of William bacon Oliver Lock in the late

1930's, a larger chamber size was adopted for new locks being built on the

waterway. Therefore, Oliver Lock has the smallest chamber of the six locks

on the waterway. Traffic through the lock has increased threefold since

Oliver was opened and is predicted to nearly double in the next 20 years.

The six-barge tow which is now being used cannot be accommodated in Oliver,

hence a significant delay occurs since it is forced to double lock. The

use of six-barge tows has caused the Oliver Lock to become incompatible

with the five other locks on the waterway.

The report defines several options for solving the traffic delay problem at

the Oliver project. In addition to the no action alternative, structural

and nonstructural measures were considered. The most comprehensive and

complete solution would be replacement with a larger lock chamber of 110 x

600 feet located at either of three different sites. benefits to naviga-

tion were basically the same regardless of location.

The feasibility of including hydropower generation at the new Oliver Lock

site wag investigated in conjunction with the navigation study. It was

determined that a small scale hydropower plant could be economically justi-

fied for construction concurrent with the development for lock

replacement.

1he multipurpose project first cost is allocated between navigation and

hydropower as $101,708,000 and $21,892,000, respectively. Annual benefits

are also allocated between navigation and hydropower as $35,700,000 and

$2,400,000, respectively. This project plan would have a benefit-to-cost

ratio of 3.1 to 1.

R/12/83
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BLACK WARRIOR-TOMBIGBEE RIVERS, ALABAMA

Interim Feasibility Report for Oliver Lock Replacemeit

Introduction
This report presents the results of concurrent investigation concerning

lock replacement and hydropower development for William Bacon Oliver Lock

and Dam, Tuscaloosa, Alabama. This study began in 1950 with primary con-

cern for upgrading the Black Warrior-Tombigbee Rivers and after consider-

able study of at site changes to increase efficiency at other locations on

the waterway, attention has now focused on the William Bacon Oliver Lock.

Study Authority

The study and report are in compliance with the following resolution

adopted 21 April 1950 by the Committee on Public Works of the House of

Representatives:

"Resolved by the Committee on Public Works of the House of Represen-

tatives, United States, that the Board of Engineers for Rivers and

Harbors be, and is hereby, requested to review the reports on the

Warrior and Tombigbee Rivers, Alabama and Mississippi submitt'd in

House Document No. 276, 76th Congress, Ist Session, and previous

reports, with a view to determining whether any modification of the

existing navigation project on these streams between Mobile and

Birmingham, Alabama, is advisable at this time."

!'1
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Purpose and Scope of Work

The purpcse of this study is to thoroughly examine the need and justifica-

tion for modifications to the exist-ng William Bacon Oliver Lock and Dam,

Tuscaloosa, Alabama (Oliver). Potential navigation improvements at Oliver

Lock gave consideration to both Black Warrior-Tombigbee (BWT) and

Tennessee-Tombigbee Waterway (TTW) traffic. However, investigation of

hydropower potential was limited to production capability at existing

projects on the BWT Waterway. Engineering and design considerations were

of sufficient scope to establish practicality of various alternatives yet

limited by minor foundation explorations and brief office studies of at

site cost effectiveness.

Prior Reports

In granting authority for this study, Congress requested a review of prior

reports in view of current activities on the waterway. These reports are

listed in Table I along with specific actions authorized. The original

project for slack water improvement authorized in 1887 was essentially

complete by 1915 when the last project in the serie3 of 17 locks and dams

was finished. As commerce on the river increased, various modifications to

the project were authorized which enlarged channel dimensions and provided

for larger lock, and dams. The last such modification was the construction

of the John Hollis Bankhead Lock which opened to traffic in 1975.

In addition to the reports concerning navigation, there havy been reports

on hydropower at various locations on the river. These reports were pre-

liminary in scope but indicated a potential existed for hydropower at

Oliver, Warrior, Dempolis and Coffeeville Locks and Dams. The Alabama

Flectric Cooperative (AEC) has submitted an application for a license to

the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission for construction of a hydropower

plant at Demopolis. AEC also had preliminary permits for hydropower devel-

opment at Oliver, Warrior and Coffeeville. The Soil Conservation Service,

USDA, in cooperation with the A abama Office of State Planning and Federal

Programs is conducting a statewide land and water resources cooperative

2
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study which originally was to identify potential impoundment sites for

municipal and industrial water supply. However, a revised plan of work

published in December 1982 removed this work item since a December 1980

study was available for the Black Warrior basin and it identified general

site areas and characteristics for impound,.nts on tributaries to the Black

Warrior River.

The Mobile District, Corps of Engineers, prepared a reconnaissance

report in April 1981 concerning the possibilities of providing a navigation

chanrel to Birmingham. The report concludes that further studies at this

time would not be made due to significant environmental impacts and lack of

economic justification.

Study Background

1935-1970. A new lock (Oliver) was authorized in 1935 to replace the

Locks 10, 11, and 12 of the original development and it was opened to

* traffic on 29 August 1939. Several years after completion of the struc-

tore, small cracks appeared in the concrete surfaces. A special investiga-

tion was conducted in 1947-1948 and it was found that no further study of

alkali-aggregate reaction was necessary and that extensive repairs appeared

impractical. Concerns expressed at the public meeting held in Tuscaloosa

in the fall of 1950 indicated that other structures on the waterway

required more immediate attention than Oliver and a 20-year period of

modernization was launched. Construction of Demopolis and Warrior Locks

began in the early 1950's with Coffeeville starting later in the decade.

Holt Lock and the spillway at Rankhead were under construction during the

1960's, while Bankhead Lock was construct.ed during the early 1970's.

1970-1974. During the period 1970 through 1973, Mobile District made

studies of the feasibility of replacing Oliver Lock. Several public meet-

ings were held at Tuscaloosa to gather information for the study. Engi-

neering studies con.4isted of site selection, preliminary design, .ind cost

estimates for a 110- by 600-foot lock. Benefit studies utilized the then

accepted procedure of evaluating the ccst of delays to users of the exist-

ing lock along with i projection of future tonnage expected to utilize the

5



Oliver Lock. Based on the findings of the engineering and benefit studies,

it appeared that replacement of Oliver Lock was feasible and economically

justified. A draft report was prepared for review by South Atlantic

Division (SAD), Office of the Chief of Engineers (OCE), and the Board of

Engineers for Rivers and Harbors (BERH). In May of 1974 a meeting was held

in Mobile with SAD, OCE, and BERM to discuss 'the draft report. At that

time OCE and BERH representatives recommended that benefits be based on a

systems analysis of the BWT Waterway rather than the cost of delays at
single lock. This change in benefit methodology was being implemented by

OCE because the Assistant Secretary of the Army for Civil Works (ASACW) was

requiring that benefits be analyzed on a system rather than individual

project basis. This requirement came out of the ASACW review of the

fallipolis Lock Replacement Report in 1913. A decision in Federal Court in

1974 concerning replacement of Locks and Dam No. 26 on the Mississippi

River further strengthened the requirement that project benefits must be

based on a system analysis. Mobile District delayed finalizing the Oliver

Lock replacement report until a system benefit analysis could be performed.

Because the systems analysis required additional data collection, thej report was rescheduled for the end of 1975.

1975. In February 1975, the Mobile District began a study to update

the economics for the Tennessee-Tombigbee Waterway (TTN) project. A part
of this study was a new benefit btudy which was contracted to A. T. Kearney

Management Consultants. When Kearney analyzed the data collected from a

current traffic survey, they found that much of the potential traffic

identified was through traffic to and from the Port of Mobile. Since the

TTW joins the BWT at Demopolis, the BWT would have to carry its own traffic

"lus the traffic from the TTW between Demopolis and Mobile. The Mobile

District had not gathered the data necessary for the system analysis at
that time, so an estimate of waterway and lock capacity was made by a

consultant to OCE based on many judgmental factors such as average towf speed, average delay at locks, and average tons per tow. This estimate

indicated that the capacity of the BWT downstream from Demopolis would be
about 44 million tons annually. The BWT share of the capacity was esti-

mated to be about 15 million tons. In November 1975, OCE decided that

6
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Mohile District should undertake a study of the lower BUT to determine the

feasibility of increasing the channel width to 300 feet. This width would

be compatible with the TTW, would provide for 8-barge tows and two-way

traffic, and would increase the capacity of the lower BWT beyond the 44

million tons. At that time, the analyses showed that the replacement of

Oliver Lock would not be economically justified until a solution was

developed for the lower BWT capacity constraint.

1976-1977. Mobile District initiated the study of possible improve-

ments to the lower BWT. The study was scheduled for completion in October

1977. During early 1976 Mobile District again investigated the structural

integrity of Oliver Lock and found it was structurally sound and had a long

life expectancy. Therefore, safety or structural decay could not be used

as justification for replacement before the study of the lower BWT, includ-

ing a systems analysis, was completed. Late in 1976, L&N Railroad and

others filed suit againist the TTW, and many of the allegations related to

the relationship between the TTW and the BWT. Mobile District stopped work

on the BWT study whi~e responses were prepared to the allegations. Late in

1977 the BWT study was resumed, and a revised date of January 1979 was

established for report completion.

1978-1979. As a result of SAD an OCE requirements to comply with the

Principles and Standards for Water Resource Planning an Environmental

Quality Committee of interests outside the Corps of Engineers was formed

early in 1978. This committee identified the need for additional studies

that had not been scoped or budgeted. Mobile District determined that

funds were not available for all of the studies needed to complete the

report. Available funds were used to accomplish environmental studies in

1978 and 1979, and additional funds were requested in the Fiscal Year 1980

budget to continue work on the overall study.

1980. Funds were provided in Fiscal Year 1980 to continue the engi-

neering studies for widening the lover BWT and for completion of the envi-

ronmental studies initiated in 1978 and 1979. A new schedule was developed

(7



that called for study completion in September 1983. The report was to

include consideration of the feasibility of widening the lower BWT to 300

feet. The Waterways Experiment Station's (WES) methodology as used for

evaluation of Gallipolis and Locks and Dam No. 26 was selected for analysis

of the BWT. Therefore, WES was funded to assist in developing the system

model for the BWT. In September 1980, representatives of Mobile District,

SAD, and OCE met with members of the Alabama Congressional delegation and

members of the Warrior-Tombigbee Association to discuss the status of the

BWT studies. At the conclusion of the meeting, the Corps was asked to

prepare an interim report on the replacement for Oliver Lock.

1981-1982. The Mobile District made economic, enviromental and

engineering studies which would lead to a draft interim report on Oliver

Lock replacement in January 1982. OCE and SAD were provided an internal

review draft in December 1981. Their conclusion was that Mobile District

had not adequately supported the benefits for Oliver Lock replacement and

that the benefits could not be adequately supported until the system

analysis was complete. Therefore, detailed studies were continued until a

systems analysis was completed. This report is in compliance with instruc-

tions pertaining to economic evaluation of project benefits through use of

the systems analyses methodology.

Plan .Formulation

Natural Resources and Knviroameantal gettift

The Black Warrior River is form-d by the junction of the Locust and

Mulberry Forks approximately 20 miles west of Birmingham, Alabama, and

flows southwestward 45 river miles to Tuscaloosa, Alabama, and thence

southward 120 river miles to its conf'uence with the Tombigbee River at

Demopolis, Alabama. From its head abov,; the John Hollis Bankhead Lock and

Dam, the Black Warrior River falls 182 feet in 4 pools to Demopolis 216

miles above Mobile. From Demopolis, the Tombigbee falls an additional 76

feet in 2 pools, providing a total lift of 258 feet over a waterway dis-

tance of 380 rivEr miles from its point of origin to its confluence with

the Alaba.,a River some 45 miles north of Mobile (see Figure 1).

80



The Black Warrior River basin lies at the southern end of the Appala-

chian Mountain Range within three distinct physiographic regions and land

forms. The northern part of the basin is situated Ln the Cumberland

7lateau, a subdivision of the Appalachian Plateau physiographic province,

while the southern part of the basin occurs in the East Gulf Coactal Plain

sector of the Gulf Coastal Plain Province. The Cumberland Plateau of rough

and mountainous terrain contains deposits of coal, iron ore, and limestone,

which are used in the making of steel prod-icts by extensive industrial

development in the Birmingham area and then transported down the Black

Warrior-Tombigbee River Waterway to the Port of Mobile. Large quantities

of coal are also shipped for electric power plants and export. Total

estimated coal resources for the State of Alabama, including identified

resources and hypothetical resources (estimated in unmapped and unexplored

areas), is approximately 41 billion tons. It is estimated that 24 million

tons of coal were mined in Alabama in 1979. Separating the Coastal Plain

from the Appalachian Plateau is the Fall Line. The Fall Line Hills,

attaining a maximum width of 50 miles in western Alabama, occupy a zone of

transition where falls and rapids develop in streams as they descend from

Palezoic rocks to the less resistant sandstones and clays of the Coastal

Plain.

Oliver Lock and Dan is located slightly downstream of the point where

the Black Warrior River leaves the rocks of the Cumberland Paateau and

begins to flow over Coastal Plain sediments. In the vicinity of Oliver

Pool the river valley changes fro* the typical mature erosional stage to a

broad valley with numerous stream meanders characteristic of an older stage

of development.

Oliver Lock and Dam is 346.3 river miles above Mobile, Alabama, in

Tuscaloosa County within the corporate limits of the city of Tuscaloosa.

The Oliver Pool has an area of 790 acres, a length of 8.8 miles, and a

storage volume of 12,400 acre-feet at normal pool elevation 123. The main

tributaries entering the Oliver Pool are Hurricane Creek and Worth River.

Figure 2 shows the Oliver Pool and immediate features.

9



Water quality of Oliver Pool has historically been extremely poor.

However, recent changes in the industry in the Tuscaloosa area combined

with stricter water quality standards have worked to alleviate the water

quality problems. The Water Quality Management Study of the Middle Black

Warrior River (1980) indicated that no excessive pollution was adversely

affecting water quality in the area. Analyses of water samples from the

Oliver Pool found that pollutants were within tolerable limits.

The average annual temperature of the area is 62 degrees F. The normal

monthly temperature ranges from about 46 degrees F in January to about 82

degrees F in July. A minimum of -17 degrees F and a maximum of 110 degrees

F have been recorded in the area. The normal frost-free period of seven

months lasts from April to October.

The prevailing winds are from ,he north in the fall and winter, and

from the south in the spring and summer. March is the windiest month with

an average speed of 8.5 mph, while October has the least wind with an

average speed of 4.4 mph. The average wind speed for the year is 6.5 mph.

Available information on air pollutants monitored in Tuscaloosa County

indicate that the national primary air quality standards for particulate

matter and sulfur dioxide are currently being met.

Tuscaloosa County has a total area of 857,600 acres. The land use

breakdown of the County in 1975 is given in Table 2. Cotton, corn, hay,

and cattles are the main agricultural enterprises in th2 county. Indus-

trial development has taken place on the left bank above the city of

Tuscaloosa and below Oliver Lock and Dam.

The distribution of plants and animals in the Black Warior River basin

is affected by the natural geological phenomenon designated as the Fall

Line. Vegetatively, the project area is located within the transition

between the southern flood plain forest and the more northern oak-hickory-

pine forest. The southern flood plein forest types are concentrated in the
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swamp areas and flood plain along the Black Warrior River. The oak-

hickory-pine forest types are located on the higher, drier areas of the

basin. Significant stands of marketable timber are absent.

Table 2

Tuscaloosa Couhty Land Use (1975)
(Acres)

Residential 10,800

Commercial 800

Public/Semi-Public 14,800

Industrial 1,800

Transportation %nd Utilities 17,000

Agriculture 100,000

Forest Land 681,000

Extractive 18,400

Vacant Land and Water 13,000
857,600

Small populations of the southern gray squirrel, cottontail rabbit, and

opossum occur in the project area. Smaller mammals are present in the open

disturbed areas.

The bird population of the Black Warrior-Tombigbee River system is both

extensive and varied. This includes birds which utilize habitats such as

the impounded waters, shallow waters, mud flats, and sandbars. Some 100 or

more bird species inhabit the basin. It is highly probable that many of

these birds rarely occur in the project area or are only transient members

of the bird population in the vicinity of the present dam.

Turtles, lizards, and snakes comprise the bulk of the reptilian fauna ita

the project area. Water snakes, cottonmouths, and copperhead are the major

snakes found in or around the water. Salamanders, frogs, and toads com-

prise the amphibian population along the river.

The wildlife habitat found in the project area is limited by the close

proximity of human activities (the city of Tuscaloosa on the left bank of

15
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the Black Warrior River and the city of Northport on the right bank) as

shown on Figure 2.

According to William F. Smith-Vaniz's Freshwater Fishes of Alabama, 110

species of freshwater fishes are krown to occur in the Mobile Bay drainage

system with nine other species probably being found in the system based on

regional distribution and/or known habitat requirements of these species.

Some 18 species, although ;enerally classified as sport species, have

commercial value, and 12 forage fishes are adapted to the impoundments of

the reservoirs.

Recreational use in man-days is given in Table 3 for Oliver, Holt, and

Warrior projects. The low recreational usage at Oliver is due to the

scarcity of public facilities and access, as well as the small size of the

lake (790 acres) compared to the Holt and Warrior projects with 3,300 acres

and 7,800 acres, respectively.

Table 3

ReLreational use in man-days of the Holt, Oliver,
and Warrior Projects for 1980

Facility Type Holt Oliver Warrior

C of E 346,292 46,383 269,118
Private 2,442 24,401 579,137
Others 18,639 0 0
Total 367,373 70,784 848,255

Use
Boat 83,464 3,846 315,683
Fish 124,062 37,129 471,021
Hunt 491 0 205,154
Picnic 61,994 3,346 379,199

Sightse,. 171,768 25,564 332,956
Ski 27,242 154 115,560
Swim 72,915 4,656 0
Camp 7,697 274 78,121

SOURCE: Monthly Visitation Report, Operations Division, Corps of

Engineers, Mobile.
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The species composition and diversity of the molluscan fauna presently

inhabiting the streams of the Black Warrior-Tombigbee drainage systems is

not known with certainty, although 48 species of the native mussels

(Pelecypoda) and 15 species of snails .3astropoda) have been noted in the

past as inhabitants of the overall system. Some 12 species of crayfish

(Crustacea) have been reported in the drainage system.

Hydrology. The average normal annual rainfall of 53.79 inches is usually

wll distributed throughout the year. The wettest year of record is 1929

with an average rainfall of 81.41 inches over the basin and the driest year

occurred in 1904 with an average of 41.60 inches. Basin runoff averages

22.31 inch,-s or about 41 percent of the average rainfall. Mean unit flows

average about 1.64 cubic feet per second (c.f.s.) per square itile. The

mean discharge just above the Oliver L&D at the Northport gage is 7,931

c.f.s. for 59 years of record with a drainage area of 4,828 square miles.

Extreme discharges for the period of record range from a maximum of 272,000

cfs on 13 April '.979 to a minimum of 37 cfs on 23 October 1953. Additional

data on availability of water for hydropower and navigation are given in

the Engineering, Design, and Cost Appendix.

3VT Socioeconomic Profile

The study area of the Black Warrior-Tombigbee Rivers encompasses 12

counties in Alabama; Baldwin, Choctaw, Clarke, Graene, P31e, Jefferson,

Marengo, Mobile, Sumter, Tuscaloosa, Walker, and Washington. The popula-

tion of these 12 counties was 1,450,091 in 1980, an increase of 11.5 per-

cent over 1960. In these 12 counties, tnere is a significant variation in

population size, growth rate, and population density. Greene County had

the lowest number of residents in 1980, 11,021 peraons, while Jefferson

County. comprising the major portion of the Birmingham SMSA, had 671,197

individuals. Density, i.e., number of persons per square miles, ranged in

E 1980 from 16 in Washington County to 602 in Jefferson County. Five of the

12 counties lost residents between 1960 and 1980. Jefferson County grew by

only 5.7 percent, while the population in Baldwin County, part of the

j ( 17
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Mobile SMSA, increased by 59.8 percent. Hale County shows a total loss of

20 percent from 1960 to 1980; yet more than 90 perc.ent of that loss

occurred during the 1960's. During the decade of the 1970'?, the popula-

tion of Hale County began to increase slightly.

Based on a survey conducted in 1975 by the National Cancer Institute,

females predominate, comprising 52 percent of the cotal population of the

study area. One interpretation of the age groupings indicates that persons

between the ages of 20 and 35 steadily leave the area. The figures show a

decrease of approximately 20,000 persons for every 5-year increment between

the ages of 10 and 35. Thereafter, the decrease slows until the 40-44

years of age category at which point an actual increase occurs. As the age

grouping of the labor force normally ranges from 18 to 65, shain decreases

in numbers of people within the range usually mean a severe lack of eco-

nomic opportunities to keep potential income earners in the area. Using

1980 data. the percentage of black persons was 31.7, the same percentage

for the 1970 Census count.

According co figures from the 1970 Population Census, approximately 30

percent of the persons living in the study area were enrolled in some type

or level of school. Specifically, 17 percent were in primary schools; 8

pe',,ent in high schools; and 4.2 percent in colleges and universities.

The number of housing units increased during the period of 1970 to 1980

in those counties showing the largest growth in population. Following

tre.nds reported nationally, the most significant increases in the number of

riousing units in 1980 were found in those portions of SMSA's outside of the

central cities.

Four of the 12 counties contain sizable acreages of agricultural land;

Hale, Greene, Sumter, and Marengo. Land use in the remaining eight coun-

ties is less than 21 percent agricultural and more than 50 percent forest.

Forested land comprises at least two-thirds of the land area in 10 of the

12 counties. The two exceptions are the Gulf Coast counties of Baldwin and

Mobile, both of which encompass extensive acreages of water and wetlands.

18
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Jefferson and Mobile Counties show the highest percentages of urban and

built-up land usage. While much of that usage is within the central, urban

centers of Birmingham and Mobile, the heavier concentraLion of industrial

build-up is in suburban ateas.

Based on county business patterns in 1979, economic activity within the

study area was healthy. Employment increased in seven of the eight major

industrial categories during the period 1976 to 1979. The only exception

was manufacturing, which showed a 2.9 percent d(erease in the work force.

Mining concerns showed the largest percentage of expansion in employment,

an increase of 50.4 percent from 1976 to 1979. Manufacturing remained the

dominant work force during the three-year period, despite the decline in

employment. Services replaced Retail Trade as the second most important

sector of employment. Agricultural activities slipped from ninth to tenth

place, reflecting a regional trend of the decline of farm, forestry, and

fishing as sources of livelihood. In 11 of the 12 counties, the labor

force was increased by varying amounts between 1975 and 1980. Only in

Sumter County did the number of potential income earners decrease while the

rate of unemployment increased to almost double what it ws..

j Income generated within the 12-county area increased 62 percent between

1970 and 1975. Part of the increment is due to inflation, part to the

increased activity in the industrial sectors of mining and contract con-

struction. The farming rector generated more than a 10 per.ent increase in

income, despite the reduction in the size of the farming work force. The

most impressive gains were recorded for mining (170 percent) and construc-

tion (111 percent). Neither sector was the dominant source of income;

rather, manufacturing remained the most important income-producing indus-

try, despite the relatively low expansion rate of 37 percent. The urban-

ized counties of Jefferson, Mobile, Tuscaloo-a, Walker, and Baldwin ranked

highest in levels of income from mining and construction. Income earners

in Greene County remained the poorest, followed by residents in Hale,

Sumter, and Washington Counties.

The growing importance of mining within the study area is evidenced by

the increases in employment and income geerated by this single industrial
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sector. During Fiscal Year 1980, mining coticerns throughout Alabama

employed 14,950 persons and produced nearly 26 million tons of coal.

Mineral production yielded more than 36 million tons. major minerals,

excluding coal, mined in the study area are limestone, dolomite, blast

furnace slag, clay, clay and sand, and sand and gravel. Active mining of

these minerals is scattered throughout the study area, encompassing 10 of

the 12 counties along the Black Warrior-Tombigbee Rivers. By contrast,

coal mining, both strip and underground, is concentrated in Jefferson,

Walker and Tuscaloosa Counties. Coal production in the study area totaled

nore than 18 million tons, or almost 70 percent of the production for the

entire state. During 1976, 11,633 individuals were employed in mining

activities throughout the state, of whtch P.,480, or 73 percent, resided in

the counties along the Black Warrior-To.wbigbee Rivers.

Transportation

Transportation infrastructure in the study area consists of highways,

railroads, airports, and pipelines. Highways serving Tuscaloosa are:

interstates 20 and 5q; VS routes 82, 11, and 43; and State Route 216.

1-359 which will connect the downtown area to 1-59 im now under construc-

tion and plans for extending River Road to the west under the ICG railroad

bridge to 32nd Avenue are being developed. There are two major highways

crossing the river just above Oliver Lock. The Lurleen Wallace Bridge

located about 4,300 feet upstream and MacFarland Avenue located 4.3 miles

upstream. Three freight hauling railroads pass through Tuscaloosa:

Southern, L and N, and ICG. AMTRAC provides passenger service to New

Orleans and Atlanta daily. The ICG railroad bridge also crosses the river

in the Oliver Pool about 2,800 feet upstream from the lock. The Tuscaloosa

Airport has service from the Republic Airlines and South Eastern Airlines.

Three major pipelines owned by Plantation, Colonial, and Southern Natural

Gas serve the area but do not obstruct navigation. One company, Hunt Oil,

has a pipeline carrying crude to its riverside refinery.

The waterways of Alabama are among the most reliable in the Nation. In

addition to the BWT which connects Port Birminham with Mobile, the Alabama
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River provides navigation to Montgomery from Mobile, and the Tennessee-

Tombigbee Waterway (TTW) is open to Columbus, Mississippi. All three of

these waterways share the 45 miles of the Mobile River and the TTW shares

170 miles of the lower Tombigbee River with the BWT. Tonnage carried on

these waterways in 1981 was 15,962,211 tons on the BWT, 2,159,397 cons on

the Alabama Coosa, and 102,345 tons below the Gainesville Lock on the TTWW.

The largest portion of this tonnage consist of coal and iron ore which are

low value, high bulk commodities.

Electric Generating Resources

The Southeastern Electric Reliability Council (SERC) power planning

region is one of nine regional groups of bulk power suppliers. The bound-

aries of these 9 regions are shown on Figure 3. The SERC region includes

all of the States of Alabama, Georgia, Florida, North Carolina, South

Carolina, and Tennessee, and parts of Mississippi, Kentucky, and Virginia.

This council is divided into four subregions as shown on Figure 4: VACAR

(Virginia-Carolina), TVA (Tennessee Valley Authority), Southern (basically

the four Southern Companies), and Florida. Oliver Lock and Dam ;s located

in the southern subregion. SERC was formed on 24 January 1970 to augment

further the reliability and adequacy of bulk power supplies in areas served

by member systems. Membership, which is open to all power utilities in the

region, consists primarily of investor-owned and municipal utilities, but

includes participation by locally owned cooperatives, Federal agencies, and

State and -ounty operated utilities. The SERC region represents about 10

percent of the nation's contiguous aren but acc3unts for about 20 percent

of the total national production of electric energy. Membership in the

Southern subregion of SERC is as follows:

Alabama Electric Cooperative, Inc.
Alabama Power Company
Crisp County Power Commission
Georgia Power Company
Gulf Power Company
Mississippi Power Company
Savannah Electric and Power Company
Southeastern Power Administration

South Mississippi Electric Power Association
Southern Electric Generation Company
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I About 93 percent of the Southern subregion's electric generation during

I 1978 came from systems fueled by energies other than oil. A total of 11.5

million barrels of oil were usad for electric generation in 1978. A total

* of 33 mcf of natural gas and 32 million tons of coal werc also burned

during that year for production of electricity.

load Crowth in the Southern Subregion incra;ed at art average annual

rate of about q.O ptr.'ent between 1968 and 1972 nto, at a rate of ahout 4.5

percent betweer 1972 and 19?7. Tnis rate conitinued to decrf-.: .iuring ti-,

1q77 to 179 ,eriod. "he average annual ?rowth r't ' :z el,>'trtc energy .I!,

in the Southern Subr.-gion covering 1977 thr,,igh I 7 was 3.0 pcrczr:: . "r

swamer peak demani indicates a growth rate r f 3.3 crce nt whIle the winter

peak demand has not shown any consistent growt'. T:iisl wer gro'Th rate

will enable the Southrn Subregion to maintain its favorable fuel mix posi-

tion in the future .-ith just incre- ntal g-npratien additions since it is

not in an all out fuel conversion pcstu '.

The Southern Subregion attempts to maintain planned generation reserve

of between 17 and 20 percent of the annual peak demand. Their operating

criteria requires that reserve equal to 1.5 times the largest generating

unit in service be maintained at all times. At least 50 percent of this

amount must be spinning. The largest generating unit in the Southern

Subregion is currently about 880 MW. Planned reserve fell below 17 percent

of monthly peak demand during five of the nine summer peak periods between

1977 and 1979. The lowest planned reserve as a percent of monthly peak was

8.0 percent and occurred in July 1977. The smallest actual reserve per-

centage was 5.9 percent and occurred in June 1977. Actual reserve exceeded

the operating reserve requirement of 1,320 MW during all but one of the

peak periods examined.

Future Vithout Project Conditions

- Economics of Waterway Traffic - The economic tributary area t %th

'Rack Warrior-Tombigbee (BWT) Waterway is fairly broad. The primary area

consists of the portions of Alabama readily accessible to navigable water-

ways. The secondary area consists of those areas in Florida, Mississippi,

1 22 C
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Louisiana, and Texas adjacent to navigable waters. Tertiary area includes

all areas readily accessible to the in.and waterway system. With the

opening of the TTW in FY 1985 a valuable new limb will be provided between

the BWT and the inland waterway tystem if mid America.

The base year for purposef of benefit studif.s is 1979. Traffir data

for this yesr was derived from a combination of sources. The primary

source for data was the 1979 point-to-point Waterborne Commerce Statistics

movements collected annually under the direction of the Office of the Chief

of Engineers (OCE). This data was verified and supplemented through use of

Performance Monitoring System data collected at each lock under the direc-

tion of nCE aL.d through field and telephone interviews with shippers/

receivers. The types of data solicited from firms included identification

and use o" comnmodities; origin and destination points; present means of

routing of transportation; volume and frequency of shipments; scheduling

requirements; present transportation rates or changes; and Lhe firm's

interest in shipping on the BWT Waterway.

A list of potential waterway shippers and receivers was compiled using

Waterborne Commerce Statistics dock listings, state industrial directories,

Chamber of Commerce lists and other membership lists. The procedures used

to verify and supplement the 1979 traffic base involved contacting shippers

and receivers who are currently utilizing the BWT project. In addition,

shippers and receivers with movements which have characteristics conducive

to water transport were also identified and contacted. Tnese firms were

selected based on such factors as location, size of firm (in terms of

employment), type of business (manufacturing or processing) and adaptabil-

ity of firms raw and/or final products to water transport. A total of

approximately 100 existing and potential shippers/receivers were contacted

during the field survey.

For purposes of this study, the movements identified as receiving

savings from utilization of the TTW, were used in the economic analysis.

The rates used for these 121 movements reflect the original rate@ updated

to 1 October 1982 price levels.
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It was found during field interviews that ti '-, 7 '.r. rov,. :-:'t at

Olcvr alone would not induce modal division o- . .

, st*~ ', area currently using other modes for all .

ouid c-ntinue to move that way even with re -.

"or._, toe 1979 Waterborne Commerce Statistic F- I

supplemented in field interviews were ut iz,, ,-

analytis. Table 4 presents the base yea: BW, c .'

Lock study.

The BWT movements identified through the L,', *, . - td

So a rate analysis. For this purpose a con-, .--

raLts for the current barge movement as well a',, v

u routing. Rate analysis included considera-irr. .i '- -" .

inioading, overland movements to ann from por>.. , ?'

ani Lin~hau1 .

Both Large tod :,,rlani rates were obtained Fr,-, t : r -r t t- - i 3c's"

Ghi-per/receiver , v', rates; published rate f . conrrai. t-KOpriW U

cariie'- quot - . S. Transloading charges S.(;is w h n nig,

stevtiorir.' ', . other accessorial charges were , ....... o -

current .rges at ports.

Rater for barge movement on waterways i othFr D i cts pcten V

m,,acted by the Oliver Lock replacement were o-ained fcom the latest

avai'Tble rate analyses for these movemcrts perfCmned bi District; withir

H:: Ohio River Division and the Lower Mississippi Valley Division. These

rates were also based on the existing water route and the leaqt cost

aiternative.

* In the case of TTW the projections contained in the 1976 Ecomomic

Reanalysis study were 'itilized for purposes of the Oliver economic analy-

sis. All other movements were projected based on the applicable 1980 OBERS

BEA growth rate considering the type of commodity, its use, and the origin

I and destination of the movement.
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i,-'cause of the conpeetion problems expected to occur at Oliver Lock unler

*thout project ccndition. the following nonstructural improvements were

suned tc 'e in e.-fecL at the lock during the 50-year project life:

-Mooring cells

-Induscry Seif-..eLp

-Ready-to-Serve

-1 (4- I Down

'-e , ~, ovr- ~'Cw b uilt iot. the estimated locking components times

7 mod,-iing purpo.,.: zher rban modeled, explicitly.

lilt, 3L, . i . at other key lockb on the system

oi*1 rb P.I w!.u -rJt ct condi tions, various r-ombinations of

*. rucurai -c.ve; '.t wn.re t,-sted and those which were found to have

- hc gr, dt.'t inflie-iv .n incr-asing capacity were considered to be in

Lc d,.r.., the '9-.;r pr,,:ecr Vre. These were:

K,-nruckv- Barkle:

-Readv-t,-Serx i

-1 ij- ip Down

-3 tow bias wri. fo, K,.it,cky before utilizing Barkley

Coffeeville and ,', ,opolis

-i Up- 1 Down

-aupro-v, appr.,ch and looking times

liner l!ar'ror Navi gw,-con Canal

-FI r T In-F 1 r rt Our o n-i be comparable to I Up - I Down)
-- ltltow locKagos

It should be noted that a ready-to-serve policy is only appropriate at

those- locks experiencing multicut lockages. Such is not the case at the

IHNC--DFwpolis or Coffeeville.

Oi:e structural change was introduced into the system for both with and

without Oliver replacement modeling runs. Since an additional lock chamber

is under construction at Pickwick Lock, the 1,000- by 110-foot lock chamber

was considered to be in place for all future condition tests.
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Electric Generating Facilities. Volume XVI of the National Hydroelec-

tric Power Resources Study provides a regional assessment for the Southeast

Electric Reliability Council and includes projections of power demands to

the year 2000, as shown in Table 5. The resources in operation as of

January 1979 and projected requirements through the year 2000 are shown in

Table 6. Table 7 reflects expected additional resources needed to meet the

projected demand and maintain reserve requirements. The tables do not con-

sider the reduction in available resources resulting from retirement of

older, less efficient plants. Examination of Table 7 shows that by the

year 2000 an additional 118,000 MW of capacity is needed for the South-

eastern Electric Reliability Council. The Southern Subregion alone wLIll

require 28,000 MW in additional capacity. These figures reflect an average

annual increase of 4.7 percent.

Projected Economic Characteristics. Population and employment projec-

tions in Tuscaloosa County indicate a 43 percent growth during the 62 year

period from 1978 to 2040. Per capita income, however, will increase 314

percent to $17,132 in 2040. In 1978, Government was the major income

source, followed by manufacturing. This trend is projected to continue to

the year 2040. Growth trends for Tuscaloosa County are shown in Table 8.

Recreation. The Alabama Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation

Plan (SCORP) indicates the market area's 19 counties within the Black

Warrior-T(..bigbee region exhibit the following characteristics:

1. There is a large unmet need for fresh water fishing, picnicking

tables, swiming pools, and big game hunting acres.

2. There is also a need for camping sites, pedestrian trails,

bicycling trails, and waterfowl hunting acres.

3. There is not a need for waterskiing, power boating, sail boating,

and mall game hunting acres.
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Since the current Alabama SCORP projects into the year 2000, there seems to

k. be a trend of the population's recreational demand exceeding the supply of

recreation facilities into the future within the market area. Therefore,

the future years will have an even greater demand for recreational activi-

ties within the Black Warrior-Tombigbee River region in Alabama. Table 9

displays the recreation needs in the vicinity of the city of Tuscaloosa.

Problma md Opportuities

Operators on the waterway have been concerned that a bottleneck is

developing around the Oliver Lock. The dimensions of the lock (95 x 460)

are n.t co ensurate with other locks on the waterway which have chambers

of 110 x 600. Delays as much as 10 hours have been experiencea due to the

increasing useage of 6-barge tows which must be broken apart and locked

through in two sections. Estimates of future waterway commerce projections

made during the mid-1970's indicated that the physical capacity of Oliver

Lock would be reached during the decade of 2010 to 2020, if traffic was not

constrained by delays at other locks in the system.

Based on the projected demands shown in Table 7, there will be a short-

fall of 35,000 MW of electric generating capacity in 1990 with the short-

fall increasing to 118,000 MW by the year 2000 for the Southern Electric

Reliability Council. Additional generating capacity will be required and

hydropower could be effectively utilized to reduce the shortfall

Finally, according to the 1981 Alabama SCORP, a need for additional

fishing, camping, and picnicking facilities exists in the study area. Boat
launching facilities serving the Oliver project are lacking, as well as

access to bank fishing areas in the lake.

In summary, there exists a serious navigation problem due to the size

of the Oliver Lock chamber and a potential deficit in electric power

generating facilities. The opportunity to replace the small lock with a

larger lock and add a mall hydropower plant is evident. A boat ramp for
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Table 9

Recreation Needs in Tuscaloosa, Bibb, Fayette,
and Pickens Counties

Net Needs (in facilities)

Activity Measurement 1980 1985 1990 2000

Camping-developed sites 207 228 249 277

Pedestrian trails miles +34 +33 +32 +32

Fishing-freshwater acres 24,236 26,729 29,339 32,555

Waterskiing acres +17,172 +16,936 +16,692 +16,383

Boating-power acres +14,888 +14,476 +14,052 +13,516

Boating-sail acres +22,221 +22,479 +22,478 +22,477

Picnicking tables 318 376 439 518

Svimi ng

a. pool sq. ft. 110,906 119,525 128,439 139,446
b. river or ltke acres +47 +46 +45 +44

Bicycling

a. on trails miles 1 1 1 1
b. not on trails miles 276

Sightseeing by vehicle miles +72 +70 +68 +65

Hunt i ng

C. Big game acres 513,722 560,394 610,791 674,367
b. Small game acres +141,150 +128,239 +114,090 +96,447
c. Waterfowl acres 6,482 6,678 6,876 8,777

+ Indicates a surplus or no need.

SOURCE: 1981 Alabama SCORP - Volume 1.
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*project operations can be shared with public it.terests, thereby satisfying

a very small part of the recreation needs.

Planning Constraints and Objectives

Planning constraints which were a concern during the study are summa-

tied as follows:

o The waterway is primarily intended for navigation and other uses of

the water resource should be compatible,

o Shippers using the waterway have requested that it remain open

during construction of any new facility,

o The present lock chamber at Oliver Lock and Dam should not be

replaced with a chamber of smaller size,

o The development of hydropower is limited by the amount of available

water,

o Replacement alternatives must be consistent with local, regional,

and state plans for land use,

o Any plan, as ultimately formulated, should provide the maximum net

benefits possible,

o Annual benefits and costs should be based on a 50-year amortization

period and the current discount rate,

o Annual charges should also include the cost of operation, mainte-

nance, and major replacements, and

o Protection of cultural resources, wetlands and biological communi-

ties consistent with existing environmental legislation.
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Objectives guiding the study are summarized below:

o Contribute to the economic efficiency of waterborne transportation

on the BWT Waterway for the 1991 to 2040 period of analysie.

o Protect water quality and comply with State of Alabama water quality

standards for health, aesthetics, and the sustenance of fish and

other aquatic life for the 1991 to 2040 period of analysis.

o In conjunction with the project for navigation and hydropower, con-

tribute to streambank wildlife habitat for the sustenance of wild-

life species for the 1991 to 2040 period of analysis.

o In conjunction with the project for navigation and hydropower, con-

tribute to outdoor recreation opportunities for the public for con-

sistency with local and regional needs that would take advantage of

project features for the 1991 to 2040 period of analysis.

o Contribute to the efforts being made to reduce dependency on non-

renewable sources of energy by developing hydropower where ever

sites are selected during the 1991 to 2040 period of analysis.

Hanagemeat Measures

Management measures are possible solutions or parts of solutions which

can be combined to develop the optimum plan. Description of such manage-

ment measures for navigation and hydropower follows:

Navigation. Several alternatives for improvement of navigation at Oliver

Lock were examined during the course of this study. Chief mong these was

the construction of a 110- x 600-foot lock. This would improve operating

efficiency gained by providing a consistent size (110 x 600 feet) of lock

to assure compatibility with existing locks on connecting waterways of the

area. Alternatives are identified below and discussed in detail later in
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this report. The Engiceering, Cost, and Design Appendix contains drawings

of the alternatives in Section II.

v Replacement lock using existing dawa (Plans G and H in Table 10).

o Replacement lock using gated spillway at existing site (Alternatives

#3 and #4 in Table 10).

o Replacement lock with new dam 2,700 feet downstream (Plans A thru F

in Table 10).

o Replacement lock with new dam 8,000 feet downstream.

o Replacement lock with new dam 13,700 feet downstream.

o Use of nor.structural procedures.

Hydropower. A number of preliminary considerations for the addition of

hydropower to Oliver Lock and Dam had failed to show economic justifica-

tion. However, detailed studies found a change in economic conditions such

as increas;.ng fuel costs, scarcity of power generating facilities, and

increased emphasis on developing small scale hydropower projects. These

changed conditions makes the addition of hydropower to Oliver Lock and Dam

more favorable and the following alternatives have been considered.

o Power plant located at existing lock and dam.

o Power plant located at downstream damsites.

o Plant sizes of 16.3, 13.2, and 10.1 NW.
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Description Of Alternative Plans

Nonetructural Improvements

Nonstructural measures which were considered during the study include:

(1) tow haulage unit; (2) extension of the guidewall; (3) extension of tow

haulage unit beyond lock guidewall; and (4) demand management measures.

The advantage of the tow haulage unit is that the towboat would not be

locked through with the first portion of its tow. After pushing part of

its tow into the lock chamber, the towboat would be free to return to the

remaining barges that await lockage. After the initial portion of the tow

is hauled from the chamber, the lock is recycled and the towboat and

remaining barges are locked through. Reconfiguration takes place along the

lock wall. Time savings result when the towboat arranges a portion of its

tow while the other portion is removed by the tow haulage unit from the

lock and positioned along the guidewall. Extension of the tow haulage unit

4 beyond the guidewall using piling was considered since it would allow a tow

traveling in the opposite direction access to the lock chamber. While this

would mean the lock would not be tied up by a single tow, the actual sav-

ings in time would not justify the expense. Extension of the guidewall

would allow tows to remake on the guidewall while the lock is recycled to

serve another tow traveling in the same direction as the first. The advan-

tage of using the lock chamber while a tow remakes is expected to outweigh

the disadvantage of recycling the lock with its attendant water loss and

limitation to one way traffic.

Demand management measures such as application of a congestion fee have

been proposed as a means of attaining the socially optimum traffic level on

a congested waterway. The socially optimum level of traffic is that level

where marg;nal shippers find their waterway rate savings equal their mar-

ginal towing costs for the waterway. Whia an additional cost is applied

and the savings no longer justify the towing cost, the prudent marginal

shipper will use another transportation mode. His decision to leave the

waterway lessens congestion, hence the term congestion fee.
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Structural Improvements

Restoration of Existing Lock (Plan I in Table 10). It is estimated

that rehabilitation of Oliver Lock and Dam would prevent p.ssage of river

traffic for 10 months. Approximately 6,500 yards of concrete would be

replaced; new miter gates and necessary equipment would be installed;

fainter valves and related machinery would be replaced; and, hydraulic,

electrical, and compressed air systems would be replaced. Other repairs

would also be necessary for the lock. The existing Oliver Lock is a 95' x

460' lock with miter gates. Modification of the hydraulic characteristics

of this lock would not be proposed if the lock were left in service. The

spillway is a 700-foot long concrete ogee fixed crest at elevation 122.9.

There is a right bank overflow dike at elevation 140.0 and water flows over

the top of the lock wall on the left bank at elevation 140.0. This spill-

way would not be modified if the plan for upgrading the existing lock were

selected.

Replacement Lock and Existing Dam (Alternative #1 in Table 10). A new

larger size lock located on the landward side of the existing lock would

require excavatin of approximately 5,600,000 yards of material for the

lock and approaches. The 110 x 600-foot chamber would be compatible with

the remaining locks on the system. The Tuscaloosa County Club would be put1 out of business unless other lands for the golf course could be found. The
Illinois Central Gulf Railroad bridge would be modified to permit access to

the lock from upstream. A railroad spur would be relocated to the landward

side of the new lock. Street realignments would be necessary if liver

Street gets joined with 32nd Avenue.

Replacement Lock and Spillway at Existing Site (Alternative #3 in Table

10). The existing lock and spillway could be replaced with a new 110- X
600-foot lock riverward of the existing lock with a gated spillway replac-

ing the fixed crest spillway on the right descending bank of the river.

This alternative has complex foundation engineering, but provides lock

approaches that are excellent without railroad relocations. This plan
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would provide the least disruption to adjoining topography and facilities.

It would require removal of 3,100,000 cubic yards of material for the

*spillway approach and exit.

* I

Replacement Lock and Dam Downstream (Alternative #2 in Table 10).

Three downstream sites for a iam were investigated during the early '970's.

The sites located 13,700 and 8,000 feet downstream had the leabt favorable

foundation conditions (see Geology Section of Engineering, Design, and Cost

Appendix). Also, rock slopes downward from the Oliver Lock so that the

* sites further downstream would require greater excavation. Therefore,

detailed examination was limited to the site located 2,700 feet downstream

from Oliver. This was chosen mainly for foundation reasons but some con-

sideration was given to navigation during construction. The three alterna-

tive spillways were considered at this site as follows: a fixed crest

spillway, a gated spillway, and a combination gated and fixed crest spill-

way. All spillways were sized for a discharge capacity which would iimit

K the swellhead of one foot on the left and right bank overflow dikes when

they overtop and start passing flow. All designs considered the normal

upper pool at elevation 123.0 with the spillway located between the new

lock on the right descending bank and the power plant on the left descend-

ing bank. Slightly different amounts of excavation are required, depending

on which spillway option is selected. A fixed crest spillway will require

about 1,013,000 yards to be removed; che gated spillway requires only about

890,000 yards; and, the combination r-quires about 1,059,000 yards of exca-

vation. The 110 x 600-foot lock would require 3,294,300 cubic yards of

excavation regardless of the spillway option selected.

Hydropower Improvements Investigated. The Principles and Standards

published by the Water Resources Council in 1979, permits small scale

hydropower facilities (25 MW or less) to be examined without comparison to

a nonstructural alternative. Therefore, nonstructural alternatives have

not been developed for the small plants considered in this report. Concern

was expressed over possible water quality problems associated with
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operation of a hydroplant. Although the dissolved oxygen demand has been

within acceptable standards in recent years, it was decided to include a

turbine aeration systte to maintain dissolved oxygen levels. Since no

significant adverse environmental impacts would result from the size plants

considered, an analysis of marketability may be used for the determination

of need for future generation. The addition of hydropower is feasible for

all navigation alternatives. Because of the differences in discharge

characteristics of the spillway associated with the various alternatives,

the quantity of average annual energy and installed plant capacity could

vary slightly with each alternative. However, since these differences in

average annual energy are slight, only two alternatives were investigated

in detail for the three small hydropower plants considered. Replacement of

the lock and spillway at the existing project was selected for hydropower

*- capacity and energy evaluation because it is considered to be the most

environmentally attractive plan. The fixed crest spillway alternative at
. the downstream site was selected because it is the most cost effective plan

*from a navigation standpoiat. Slightly more average annual energy could be

produced at the downstream site, because the spillway surcharge provides

more head for discharges within the operating range of the hydroplant.

Screening of Alternative Neasures

In order to concentrate on those measures or combination of measures

which appear to offer the most complete solution to the problems and oppor-

tunities at Oliver Lock, it is necessary to withdraw from further consid-

eration measures of lesser attributes. As an aid to this process Table 10

summarizes the costs of the navigation and hydropower. The nonstructural

measures of a tow haulage unit, guidewall extension, and tow haulage excen-

sion were evaluated in a report titled "Report on Alternatives to Reduce

Tow Delays. William B. Oliver Lock and Dam, Black Warrior-Tombigbee River

System, Alabama," dated 30 OXtober 1981. The evaluation indicated a time

savings for two of these measures; however, net benefits accrued from only

the tow haulage unit. The initial cost of the guidewall extensions pre-

cluded this measure from producing net benefits although there were time

savings. An extension at a tow haulage unit beyond the present guidewali
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was found infeasible and its delay reduction possibilities not computt .

In addition, the report resulted in the recent construction of mooring

cells at the existing lock which in effect denies any farther time savings

by the tow haulage unit or guidewall extension. Ultimately, to affect a

solution to the navigational problems at Oliver Lock structural measures

will be brought into play. Restoration of the existing lock to existing

dimensions is not practical because of the severe economic impact on water-

way users. A conveyor mechanism would be required to move commodities on

the river during the rehabilitation and the resulting impacts, not only

economically but socially and possibly environmentally could be expected to

be significant. Similarly, construction of a new larger lock in the left

bank is not as economical as other measures which provide the same product.

Additionally, the social impacts of totally eliminating the Tuscaloosa

Country Club arq sizeable. Another nonstructural alternative to lock

replacement is demand management through imposition of a congestion fee.

The average annual benefits resulting from imposition of a congestion fee

total S9,462,000, considerably less than the benefits realized from lock

replacement.

The measure involving a larger replacement lock located about in the

middle of the river at the existing damsite presents some engineering

questions concerning foundation, hence a larger price tag than the down-

stream lock and dam location. However, there is less environmental impacts

due to the smaller amount of disposal material and no need to enlarge the

unper navigation pool. The downstream site does affect the Tuscaloosa

Countrv Club as well as the half mile of riverbanks where the water eleva-

tion will be raised by 28 feet. The downstream measure using a fixed crest

dam produces the same result in navigation terms as the gated or combina-

tion spillway measures at less cost. The fixed crest measure, however,

does require the greatest area for disposa' of excavated material of the

three spillway measures. The fixed crest allows for navigation over the

dam during high water; the gated spillway allows more flexibility in

controlling pool elevation; and, the combination (fixed crest and gated)

spillway does both to a limited degree. The disadvantages of gates are the

initial cost and operation, maintenance and replacement costs.

R/12/83
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The hydropower measures are in response to the opportunity to install a

small plant to capture and translate the kinetic energy of the water

flowing past the lock and dam. Energy independence has been a desirable

social goal since the mid-70's. Since the measures proposed are all small,

there is little environmental impact. As shown in the cost summary, the

hydropower feature appears to be economically feasible.

Using this partially subjective and partially objective screening of

the various measures, measures were combined into two alternatives for

detailed investigation.

Final Array of Plans

The alternatives carried to further design and evaluation prior to plan

selection were:

o downstream lock of 110 x 600 feet and 16.3 MW powerplant

(Alternative #2)

0 midstream lock of 110 x 600 feet and 16.3 MW powerplant

(Alternatives # 3 and #4)

Alternative #4 resulted from a design change suggested late in the

study uhich modified the spillway for Alternative #3 to fixed crest and

4 gates from the original 7-gate design. A significant cost savings was

realized by this change as shown in Table 10.

The powerplant was combined with each of the three downstream spillway

alternatives and the midstream alternative at the existing project.

Adverse impacts on navigation by addition of hydropower to either the

existing or proposed dam are not expected. The greater potential, however,

would be concerned with releases from the powerplant installed at the

existing project and the new lock in midstream.
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Construction Schedule

A construction schedule has been developed with 1991 as the first year

the replacement would be in operation. A schedule of events is provided in

the section covering plan implementation.

Trade-Off Analysis

The largest trade-off that can be demonstrated is the difference

between the development costs for the dowistream alternative with fixed

cres" spillway and the midstream lock with gated and fixed crest spillways

at the existing project site. Downstream the project cost is about 5

million dollars less than the midstream site. Geologic considerations

increase the construction costs for the lock at midstream since it would be

necessary to strengthen the existing lock due to excavation requirements.

However, selection of the downstrear site will require closure of the

waterway for up to five weeks while the final stage cofferdam is being

constructed. For purposes of determining the economic impact of the lock

closure, the loss of income to tow operators on the BWT was utilized.

While it is possible that these companies could move their equipment else-

where on the inland waterway system, most of these companies are strictly

local and in the past have ceased operations during closures of key locks

on the waterway. It is difficult to assess what the economic loss to the

shippers/receivers would be during this period due to the many different

ways they react to scheduled shutdowns--some receivers stockpile in antici-

pation of the shutdown, some shippers 3tockpile during the shutdown, some

shippers/receivers cease operations perhaps scheduling employee vacations

(if possible), and some, if economically feasible, shift to another mode of

transport for the duration.

The cost to the towing companies was computed using the January 1981

towboat and barge costs provided by OCE and updating them to October 1982

price levels. Based on this analysis, the lost income to the towing indus-

try from the 5-week lock closure would be approximately $2,348,000. It

should be noted, however, that it is likely that normal maintenance of
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other locks on the BWT be scheduled to coincide with the lock closure, thus

reducing the real time loss assigned to this alternative to 1 to 2 weeks.

This would significantly reduce the income loss of this alternative to the

towing industry.

The trade-off between spillway types amounted to analyzing their costs

and the determination that an additional flexibility for controlling the

pool level was not of value to either navigation or power.

Sensitivity Analysis, Risks, and Uncertainties

Sensitivity analyses have now been completed for both the navigation

benefits and the cost of closing the river for up to five weeks during

* construction of a new dam. The cost to the waterway users for closing the

river to traffic would have to exceed the annualized value of 5 million

dollars to overcome the savings in construction gained at the downstream

site. There is no doubt that sufficient coal resources can be found in the

Black Warrior region to require adequate water transportation facilities

well into the next century.

Facilities for meeting the study area's needs for power are being

planned; however, several factors must be considered in the development and

expansion of facilities. The record shows that timely installations have

not taken place in recent years. The environmental costs for extraction of

coal could slow down future development of coal-fired plants and the future

of nuclear plants is unclear as is the import of foreign oil.

Several issues were examined during the course of this study. The

possible shortage of lockage water at Holt Lock when traffic levels

increased was examined in detail for the critical month of October. It was

determined that upon completion of construction of Oliver Lock, traffic

Itvels would increase to the point where regulatory measures would be

necessary to allow uninterrupted service. However, it was concluded that

much measures could be implemented without significant effects on traffic.

0
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Because of the minor effect, measures such as water conservation and

recirculation or pump back from the downstream pool were not considered

advisable at this time.

Seventy-three bends and bridges on the lover BWT below Demopolis were

identified as being potential congestion problems. These were modeled in

the WAM and the congestion at each was monitored as traffic increaseu over

the 50-year project life. It was found that none of the bends and bridges

rralized a significant delay which would warrant improvements. Addition-

ally, it was found that the primary constraints on the waterway were the

locks at Coffeeville and Demopolis rather than the bends or bridges. For

example, i.- the year 2000, when the project is in place the average delay

at the most congested bend was about 10 minutes. However, insignificant

effects are accounted for in the assessment of project benefits.

Economic Analysis
System's Approach Economic Analysis

A major problem faced in the accurate benefit assessment of a lock and

dam improvement proj-ct such as the replacement of Oliver Lock is the com-

plex interdependence of traffic flows among the many different projects

within the system. In a system as massive and diveree as the inland water-

way system, a change in the performance capability of one project can con-

ceivably affect the efficiencies of other projects in at least two ways

-- by increasing the aggregate service at other structures in the system

(primarily locks), and by changing the economic and physical characteris-

tics of the traffic at the other structuies.

In the private sector, the economic influences exerted by one firm on

another are "external" t the performance measures used by the first. The
independent evaluation of a single component of the inland waterway system

49
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has similar characteristics. Through the utilization of system analysis

techniques, the external influences are internalized, and system perform-

ance becomes of primary importance. Therefore, the evaluation methodology

and procedures used in this study have been developed in order to measure

system performance. By evaluating the economic performance of the system,

as defined by the proposed improvement at Oliver, the marginal system bene-

fits attributable to that plan can be measured.

For purposes of this study, the "system" was defined based on determi-

nation of which segments of the inland waterway system could potentially be

impacted to any significant degree by the project. Preliminary test runs

of the overall system depicted in Figure 5 narrowed the system to the

follow'ng waterways: Br, TTW, Tennessee, Lower Ohio, Lower 4ississippi,

and GIWW East. All other segments of the inland waterway system were found

to be extraneous to the purpose of this study, and therefore, were elimi-

nated from, detailed study. It was found through further analysis that the

major impdcts of the proposed improvement would be limited to the BWT

Waterway, particularly Coffeeville and Demopolis Locks. However, as the

Oliver Lock replacement was found to have some degree of impact on the

marginal system benefits as defined above, these benefits are presented

herein.

Narsinal Iconemic Analysis

The theoretical applications of marginal economic analysis generally

involve smooth, uniform, average and marginal costs and benefit curves.

The real-vorld economic picture, however, is rarely that simplistic. Use

of the ton-mile as the unit o' measure for system output helps, to some

extent, to standardize the view of production throughout the system. Yet,

even with such standar'ization, some variability remains in the character-

istics of output. As a result of this differentation in output, relation-

ships between marginal costs and rate savings at alternative levels of

output are somevhat erratic. In marginal analysis, incremental outputs
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(which occur in uneven quantities corresponding to movement size) are

ranked in such a fashion so as to force a smooth benefit curve. Waterway

line haul rates may tend towards a smooth curve, but marginal waterway

routing costs (marginal costs) are less inclined to reflect a smooth curve.

This phenomenon poses no real problem in this analysis since when the

marginal costs begin to approach the rate savings the range of aggregate

traffic levels around the social optimum is sufficiently narrow.

The marginal economic approach was used to determine the aggregate

traffic levels that will move on the defined system and through Oliver

under both with and without project conditions. The analysis determines

the movements that would remain on the waterway and those which would

divert to other modes and/or routes. This process was repeated for various

years of traffic demand projections throughout th2 50-year project life.

Since the objective of this approach is to determine traffic and, ulti-

mately, rate savings levels resulting under with and w;thout project condi-

tions, only those costs actually incurr.d by the waterway shippers are used

in this process. Shippers use only those rates and chacges which are

internal to their production function to compute costs and to determine the

extent of waterway usage. Therefore, only those portions of water facility

costs which have been passed on to them by the towing industry are intern-
alized.

Methodology and Procedures

Becaise the Black Warrior-rombigbee Waterway is an integral part of a

;ery complex national waterway system involving alternate routes and with

locks that are potential bottlenecks, it was necessary to model a signifi-

cant portion of that waterway to determine the system-wide impacts of

replacing the Oliver Lock. The system was anticipated to involve not only

locks as congestion points but also the lover Tombigbee River, a major

segment that the Oliver traffic transits, which contains many tight bends

that are constricted to one-way traffic and that cause the tows to slow.

Due to the need to consider these bends as well as the locks, the modeling
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methodology used in several recent studies by thie Ohio River Division was

modified to allow the modeling of congestion points in a waterway.

The basic modeling approach is founded on a model first developed under

the inland Navigation Systems Analysis (INSA) Program and later modified by

the Department of Transportation for the user fee study (Sec. 205) and the

Huntington District for the Gallipolis Lock replacement study. The model

is identified as the Tow Cost Model (TCM). It is an optimization model

that sizes the tow traffic on the waterway based on the commodity move-

ments, volume and pattern of movet2ent, the equipment characteristics and

costs, the restrictions on the tow sizes due to channel characteristics,

the lock characteristics and delays, and potential for reflecting. The

traffic is routed according to routing tables and the total traffic through

the locks is determined. Based on this load, the locking characteristics

are determined and the locking times and delay times computed. The delay

times are determined based on a simple queuing model. Transit times

through the reaches are then computed based on the tow sizes and channel

characteristics. Using these factors and the cost of equipment and commod-

ities, the optimum tow size for each movement (origin, destination, and

transportation class) is determined.

Since this model uses a very simplified queuing model for the locking

procedure delay and cannot determine realistically delays due to con-

strained channel points, a waterway simulation model was modified for this

project. This model was also developed under the INSA Program; however, it

was never successfully applied due to its complexity and large cost to

operate. Also it did not have a readily available procedure to determine

rate savings and project economics. The model is known as the Waterway

Analysis Model (WAM) and is an event simulation model. The primary cost

involved in using this model was the complete simulation of the fleeting,

dispatching and port operations. However, since the TCN accomplishes an

4optimal sizing of the tows, considering backhaul potential and routes the

traffic, these functions could be removed from the WAN and a trip generator

could use the results from the resource requirements file to generate the

traffic for the WAN.
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In addition, the WAM was modified to allow the simulation of bends,

because a mix of traffic could travel a given reach of the waterway and a

particular bend could be transited as two-way or restricted to one-way

traffic depending on the bend and tow characteristics. The model considers

the size of the meeting tows in a bend and determines if the tows can both

transit the bend or if one tow must wait. The rules of the Western Rivers

are applied when a conflict occurs and queues are formed.

The complete locking procedure can be modeled in detail or a3 a simpli-

fied function. The lockage type is determined based on the size of the tow

and the lock and lockage times are computed. If the lock is busy, the tow

is forced to wait until its turn, based on the locking policy in effect.

When two chambers are present, the most efficient chamber is chosen until

the congestion is too great.

Statistics are kept on all events until the simulation period is ended.

The lock's utilization and delays and bend delays are recorded. Each traf-

fic movement also has records of the times for transit through the channel,

through locks and through bends.

Based on the equipment and commodity costs, delay and transit times

recorded for each movement, the cost of each shipment could be computed.

As traffic increases and congestion occurs, costs will increase; chereby

decreasing the waterway rate savings. A postprocessing program was used to

determine Lhese adjusted rates and to compute the resulting rate savings.

For each projected year the traffic was modeled in a network involving

29 locks and 34 waterway segments. The traffic was projected for each

movement based on 1979 traffic reported in the Waterborne Commerce statis-

tics according to OBERS projections. After the Tennessee-Tombigbee Water-

way becomes operational, the Kearney projected movements were ad4ed. The

characteristics of the locks were obtained from the performance monitoring

system data collected at the locks during the 1979-1982 period. This data

was used to calibrate the tow sizing. This traffic is then used in the TCM
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and WAN for each year for the present system and with Oliver Lock replaced

and operational improvements at Demopolis and Coffeeville Locks. The

results of the queuing observed in the WAM and the capacity limitations

would be used to adjust the TCM for each set of traffic conditions. As the

traffic increased, the locks became congested and reached capacity. Traf-

fic must then be diverted. The computed marginal rate savings usually has

become negative for some of the traffic that is experiencing large delays.

Those with negative marginal rate savings are diverted from the waterway

and a new set of model runs made with the reduced traffic until the locks

become uncongested. This interation is continued until the congestion is

cleared and both the TCM and WAN car handle the traffic through all locks

and the delays and lock processing times are similar for the TCM and WAM.

Then the rate savings for the system and subsystem, with and without

improvements can be compared to determine the benefits of the project.

Capacity of Oliver and Demopolis Lock*

w*. Capacity at Oliver, Coffeeville and Demopolis Locks were found to

increase over the project life for two primary reasons. The first is

because the average tow size is expected to increase as a result of the

evidenced growth in economic costs associated with increased traffic at

constraint points (primarily locks) along the waterway. In addition, the

percent empty backhaul through BWT Locks decreased over the project life as

a result of a more balanced composition of traffic. Oliver's capacity

under without project conditions ranged from just over 19 million tons in

1991 to approximately 21 million tons in 2010. Demopolis and Coffeeville

Locks ranged from just over 56 million tons in 1991 to over 60 million tons

in 2010.

Project Costs

Table 10 lists both construction first cost and annual costs for the

various measures examined during t*-is study. Detailed cost estimates are

contained in Appendix A, Section IV.
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Project Benefits

Table 11 presents the navigation benefits that would accrue to the

entire system over the 50-year project life. It can be observed that

generally the overall benefits to the waterway begin at about $30.1 million

and continue to grow to 42.0 million in the year 2010. It should be noted

that for purposes of this analysis traffic projections were leveled off in

2010 and held constant for the remainder of project life. It is recognized
that as a projection is extended further out in time, the credibility is

increasingly weakened.

Table 11

Benefits to System, Oliver Lock Replacement
($1000)

Year Benefits

1991 30,100

2000 34,800

2010 42,000

2020 42,000

2030 42,000

2040 42,000

Average Annual Equivalent Benefits: (000's $)

7-7/8% $35,700,000

Benefits from the production of hydropower were calculated using energy

values provided by The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission. A credit for

dlependable capacity was used as well as a value for the average annual

energy. The following table summarizes the benefits for the downstream

plant sizes inv.stigated.
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Table 12

Hydropower Benefits

Oliver Lock Replacement

Average Annual
Installed Dependable Annual Plant
Capacity Capacity Energy Factor Power Values* Benefits

(MW) (MW) (MWH) (M) (Capacity $/KW/yr) ($1,000)
(Energy mills/KWH)

10.1 2.7 30,560 .35 130.05 351
44.65 1,364

1,715

13.2 3.4 39,400 .34 130.05 442
44.65 1,759

2,201

16.3 3.5 43,500 .30 130.05 455
44.65 1,942

2,397

*FERC Letter 9 May 1983. Coal-fired alternative power values were used
for all plant factors.

Plan Selection
Both economic and environmental costs must be considered before the

selected plan can be shown to maximize net benefits possible within the

formulation framework. The economic costs for various measures have been

considered and certain measures have been eliminated from further consider-

ation. Environmental impacts have been considered and the statement

following the main body of this report identifies these impacts.

Table 13 presents data for the comparison of costs benefits and net

henefitn for the downstream 110 x 600-foot lock, fixed crest spillway, and

the 110 x 600-foot lock in midstream at the existing project. Power cost

0
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Table 13

Summary of Data for Plan Formulation ($1,000)

Net

Annual Cost* Benefits Benefits B/C

Navigation

Alternative #2
Ist cmst 104,700
IDC 20,015

Total 124,715

I&A (7-7f9%) 10,048
O, M & R- 15
Total 10,063 10,100 35,700 25,600 3.5

Alternative #4
Ist cost 109,800
IDC 20,681
Total 130,481

I&A (7-7/8%) 10,512
0, M - 59
Total 10,571 10,600 35,700 25,100 3.4

Power

1st cost 18,9009/

IDC 2,222
Total 21,122

l&A (7-7/8%) 1,701
0, M & R 378

Total 2,079 2,1U0 2,400 300 1.1

* Quantification of environmental costs in monetary terms has not been
accomplished. The resulting impacts are essentially equal for both
navigation measures with the exception that the midstream alternative
requires less land for disposal. Environmental costs for power are
minimal since generation by water displaces some power which would likely
be generated by fossil fuel.

-/The costs for 0, N & R of the existing project have been deducted
from the proposed project for this analysis.

2/
-Assumes dam in place.
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and benefits are shown separate for ease of identification and can be added

to either alternative to determine total project feasiblity. Based on

these data, the downstream site with a fixed crest dam, a 110 x 600-foot

lock, and a 16.3 MW poverplant produces the plan with maximum net bene-

fits.

selected lam Decription

Plan Components. Plate 1 depicts the tentatively selected plan which

provides a 110 x 600-foot lock, fixed crest dam, and 16.3 MW power plant

located about 2,700 feet downstream from the existing Oliver project. The

depth of water over the upper and lower sills of the lock will be 13 feet.

Access to the lock will be from the Northport, Alabama, side of the river.

Approximately 140 acres of land in three parcels which belong to the city

of Tuscaloosa, the Alabama State Docks and the Tuscaloosa Chamber of

Commerce are planned for disposal area. Acquisition of 85 additional acres

will be necessary for the Lock site and another 37 acres are required for

the powerplant and access thereto. Approximately 800 feet of Mill Creek

will be removed during excavation of the lock approach.

The spillway will be 815 feet long with a crest elevation of 122.9 NGVD. A

flip bucket will be provided to aid in aerating water flowing over the dam,

but no stilling basin is planned due to rock foundation and tailvater

depth. The 16.3 NW powerplant will be situated in the left descending bank

of the river. it will contain a single unit. A switchyard will be pro-

vided and a proposed transmission right-of-way will be obtained for lines

leaving the site in a southward direction. Power will be sold by the South

Eastern Power Administration (SEPA).

Design and Construction Considerations. The construction of the

proposed project will be accomplished in two stages. During the first

stage, coffer cells would be temporarily erected in a pc.rtion of the river

and the river bottom excavated within the area by mechanical means. The

lock would then be constructed. Approximately 4 million cubic yards of

material will be transferred to the disposal area which is about one-halt
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mile away. Navigation will be maintained during this stage of construct on

since only about one-half of the river will be blocked by the cofferdam.

Second stage construction will consist of damming the remaining por- on

of the river, constructing the remaining sectiot. of the spillway and c tm,

and installation of the powerplant. Material excavated from this const, c-

tion stage will be transported to the disposal area located on the oppo' te

side of the river. Bank areas left exposed due to excavation will be ip-

rapped as needed to protect against sloughing and erosion due to prop . ish

and high water. Navigation will be stopped during the construction of Che

second stage cofferdam which will take about 5 weeks. When construction of

the 2nd stage cofferdam is complete and the new navigation pool fills

(about 2 days to fill) the new lock will be operational. As soon as possi-

ble after the new pool has filled, a 300-foot section of the old dam will

JJ be blown out to a depth of minus 20 feet. The debris will remain on the

riverbed.

Coordination with the US Fish and Wildlife Service resulted in several

recommendations which will be included in the constructioa specifications.

In order to limit erosion, sedimentation, and turbidity from affecting fish

spawning habits during construction, certain requirements will have to be
carried out by the contractor. Prior to any construction, the contractor
will be required to submit a plan showing his scheme for controlling ero-

sion and disposing of waste. Surface drainage from cuts and fills within

the construction limits, whether or not completed, and from borrow and

waste disposal areas, shall, if turbidity producing materials are present,

be held in suitable sedimentation ponds or shall be graded to control

erosion within acceptable limits. Other requirements such as restoration

of landscape damage and immediate grassing of disturbed areas will be

enforced throughout construction.

Runoff protection within the disposal area will be provided by con-

struction of a small dike around the disposal area to trap Rediments.

Drainage outlets will be provided as needed to control damage to adjacent

properties. The dike will be grassed to control erosion. When the
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disposal area is filled and the outside perimeter is protected %ith

grasses, vines, and shrubs, the mall dike will become part of the disposal

area.

Flow in Hill Creek is not expected to be of sufficient volume or veloc-

ity to cause a problem with navigation past its mouth. The lock will dis-

charge into the river and shoaling in the lick approach is not expected to

be a problem.

Operation and Maintenance Considerations. The choice of a fixed crest

spillway eliminates operation and maintenance costs for the spillway. The

lock will be manned with at least five lock operators and a lock master

which is no change from the requirements of the existing project. These

personnel will handle small maintenance jobs while major repairs will be

handled through the Area Engineer Office located in Tuscaloosa. The power-

house will be operated by a crew of five people: two mechanics, one mainte-

nance mechanic, and two electricians. Since the turbine and generator will

be very small, certain poverplant equipment such as an overhead crane is

not planned. Therefore, mobile cranes will be brought onto the site during

major repairs of facilities located on either side of the river. Lock

closures will be scheduled as needed for major repair work and advance

notice to industry will be issued in the usual manner.

A boat launching ramp on Mill Creek will aid in maintenance operations

necessary for the lock and powerplant as well as other inspection and main-

tenance work in the upper end of the Warrior pool. Minimum basic facili-

ties consisting of a boat ramp, three spaces for vehicle parking, and the

access road are proposed for more efficient accomplishment of snagging and

dredging missions. Snagging is performed in the Warrior Pool by the

Snagboat Roe and maintenance dredging is usually begun in the Warrior Pool

on or about I April each year and is continued throughout the low water

season. Both missions require trailered boat access for crew changes and

inspection or supervision by Government personnel and survey parties.

Condition surveys are also conducted year round. Maintenance dredgirg has

increased, renuiring addition of upland disposal sites at locations where

disposal sites within the river have become filled to capacity. The
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majority of dredging is performed in the upper portion of the Warrior Pool,

between navigation miles 290 and 330. This part of Warrior Pool is pres-

ently served by one boat ramp, which is located at mile 304 and is owned

and maintained by the Tuscaloosa County Recreation Authority. The Author-

ity has reduced maintenance of their ramp due to lack of funds and they

project no change in the future. A boat ramp at the proposed project, mile

337, could be located on Federal lands and would assure continued access

for trailered boats to the Warrior Pool. Boating distance from the exist-

ing county ramp would be reduced considerably for much of the time, and

overland distance to launch crew boats would also be reduced greatly

because workers reside in the Tuscaloosa area. These savings are suffi-

cient to justify minimum basic facilities.

Plan Accomplishments. The reduction of delays at Oliver Lock during

the year is valued at $35,700,000. The production of 43,500 MWH annually
I

means a boost of $2,400,000 to the economy. Additionally, the five jobs at

the new plant will enhance the local economy. Navigation through the

larger lock will be less difficult and more efficient. Small boating

interests within the large population area will have improved access to the

river. Land earmarked for future industrial development will initially be

used for disposal of material excavated from the project area then returned

for industrial uses. The potential for land enhancement was evaluated and

it was found that incidental benefits of about $38,000 a year would accrue

to owners. These benefits are small and no windfall would occur since they

would be shared by three owners. The disposal lands cannot be used by the

owners during the period of easement and they have no control over the

material being placed on the land.

Sumary of Economic, Environmental, and Other Social Effects. The

development of a computer simulation model which mathematically predicts

impacts of condition changes on the waterway system was used to analyze the

impact of a new Oliver lock. A detailed description of the model and

results can be found in the Economics Appendix. The summary of project

economics shown below account only for benefits derived from transportation

time savings and hydropower. Regional economic impacts from construction

wages and sales associated with construction have not been computed.
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Annual Costs Annual Benfits Net Benefits B/C

$12,200,000 $38,100,000 $25,500,000 3.1

Although situated in an urban area, the existing Oliver Lock exudes a

surprisingly quiet presence. Due, in most part, to limited access to the

river, the land surrounding much of the lock site is undeveloped and grown

up in trees. The country club is the nearest urban feature to the lock and

presents more of a pastoral scene than urban. Construction of a new lock

and dam will only slightly change these characteristics. The river will be

wider and deeper between the existing lock and dam and the proposed lock

and dam downstream. While trees will be felled for construction, the new

riprapped banks will still be tree-lined. Access to the proposed lock will

be improved and the availability of a boat ramp will also make the river

more accessible.

A cultural resources study has been completed for all lands associated

with the alternatives considered for replacement of Oliver Lock. The

executive summary of the study is contained in the Environmental Appendix.

The report identified 49 previously known and newly discovered prehistoric

and historic cultural resources. Currently, ten of these resources are

considered potentially eligible for the National Register of Historic
Places and further investigations during preconstruction planning is

appropriate.

The social impacts of the proposed lock are thought to be minor. There

will be a loss of taxable land and the country club will have to alter its

layout. However, offsetting these impacts are the beneficial impacts of

increased employment, improved access to the river, and the reduction of

delays experienced by shippers using the waterway.

A list of the effects of the selected plan on significant resources is

givern in Table 15 and the relationship of the plan to certain Federal

policies and requirements is given in Table 16.
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Plan Implementation

institutional Requirements

Transportation savings gained by replacement of the Oliver Lock are

specifically assigned to the inland navigation system. Historically, such

benefits have been considered to be widespread since they are gained by

multiple users and cost sharing has not been required. However, on

22 March 1982, the Department of the Army, on behalf of the Administration,

transmitted proposed legislation to Congress which would provide for full

recovery of costs for construction, rehabilitation, replacement, operation,

and mainte'nance for most inland waterways with authorized depths of 14 feet

or less. If this proposal is enacted by the Congress, the Secretary of the

Army would also be authorized to employ a number of mechanisms to implement

the laws, such as (1) license fees; (2) charges based on ton-miles over a

given segment; (3) lockage fees; (4) tolls; and (5) charges based on capac-

ity of cargo vessels over various segments of the inland '.-aterway system.

Additionally, the cost of hydropower has also been Federally financed with

revenues from the sale of power used to repay the cost. However, any
I change in this method of financing which is acceptable to the President and

Congress will be effected at the appropriate time.

Implementation Schedule

The steps necessary to implement the replacement of Oliver Lock are

summarized as follows:

a. This report will be reviewed by the South Atlantic

Division Engineer and forwarded to the Board of

Engineers for Rivers and Harbors (BERI) upon

approval. August 1983

b. The report will be reviewed and approved by BERH. December 1983
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c. The report will be forwarded, along with the BERH

report, to the Chief of Engineers. January 1984

d. The report will be circulated to various agencies

and the State of Alabama for comment. March 1984

e. Upon receipt of these comments, the Chief will

prepare his report and submit the Oliver Report

along with the BERH and Chief's report to the

Assistant Secretary of the Army (ASA). June 1984

f. The office, Chief of Engineers, will file the EIS

with EPA. June 1984

g. The Assistant Secretary of Army (ASA) viii review

the reports and submit them for approval by the

Office of Management and Budget (OMB). September 1984

h. The report will be forwarded to Congress by ASA. October 1984

i. Congress authorizes the project and appropriates FY 1984 and

funds before construction can begin. FY 1985

j. Other activities leading to construction are:

1. Preparation of General and Feature Design

Memorandums I 1986

2. Real Estate acquisition FY 1987

3. Preparation of supply contracts FY 1987

4. Initiate construction of access roads,

locks, and dams FY 1987

k. Open new lock to traffic. April 1991
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Local Cooperation

At this time, there are no financial requirements assigred to local

interests, since lands for construction areas are generally acquired by the

Federal Government. If Federal Law is modified prior to construction

initiation, it wo,:ld be appropriate to establish local cooperation at that

time and complete the project under the then rurrent laws.

View. of Other Agencies

The US Fish and Wildlife Service has participated in the development of

this report and a draft of their Coordination Act report is provided in the

Pertinent Correspondence Appendix. Other agencies have reviewed and com-

mented on the draft. Their comments may also be found in Appendix D.

Summary Of Coordination
The study for replacement of Oliver Lock has been interrupted several

times since it began in 1969. There have been two formal public meetings

concerning the proposed replacement. The first was held on 19 May 1970, in

Tuscaloosa, Alabama. It was the initial public meeting designeu to expose

the problems and opportunities for complete comprehension of the needs.

Overall, the 37 statements received in response to the public notice were

in favor of replacing the lock. The second was held on 28 March 1974, also

in Tuscaloosa, Alabama. The basic options were presented for discussion at

this public meeting. An environmental assessment was contained in the

notice of the meeting. There were 13 presentations by attendees aad 10

'.tatements submitted for the record. The need for hydropower, another

'ridge across the Black Warrior, water quality, water quantity, and flood

protection were discuased. The option of a replacement lock and dam

located abnut 2,700 feet downstream of the existing project was supported

by most of the waterway users during their presentations and prepared

stateme r..a.
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The Warrior-Tombigbee Development Association has been kept fully

informed as the study progresso-d and their support in collection of traffic

data and user-defined constraints has been very helpful. Se'eral meetings

with the membership have been held in the Mobile District Office and in the

field to discuss user needs such as mooring facilities, quicker response to

maintenance dredging, and other items. The District Engineer participates

regularly as a speaker or panel member at the Association's annual meeting.

Of special imlortance to this report was a meeting between the Alabama

Congressional Delegation, members of the Association and members of the

Corps which was held in Washington during the fall of 1980. It was decided

at that time to prepare an interim report on the replacement of the Oliver

Lock.

The US Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) has been involved in the

planning process throughout this study. A copy of the Fish and Wildlife

Coordination Act report is provided in the Pertinent Correspondence Appen-

dix. In this report, the FWS made a number of mitigation recommendations.

Meetings were held between the Corps and the FWS to discuss their recom-

mendations. The following responses were presented to the FWS.

FWS recommendation. Limit all construction activities and dredging to

a time period other than the critical fish spawning season between March 15

and June 30.

Corps response. The construction of the proposed project would extend

over three to four years. It would not be possible to avoid the spawning

season because of the costs of demobilizing and mobilizing the construction

activities several times during the course of the construction. The delays

incurred would double the overall time necessary for project completion.

However, construction would primarily be performed withit, coffercells which

would minimize impacts anJ would not affect the up or downstream movement

of fish although the small area within the coffercells would be unavailable

for spamwing beds.
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PUS recommendation. Limit construction activities during high rainfall

periods.

Corps response. This would be implemented (see page EIS-10).

FWS recomendation. Imwediately revegetate all denuded areas.

Corps response. This would be implemented (see page 61).

INS recommendation. Hinimize vegetation disturbance associated with

construction activities.

Corps response. This would be implemented (see page EIS-lO).

FWS recommendation. Spoil disposal area lands should be managed for

fish and wildlife production.

Corps response. The disposal area would not be purchased by the Corps.

Only an easement would be obtained during construction. Therefore, no

future management plans could be implemented on this land.

PWS recommendation. Use all lands remaining from the existing project

for fish and wildlife production following the completion of the proposed

project.

Corps response. The landscaping plan for project lands would consider

measures which would benefit wildlife such as avoiding a total "lawn-like"

setting by including some unmaintained thicket areas to provide small areas

of cover for birds and small mammals.

4

FWS recomnendation. Revegetate disposal area lands and other project

lands with hardwiod tree species in order to increase habitat value and

productivity.
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Corps response. The disposal area would not be purchased by the Corps.

In addition, the present owners of the land intend to develop it for indus-

trial use. Therefore, no planting scheme would be implemented. Natural

revegetation would take place on the area until development occurs. See

previous response concerning project lands.

FWS recommendation. A General Plan for management of all lands

* involved should be developed in cooperation with the Fish and Wildlife

Service, State, and Corps.

Corps response. A General Plan would be developed for landscaping the

project lands during future study stages and would include consideration of

measures to benefit wildlife.

Appendix D contains pertinent correspondence relate,! to study coordina-

tion efforts. One important effort which is continuing involves the

Tuscaloosa Country Club Inc., whose lands will be impacted by any of the

proposed plans. A consultant is developing a concept to allow relocation

and continued operation cf the Country Club during construction.

A final public meeting was held on 12 April 1983, with approximately

100 persons attending. Comments made at that meeting were very favorable

towards replacement of Oliver Lock with a larger lock. The Tuscaloosa

Country Club requested additional information relating to impacts on their

operation resulting in the District obtaining the consultant mentioned

above.

Conclusions

Based on the investigations made for this report, it is concluded that

the traffic delay problem at Oliver Lock due to the use of 6-barge tows can

best be solved by the construction of a new lock with dimensions of 110

x 600 feet. Additionally, the installation of a small hydropower plant lk

the dam on the opposite bank from the lock is feasible.
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It is further concluded that Federal development of the replacement

lock and dam including a poverplant would be in accordance with existing

laws and policies and, that the small lake contained within steep river-

banks offers very limited potential for recreation development. A very

small contribution toward meting outdoor recreation needs will be provided

by allowing public use of the basic facilities to be installed in Mill

Creek near the lock.

After considering all technical information, public views, and in par-

ticular the economic, environmental and social well-being impacts, it is

concluded that the selected plan herein warrants Federal participation.

There does not appear to be a more appropriate alternative to construction

and the proposed action includes all practical measures to minimize harm to

endangered species, the surrounding wetlands and development in the flood

plain. The proposed action has been evaluated in accordance with Section

404(b) guidelines of PL 92-500, as mended (Appendix C), and it has been

determined that:

a. Feasible alternatives to the considered discharge have been

considered and none that are practicable will have less adverse impact on

the wetland ecosystem.

b. There are no unacceptable environmental impacts on the wetland

ecosystem as a result of the dredge material discharge.

c. The discharge of the dredged or fill material will be accom-

plished under conditions which will minimize, to the extent practicable,

adverse environmental effects on the aquatic and semiaquatic ecosystem.
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Recommendation
I recommend that the plan to provide for the addition of hydropower and the

improvement of navigation at William Bacon Oliver Lock in Tuscaloosa,

Alabama, consisting of a lock with chamber dimensions of 110 x 600 feet,

a powerplant and ancillary structures and facilities related thereto, be

authorized for implementation as a Federal project, with such modifications

as in the discretion of the Chief of Engineers may be advisable. This

recommendation is made in recognition of current administrative initiatives

before Congress on specific policies for Federal participation in water

resources development. On 19 May 1983, the Department of the Army, on

behalf of the Administration, transmitted proposed legislation to Congress

which would provide for recovery of 70 percent of costs assigned to commer-

cial waterway transportation for construction, rehabilitation, replacement,

operation, and maintenance for most inland waterways with authorized depths

14 feet or less. If this proposal becomes law, Corps of Engineers expendi-

tures for the Oliver Lock replacement project will be subject to recovery

through user fees as set forth therein. The Secretary of the Army will be

authorized to recover costs by imposition of ton-mile fees. Operation and

maintenance costs will be recovered on a system-wide basis and future

construction costs will be recovered on a segment-specific basis. Addi-

tionally, the Administration is considering a cost-sharing policy for

development of hydropower. While some cost-sharing policies are still

under consideration, it appears that non-Federal interests can expect a

higher level of financial participation than in the past. Therefore, my

recommendation for construction authorization of the Oliver Lock replace-

ment project is made subject to cost-sharing policies satisfactory to the

President and the Congress. The first cost of the Oliver Lock replacement

project for the least costly alternative is currently estimated to be

$123,600,000 with an additional operation, maintenance, and replacement

cost of 1393,000 annually.

Colonel,/

District E ineer
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FINAL
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

Proposed Plan for Replacement of William Bacon
Oliver Lock and Dam, Tuscaloosa, Alabama

The responsible lead agency is the US Army Engineers District, Mobile

Abstract: The small size of William Bacon Oliver Lock and Dam in

Tuscaloosa, Alabama, is not commensurant with the rest of the 9lack

Warrior-Tombigbee River System. River traffic is being delayed due to a

backup of tows at Oliver Lock and Dam. Plans which are being considered in

response to this problem include the construction of a: (1) new larger lock

on the left bank of the river using the existing dam with or without hydro-

power, (2) new fixed crest dam 2,700 feet downstream with a new larger lock

on the Northport side of the river with or without hydropower, (3) the

construction of a new larger lock near the middle of the existing dam with

a gated spillway, (4) the construction of a new larger lock near the middle

of the existing dam with a combination gated and fixed crnst spillway with

or without hydropower, and (5) no action. Alternative (2) with the addi-

tion of hydropower has been identified as the National Economic Development

(NED) plan and the recommended-plan because of economic considerations, and

alternative (4) has been identified as the Least Environmentally Damaging

(LED) plan because it affects the least amount of land. A boat ramp has

been incorporated into the recommended plan primarily for maintenance

although it will be available for public access. It will be located near

the mouth of Mill Creek downstream of the proposed lock and dam.

SEND YOUR COMMENTS TO THE If you would like further information
DISTRICT ENGINEER BY on this statement, please contact:

Ms. Carol Gorbics or Tommy Lightcap
US Arm: Engineer District, Mobile
PO Box 2288
Mobile, AL 36628

4 Commercial Telephone: 205/690-2726
FTS Telephone: 537-2726

NOTE: Information, displays, maps, etc., discussed elsewhere in the
Oliver Lock and Do report are incorporated by reference in the EIS.
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1.0 Summary

1.1 Major Conclusions and Findings. The recommended plan for replacement

of Oliver Lock and Dam is the construction of a new lock and dam 2,700 feet

downstream of the existing dam on the right bank of the Black Warrior River

with a run-of-the-river hydropower plant on the left bank of the river

(Appendix A, Chart- 111-2). This plan is recommended because it requires

the least overall costs of the final array of alternatives (see Table 10 of

the main report). Significant long-term environmental impacts of this plan

are mainly associated with land use changes with 91 acres of land in the

construction area and 139 acres of land in the disposal area being

affected. The least environmentally damaging plan (LED) is the addition of

a new lock in mid-river using the existing dam (Appendix A, Chart 111-4).

This alternative would impact 60 acres of land in the construction area and

80 acres of land in the disposal area.

1.2 Areas of Controversy. None have been identified at this time.

1.3 Relationship to Environmental Protection Statutes and Other Environ-

mental Requirements. The specific areas of compliance are discussed for

the recommended plan. Compliance is completed to the same degree for each

alternative plan.

1.3.1 Cultural Resources. Under several historic preservation laws and

one executive order, the Corps of Engineers has the responsibility to

identify and prescrve cultural resources or mitigate losses thereto, on

lands under their :uriAdiction. The pertinent authorities for this respon-

sibility include the kntiquities Act of 1906, the Historic Sites Act of

19J5, the National H toric Preservation Act of 1966 as amended including

the National HisLoric Preservation Act Amendments of 1980, the Reservoir

Salvage Act of 1960 as amended by the Archeological and Historic Preserva-

tion Act of 1"74, Ex:cutive Order 11593 (Protection and Enhancement of

Cultural Environment, 13 May 1981), the Archaeological Protection Act of

1979, and tle National Environmental Policy Act. As part of the compliance

procedure, a cultural resources reconnaissance survey has been completed of

EIS-I
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the lands thus far identified for the Oliver Lock and Dam replacement

study. A completed' report has been received and filed with State Historic

Preservation Officer for Alabama. This investigation resulted in the docu-

mentation of 49 previously known and newly discovered prehistoric and his-

toric cultural resources. Currently, ten of the resources are considered

potentially eligible for the National Register of Historic Places and are

recommended for further investigations during the development of detailed

plans and specifications. The proposed action is in full compliance with

the above Executive Orders and Statute for the stage of planning.

1.3.2 Clean Air Act. In accordance with Sections 309 and 176(c) of the

Clean Air Act, copies of the EIS were provided to the Environmental Protec-

tion Agency for review and comment. The proposed action is in full compli-

ance with the stage of planning.

1.3.3 Section 404 of the Clean Water Act. In accordance with Section

404(r) of the Clean Water Act, the evaluation report was prepared under the

Drovisions of Section 404(b)(1), included in the Environmental Appendix C,

Section II and coordinated for review with this document. After consider-

ing all technical information, public views, and in particular the eco-

nomic, environmental and social well-being impacts, it is concluded that

the selected plan herein warrants Federal participation. There does not

appear to be a more appropriate alternative to construction and the pro-

posed action includes all practical measures to minimize harm to endangered

species, the surrounding wetlands and development in the flood plain. The

proposed action is in full compliance for this stage of planning.

1.3.4 Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972. No provisions of this act are

applicable to this project.

1.3.5 Endangered Species Act of 1973. The FWS determined that the

endangered American Alligator (All-iator mississippiensis) is the only

endangered species which might be present in the vicinity of Tuscaloosa,

Alabama. Since a survey by the US Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS)

Endangered Species Office shoved tb.re to be no suitable habitat within the

study area. it was concluded that the American alligator would not be sig-

nificantly affected by the projecc. The proposed action is in full compli-

ance with the provisions of the Endangered Species Act.
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1.3.6 Estuary Protection Act. No provisions of this act are applicable to

this project.

1.3.7 Federal Water Project Recreation Act. The recommended plan includes

provisions for a boat ramp downstream from the proposed lock and dam

replacement. This ramp will be available for public use. Draft copies of

this report were provided to the Department of Interior for conformance

with the comprehensive outdoor recreation plan formulated by the Secretary

of the Interior. The proposed project is in full compliance with the pro-

visions of this act for this stage of planning.

1.3.8 Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act (FWCA). This project has been

coordinated with the FWS pursuant to the provisions of this act. The FWS

has provided a FWCA report which is included in the Pertinent Correspond-

ence Appendix to this report. Fish and wildlife interests at the State

level have reviewed the FWCA report and the draft feasibility report. The

proposed project is in full compliance with the provisions of the act for

this stage of planning.

1.3.9 Land and Water Conservation Fund Act. The requirements are the same

as for the Federal Water Project Recreation Act.

1.3.10 Marine Protection Research and Sanctuaries Act of 1977. No provi-

sions of this act are applicable to this study.

1.3.11 National Environmental Policy Act. Partial compliance of this act

is made with the filing of the draft Eli. This study will be in full com-

pliance when the Record of Decision is signed.

1.3.12 River and Harbor Act of 1899. No provisions of this act are

applicable to this study.

1.3.13 Watershed Protection and Flood Preservation Act. No provisions of

this act are applicable to this study.

1.3.14 Wild and Scenic Rivers Act. The Black Warrior River has not been

designated as a wild or scenic river, nor is it under study for the

Ei5-3
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Netional Wild and Scenic River System. This study is in full compliance

with the applicable provisions of this act.

1.3.15 Executive Order.• 11988, Flood Plain Management, 24 May 1977. The

nature of this study dictates that it be located in the flood plain of the

Black Warrior River. The proposed project does not directly or indirectly

encourage future flood plain development in the study area. It also does

not significantly adversely change the impact of floods on human safety,

health, and welfare. This study is in full compliance with this order for

this stage of planning.

1.3.16 Executive Order 11990, Protection of Wetlands, 24 May 1977. The

wetlands impacted by the proposed project do not provide significant bene-

ficial values to the surrounding environment. The nature of the proposed

action provides that the dam extend through the wetland margin. There is

no practicable alternative to the proposed construction and measures to
minimize harm to wetlands have been included. The proposed action is in

full compliance with this Executive Order for this stage of planning.

1.3.17 Executive Order 12114, Environmental Affects Abroad of Major

Federal Actions, 4 January 1979. No provisions of ER-12114 are applicable

to the proposed plan.

1.3.18 Council on Envire.mental Quality Memorandum, 11 August 1980,

Analysis of Impacts on Prime or Unique Agricultural Lands. Approximately

27 acres of prime and unique farmland have been identified and will be

affected in the proposed disposal area. This IS was provided to the USDA

for review and comment. The proposed action is in full compliance with the

memorandum for this stage of planning.

1.3.19 Council on Environmental Quality Memorandum, 10 August 1960, Inter-

agency Consu. ation to Avoid or Mitigate Adverse Effects on Rivers in the

Nationwide inventory .  The Black Warrior River is not in the nationwidv

inventory.

2. NEED FOR AND OBJECTIVES OF ACTION

2.1 Study Authority: The authority for the replacement of Oliver Lock and

Dam is contained in a resolution adopted on 21 April 1950 by the Committee

31-4
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on Public Works of the House of Representatives, which requested the Corps

to determine whether any modification of the existing navigation project on

the Black Warrior and Tombigbee Rivers (AWT) between Mobile and Birmingham,

Alabama, is advisable.

2.2 Public Concerns: Waterway users are concerned because the physical

limitations of the existing Oliver Lock limits traffic on the BWT system.

The dimensions of Oliver Lock (95 x 460 feet) are not commenstirRte with the

remainder of the RWT Waterway System (110 x 600 feet). The larger locks on

che BWT are capable of passing up to eight barge tows in a single lockage,

while the existing Oliver Lock requires a double lockage of tows greater

than four barges. Traffic on the BWT Waterway has developed taster than

was projected by earlier Corps studies. Waterway commerce projections made

during the mid-1970's indicated that the physical capacity of Oliver Lock

would be reached during the decade of 2010 to 2020 if waterway traffic was

not constrained by delays elsewhere in the BWT System. However, traffic on

the waterway has developed faster than estimated and Oliver LTock is now

expected to reach its practical capacity by 1987.

Concern has been expressed on a National scale for conservation of non-

renewable resources. Hydropower development at small low head dams such as

Oliver is being promoted by the Department of Energy and some environmen-

talists because this type of energy source could satisfy a portion of the

regional energy demands at minimum cost to the environment. Use of a

renewable resource such as hydropower could help to redu:e dependence on

fossil fuels.

2.3 Planning objectives: Planninr constraints which were of concern

during this study are summarized as follows:

o The waterway is primarily intended for navigation and other usps of

the water resource should be compatible,

o Shippers using the waterway have requested that it remain open

during construction of any now facility,
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o The present lock chamber at Oliver Lock and Dam should not be

replaced with a chamber of smaller size,

o The development of hydropower is limited by the amount of available

water,

o Replacement alternatives must be consistent with local, regional,

and state plans for land use,

o Any plan, as ultimately formulated, should provide the maximum net

benefits possible,

o Annual benefits and costs snould be based on a 50-year amortization

period and the current discount rate of 7-7/8 percent,

o Annual charges should also include the cost of operation, mainte-

nance, and major replacements, and

o Protection of cultural resources, wetlands and biological communi-

ties consistent with existing environmental legislation.

Objectives guiding the study are smmarized below:

o Contribute to the economic efficiency of waterborne transportation

on the BIT Waterway for the 1991 to 2040 period of analysis.

o Protect water quality and comply with State of Alabama water quality

standards for health, aesthetics, and the sustenance of fish and

other aquatic life for the 1991 to 2040 period of analysis.

o Contribute to streamuank wildlife habitat for the sustenance of

wildlife species for the 1991 to 2040 period of analysis.

o Contribute to outdoor recreation opportunities for the public for

consistency with local and regional needs that would take advantage

of project features for the 1991 to 2040 period of analysis.
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o Contribute to the efforts being made to reduce dependency on non-

renewable sources of energy by developing hydropower wherever sites

are selected during the 1991 to 2040 period of analysis.

3.0 ALTERNATIVES

3.1 Plans eliminated from further study. A summary of costs for various

alternative measures is given in Table 10 of the main report. Detailed

cost estimates are contained in the design and cost appendix. The mount

of material necessary to be excavated and the loss of the country club are

unaceptable for a lock alternative landward of Oliver; therefore, that

alternative was screened out of further consideration. The rehabilitation

of Oliver or construction of new locks with the same chamber size would

continue congestion on the waterway and not meet the planning objective.

Construction of a lock larger than others on the system would be impracti-

cal at this time. Nionstructural measures being ,-onsidered would only

*rovide temporary relief from navigational delays.

3.2 Without Conditions: The existing Federal project for the Black

Warrior River provides for a 9- x 200-foot channel from Mobile Alabama, to

the vicinity of Birmingham Alabama. The waterway presently includes six

locks and dams, five of which have inside dimensions of 110 x 600 feet.

Three of these, Coffeeville, Demopolis, and Warrior are located downstream

from Oliver, while Holt and Bankhead are located upstream. Oliver Lock has

dimensions of 95 x 460 feet.

Waterway commerce projections made during the mid-1970's indicated that the

physical capacities of Oliver Lock would be reached during the decade of

2010 to 2020. However, traffic on the waterway has developed faster than

estimated and Oliver Lock is now expected to reach its practical capacity

by 1987.

Changes in overall environmental conditions for the Tuscaloosa area with

the project are not likely to be significantly different from those changes

SIs-7



that would occur without the project. It is possible that traffic limita-

tions on the waterway would place limitations on mineral extraction. Envi-

ronmental damages associated with mineral extraction such as water quality

degradation, habitat loss, and changes in soil structure and texture, would

be lessened due to decreased activity. However, it is probable that other

transportation routes scch as railroads and trucks would supply the neces-

sary transport mechanisms.

Recreational demands on the river system are expected to increase as popu-

lation in the Tuscaloosa area increases. Recreational small boat access to

the river in the vicinity of Tuscaloosa is limited to a boat ramp north of

existing project site. Future additional access my not be developed.

The lands proposed to be used as a disposal area are included in a local

development plan as being suitable for future industrial development. A

portion of that area is considered prime development area. Therefore, It

is unlikely then, that this area would remain a green area suitable for

substantial wildlife use.

Future power demands show a need for the use of renewable resources such as

hydropower. Lowhead dams like Oliver are considered to be suitable for

hydropower developement.

3.3 Plans considered in detail. See the Engineering Design and Cost

Appendix for detailed descriptions of each alternative plan. Table HIS 1

gives a bumary of economic data, mitigation requirements and plan designa-

tions. The following plans are being considered in detail for this

report:

(1) Existing dam and new larger lock landward on Tuscaloosa side

of river (left bank), with or without hydropower (Appendix A, Chart

111-1).

(2) New fixed crest dam 2,700 feet downstream and a new lock on

the Northport side of the river with or without hydropower (Appendix A,

Chart 111-2) (recomended alternative with hydropower and NED plan).
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(3) Existing dam and new larger lock near the middle of the dam,

riverward of the existiag lock with a gated spillway, with or without

hydropower (Appendix A, Chart 111-3).

(4) Existing dam and new larger lock near the middle of the dam

riverward of the existing lock with a combination fixed crest and gated

spillway, with or without hydropower (Appendix A, Chart 111-4).

(5) No action. The existing lock and dam will continue operating

as it has in the past.

In addition, a boat ramp has been developed for incorporation into the

recommended alternative (alternative 2) (Appendix A, Chart 111-2). It

wojld be located near the mouth of Mill Creek downstream of the proposed

lock and dam. The specification for the boat ramp are given in the

Engineering Design and Cost Appendix.

Because the following measures have already been incorporated into the

proposed alternatives and serve to avoid any major impacts, no specific

mitigation plan was deemed necessary: natural revegetation of the disposal

areas, minimization of vegetative disturbance to the extent practical,

allowing additional public access to the river via the maintenance boat

ramp and limiting construction activities during high rainfall.

Due to recent proposals concerning cost-sharing for Federal water resources

development, cost-sharing plans have not yet been finalized. On 19 Nay

1983, the Department of the Army, on behalf of the Administration, trans-

mitted proposed legislation to Congress which would provide for recovery of

70 percent of costs assigned to commercial wate'rway transportation fnr

construction, rehabilitation, replacement, operation, and maintenance for

most inland waterways with authorized depths 14 feet or less. If this pro-

posal becomes law, Corps of Engineers expenditures for the Oliver Lock

replacement project will be subject to recovery through user fees as set

forth herein. The Secretary of *ie Army will be authorized to recover

costs by imposition of ton-mile fees. Operation and maintenance costs will
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be recovered on a system-wide basis and future construction costs will be

recovered on a segment-specific basis. Additionally, the Administration is

considering a cost-sharing policy for development of hydropower. While

some cost-sharing policies are still under consideration, it appears that

non-Federal interests can expect a higher level of financial participation

than in the past.

4.0 AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

4.1 General Environmental Conditions: Oliver Lock and Dam is located on

the Black Warrior River at river mile 346.27 (Figure I of the main report).

It is located in Tuscaloosa County, within the corporate limits o the city

of Tuscaloosa, Alabama which is on the left bank of the Black Warrior

River. The city of Northport is on the right bank.

The Black Warrior River is formed by the junction of the Locust and

Mulberry Forks approximately 20 miles west of Birmingham and flows south-

westward 45 river miles to Tuscaloosa, and then southward 120 miles to its

confluence with the Tombigbee River at Demopolis, Alabama.

Oliver Dam forms Oliver Pool which is a run-of-the-river impoundment having

a surface area of 790 acres. The pool is 8.8 miles long and has a storage

volume of 12,340 acre-feet at the normal pool elevation of 122.9 NGVD and a

tailrace elevation of 95.0 NGVD. Holt Lock and Dam is located 8.8 river

miles upstream of Oliver Lock and Dam and Warrior Lock and Dam is located

76.7 river miles south of Oliver Lock and Dam.

Tusc.loosa County has a total area of approximately 857,600 acres. The

land-use breakdown is shown in Table 2 of the main report. The estimatee

1980 population of Tuscaloosa County was 137,541. Manufacturing and retail

trade establishments are the dominant sources of employment in the county

(County Business Patterns, Alabama, 1979 and US Department of Commerce,

Bureau of the Census).
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The study area has a temperate, subtropical climate characteriAed by

moderate temperature variations and a high humidity. The average annual

temperature is about 65 degrees rahrenheit, ranging from an average winter

temperature of about 49 degrees to an average summer temperature of about

81 degrees. The average annual rainfall of 53 inches is distributed rela-

tively evenly throughout the year.

The elevation of the study area is generally below 150 feet NGVD and sub-

ject to occasional flooding. Topography in the study area is dominated by

low gently rolling formations of the coastal plain. Soils along the Black

Warrior River and its tributaries are generally flood prone soils of medium

and fine texture. The banks of the Black Warrior River are generally

characterized by a southern flood plain forest type. Significant stands of

marketable timber are absent. High quality wildlife habitat in the study

area is limited due to the proximity of human activities (the city of

Tuscaloosa on the left bank of the river and the city of Northport and the

Tuscaloosa Airport on the right bank of the river).

4.3 Significant Resources:

4.3.1 Land Use: Land use data for Tuscaloosa County are given in Table 2

in the main report. Land use on the left bank of the river in the vicinity

of the study area consists of the existing lock and dmsite, the Tuscaloosa

Country Club Golf Course, the Gulf, Mobile and Ohio (GM&O) railroad track

and forested areas. The existing project site is used primarily by lock

and dam personnel, tourists and fishermen who use the river banks around

the dam for bank fishing. A railroad runs between the golf course and the

existing project lands. It is a spur of the GM&O railroad serving as an

access line to the lands of the Hunt Oil Company and D. F. Goodrich Company

terminates downstream of the existing Oliver Lock and Dm. The remainder

of the area i:; forested lands with open areas interspersed.

The right bank of the river in the vicinity of the study area consists

primarily of undeveloped lands. A pover line right-of-way traverses the

proposed disposal area (Appendix A, Charts 111-2 and 11I-5). 4i3ed pi e

and hardwoods interspersed with old fields cover the area. Hill Crok runs
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along the western boundary of the area emptying into the Black Warrior

River approximately 4,500 feet downstream of the existing dam. Twenty-

seven acres of land with soil types which are classified as prime and

unique farmland are located in the prcosed disposal area. H% iever, these

lands are not farmed and have been designated as future industrial develop-

ment areas by local development plans.

4.3.2 Community Cohesion: A residential area predominated by single

family housing backs the Tuscaloosa Country Club on the left bank of the

river. The nearest access to the left bank of the rivet below the present

lock and dam would be either through this residential area or via Old

Sanders Ferry Poad which would avoid residential streets.

4.3.3 Comunity Growth: Not significantly affected in the study area.

4.3.4 Housing: Not significantly affected in the study area.

4.3.5 Employment: Manufacturing, dholesale and retail, and government

make up approximately 70 percent of the Tuscaloosi. County area employment.

Due to the urban nature of the study area very little agricultural activity

occurs except on the outskirts of Northport and Tuscaloosa. The 1979 per

capita income for persons 15 years and older in Tuscaloosa County was

$5,684. This compares with a 1979 per capita income for persons 15 years

and older of $5,894 for the State of Alabama.

4.3.6 Displacement of people: Not significantly affected in the study

area.

4.3.7 Public Facilities: Not significantly affected in the study area.

4.3.8 Public Services: Not significantly affected in the study area.

4.3.9 Transportation: There are no heavily used thoroughfares running

through the r.udy area. The approach to the locksite on the left bantk of

EIS-13
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the river is a small sparsely traveled road used almost entirely by lock

personnel and visitors to the site. The forested area on the right bank is

traversed by a series of dirt roads. It appears there is little public use

of this area because roads are poor and rutted in places.

4.3.10 Property Values: Not significantly affected in study area.

4.3.11 Tax Values: The lands which are being considered for future

project lands are presently providing taxes to the city of Tuscaloosa. The

Federal project lands at the existing project are non-taxable.

4.3.12 Noise: Present sources of noise in the vicinity of Olive- Lock and

Dam are the railroad adjacent to the project area, the airport across the

river froa the present lock, operation of the lock, and the highway bridge

traffic 1-cated upstream from the lock and damsite. The disturbance in the

study area created by these sources of noise primarily affects the lock

personnel and the golf course users adjacent to the locksite. Noise is not

considered a major problem in the vicinity of the lock and dam.

4.3.13 Leisure Opportunities: Recreational and leisure activities associ-

ated with Oliver Lock and Dam are limited due to the lack of facilities.

The only public owned areas are the east and west banks of the river at

Oliver Lock and Dam, which are used for bank fishing. The remaining areas

are privately owned. Table 3 of the main report shows recreational man-day

use for Oliver, Holt and Warrior pools for 1980. Fishing and sightseeing

comprise the majority of use. Bank fishing on both the left and right

banks of the Black Warrior River at Oliver Lock and Dam is commonplace.

Greater use at Holt and Warrior pools is due to the greater number of

public areas.

4.3.14 Aesthetics: A portion of the study area on the left bank of the

river includes part of a golf course which is maintained by the Tuscaloosa

Country Club. The remaining areas (other than the existing project lands)

are undeveloped lands of forested and vacant areas providing a green belt
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along the bank of the Black Warrior River. Portions of the land on the

right bank have been used for dumping of refuse which creates a visual

blight. However, the area appears sparsely used so the aesthetic impacts

of the dumping areas are probably slight.

4.3.15 Riparian Environment: The distribution of plants and animals in

the Black Warrior River basin is affected by the natural geological phenom-

enon designated as the Fall Line where the river transitions from a narrow,

rock valley to a broad valley with many stream meanders. Vegetatively, the

project area is located within the general intergradation of the northern-

most limit of the southern flood plain forest and the southern limit of the

oak-hickory-pine forest. The forest types typical of the oak-hickory-pine

complex occur on the higher, drier slopes with representative plants of the

southern flood plain forest along the Black Warrior River.

Water oak, willow oak, sycamore, river birch, eastern cottonwood, black

willow, red mulb3rry, planer tree, ironwood, American elm, and hackberry

are common trees along the river bank in the immediate study area,

including the downstream areas and disposal areas. Loblolly and shortleaf

pine, sweetgum, beech, laurel oak, and mimosa occur on the high slopes and

bluffs along the river. The largest of these trees are about 70 feet in

height and 2.5 feet in diameter. Various shrubs, vines and brambles occur

as understory vegetation. Significant stands of marketable pine timber are

absent. The lower banks ot the river are sparsely vegetated wetland

margins. They range in width from a few feet to approximately 20 feet in

areas wIere the bluffs behind are seriously eroding. They are of little

ecological significance because of their poor habitat quality.

The wildlife resources of the study area are limited by the proximity of

cities of Tuscaloosa and Northport. The tost common big game animal

typical of the central Alabama region is the whitetail deer. Wild turkey

also occurs in the region. Large populations of either are unlikely in the

study area since they prefer mature forests with an open understory and
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interspersed crown openings which is atypical of the study area. Other

4ame species common to the region include fox and gray squirrels, eastern

cottontail rabbit, swamp rabbit, bobwhite quail, and mourning dove. There

are also numerous species of nongame animals represented. Actual wildlife

use of the study area, including the downstream areas and disposal areas is

extremely limited because of the proximity of various industries, the air-

port, and other urban areas with high human ,ise.

4.3.16 Threatened and Endangered Species: It has been determined by the

US Fish and Wildlife Service that the endangered American alligator

(Alligator mississippiensis) occurs in the vicinity of the project area

where there is appropriate habitat. However, due to lack of appropriate

habitat in the actual study area, this species is not likely to occur. No

other endangered or threatened species are expected to occur in the study

area.

4.3.17 Air Quality: In accordance with the requirements set by the Clean

Air Act Amendments of 1977, the Alabama Air Pollution Control Commission

(AAPCC) has classified each county within the State in terms of National

Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS). Tuscaloosa County has been desig-

nated an attainment area for all of the pollutants which are measured as

part of NAAQS (oxidants (ozone), carbon monoxide, nitrogen dioxide, sulfur

dioxide, suspended particulate matter, and hydrocarbons), which means it

has equal or better air quality than that designated by the standards.

Since Tuscaloosa County is an attainment area it must also receive a desig-

nation under the Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PDS) regulations.

It has been designated as a Class TI Area which provides limits on allow-

able increases in concentrations of particulates and sulfur dioxide.

Though only particulates and sulfur dioxide are measured in Tuscaloosa

County, the AAPCC believes that emission sources are minor and do not

contribute to a pollution problem in the county (bureau of Land Management,

1978).

4.3.18 Water Quality: Table EIS 2 presents water quality data collected

in Oliver Pool and tailwaters between July 1978 and October 1979 at three
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Table EIS 2. Ranges of water quality parameters measured at four locations in the vicinity

of Oliver Pool, July 1978 to October 1979.1'

Parameter

Location Dissolved Oxygen Conductivity

(mg/1) Temperature (*C) PH (umho/cm)

Holt Lock & Dam 5.4 to 9.6 7.5 to 29.0 6.50 to 6.90 150 to 240

tailrace

U.S. 82 Bypass 5.5 to 9.6 7.0 to 29.0 6.62 'o 7.09 130 to 260

U.S. 82 5.5 to 14.0 7.0 to 29.5 6.62 to 7.38 130 to 260

Oliver Lock and
Dam tailrace 6.6 to 10.6 10.0 to 29.0 6.20 to 7.40 155 to 210

Water Quali y
Criteria2 /  5.0 -15.0 to 32.2 6.00 to 8.50 No guidelines

Measurements were taken at the water surface using a HYDROLAB SURVEYOR MODEL 6D.
/ From AWIC, 1978.

SOURCE: US Army Corps of Engineers, 1979 and US Army Corps of Engineers, 1980.
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locations above Oliver Lock and Dam and one location below Oliver Lock and

r" Dam: (1) The Holt Lock and Dam discharge (RM 346.8), (2) 100 feet above

U.S. 82 bypass (RM 341.4), (3) 130 feet above U.S. 82 (RM 338.9) and (4)

below Oliver Lock and Dam (RM 336.6).

Historically, the Black Warrior River in the vicinity of Tuscaloosa has had

a water quality problem. The cities of Tuscaloosa and Northport, and a

variety of industrial establishments have contributed significantly to the

pollution load of the river in the past with extreme periods of zero

dissolved oxygen present in the river. Due to the closing of several major

industries and the implementation of stricter State pollution control

standards, water quality has improved. During the course of the contract

studies presented here, water quality parameters have remained well within

tho State water quality criteria.

Little sediment analysis data is available for the river bottom in the

study area. It is reasonable, however, to assume that most contaminants

*that reach Oliver Pool settled out due to the tranquil nature of the

impoundment. The sediments downstream of the dam should be of fairly good

quality. Disturbances to the sediments and release of any contaminants

would therefore be insignificant. Most of the earth work done in conjunc-

tion with the new dam will be done "in the dry" or within cofferdams using

earth moving equipment. This material will be placed in a contained upland

site. Runoff protection within the disposal area will be provided by con-

struction of a small dike around the disposal area to trap sediments.

Drainage outlets will be provided as needed to control damage 'o adjacent

properties. The dike will be grassed to control erosion. When the dis-

posal area is filled and the outside perimeter is protected with grasses,

vines, and shrubs, the small dike will become part of the disposal area.

4.3.19 Erosion: The river channel in the study area extending approxi-

mately one-half mile below the existing dam has erosion problems along

portions of its banks. The river banks are presently riprapped in some

areas to provide protection to the ;anks and bluffs behind. However, other

areas are bare, unvegetated, or sparsely vegetated. Backing the immediate
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river ;anks are high bluffs. Some portions of these bluffs are stabilized

with vegetation and other portions are exposed and unvegetated. Since

soils are held in place by vegetative cover and its associated root system,

the absence of this cover exposes the soil to the erosive forces of wind

and water. These bluffs are particularly vulnerable during high water when

water levels and increased water velocity act together to cause sloughing

of the bluff on both river banks. The medium and fine textured soils of

the study area are generally more susceptible to erosion than coarse

grained sediments. Erosion and sloughing of these steep, exposed banks can

be expected to continue occurring until the slope of the bank reaches an

equilibrium which reduces the erosion potential or until preventive mea-

sures are taken.

4.3.20 Benthic Community: The composition of a benthic community can

serve to identify stream conditions in an area. Because aquatic communi-

ties are a result of past and existing conditions, the community structure

and diversity reflects water quality changes that may have previously

occurred. During a short-term exposure to water of poor quality, organisms

which cannot tolerate the stress are often destroyed and the aquatic coa-

munity structure changes. The presence of organisms known to be tolerant

to many pollutants does not necessarily indicate pollution problems since

those same organisms may be found in either clean or polluted situations.

However, a population of tolerant organisms combined with an absence of

intolerant organisms is a good indication of the presence of water quality

problems. A healthy stream system will normally support a highly diverse

community while a stressed system will generally support a commurity

showing little diversity. Results of the Water Quality Management Study

conducted in Oliver Pool show a benthic community composition of very

little diversity. Samples taken from August 1978 to December 1978 found

that at least 902 of the organisms collected were dominated by Oligochaeta,

Pelecypoda, and Chironomidae. Habitat availability is a major cause of low

diversity in a situation such as Oliver Pool. The conversion of the Black

Warrior River to a reservoir situation created a bottom environment with

few available niches which limits the types of organisms which can adopt.

Increased water depth caused decreased light penetration to the bottom.
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The muddy unoxygenated, or poorly oxygenated, substrate resulting from

these changes provides habitat for only those organisms which can tolerate

substrate conditions uf low oxygen, such as those that exist in Oliver

Pool.

4.3.21 Fishery: The Black Warrior River supports a diverse assemblage of

freshwater fishes. Approximately 110 species of warm water fishes are

known to occur in the system. Species diversity within the study area doea

not approach that of the system as a whole but many species of fish utilize

the area. Some 18 species of sport and commercial fishes are known to

occur in the area as well as many other forage and nongame species.

Species diversity and population levels of fishes in the study area are

controlled by a number of factors. Species in the main stem of the river

are limited to those adapted to a slow-moving reservoir system. Fishes

typical of this area include bluegill, largemouth bass, spotted bass, white

crappie, channel catfish, blue catfish, longnose gar, and shortnose gar in

addition to many forage species. The gizzard shad is typically abundant in

a reservoir system. Species more typical of a fast-moving riverine system

are generally restricted to tributary streams not directly influenced by

water-level maAipulation. rishes typical of this system include bluegill,

longear sunfish, green sunfish, spotted bass, and many species of minnows

(Cyprinide) and darters (Percidae).

4.3.22 Cultural Resources: As discussed in Paragraph 1.3.1 a Cultural

Resources Reconnaissance has been performed of the proposed project area.

The results of that study indicated that there are ten cultural resources

sites potentially eligible for the National Register of Historic places

within the immediate vicinity of the study area. These archaeological

sites represent the remains of human habitation beginning at approxinately

10,000 years ago. Given the potential importance of these resources it

will be nec(ssncy to conduct further investigations to determine their

potential for contributing scientific information.
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5.0 IMPACTS OF ALTERNATIVES (TABLE EIS 3 ): A comparison of the economic

benefits and costs for each alternative is given in Table 10 of the main

report.

5.1 Land Use: There will be no land use change associated with the no-

action alternative. Acreages required for lock and dam construction and

disposal of excavated material for each construction alternative are shown

in Table EIS-4. Appendix A, Charts III-I to 4 show the locations of the

affected lands. Land-use changes as a direct result of the lock and dam

replacement will be confined to these areas. Relocation of the golf course

will be the major land-use change occurring as a result of the project.

For alternatives 1, 3, and 4, lands are available on the western edge of

the present golf course limits for relocation. For alternative 2 lands

that will be vacated by the present lock and dam facility may be available

to conversion into the golf course. The proposed disposal areas are

presently undeveloped, however, they have been designated for future indus-

trial development by local development plans. It is likely that this land

will continue to be suitable for such use after the completion of

construction.

The addition of hydropower to any of the alternatives will cause similar

impacts. The major impact of the addition will be the increased project

lands which would be required for generating facilities. Transmission line
: development will result in habitat changes such as the lose of forest

lands. The right-of-way for the transmission lines would tie into an

existing power line located south of the project. It would follow a

cleared gas transmission line located near the project site in order to

minimize the amount of land clearing required.

5.2 Community Cohesion: There will be no changes in community cohesion

with alternatives 1, 3, 4 and the no-action alternative. Alternative 2 may

have a negative impact on community cohesion by disturbing adjacent resi-

dential neighborhoods because accesm to the study area for alternative 2

would be via a road on the left bank which runs through a residential sub-

division of single family dwellings. If this access is used during con-

struction, heavy machinery and equipment would disturb the neighborhood

with noise and possible safety hazards.
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Table XIS 4. Acreages of Cleared Areas and Disposal Areas, and Amount of
Disposal Material Required for Each Alternative.

Cleared Disposal Disposal

Alternative Area (acres) Area (acres) Material (CY)

la. Existing dam, new larger
lock landward, 107.5 174.0 5,614,600

b. Same as above with addition
of hydropower, 125.4 194.0 6,244,200

*2a. New lock downstream and fixed
crest dam 81.0 134.0 4,307,300

b. Same as above with addition
of hydropower, 90.8 139.0 4,498,000

3a. Existing dam, new larger lock
midstream, gated spillway, 46.8 98.0 142,500

b. Same as above with
addition of hydropower, 57.3 98.0 3,142,500

4a. Existing dam, new larger lock
midstream, combination
spillway, 51.9 60.0 1,923,600

b. Same as above with hydropower,
and 60.0 80.0 2,553,200

5. No Action 0 0 0

* Selected plan
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5.3 Employment: There will be no effects on employment for the no-action

alternative. The remaining alternatives will have short-term effects due

to the need for construction employees. The alternatives which include the

addition of hydropower, will involve the largest man-day work requirements

and will provide for five additional permanent personnel for operation and

:aintenance of the lock, dam, and powerhouse

5.4 Transportation: The no-action alternative will not respond to the

Laeeds of river traffic. The capacity of the BWT system will continue to be

limited by Oliver Lock and traffic delays will continue to occur. The

remaining alternatives, both with and without the addition of hydropower,

will alleviate the delays at Oliver Lock making it comensurant with the

rest of the river system. Alternative I viII require the relocation of a

portion of the Gulf Mobile and Ohio Railroad to the upland side of the new

lock. The proposed relocation area is presently an open grassed area part

of which is currently used for the golf course. Temporary delays in rail

*traffic over this track may occur during construction activities.

5.5 Tax Values: Lands which are converted to Federal project lands would

become non-taxable by the City of Tuscaloosa which would lessen their over-

all revenues collected.

5.6 Noise: There will be no long-term changes in existing noise levels

associated with any of the alternatives. Short-term increases in noise

levels during construction will occur for all but the no-action alterna-

tive. Noise associated with construction will persist longest if the

hydropower alternative is developed. Noise increases should remain local-

ized during construction. Blasting to remove all or portions of the

existing dam will provide intense short-term disturbances in all but the

no-action alternative. Implementation of noise specifications as required

by law will serve to keep noise levels within tolerable limits.

5.7 Leisure Activities: The no-action alternative have no affect on

leisure activities. Alternatives 3 and 4 with a new larger lock near the

middle of the dam with and without the hydropower addition would have no
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long-term adverse effect on the use of the Tuscaloosa golf course. The

remaining alternatives utilize portions of the golf course as part of the

project lands. It appears there are available lands to relocate those

nortions of the golf course which are destroyed. Alternative 2 would cause

lands on the existing project site to be abandoned. It is possible that

those lands could be developed for use by the country club.

Construction activities for alternatives I through 4 will have a negative

short-term impact on all the recreational activities occurring at the

existing project site. During construction, bank fishing will be reduced

or eliminated near the project site for safety reasons and because of

disturbance of the fish populations. Sightseeing at the site would also be

limited for safety. These impacts will be alleviated after project comple-

tion.

A boat ramp downstream from the recommended alternative (alternative 2) has

been incorporated into the plan. Although this ramp is being designed

primarily for maintenance of the proposed lock, dam, and powerhouse, it

will be available for public use.

5.8 Aesthetics: There will be no aesthetic changes associated with the

no-action alternative. Construction activities of the remaining alterna-

tives will be visible in the study area. Construction activities for

alternatives 1 through 4 will be visible from the Tusca? losa Country Club

golf course on the left bank of the river and from the river to river

traffic. rhe right bank of the river is undeveloped and not widely used,

so it would be unaffected by adverse aesthetic changes due to construction.

Aesthetic changes due to construction activities would be short-term only.

Loig-term negative aesthetic impacts due to the construction of a new lock,

new lock and dam, or powerhouse would not be serious. The structure of the

facilities will not create a visual blight although it will be visible from

the Tuscaloosa Country Glub golf course and any future development projects

on the right bank.
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5.9 Riparian Environment: There will be no changes to the riparian envi-

ronment as a result of the no-action alternative. Table EIS-3 shows the

acreage affected for both conbtruction areas and disposal areas for each

alternative. Land on the left bank will be permanently chan6ed to project

lands as a result of facility construction for all alternatives. Alterna-

tive 1 will require a substantial amount of golf course lands. Although

these lands do not represent significant loses of wildlife habitat, relo-

cation of these portions of the golf course which are destroyed will most

likely be in adjacent forested areas causing a habitat loss. Alternatives

1 and 2 each require substantial amounts of land disturbance (281 acres and

215 acres without hydropower, 319 and 230 with hydropower, respectively)

and will affect the sparsely vegetated wetland river margins. Alternative

1 would cause Lhe excavation and inundation of those wetlands located in

the construction area of the proposed lock channel.

Alternative 2 would result in the permanent inundation of approximately

1.25 acres of poor quality, sparsely vegetated river margin wetlands. The

loss of these areas is not of major ecological significance since they do

not presently contribute significantly to habitat quality in the study

area. Loss of wildlife habitat to tOe project lands will be permanent as

project lands will continue to be used for operational purposes.

The impacts of alternatives 3 and 4 are similar although alternative 3

impacts more acreage (46.8 and 51.9 acres without hydropower ajid 57.3 and

60.0 acres with hydropower, respectively).

Disposal land for all alternatives, however, will he allowed to undergo

natural succession. Rapid revegetation would first revert to a brush stage

dominated by early successional plants which would eventually be replaced

by vegetation similar to that which presently exists providing no further

disturbance occurs. This area may be developed as an industrial site in

the future since it has been designated as a prime development site in the

Tuscaloosa area development plan.
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All buL the no action alternative would result the permanent displacement

of animals in the study area. The disposal area would temporarily lack

food and cover. However, after revegetation of the disposal lands through

natural succession, browse material and cover should be abundant on the

disposal lands providing there is no further disturbance due to develop-

ment.

The addition of a boat ramp at Mill Creek will cause an additional disrup-

tion of approximately 40 acres of land which will be used for road con-

struction and the ramp. These lands will be permanently converted to

facility lands and be unavailable for wildlife use.

5.10 Threatened and Endangered Species: Since the proposed construction

will not impact habitat suitable for alligators, there will be no signifi-

cant impact on any endangered species by the construction of a new dam.

5.11 Air Quality: No long-term changes in air quality should occur as a

result of any of the alternatives. Short-term changes such as elevated

exhaust and dust levels due to construction activities may occur in all but

the no-action alternatives. There should be no changes in the overall air

quality in the vicinity of the project site as a result of the lock and dam

replacement.

5.12 Water Quality: The impacts of all project alternatives will be

mainly due to construction activities and will be short-term. Increase in

turbidity could be expected during construction, although preventive m,!a-

sures will be taken to prevent unnecessary discharge of wastes associated

with construction. Long-term changes in water quality would not be signif-

icant as a result of any of the lock replacement alternatives.

The addition of hydropower to any of the alternatives would cause similar

water quality changes. Because the hydropower plant will be operated as a

run-of-the-river facility with no storage in Oliver Pool, the changes in

water level fl-ctuations generally associated with hydropower projects

would not occur.
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Since the dissolved oxygen (DO) levels in Oliver Pool in recent years have

rarely dropped below the state DO standard of 5 mg/l, water quality degra-

dation below the prop'sed dam is not anticipated. Nevertheless, in an

effort to ensure that there is no recurrence of any DO problem, a draft

tube aeration device (refer to the section in Appendix A entitled "Plant

Design Assumptions") will be installed in the turbine.

Turbidity in Mill Creek may be temporarily increased during construction of

the boat ramp. Once construction is complete, however the surrounding area

will be stablized using riprap to minimize any additional impacts.

5.13 Erosion: Erosion problems below the existing dam will continue to

occur with alteratives 3, 4 and no action.

Alternative I would create a lock channel extending approximately one mile

downstream. The areas presently prone to erosion would be incorporated

into the new the lock channel and dam. Appropriate erosion protection

measures of those areas adjacent to the lock and lock channel would have to

be undertaken to avoid continuing erosion.

Alternative 2 would raise the water level behind the new dam to an eleva-

tion of approximately 123 NGVD during normal pool elevations which is

approximately 28 feet higher than the present 95 NGVD in the lower river

reach. This would inu..date an additional 23 acres of land. The eroding

areas would be riprapped and stablized to avoid a continuing erosion

problem.

5.14 Benthic Community: The brnthic organisms in the study site would be

affected by all but the no-action alternative. Alternatives 3 and 4 with a

new lock midstream would disrupt benthic communities during construction by

disturbing the bottom habitat. After project completion, however, benthic

recolonization will be able to occur. Alternative 2 would involve a perm-

anent loss of .41 acres of river bottom due to zhe construction of a new

I dam. The construction of a new lock and lock approach both at the existing
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dam and downstream will provide additional river bottom habitat for coloni-

zation by benthic organisms. The low diversity )f benthic invertebrate

presently inhabiting Oliver Pool is not Ihkely to change as a result of any

of the project alternatives.

5.15 Fishery: The turbines to be installed in the power plant will have

vertical Kaplan type runners with adjustable pitch blades and operate at a

speed of approximately 106 rpm. This arrangement will allow sufficient

clearances between runner blades that will minimize physical and pressure

inflicted damage to fish passing through the hydroelectric conduit while

allowing optimum fish passage. Larger fish, due to their increased swim-

ming ability, are expected to avoid the intake structure by detecting the

7t intake current.

Mortality :o fish passing through turbines at hydroelectric facilities is

generally a result of three phenomena. These phenomena are shearing action

during passage through the turbine and conduit, the striking of fish by

moving blades and the direct contact of fish with rigid parts of the equip-

ment and cavitation. The type of turbine to be used an, its operation

characteristics, should optimize survival of those fish that pass through

the turbines at Oliver Lock and Dam. SC#ufse of te Parge clearances of a

Kaplan turbine, there is probably little opportunity for direct mechanical
damage to fish within the wheel. The low design runner speed (approxi-

mately 106 rpm) chosen for the turbines also enhances fish survival. Nega-

tive pressure effects will be avoided by setting the turbiae runners at a

favorable elevation relative to the tailwater elevation. This will avoid

local negative pressures that would cause cavitation and the resultant

blade destruction and increased fish mortality.

The absolute number of fish expected to pass through the turbine intake is

unknown, although it is believed that the area imediately above the intake

is not an optimum fish habitat. The fish population in the Black Warrior-

Tombigbee Rivers is essentially nonmigratory; therefore, few iodividuals
are likely to pass through the turbines. Research referenced in Alabama

Electric Cooperatives' application for License at the Demopolis Lock and* €4
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Dam suggests that 89 percent and greater survival can be realized during

fish passage through Kaplan turbines. Since the number of fish passing

through the turbines at Oliver Lock and Dam is expected to be small and

survival is relatively high, no significant adverse impact on the fishery

of the river wii occur.

5.16 Cultural Resources: As discussed in Paragraphs 1.3.1 and 4.3.21 ten

potentially eligible cultural resources have been discovered within or in

close proximity to the study area. Alternatives I through 4 may affect

five cultural resources. Table EIS-5 presents the cultural resources and

actions which may impact them. The remaining five potentially significant

cultural resources are located vichin the study area but would not be

impacted by the proposed alternatives.

Table EIS 5. Impact of Alternative Plans on Cultural Resources

Resource Impacts of Alternatives

Site No. Alternative

Boat

1 2 3 4 Disposal Site Ramp

1Tu264 x x x x x
lTu265 Y x x x
lTu266 x

lTu423 x x x
ITu427
1Tu432
1 Tu436

1tu444

NOTE: 'x' indicates that the resource site will be impacted by the corre-
sponding alternative or action.

Each resource listed in Table EIS-5 will require further investigations if

it will be impacted by the proposed action. These resources would neces-

sarily require archaeological testing and further coordination with the

Alabama State Historic Preservation Officer, the National Register of

Historic Places, and the Advisory Council on Historic Places, as appropri-

ate, according to current Federal Law and Corps of Engineers regulations.
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6.0 List of Preparers. The following people were* primeri ly responsible for preparing this

Environmental Impact Statement:

Dlisci pline/ Role In Preparing

Nam Expertise Experience EIS

Ms. Carol Gorbics Biology/General, 2 year, EIS studies, Mobile EIS Coordination
Aquatic District; 3 years, biological

assistant, Coastal Eng. Research
Ctr., Corps of Engineers.

Mr. Thomas Lightcap Engineering/ 10 years, EIS Studies, Mobile EIS Coordination~

Environmental District.

Mr. Jack Mallory Biology/Ecology 12 years, EIS Studies. Mobile Threatened end
District; 3 years, Fisher Endangered
Biologist, USFWS; 5 years, Species Effects

Marine Biologist, State of

Alabama; I year, mosquito
control. Mobile* Coujnty.

4r. Robert Meader Engineering/Civil, 7 years, Civil Engineer, Study Manager,
Water Resources Mobile District. Formulation of

Alternatives,
Assaqvment of
Needs

Dr. Charles Moorehead Historian 5 years, cultural resource Cultural Resourcefmanagement, Mobile District. Effects
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7.0 PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT

7.1 Public Involvement and Coordination

The study for replacement of Oliver Lock has been interrupted several times

since it began in 1969. There have been two formal public meetings con-

cerning the proposed replacement. The first was held on 19 May 1970, in

Tuscaloosa, Alabama. It was the initial public meeting designed to expose

the problems and opportunities for complete comprehension of the needs.

Overall, the 37 statements received in response to the public notice were

in favor of replacing the lock. The second was held on 28 March 1974, also

in Tuscaloosa, Alabama. The basic options were presented for discussion at

this public meeting. An environmental assessment was contained in the

notice of the meeting. The need for hydropower, another bridge across the

Black Warrior, water quality, water quantity, and flood protection were

discussed. The option of a replacement lock and dam located about 2,700

feet downstream of the existing project was supported by most of the water-

way users during their presentations and prepared statements.

The Warrior-Tombigbee Development Association has been kept fully informed

as the study progressed and their support in collection of traffic data and

user-defined constraints has been very helpful. Several meetings with the

membership have been in the Mobile District Office and in the field to

discuss user needs such as mooring facilities, quicker response to mainte-

nance dredging, and other items. The District Engineer participates regu-

larly as a speaker or panel member at the Association's annual meeting. Of

special importance to this report was a meeting between the Alabama

Congressional Delegation, members of the Association and members of the

Corps which was held in Washington during the fall of 1980. It was decided

at that time to prepare an interim report on the replacement of the Oliver

Lock.

The following paragraph lists recipients of the draft interim report.

Comments and responses to comments appear in Appendix D, Section V.
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7.2 Statement Recipients

Advisory Council in Historic Preservation
Department of Agriculture

Agriculture Stabilization and Conservation Service
Forest Service

Regional Forester
Rural Electrification Administration
Soil Conservation Service
Department of Commerce
Department of Energy

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
Environmental Protectioa Agency
Federal Emergency Management Administration
Federal Maritime Commission
Department of Health and Human Services
Department of Housing and Urban Development
Department of the Interior
Department of Transportation

U.S. Coast Guard
Federal Highway Administration
Federal Railroad Administration

Other interested parties
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APPENDIX A

SECTION I

HYDROLOGY AND HYDRAULICS

Hydrology. Olivez Lock and Dam is located on the Black Warrior River at

Tuscaloosa, Alabama shown on Figures 1, 2, and Chart I-I. The headwaters

of the Black Warrior River rise in Northern Alabama. The Tennessee River

Basin is north of and adjacent to the Black Warrior River basin. The aver-

age normal annual r4infall of 53.79 inches is usually well distributed

throughout the year. The wettest year of record is 1929 with an average

annual rainfall of 81.41 inches over the basin and the driest year occurred

in 1904 with an average of 41.60 inches. Basin runoff averages 22.31

inches or about 41 percent of the average rainfall. Mean unit flows aver-

age about 1.64 cubic feet per second (c.f.s.) per square mile. The mean

discharge just above the Oliver L&D at the Northport gage is 7,931 c.f.s.

for 59 years of record with a drainage area of 4,828 square miles. Extreme

discharges for the period of record range from a maximum of 272,000 c.f.s.

on 13 April 1979 to a minimum of 37 c.f.s. on 23 October 1953.

Estimates of the Probable Maximum Flood (PMF) and the Standard Project

Flood (SPF) were taken from the study entitled "Review of Design Features

of William Bacon Oliver Dam, Black Warrior River, Alabama," dated

24 January 1969. The peak pool stages for the PMF and SPF have been

revised because the rating curve has been updated. Peak inflows, outflows,

and pool stages are given in the following table.

INFLOW OUTFLOW PEAK POOL STAGE
FLOOD c.f.s. c.f.s. ELEVATION NGVD

PMF 693,100 692,500 161.8

SPF 353,600 353,000 154.0

Hydraulic Data. Discharge hydrographe are plotted on Charts 1-2 through

1-7 for the period of record at the Northport gage. An annual discharSe-

duration curve and the July discharge-duration curve for the Black Warrior

River at the Northport gage are shown on Charts 1-8 and 1-9, respectively.

The discharge frequency curve at Northport (shown on Chart 1-10) was
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computed from the systematic record at the gage from 1929-79, using a his-

toric adjustment with the April 1979 flood (272,000 c.f.s.) as the largest

for the period dating back to 1874. A generalized skew of zero was adopted

for weighing with the station computed skew in accordance with Bulletin

17A, "Guidelines for Determining 7lood Flow Frequency." Adjustments were

made in the data prior to September 1960 to account for flood control at

Lewis Smith Dam which controls 944 square miles of the 4,828 square miles

above the Northport gage. HEC computer program "Flood Flow Frequency
Analysis, Version date 1 April 1978" was used to make the computations.

The first computation resulted in a -0.1 adopted skew. Using the expected

probability curve from this computation, the 1979 record flood would have a

return interval greater than 200 years. Although the lowest annual peak

(1967) was not a low outliner by Bulletin 17A criteria, it was removed from

the data to check the effect on the skew. This condition gave a positive

skew of 0.2. The 1979 flood is between a 100 and 200 year flood on the

expected probability curve which was felt to be a more reasonable estimate.

This curve was, therefore, adopted for use in this study.

The constant dijcharge headwater and tailwater rating curves for the exist-

ing lock and dam are shown on Chart 1-11. The headwater curve was trans-

ferred to the existing damsite from the Northport gage located 0.35 mile

upstream of the dam. The tailvater curve was estimated using discharge

measurements and USGS computer backwater profiles. Shown on Chart 1-12 are

tailvater rating cur'e3 which show estimates of the loop stage effect

caused by flood water entering and leaving overbank storage downstream of

the dam. Chart 1-13 shows design headwater and tailwater rating curves for

the replacement lock, dam, and spillway at the existing dmite. Chart

1-14 shows headwater and tailwater rating curves 2,700 feet downstream of

the existing damsite. The tailwater curve for the existing dm was trans-

ferred downstream with the aid of backwater computations. The headwater

rating curves were computed for the alternatives spillways in accordance

with the latest hydraulic design criteria as described elsewhere in the

report.
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Restoration of Existing Lock. It is estimated that rehabilitation of

Oliver Lock and Dam would prevent passage of river traffic for 10 months.

Approximately 6,500 yards of concrete would be replaced, new miter gates

installed with the necessary equipme-t, new tainter valves and related

machinery, new hydraulic, electrical a~id compressed air systems among other

repairs would be necessary for the lock. In addition, mooring cells would

be added both u' and downstream of the lock.

The existing Oliver Lock is a 460- by 95-foot lock with miter gates. The

filling and emptying system consists of a 11- by l1-foot culvert in each

wall with a 4-port intake manifold on each of the upper lock walls, 23

chamber wall ports on each wall, an 8-port discharge manifold on each side

of the river wqli and a 16-port discharge manifold on the land wall. The

upper guide wall and lock walls have a top elevation of 140.0. It is not

proposed .o modify the hydraulic characteristics of this lock if it were

left in service.

The existing Oliver Spillway is a 700-foot long concrete ogee fixed crest

at elevation 122.9. There is a right bank overflow dike at elevation 140.0

and water flows over the top of the lock wall on tne left bank at elevation

140.0. This spillway would not be modified if the plan for upgrading the

existing lock or the plan for providing a replacement lock in the left

overbank were selected.

Replacement Lock and Existing Dam. A new larger size locK located on the

landward side of the existing lock would require excavaLion of approxi-

mately 5,600,000 yards of material for the lock and approaches. The 110-

by 600-foot chamber would be compatible with the remaining locks on the

system. The Tusca.oosa Country Club would be disrupted to the point of

probably discontinuing operations. It is also likely. th-t the Illinois

Central Gulf Railroad bridge will require relocating to permit access to

the lock from upstream. The railroad spur would require relocating to the

landward side of the new lock. Possible road realignments may be necessary

if River Street has been joined with 32nd Avenue.

A-I-3
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! Replacement Lock and Spillway at Existing Site. The existing lock and

spillway could be replaced with a new 600-foot by 110-foot lock riverward

of the existing lock with a gated spillway replacing the fixed crest spill-

way on the right bank side of the river. This alternative is less feasible

from the foundation engineering aspect than the replacement dam downstream,

but provides lock approaches that are excellent w~thout railroad reloca-

tions. This plan would provide the least disruption to adjoining topog-

raphy and facilities with 3,100,000 cubic yards of material to be excavated

for the spillway approach and exit.

Replacement Lock and Dam Downstream. Three downstream sites for a dam were

investigated during the early 1970's. The sites located 13,700 and 8,000

feet downstream had poorer foundation conditions than the site located at

2,700. Rock slopes downward from Oliver Lock so that the sites further

downstrerm require greater excavation. Therefore, the site examined in

greatest detail was located just 2,700 feet downstream from Oliver.

A site 2,700 feet downstream of the existing lock and dam was chosen mainly

for foundation reasons with consideration for ease of navigation during

construction. The three alternative spillways considered with the replace-

ment lock at this site are a fixed crest spillway, a gated spillway and a

combination gated and fixed crest spillway. The spillways were sized for a

discharge capacity which would produce a maximum swellhead of one foot on

the left and right bank overflow dikes when they overtop and start passing

flow. All the spillway designs provide for a normal upper pool at eleva-

tion 123.0 and are located between the replacement lock on the right bank

side and the powerhouse on the left bank side.

Slightly different mounts of material are required to be excavated,

depending on which spillway option is selected. A fixed crest spillway

will require about 1,013,000 yards to be removed while the gated spillway

requires only about 890,000 yards and the combination requires about

1,059,000 yards.

0
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The 110 by 600-foot lock would be located on the right (north) bank of he

river and regardless of the spillway option, the amount of material nec,.s-

sary to be excavated would be 3,294,000 cubic yards.

Gated Spillway Alternative. The gated spillway, which could be used at he

replacement lock and dam at the existing site or at the site 2,700 f et

downstream, consist of seven 60-foot wide by 21-foot high gates with eight

8-foot piers for a total spillway length of 484 feet. The spillway sill is

set at elevation 103.0. The top of gates are at elevation 124.0 providing

I foot of freeboard above normal pool. The approach to the broad crested

spillway sill will be excavated to elevation 98.0, providing a minimum of 5

additional feet of depth for flow approaching the spillway to lower hydrau-

lic losses in the approach. The downstream quadrant of the spillway crest

will conform to the equation X2 - 40Y which has been proven to be effec-
* tive in model studies for this type spillway. It is considered that a

stilling basin will be required for the gated spillway because of higher

unit discharges through the spillway. The basin will be 6n feet long with

a sloping end sill and bottom at elevation 75.0.

Fixed Crest Spillway Alternative. The fixed crest spillway which would be

used at the site 2,700 feet downstream has a length of 815 feet with the

crest at elevation 123.0. The spillway has vertical upstream face and the

, downstream quadrant of the ogee crest is defined by the equation

X 1 ".8 5  7.85515Y and is based on a design head of 5 feet. A

stilling basin is not provided because of the sound rock downstream of the

crest and because of the high degree of submergence provided by the tail-

water. A small flip bucket has been provided at minimum tailwater, eleva-

tion 95.0, to reaerate low flows over the spillway. Concrete training

walls are provided upstream and downstream of the crest for more effective

flow distribution at the abutments.

Combination Spillway Alternative. The combined spillway alternative for

the site 2,700 feet downstream is a fixed crest section of spillway 400

feet in length and a gated section of spillway with four 60-foot wide by

21-foot high gates with five 8-foot piers for a length of 280 feet. All
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features of these spillways are similar to those described for the respec-

tive fixed crest and gated spillways above.

Replacement Lock. The replacement lock would be of similar hydraulic

design irrespective of the alternative site selected. The lock chamber

gates will be miter gates. The top of the lock chamber walls and upper

guide wall will be elevation 148.0. The lock sills were set at a minimm

recommended depth of 13 feet. The lock filling system will be a simplified

longitudinal floor culvert system with horizontal flow dividers at the wall

culverts similar to the Gainesville Lock design. The more costly longi-

tudinal floor culvert system was selected over the side port filling system

because of the need for as an efficient a system as possible on this high

volume waterway and because foundation conditions would support such a

design. The lock floor is at elevation 81.0 allowing 14 feet of submer-

gence below minimum tailwater. The intake manifolds will be located in the

upper guide and guard walls. The floor culvert filling system will be fed

by 13-foot by 13-foot wall culverts with reverse tainter values for flow

control. The only differences in lock design caused by the specific site

will be the lock discharge system. For a replacement lock in the left bank

land cut at the existing damsite, the discharge manifold will be in the

lower guard and guide walls discharging downstream of the lower miter

gates. For the replacement lock at all other sites, the discharge will be

*diverted into a submerged stilling basin in the river.

Launching Ramp. A launching ramp on Mill Creek will provide maintenance

crews the opportunity to launch work boats at the lock site. The road to

the ramp would be of similar construction as the main access road to the

lock having a paved surface width of 30 feet. A turning area at the ramp

with dimensions of 60 x 100 feet provides parking as well. The concrete

r.- would be on a 15 percent slope and have dimensions of 16 x 50 feet.

Mill Creek would be excavated in the vicinity of the ramp to provide depth

and turning area for the boats.
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Alternative Hydropower Improvements

Nonstructural Measures. The Princioles and Standards published in the

Federal Register on 14 December 1979 indicated in section 73.601, that

small scale hydropower facilities (25 MW or less) did not require

comparison to a nonstructural alternative.

Energy Demand. Charts 1-15 through 1-18 graphically describe the energy

demand for the geographical area supported by Alabama Power Company. Chart

1-15 is the 1980 annual load curve. It :an be seen that the peak demand

period is in the summer during the months of July, August, and September.

The winter peak demand is about 75% of the summer peak and falls in. the

months of January and February. Chart 1-16 shows the weekly load curve for

peak summer demand in July 1980. Chart 1-17 shows the weekly load curve

for peak winter demand in January and FeLruary 1980. Chart 1-18 is the
load-duration cu:-ve for 1980.

A3 discussed in more detail in the analysis for dependable capacity, a

citiLal month from the standpoint of both loads and hydrologic conditions

,WIRL be qelected. July was selected as that month because it is a low flow

month And tht' i:-,.k electrical demand occurs in July.

Powerhouse Sit ng. A powerhouse option was investigated for each of the

a'ternative sices for lock replacement as shown on Charts I1-I through

-11-8. For two Alternatives, existing lock restoration and replacement

lo-)k in the .ft b .nk, the powerhouse would be sited in the right bank

a4jac'enc to the --<isqing fixed crest spillway. For the alternative of

rr.lacement loch \n midstream at the existing site, the powerhouse would be

-ited between the d lock and new lo-k. For each of the alternatives

1.700 feet downsta-eam, the powerhouse would be located on the left bank on

:he opposite e.id of the spillway from the lock.

jHydropower Oer. ional Flexibility. The existing Oliver Lock and Dam has a

fixed crest spillway at elevation 122.9. The obvious question in consider-

ing a h:,Jropower plant at Oliver Lock and Dam is what can be done with pool

storage to increase project operational flexibility and gain hydropower

A-I-7
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benefits. With a fixed crest spillway at the existing site or new sites,

operational flexibility would lie only below the crest of the spillway.

The ability to draw the Oliver Oool down and utilize that storage is not

possible because the normal pool at elevation 122.9 provides the required

13-foot sill depth at Holt Lock. With the use of a gated spillway at the

existing site or new site, more flexibility could be achieved in operation

for hydropower. The gated spillway would allow storage above and below

normal pool level to be utilized, but again, the storage below normal pool

couild not be utilized because the minimum sill clearance of 13 feet must be

maintained over the lower sill of Holt Lock. The pool level could be

increased in Oliver Pool providing more operational flexibility and addi-

tional head for power generation. This would decrease the head available

for power gene.'ation at Holt by the same amount as the head incLease at

Oliver and negate that benefit.

Oliver Lock and Dam being downstream of Holt, Bankhead, and Lewis Smith

A - dams, can provide peaking power generation in tandem with the Holt power

* generation operation. During the time of year which is most critical from

* the standpoint of both power demand and low flow, upstream releases from

Lewis Smith, Bankhead, and Holt will be made to supply power du-ing high

I demand periods. To that extent, Oliver power production would be much more

lependable than a normal run-of-the-river project. The Oliver powerhouse

cannot be credited as having the flexibility of storage to provide addi-

tional dependable capacity because it is totally dependent on the Holt

peaking power generation schedule. However, the additional energy of the

flows that would normally be wasted at a run-of-the-river project can be

captured at Oliver. For this reason, the providing or not providing of a

small mount of power storage is of little significance to the overall

flexibility of the power system.

Plant Design Assumptions. The manual "Feasibility Studies for Small Scale

Hydropower Additions," publi.shed by the Hydrologic Engineering Center and

the Institute for Water Resources, was used as a guide in making basic

assumptions relative to hydropower capacity and energy outputs. The oper-

* ating parmeters selected were for the variable pitch propeller turbine as
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shown in Volume V, Figure 3-9 (vertical Kaplan). It was assumed that the

turbine can operate from 60 to 140 percent of the design head and from 40

to 105 percent of the design flow. A draft tube aeration device consisting

of an air piping network with air injection ports opening in the draft tube

below the turbine runner is planned to insure dissolved oxygen levels in

the discharge will be acceptable. Deflector plates would be installed

upstream of the air injector ports to increase the suction pressure

required to aspirate air into the turbine draft tube. Location and con-

figuration of the deflector plates would be optimized for maximum perform-

ance by the application of engineering analysis techniques perfected by the

Alabama Power Company. The plant efficiency was assumed to be a constant

86 percent. Capacity and energy computations were made for only two of the

alternatives because all of the alternatives produce about the same mount

of energy for a given plant capacity. The alternative for the replacement

of the lock and spillway at the existing site was selected for hydropower

capacity and energy evaluation because it is considered to be the most

environmentally attractive plan. The fixed crest spillway alternative at

the downstream site was selected because it is the most cost effective plan

from a navigation standpoint and produces slightly more average annual

energy. (The spillway surcharge provides more head for discharges within

the operating range of the hydroplant.)

Losses. Water losses will occur at Oliver due to lockages and leakage.

Evaporation losses were not considered in the scope of this analysis.

Leakage estimates were based on past experience and on estimates from

visual observations at projects of this type. Leakage loss is estimated to

be on the order of 25 c.f.s. Lockage losses to hydropower become less as

discharge in the river increases. As discharge increases, the headwater/

tailwater difference decreases and the quantity of water required for i

lockage decreases. In order to obtain conservative values for capacity and

energy, the maximum combined lockage loss and leakage loss value of 600

c.f.s. was used for the 600-foot by 1I0-fcjt replacement lock.

Capacity. Hydropower plant design capacities were selected for flows which

-- correspond to 15, 23, and 30 percent exceedance values on the annual dis-

charge duration curve after the loss value had been subtracted. The 15 and

A-1-9
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30 percent values were arbitrary selections to obtain a good spread of

plant capacities. The 23 percent value on the discharge duration curve was

selected to provide a powerplant size which could most effectively utilize

the flow from peaking power at the beat gate setting (8750 c.f.s.) at the

Holt project 8.8 miles upstream of Oliver.

The Oliver hydrpower plant must come on line at normal upper pool and

minimum tailwater or a maxiium head of 28.0 feet. This head then corre-

sponds to 140% of design head (Rd) as the upper operating head limita-

tion. The rated head is then 20.0 feet and the lower limit of operation is

12.0 feet correponding to 60% of the rated head. Although 20.0 feet is the

rated head for the unit, it may not equate to the net heal available for

power production at the rated discharge.

Therefore, the maximum plant capacity may not be produced by the rated

discharge and head, but by some other critical combination of discharge and

head at the specific site for a given turbine. With the variable pitched

propeller turbine which can operate from 40 to 105 percent of rated dis-

charge and the tailwater rating curve for constant discharge shown on Chart

1-12, the following table summarizes the turbine and generator sizes con-

sidered:

CRITICAL

Percent TURBINE COMBINATION PLANT

Exceedance Q H Q H CAPACITY
rated rated net

Value (CFS) (PT) (CPS) (FT) MW

15 12,850 20.0 13,500 16.6 16.3

23 8,750 20.0 9,190 19.7 13.2

30 6,350 20.0 6,670 20.8 10.1(d/s site)
30 6,350 20.0 6,670 20.0 9.7(u/s site)

The plant capacities listed above were computed by the following formula:

A-1-10 0



Plant Capacity = QXHXE
11.8

where: Q - Critical Dischars-t
H - Net Head Availab = Hydraulic Head - 0.75 ft.
E = Plant Efficiency (86%)

Oliver Lock and Dam is a run-of-the-river structure and, as such, would

have no dependabl? capacity under the traditional definition; however, the

traditional uefinition does not allow proper credit for intermittent capac-

ity or that capacity which may be available a substantial amount of the

time. FERC-Washington has developed some relationships which make it

possible to compute a hydropower plant's capacity benefit considering the

hydropower plant's dependable capacity and intermittent capacity and the

relative reliabilities of hydropower and thermal capacity.

The equation for determination of dependable capacity is as follows:

Dependable Capacity = CAP X HA X HKA X (I+F)
1O0 TiKA

where: CAP - Hydropower project's plant capacity
HA - Hydropower project's hydrologic availability (%)

during peak load period
HMA = Hydropower plant mechanical availability (Z)
T'fA - Thermal plant mechanical availability (M)

F = Hydropower plant flexibility factor

Intermittent Capacity = Plant capacity - Dependable capacity

The hydropower project plant capacity is the total capacity output of the

generators for a given turbine combinatian and the hydrologic conditions at

that site.

The dependable capacity at Oliver Lock and Dam is intended as a measure of

the mount of capacity that can be counted on as being available when

needed. As such, dependable capacity will be a reflection of hydrologic

availability. Dependable capacity at Oliver has been determined to be

the amount of capacity available in the selected historical month (July),

which is considered most critical from the standpoint of both loads and

A-I-I
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hydrologic conditions. Since Oliver is a run-of-the-river project, the

hydrologic availability is simply the plant factor for the month of July as

derived from a discharge duration curve for July.

The ratio of the hydropower plant's mechanical availability to the thermal

plant's mechanical availability is intended to reflect the relative mechan-

ical reliability of hydroelectric compared to thermal generation. Operat-

ing experience indicates that hydro plants are mechanically available about

98% of the time. Based on the type and size generating plants presently

being built by Alabama Power Company, the most likely alternative to a

hydro plant at Oliver Lock and Dam would be a fossil fuel plant of from 700

to 800 MW capacity. Data published by the Electric Power Research Insti-

tute and the National Electric Reliability Council indicates that a fossil

fuel plant of that size would be about 772 reliable without considering

scheduled maintenance. Therefore, the mechanical availability ratio for

Oliver is:

HKA - 98.0 - 1.27
THA 77.0

The hydropower plant flexibility factor is an attempt to take credit for

any operating flexibility which may be available to the hydroplant that is

not available to the most likely alternative type of generating plant.
Since the Oliver Hydroplant will have no daily or weekly storage, this

plant will have an inherent inability to respond quickly to demand fluctua-

tions and no flexibility credit is warranted. It can be argued that

because of storage in upstream reservoirs, Oliver will have the capability

to respond with the demand response of those upstream plants. However,

since this is a system capabil;ty and not an independent capability of the

Oliver plant, no specific flexibility credit should be given to the Oliver

plant and this term i, the equation drops out.

Dependable Capacities for the plants evaluated are as follows:
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Replacement Lock, Gated Spillway, & Powerhouse at Existing Site

Percent Exceedance Plant Cap Ave. July PF DEP CAP

Value (MW) (Z) (MW)

4 15 16.3 17 3.5

23 13.2 20 3.4

30 9.7 20 2.5

Replacement Lock, Fixed Crest Spillway, & Powerhouse 2700'D/S of
Existing Site

Percent Exceedance Plant Cap Ave. July PF DEP CAP
Value (MW) (M) (MW)

15 16.3 17 3.5
23 13.2 20 3.4
30 10.1 21 2.7

Installed Capacity: The installed or nameplate capacity of the generator

in the hydropower plant will be equal to the plant capacity only if there

is a single unit installed. If more than one unit is installed, each

generator would have to be sized such that it could operat. alone without

overloading. For instance, a single turbine with Qr=8750 CFS and

Hr=20.0 feet would operate with a critical combination of Q-9190 and

H1-19.7 feet for a required generator capacity of 13.2 MW, but one of two

identical turbines with Qr=4 375 and Hr=20.0 feet would operate alone

with a critical combination of Q- 4 590 CFS and Hi-23.4 feet for a required

generator capacity of 7.8 MW for each unit. This would mean you would have

an installed capacity of 15.6 MW, but would still only have a plant

capacity of 13.2 MW.

Energy. For run-of-the-river type hydropower installations, such as

Oliver, the discharge-duration analysis yields best results for estimating

average annual energy (AAE). AAE was computed for plants with rated

discharges which correspond to the 15%, 23%, and 30% exceedance values on

the annual discharge duration curve as shown below:

(
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Replacement Lock, Gated Spillway, & Powerhouse at Existing Site

Percent Exceedance Plant Cap AAE Annual PF

Value (NW) (M4WH) (M)

15 16.3 40,200 28

23 13.2 36,300 31

30 9.7 27,100 32

Replacement Lock, Fixed Crest Spillway, & Powerhouse 2700 D/S of

Existing Site

Percent Exceedance Plant Cap AAE Annual PP

Value (MW) (MW!H) (1)

15 16.3 43,500 30

23 13.2 39,400 34

30 10.1 30,560 35

The values of AAE were computed by the numerical integration of a capacity

curve reflecting available capacity for incremental values of discharges

and head within the operating ranges of each plant. The peaking operation

of the Holt hydropower plant allows the use of low mean daily flows

normally below the operating range of the Oliver hydropower plant to be

j utilized at a head and flow that is within the operating range.

Hydropower Plant Costs. The manual "Feasibility Studies for Small Scale

Hydropower Additions" was used to determine general costs for the three

plant sizes at a site 2,700 feet downstream of the existing Oliver Lock.

These general costs were escalated from the base year (July 1978) to

October 1982 price levels using the U. S. Bureau of Reclmation's Construc-

tion Cost Trends. As indicated in the table, costs increase as installed

plant capacity increases.

Electro- S & A
Plant mechanical Civil Contingencies and
Size Features Features (252) E & D Total

10.1 $7,800 $2,400 $2,500 $2,500 $15,200

13.2 8,700 2,400 2,800 2,700 16,600

16.33 9,800 2,400 3,000 3,000 18,200
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Chart 1-19 graphically portrays this increase as generally linear. These

costs will be refined during later feature design memorandums. Details of

the costs used in this table can be found in Section IV of this appendix.

Chart 1-19 also portrays benefits which were developed in the main report

and summarized in the following table.

Plant Size (4W)

10.1 13.2 16.3

Power Featuresi /  $15,200,000 $16,600,000 $18,200,000
Lands and Damages 600,000 600,000 600,000
Access Roads 100,000 100,000 100,000

Subtotal $15,800,000 $17,300,000 $18,900,000

IDC 1,800,000 2,100,000 2,200,000

Total $17,600,000 $19,400,000 $21,100,000

Interest and Amortization2 /  1,400,000 1,600,000 1,700,000
Operation Maintenance and 300,000 300,000 400,000

Replacement
Annual Cost 1,700,000 1,900,000 2,100,000
Annual Benefits:-- 1,700,000 2,200,000 2,400,000
Net Benefits - 300,000 300,000

B/C 1.0 1.2 1.1

1/ Oct 82 price level (assu'mes dam in place).

2/ 7-7/8% @ 50 years.
1/ Benefits were calculated using FERC 9 May 1983 power values for
the coal-fired mlternatives.

During review of this report, questions arose as to the cost of transmis-

sion lines and the aeration device. Discussions with Alabama Power con-

cerning those items indicated they carried a small price tag. In the case

of the transmission lines, the general costs obtained from the manual of

$70,00 agreed with figures discussed by Alabama Power for about one-half

mile of lines. A cost of S24,000 for installation of a similiar aeration

device at Bankhead in 1973 was updated to about $50,000 for October 1982

price levels. The resulting change of about $120,000 was assumed and could

adequately be handled by the 3 million dollar contingencies. Accordingly,

the above table was not changed nor were the detailed cost tables in

Section IV changed.
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APPENDIX A

SECTION II

GEOLOGY
MODERNIZATION OF OLIVER LOCK AND DAM

The modernization scheme for Oliver Lock and Dam includes three possi-

blc structure sites; a mid-river location near the existing lock, another

location landward of the existing lock, and a location approximately 2,700

feet downstream of the present structures.

All of the sites considered are located within the Coastal Plains

physiographic province near its northern boundary which closely approxi-

mates the line of contact between the older Pottsville formation and the

younger Coker formation. The Coastal Plain province is characterized here

by irregular and flat-topped hills and ridges.

The Pottsville formation consists of interbedded sandstone, shale, and

coal. These are relatively hard rocks that have a low dip of about 175

' j feet per mile to the southwest. Beginning with Oliver Lock and Dam, all of

the dams upstream on the Warrior River are founded on the Pottsville forma-

tion. Coal is commercially mined from the Pottsville at many places in

Tuscaloosa County and thin seams and/or lamina occur in the subsurface in

this area. However, at the sites being considered, coals are too thin and

discontinuous to be mined and their commercial value will have no affect on

the site selection. In the "Mineral Resources of Tuscaloosa County,

Alabama," published in 1978 by the Geological Survey of Alabama, no eco-

nomic mineral resources are described as being present in the immediate

area.

The Coker formation of the Tuscaloosa Group unconformably overlies the

*Pottsville formation and dips 30 to 40 feet per mile to the southwest. The

Coker formation is unconsolidated sand and gravel and includes marine

carbonaceous clay and lenticular, varicolored clay. These are relatively

t .
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soft materials and less desirable as a foundation than the Pottsville

formation. The Coker has been removed by erosion in the vicinity of Oliver

* Lock and Dam but a !2- to 14-foot thick section is present on the right

side of the river at the downstream site. The Coker is probably present

also on the left bank of the downstream site but there are no borings to

verify this.

Structures at either alternative site would be founded on the

* Pottsville fqrmation. A study was made of the logs of borings that were

prepared between 1932 and 1938 for the foundation design studies of the

existing structu-es. The qualitative terms used at that time cannot be

correlated with the terms used today and the rock cores are no longer

available for inspection. For those reasons, a minimum value is placed on

the old logs and they are considered useful only as a guideline. Those

, logs show a sequence of interbedded sandstone, shale, and coal that is

typical of the Pottsville formation. Though no faults were logged, abrupt

changes in lithology indicate that some faults are present. En echelon

normal faults, striking northwest and dipping southeast, are common in this

area but they are inactive and do not normally pose a serious construction

problem. This type )f fault is present beneath the Holt and Bankhead

projects and was treated with "dental" excavation and backfilling during

construction. Coal seams were logged and will influence the selection of a

foundation grade.

E The lower foundation at the existing lock is elevation 69 and that same

foundation elevation can probably be used for the alternative landward

site. Top of rock at the landward site is approximately elevation 96 and

the overburden is estimated to be 45 - 50 feet thick. At the mid-river

location, top of rock is about elevation 73 and suitable foundation grade

* is generally estimated at elevation 60. Between two and four feet of sand

* and gravel overlies top of rock within the river section. At the site

2,700 feet downstream from Oliver Lock and Dam, the structures can be

founded on a sandstone unit of the Pottsville formation. Based on four

borings made in 1971, the average top of rock is at elevation 70 and the

0
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average top of sound rock is elevation 60. These same borings show that

alluvial silt, clay, and sand is 50 feet thick on the flood olai,, (Chart
Il-I).

For excavation slopes in overburden and in the Coker formation where it

is present, use three horizontal and one vertical. At the top of the

Pottsville formation, place a 20 feet wide berm. Ilse slopes of one hori-

zontal and one vertical in weathered rock with a 20 feet wide berm at the

top of sound rock. Cuts in sound rock can be presplit to a slope of one

horizontal and four vertical.

The flood plain along this part of the Warrior River is underlain by

alluvial sediments which include some coarse grained materials. Deep exca-

vations on the flood plain will require a dewatering system due to a high

water table.

Because of the proximity of two of the sites to the existing lock,

special attention will be given to excavation slopes and blasting. For

those two sites, stability of the existing lock will be an important factor

to consider and "tie-down" of the lock with post-tensioned anchors will

probably be required.

For preliminary design purposes, the foundation design values used for

the Holt and Bankhead projects can be tsed for the three sites being con-

sidered. An extensive geotechnical study of the selected site will be

required in order to determine foundation grades and design values, excava-

tion quantities, dewatering method, blasting criteria, excavation slopes,

cost estimates, sources of construction materials, etc.

Pertinent geologic conditions relative to siting a new lock and dam

downstream from Oliver Lock and Dam are outlined in a 1970 Trip Report (see

Page A-lI-4).
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1. SUBJECT: Trip Report

2. LOCATION AND DATE: William Bacon Oliver Lock and Dam, Tuscaloosa,
Alabama, Nov. 30 and Dec. 1, 1970

3. AT79MMS: Mr. A. 1. Baer
Mr. A. V. Kerr
Mr. J. B. ildreth
Mr. J. a. Bryan

4. PURPOSE: To determine feasibilftv of constructing a new lock and dam
domatream from William Bacon Oliver Lock and Dam

5. NARRATIVE: The attendees arrived at W. B. Oliver Lock and Dam about
1:00 PM, November 30. There we boarded a boat pilioted by Operations
Division personnel and proceeded about 10 miles downstream to "twelvemiLe
Srocl', and then returned to the lock about 4:30 PM. Along the way we
stopped several times to'observe land use or outcrops along the river banks.
The next morning I visited the Alabama Geological Survey to compile avail-
able geologic data within the study area. The other attendees examined
Industrial development along the flood plain downstream of W. B. Oliver
Lock and Dam. We returned to Mbile Tuesday afternoon.

The enclosed sketch sumsarizes the geologic conditions pertinent to
siting of a now lock and dam. William Bacon Oliver Lock and Dam is located
alos the contact of the Gulf Coastal Plain and the Cumberland Plateau
physig raphic province and is founded on hard rock in the uppermost part
of the Pottsville formation. Southwestward (downstream) from Oltiver LAD
the Pottsville formation dips underneath the coastal plain sediments and
becme progressively deeper, wit. a corresponding increase in thickness
Of the Coker formatlon as indicated on the geologic profile. The Cokerfomatlon consists of sand and gravel with some fairly hard clay layers.

So called "tvelvemile rock" is part of the Coker Formation which is simply
cclpact sand with some clay layers that is standing on a near vertical
slop. This formation would be an extremely poor foundation for a lock
ami dam. The bearing capacity would be low; there would have to be a
positive cut-off underneath the structures because of high underseepage
potential; dewatering and hydrostatic relief during and after construction
would be a major cost factor; and other unforseen problems could be antici-
pated.

It would be far better from a foundations and construction standpoint
to found the structures on rock of the Pottsvillc formation. The top of
the Pottsville formation was exposed to erosional forces for considerable
geologic tim and therefore can be expected to be very irregular and deeply

A-1I-4
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wethered for at least 10 feet deep, with open joints very likely extend-
ing 1.0 to 20 feet below the top of rock. There is a good probability of
finding suitable foundation rock at an elevation high enough to economically
conatruct on for 115 to 2 miles downstream from W. B. Oliver L&D. This
probability progressively decreases in a downstream direction. with Tater
H111 Creek (indicated on the geologic profile) being the downstream
Unmit of possible sites for a rock foundation.

Vi ci /JACK it. BRYAN,as stated Geologist

Supplmnt to Trip Report Inclosed:

Basned an the rock Information, presented by Mr. Bryan and covered
In the trip report Inuclosd, the feasibility of locating the un lock
and des was confined to the three preliminary sites shove Tatar Rll
Creek. Site 2 would have the lock located into the left abutent an

imdetlydmistzmse of the Mot OIL Csepinty. This aite was elimin-
sted Fyn further W&sdeai bece the docking facilitie of the

*oil compny vold interfere with inavigatio In the Upper approach.

Site 3 would have the lock located Into the right bank above TatarI. mill Creek. The sits was judged to be acceptable. The approaches to
the lock weuld be Seod mnd the lock could be located a.%iMcleatly land-

mad to he %nmstrffeted within - nh cfferdam.

Site I wold have the ai of the den located about 2700 feet duwa-
strem of the satift projet. Te leck would be located In the right
bak. Wbs the present epil~xey Is renmved, the ePetremn spillway
apprek In the right *mae weuLd fuw±rn as as tetable upetreM

qpt ta her WLock.& St I ue eadered to be- the best of the
3 sites Inspected, The=e could be sestIeIfeeas" to navigation

du the -i I 9t141&i Paled se a mm detailed -atgantlem be~asd
tde as of this InvetSatIsm will be necesry.

A Se~ on to obtsin $nslogic 0 erat0 by drilling at both
Sites 3 sed I ee noe* So CM1 ~ iae gsection of the Design Brne
will pyqupe the lasy for tho %hree bedangs at eac iato.
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APPENDIX A

SECTION III

ALTERNATIVE DESIGNS

The following drawings depict the various alternatives examined in the

interim report. Each plan is shown with both a lock and a powerhouse. The

proposed disposal areas are located on thi north side of the river about a

half-mile from the construction site. Haul roads are not shown. Also not

shown are access to the hydropower plant and transmission lines.
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APPENDIX A

SECTION IV

DETAILED COST ESTIMATES

Detailed estimates for the lock and dam Alternatives Numbers 1 thru 4

are included in this section. They are based on October 1982 prices and

quantity estimates made by the Engineering Division of the Mobile

District.

Estimates for three power plants were obtained from the publication

"Feasibility Studies for Small Scale Hydropower Additions" are are

summarized in this section. These plants were considered with the

navigation alternatives and range in size from 10.1 to 16.3 megawatts.

Real estate estimates based on October 1982 prices are shown at the end

of the section.
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COST S04MARY ($1,000)
(Structural)

Alternative #1

Existing Dan with 110 x 600 foot Lock in Left Decending Bank

Relocations $ 33,800

Lands and Damages 3,700

Dam
Spillway

Spilluy Channel -

Lock 58,200

Channels

Lock Approaches 18,200

Spillway Removal -

Access Roads 300

Cultural Resources 100

Buildings Grounds & Utilities 300

SUBTOTAL $114,600

Engineering and Design 8,000

Supervision and Administration 6,300

TOTAL $128,900

0A
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U. S. ANt ENGINEER *ISTIICT, MOUILE
COMR OF ENGIUNE

Office of e District Engimr
ENGINEERING IISION Alternative No. I

UIM: BLACK WARRIOR

mWEI: OLIVER REPLACEMENT LOCK AND DAM C
LEFT BANK (600' X 110') MAY 83

PMMU REW E M.* OCT 82 PRICE LEVEL

DESCRIPTION OF WORK j -mff am M a

02 RELOCATIONS:

GM & 0 RAILROAD BRIDGE JOB 30,254,000

SPUR JOB 2,167,000

CONTINGENCIES AT 20% 1,410,000

TOTAL FOR RELOCATIONS 33,831,000

-l
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U. S. AUIT Eikdf 111ifwtoib1fft'
CORPS OF ENGINEERS Alternative No. 1

Office of the District Engineer
ENGINEERING DIVISION

SU=JUT BLACK WARRIOR

PUWEI OLIVER REPLACEMENT LOCK & DAN jig TUSCALOOSA
LEFT BANK (600' X 110')

COUUTE REW CHEMB DATE MAY 83
OCT 82 PRICE LEVEL

DESCRIPTION OF WORKENT UI m111.a

I ~5 LOCK___________________

______ COFFERDAM AND PUMIPING _ ____ JOB _______ 1.563 .000

______ CLEARING _______26 ACRE 2,130.00 55,000

_____ EXCAVATION, COMMON 1,316,900 C.Y. 3.20 4,214,000

_____ EXCAVATION, ROCK 310,200 C.Y. 7.50 2,327,000
BACKFILL COMPACTED FRO25,0 y.184700
EXCAVATION 2600 c'.18 7,0

_____ CONCRETE 2 40,190 c.Y. 111.00 26,661,000

STEEL REINFORCEMENT 73 TON 1,22b.00 901,000

_____ HANDRAILING 6,000 L.F. 53.00 318,000

MISCELLANEOUS METAL 40 TON 5250 1,0

_____ GRATING 67 TON 5.550.00 372,000

______ hAL ARM4OR 250 TON 3,600.00 900,001)

UPPER MITER GATE, COMPLETE 300 TON 5,500.00 1,650,000

LOWER MITER GATE, COMPLETE 60 TON 5200 ,9,0

______ MITER GATE MACHINERY 4____ EACH 263,000.00 1,052,000

TAINTER VALVES, COMPLETE 140 TON 5,650.00 791,000

TAINTER VALVE MACHINERY 4 EACH 133,000.00 532,000

HYDRAULIC SYSTEM ____ _JOB9800

C01MPRESSED AIR AND WATER SYSTEM 437,000

_____ CULVERT BULKHEADS, COMPLETE 48 TON. 4,850.00 233,UJ

FLOATING MOORING BITTS, COMPLETE 47 TON 5,650.00 266,000

A-TV-A mswimi S ink



Q. 3. ^f EN41NR DISTRICT, OiILE
CORPS OF 1NO4111111 Alternative No. 1

Office of the Oietrict EAgineer

ENO1NEEII DIVISION

SUM : BLACK WARRIOR

POW: OLIVER REPLACEMENT LOCK & DAM W=T=ON: TUSCALOOSA

LEFT BANK (600' X 110')

COiPUE1 uw CK DATE MAY 83
OCT 82 PRICE LEVEL

N11111 9ISRCIPTION OF WORN E NOT offIa

5 LOCK (CONT'rn)

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM JOB 1,421,000

CONTROL STATION, COMPLETE JOB 40),000

ENGINE GENERATOR JOB 71,000

INSTRUMENTATION JOB 531,000

CONTINGENCIES AT 20% 9,694,000

TOTAL FOR LOCK 58,164,000

A-IV-5 fttd24i



US. Am liNR DISTRICT, HOILE
CORN OF ENINERS Alternative No. 1

Offlo of the Dstrict EnFgior
GINEEINGe 9IVISISOI

gUWU: BLACK WARRIOR

* mminc: OLIVER REPLACEMENT LOCK & DAM WCATIt. TbSCALOOSA
LEFT BANK (600' X 110')

* UPU E RW OUU: 1L MAY 83
OCT 82 PRICE LEVEL

IN DSiRIPTION OF WORK qUANTT m

CCESS ROADS:...

ACCESS ROADS JOB 263,000

CONTINGENCIES AT 20Z 53,000

TOTAL FOR ACCESS ROADS 316,000

9 CHANNEL-LOCK APPROACHES

CLEARING 78 ACRE 2,130.00 166,000

EXCAVATION, COMMON 3,697,100 C.Y, 3.20 11,831,000

EXCAVATION, ROCK 290,400 C.Y. 7.50 2,178,000

RIPRAP 22,910 C.Y. 32.00 733,000

FILTER MATERIAL 8,590 C.Y. 26.50 228,000

CONTINGENCIES AT 202 3,027,000

TOTAL FOR CHANNELS 18,163,000

TOTAL 110,474,000

- -- a ______ ____________
I V- mn

... * -



COST SHuKaY ($1,000)
(Structural)

Alternative #2

New 110 x 600 foot Lock 2,700 feet Downstream with Fixed Crest Spillway

Relocations

Lands and Damages $ 2,100

Dam
Spillway 16,100

Spillway Channel 4,600

Lock 56,600

Channels
Lock Approaches 13,000

Spillway Removal 100

Access Roads 200

Cultural Resources 100j Buildings Grounds & Utilities 300

SUBTOTAL $ 93,100

Engineering and Design 6,500

Supervision and Administration 5,100

TOTAL $104,700

A-IV-7



U. S. ARNY ENGINEER DISTRICT, MOBILE
CORPS OF ENGINEERSj Office of the Distriet Engineer Alternative No. 2

ENGINEERING DIVISIo

SUBJCT: BLACK WARRIOR

POEM: OLIVER REPLACEMENT LOCK & DAN LCAT: TUSCALOOSA
RIGHT BANK (600' X 110') FIXED CREST SPILLWAY

COMPU1D. REW CHECIF.: DATE MAY 83
OCT 82 PRICE LEVEL

m DESCRIPTION OF WORK LUATWI I UNIT COT TOiAL e

04 DAM

SPILLWAY:

COFFERDAM AND PUMPING JOB 6,922,000

CLEARING 5 ACRE 2,130.00 11,000

_ _ EXCAVATION, COMMON 60,200 C.Y. 3.20 193,000

EXCAVATION, ROCK 11,800 C.Y. 7.50 89,000

BACKFILL, COMPACTED (STOCKPILED 201,000
--FROM REQUIRED EXCAVATION) 62,800 C.. 3.200 0

SRIPRAP 1,130 C.Y. 32.00 36,000

FILTER MATERIAL 420 C.Y. 26.50 11,000

CONCRETE. SILLS 41,320 C.Y. 98.00 4,049,000

CONCRETE, PIERS - C.Y. -

CONCRETE, ABUTMENT WALLS 15,750 C.Y. 98.00 1,544,000

CONCRETE, STILLING BASIN - C.Y. - -

STEEL REINFORCEMENT - TON -

... ____ PEDESTRIAN SPILLWAY BRIDGE - L.F. -

TAINTER GATES, COMPLETE EACH -

TAINTER GATES MACHINERY " EACH -

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM - JOB_ - -,

INSTRUMENTATION JOB 373_,_000

_ _ CONTINGENCIES AT 202 2,66,00)

SUBTOTAL FOR SPILLWAY 16,115,000

A-V-n m 67
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U. S. AIW ENGINEER DISTRICT, MOBILE
CORPS OF ENGINEERS Alternative No. 2

Office of the District Eg.ineer
ENGINEERING DIVISION

SOW.CJ BLACK WARRIOR

PROJECT OLIVER REPLACEMIENT LOCK & DAM LOCAUOI TUSCALOOSA
RIGHT BANK (600' X 110') FIXED CREST SPILLWAY

COUMPUD REW CHECRED: DATE~ MAYT 83
_______ ___________________________OCT 82 PRICE LEVEL

ITE DESCRIPTION OF WORK SMTD UIUNTC OMO

04.j..... DAM (CONT'D) __________ _____

SPILLWAYCHANNEL: ___

CLEARING 19 ACRE 2,130.00 40,000

EXCAVATION, COMMON 935,200 C.y. 3.20 2,993,000

_____ EXCAVATION, ROCK 6,500 C.y. 7.50 49,000

_____ RIPRAP 17,560 C.y. 32.00 562,000

jFILTER MATERIAL 6,580 C.y. 26.50 174,000

________ CONTINGENCIES AT 20% ___ 6,0

______SUBTOTAL FOR SPILLWAY CHANNEL _____ _________ 4,582,000

_______ TOAL OR DN _______20,697,000

A4IV-9 amjna 4 4P
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U. S. ARMY ENGINEER DISTRICT, MOBILE
CORPS OF ENGINEERS

Office of the Dist-*ct Engineer Alternative No. 2
SBC AENGINEERING DIVISION

SUBJECT: BLACK WARRIOR

PROJECT: OLIVER REPLACEMENT LOCK & DAM LOCATiON: TUSCALOOSA
RIGHT BANK (110' X 600') FIXED CREST SPILLWAY

COMPUTED: REW CHECKED: DATE- MAY 83
___OCT 82 PRICE LEVEL

DESCRIPTION OF WORK EATITE UNIT UNIT COST TOTAL COST
ITEM QUANTIT

5 LOCK

COFFERDAM AND PUMPING JOB 6.922.000

_ _ CLEARING 34 ACRE 2,130.00 72,000

_ _ EXCAVATION, COMMON 478,500 C.Y. 3.20 1,531,000

EXCAVATION, ROCK 152,500 C.Y. 7.50 1,144,000

BACKFILL COMPACTED FROM
_ _ EXCAVATION 128,000 C.Y. 1.85 237,000

CONCRETE 217,590 C.Y. 111.00 24,152,000

STEEL REINFORCEMENT 670 TON 1,226.00 821,000

HANDRAILING 6,000 L.F. 53.00 318,000

MISCELLANEOUS METAL 40 TON 5,275.00 211,000

GRATING 67 TON 5,550.00 372,000

WALL ARMOR 250 TON 3,600.00 900,000

UPPER MITER GATE, COMPLETE 300 TON 5,500.00 1,650,000

LOWER MITER GATE, COMPLETE 460 TON 5,200.00 2,392,000

MITER GATE MACHINERY 4 EACH 263,000.00 1,052,000

TAINTER VALVES, COMPLETE 140 TON 5,650.00 791,000

TAINTER VALVE MACHINERY 4 EACH 133,000,00 532,000

_ _ HYDRAULIC SYSTEM JOB 698,000

COMPRESSED AIR AND WATER SYSTEM 437,0n

-CULVERT BULKHEADS, COMPLETE 48 TON 4,850.00 233,000

FLOATING MOORING BITTS, COMPLETE 47 TON 5,650.00 266,000

A-IV-IO M1I FORN 67bIaied 24 JVe 4O



V. S. ARW ENGINEER DISTRICT, NODILE
CORPS OF ENGINEERS Alternative No. 2

Office of the District Engineer
ENINEERIN6 DIVISION

SUSIT: BLACK WARRIOR

FIEM: OLIVER REPLACEMENT LC & DAM LOATION: TUSCALOOSA
RIGHT BANK (110' x 600') FIXED CREST SPILLWAY

CMUEWD REW CHEM DAM MAY 83
OCT 82 PRICE LEVEL

OESCRIPTION OF WOREK UNIT UNITCOS Tqm"m r

5 LOCK (CONT'D)

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM JOB 1,421,000

CONTROL STATION, COMPLETE JOB 400,000

ENGINE GENERATOR JOB 71,000

INSTRUMENTATION JOB 531,000

CONTINGENCIES AT 20Z 9,431,000

TOTAL FOR LOCK 56,585,000

J!
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U. S. ARMY ENGINEEq DISTRICT, 0O6ILE Alternative No. 2
CORPS OF ENGINEERS

Office of the District Engineer
ENGINEERING DIVISION

SUBJECT: BLACK WARRIOR

PROJECT: OLIVER REPLACEMENT LOCK & DAM LOCAT0f: TUSCALOOSA
RIGHT BANK (110' X 600') FIXED CREST SPILLWAY

COMPUTED. REW CHECKED: DATE. MAY 83
OCT 82 PRICE LEVEL

ITEM E"TMATED
ITEM DESCRIPTION OF WORK UAITY UNIT UNIT CUT TOTAL Con

NO.,. Q, , ,, NI, . ..

8 L ,CCESS ROADS:

ACCESS ROADS JOB 1 172,000

CONTINGENCIES AT 20% 34,000

TOTAL FOR ACCESS ROADS 206,000

9 CHANNEL-LOCK APPROACHES

CLEAING 55 ACRE 2,130.00 117,000

EXCAVATION, COMMON 2,701,600 C.Y. 3.20 8,645,000

EXCAVAT"ION, ROCK 151,700 C.Y. 7.50 1,138,000

RIPRAP 22,910 C.Y. 32.00 733,000

FILTEP MATERIAL 8,590 C.Y. 26.50 228,000

CONTINGENCIES AT 20% 2,172,000

TOTAL FOR CHANNELS 13,033,000

TOTAL 90,521,000

A-IV-12 9 FM I?2~~ 4 ims



COST SUMMARY ($1,000)
(Structural)

Alternative #3

New 110 x 600 foot Lock at Existing Site with Gated Spillway

Relocations

Lands and Damages $ 1,500

Dams
Spillway 35,800

Spillway Channel 14,300

Lock 66,400

Channels
Lock Approaches

Spillway Removal -

Access Roads 300

Cultural 'Resources 100

Buildings Grounds & Utilities 300

SUBTOTAL $ 118,700

Engineering and Design 8,300

Supervision and Administration 6,500

TOTAL $133,500

A-IV-13



U. S. ARMY ENGINEER DISTRICT, XOSILE Alternative #3
CORPS OF ENGINEERS

Office of the Dietrlct Engineer
ENGINEERINO DIVISION

SUBJECT: OLIVER REPLACEMENT LOCK & DAMul (LOCK IN RIVER)

PROJECT: LOCATION:

COMPUTED LJC CHECKED: ()TE DEC 82
OCT 82 PRICE LEVFL

ITM J ESTIMATED U "
O. DESCRIPTION OF WORK QUANTITY UNIT UWT 0AC

FIRST STAGE

I. FURNISHING & INSTALLING S-28 PILING 3,,' 72 TONS 960.00 3, 0,000

2. CELL FILL 137,400 C.Y. 4.10 3A ono

3. BERM FILL 13,335 C.Y. 4.10 55,000

4. DEWATERING I JOB 53 i.OOO

5. CONCRETE REMOVAL 36,850 C.Y. 26.50 077,00

6. PULLING PILES 3,090 TON 150.00 464,000

7. REMOVING CELL FILL 121,710 C.Y. 3.50 426.000

8. REMOVE BERM FILL 13,335 C.Y.
_____3.50 47,00C

6, 398 1)

CONTINGENCY @ 20% 1,280,0

TOTAL FIRST STAGE 7,678,01

A-IV-14 - e F m
bwieed 24



U. S. AIRM EGIUClR DISTRICT, NOILE Alternative 13
CORPS OF ENGINEERS

Office of the District Engineer
EyM IEERIIS DIVISION

lir: OLIVER REPLACEMENT LOCK & DAN
(LOCK IN RIVER)

cU 1: LJC CEM DATE- DEC 82
OCT 82 PRICE LEVEL

-m DESCIPTION OF WORK WT o oimIND. 40110""r lm u1gn.m

SECOND STAGE

A. FURNISHING & INSTALLING S-28 PILING 7,824 TON 960.00 7,511,000

2. INSTALLING S-28 PILES 3,090 TON 277.00 856,000

3. CELL FILL 434,778 C.Y. 4.10 1,783,000

4. DEWATERING 1 JOB 800,000

5. CONCRETE REMOVAL 13,161 C.Y. 26.50 349,000

6. PULLING PILES 10,026 TON 150.00 1,504,000

7. REMOVING CELL FILL 414,851 C.Y. 3.50 1,452,000

8. CONSTR. & REMOVE BRIDGE 1 JOB 426,000

14,681,000

COTINGiECY @ 202 2,936,000

TOTAL SECOND STAGE 17,617,000

A-IV-15 mi ed 4 -imm 6
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U. S. ARWe ENGINEER DISTRICT, MILE Alternative 13
CORPS OF ENGINEERS

Office of the Distri ct Engineer
ENGINEERING DIVISION

SUJCT: OLIVER REPLACEMENT L & D
(LOCK IN RIVER)

CoMpUTE LJC MNECPKED DATF: DEC 82

OCT 82 PRICE LEVEL

ITMDESCRIPTION OF WORK EuIIIIIIIE NT NTvg 1mo

THIRD STAGE ___

i. INSTALLING S-28 PILES 3,847 TON 277.00 1,066,000

2. CELL FILL 151,570 C.Y. 4.10 621,000

3. BERM FILL 3,300 C.Y. 4.10 14,000

4. DEWATERING 1 JOB 373,000

5. CONCRETE REMOVAL 45,760 C.Y. 26.50 1,213,000

6. PULLING PILES 4,735 TON 150.00 710,000

7. REMOVING CELL FILL 187,187 C.y. 3.50 655,000

8. REMOVING BERN FILL 3,300 C.Y. 3.50 12,000

4,664 000

CONTINGCENCY @ 20% 933,000

TOTAL THIRD STAGE _ ____5,597,000

A-I V-16MF104
btnmd 24 Ju



V. S. ARIW EGIEI DISIRICT, iBILE Alternative 13

CORPS OF ENGINEERS

Office of the Distsfct Engineer
ElINEElING DIV1 IO OCT82

UJECTr.- OLIVER REPLACEMENT L & D
(LOCK IN RIVER)

FNQW-T OO]O OCT 82

PRICE LEVELS

WUpIJE. LiC HIEOW : DAIL' DEC 82

Do DESCRIPTION OF WORK -m UNIT oT m

04 DAM

SPILIAY:

CONCRETE NON-OVERFLOW 10,970 CY. 106,00 11163,000

FILL 55,000 C.Y. 3.20 176,000

CONCRETE TRAINING WALLS 670 C.y. 128.00 86,000

EXCAVATION, ROCK 87,080 C.y. 7.50 653,000

BACKFILL, COMPACTED (STOCKPILED
FROM REQUIRED EXCAVATION) 3,200 C.Y. 3.20 10,000

RIPRAP 141,200 i.y. 32.00 4,518,000

FILTER MATERIAL 35,300 C.Y. 26.50 935,000

CONCRETE, SILLS 47,460 C.Y. 98.00 4,651,000

CONCRETE, PIERS 8,210 C.,V 195.00 1,601,00

CONCRETE, ABUTMENT WALLS 5,850 C.Y. 98.00 573,000

CONCRETE, STILLING BASIN 5,680 C.Y. 128.00 727,000

_ _ STEEL REINFORCEMENT 468 TON 1,226.00 574,000

PEDESTRIAN SPILLWAY BRIDGE 476 L.F. 501.00 238,000

TAINTER GATES, COMPLETE 7 EACH 454,000.00 3,178,000

TAINTER GATES MACHINERY 7 EACH 266,500.00 1,866,000

1 587,000
ELECTRICAL SYSTEM 1,,_OB

; 1 373.000
i INSTRUM4ENTAT lOi JOB

COIINGENCIES AT 20 4,382,000

_________ SUBTOTAL FOR SPILLWAY 26,292,000
A-IV-17 -m a
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I.
U. S. ARMY ENGINEER DISTRICT, MOBILE Alternative #3CORPS OF ENGINEERS

Office of the Dist-ict Engineer
ENGINEERING DIVISION

SICT: OLIVER L & D REPLACEMENT
(LOCK IN RIVER)

cOMmmTEi. LJC CHECMED: DAM DEC 82
OCT 82 PRICE LEVEL

ITE. DESCRIPTION OF WORK USTMATED UIT UNIT cur. ca

04 )AM (UCONT'N)

SPILLWAY CHANNEL:

CLEARING 5 ACRE 2,130.00 11,000

EXCAVATION, COMMON 2,118,600 C.Y. 3.20 6,780,000

EXCAVATION, ROCK 266,700 C.Y. 7.50 2,000,000

RIPRAP C.Y.

1 FILTER MATERIAL C.Y.

_ _ CONTINGENCIES AT 20% 1,758,000

SUBTOTAL FOR SPILLWAY CHANNEL 10,549,000

TOTAL FOR DAIM_ 36,841,000

I
A-IV-18 - £
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G. S. W IEIGIIEEq SISlrIICT, MBUILE Alternative 13
COPS OF ENSINEERS

Office of the sistrzct Et 4ineer

ENIUERIN6 31V131OU

hIE~OLIVER REPLAC IET L & ID

(LOCK IN RIVER)

LOIl OCT 82
PRICE LEVELS

UEU k uc ED DT ]DEC 82

'1 ",)EUCIPTIOI OF WORN U iuru e T iOMm

5 LOCK__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _

______ COFFERDAM AND PUMPING JOB _______________

- CLEARING ACRE

_____ EXCAVATION, COMMON C.Y. "'

EXCAVATION, ROCK 277,800 C.Y. 7.50 2,084,000
BACKFILL COMPACTED FROM
EXCAVATION C.y.

-ONCRETE 217.590 C.Y. 117.00 25.458,000

STEEL REINFORCEMENT 670 TON 1,280.00 858,000

HNDRAILING 6,000 L.F. 53.318,000

MISCELLANEOUS METAL 40 TON 5,275.00 211,000

GRATING 67 TON 5,550.00 372,000

WALL ARMOR 250 TON 3,600.00 900,000

UPPER MITER GATE, COMPLETE 300 TON 5,500.00 1,650,000

LOWrR MITER GATE, COMPLETE 460 TON 5,200.00 2,392,000

MITER GATE MACHINERY 4 EACH 263,000.00 1,052,000

TAINTER VALVES, COMPLETE 140 TON 5,650.00 791,000

TAINTER VALVE MACHINERY EACH 133,000.00 ,000

HYDRAULIC SYSTEM I 6J800

COMPRESSED AIR AND WATER SYSTEM 1 3;.00

CULVERT BULKHEADS, COMPLETE 4 TON 4.850.00 233,000

FLOATING MOOING BITS, COMPLETE 4 47 TONM 5,650.00_( 266,000

..... V
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U. S. ARMY ENGINEER DISTRICT, MOBILE Alternative #3
CORPS OF ENGINEERS

Office of the District Engineer
ENGINEERING DIVISION

SUBJECT: OLIVER REPLACEMENT L & C

(LOCK IN RTVER)

PROJECT.: LOCATION: OCT 82
PRICE LEVELS

COMPED: LJC CHEM: DATE. DEC 82

ESTIMATED un n vuwr

ITEM OESCRIPTION OF WORK EUNT UNIT Corr IX amNO. QUANIllTr

5 LOCK (CONT'D) ....

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM 1 JOB 1,421,000

CONTROL STATION, COMPLETE 1 JOB 400,000

ENGINE GENERATOR 1 JOB 71,000

INSTRUMENTATION 1 JOB 531,000

CONTINGENCIES AT 20% 8,135,000

TOTAL FOR LOCK 48,810.000

TOTAL 116,543,000

_ S

A-iv 2



COST SUMMARY ($1,000)(Structural)

Alternative 94

New 110 x 600 foot Lock at Existing Site with Both Gated and Fixed Crest Spillways

Relocations

Lands and Demages $ 1,500

Dam
Spillway 16,200

Spillway Channel .11,600

Lock 67,600

Channels
Lock Approaches

Spillway Removal
-a

Access Roads 300

Cultural Resources 100

Building Grounds & Utilities 300

SUBTOTAL $97,600

Engineering and Design 6,800

Supervision and Administration 5,400

TOTAL $109,800

L
A-IV-21
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U. S. ARMY ENGINEER DISTRICT, MO8ILE
CORPS OF ENGINEERS

Office of the DIstr-ct Engineer Alternative No. 4

ENiGINEERING DIVIS ION

SUSICT: OLIVER REPLACEMENT L & D 4 GATES SPILLWAY

(LOCK IN RIVER - GATED SPILLWAY ON LEFT)

PROJECT: LOCATION: OCT 1981
PRICE LEVEL

COMPUTED LJC CHEME: DAE DEC 82
OCT 82 PRICE LEVEL

ITE DESCRIPTION OF WORK QUANTIMT UNIT UNIT COSr T LCONr

FIRST STAGE

1. FURNISHING & INSTALLING 11,042 TON 960.00 10,600,000

S-28 PILING

2. CLLL FILL 43b,26F (.Y. 3.10 1,789.000

3. DE-IATERING I JOB 533,000

4. CONCRETE REMOVAL 13,200 C.y. 26.50 350,000

5. PULLING PILES 10,155 TON 150.00 1,523,000

6. REMOVING CELL FILL 400,651 C.Y. 3.50 1,402,000

7. CONSTRUCTION BRIDGE 1 JOB 426.000

INSTALLATION & REMOVAL

SUBTOTAL IST STAGE 16,623,000

_ _ CONTINGENCIES @ 20% 3,325,000

TOTAL - FIRST STAGE 19,94,MO

A-IV-22 UeFoRm 6a
AV bvimd 24 JmjeG
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1. 3. AM EiNw Mumn ISlnICT, NSlILE

office of as SItetrict bti mer Alternative No. 4
mOIKERIM Divsion

AIM OLIVER REPLACEIU L & D
(LOCK IN RIVER - GATED SPILLWAY ON LEFT)

Iqlmmr:

lun LJC Mit DEC 82
OCT 82 PRICE LEVEL

S9IUIlIPTIOI Of W03K ol m 1111, - 111 5

SECOND STAGE

1. INSTALLING 3-28 PILING 2,394 TON 277.00 663,000

2. CELL FILL 93,907 C.Y. 4.10 385,000

3. BERM FILL 13,335 C.Y. 4.10 55,000

4. DEATERING 1 JOB 533,000

5. CONCRETE DIOVAL 90,000 C.Y. 26.50 2,385,000

6. PULLING PILES 3,280 TON 150.00 492,000

7. Bvo1i cm & BERM FILL 107,242 C.Y. 3.50 375,000

SUN OAL SECOND STAGE 4,888,000

CoNTINGENCIES @ 20Z 978,000

TOrA SEFON= STAGE 5,866,000
A-

A-IV-23 I~dJ
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U. S. Aliff ENGINEER 3153IUCT, MILE
CORS OF ENGINEERI

Offic of the Distrfct ineerternatve No. 4
ENIIEERIN DIVISION

SWEET: OLIVER REPLACEMENT L & D

COUJT LJC aquiID DATL DEC 82
OCT 82 PRICE LEVEL

uO. DESCRIPTION OF WORK BMWT aa
=w =

THIRD STAGE

1. INSTALLING S-28 PILING 1,706 TON 277.00 473,000

2. CELL FILL 67,625 C.Y. 4.10 277,000

3. BERM FILL 13,335 C.Y. 4.10 55,000

4. DEWATERING JOB 426,000

5. PULLING PILES 1 ,706 TON 15000 256,000

6. REMOVING CELL & BERM FILL 80,960 C.Y. 3.50 283,000

SUBTOTAL THIRD STACE 1,770,000

CONTINGENCIES @ 20% 354,000

TOTAL THIRD STAGE 2,124,000

A-IV-24 imd 24 J



U. S. ARW ENGINEER DISTRICT, MILE Alternative No. 4
COPS OF ENGINEERS

Office of the District Engineer
ENGINEERING DivIsio

SUWT: OLIVER REPLACEMEN1T L & D
(LOCK IN RIVER W1 GATED SPILLWAY ON LEFT)

FIUE!: LOCA U: OCT 82
PRICE LEVEL

COIM 1JC CHWE MIL' DEC 82

Il1 DESCRIPTION OF WORK Ul m - -C m n

04 DAM .

SPILLWAY:

FILL 31,000 C.Y. 3.20 99,000

CONCRETE, TRAINING WALLS 670 C.Y. 128.00 86,000

EXCAVATION, COMMON 66,700 C.Y. 3.20 213,000

EXCAVATION, ROCK 59,300 C.Y. 7.50 445,000
*. BACKFILL, COMPACTE'D"STOCKPI -

_ _ FROM REQUIRED EXCAVATION) 20,000 C.Y. 3.20 64,000

* RIPRAP 5,000 C.y, 32.00 160,000

- FILTER MATERIAL 1,250 C.Y. 26.50 33,000

CONCRETE, SILLS 27,100 C.Y. 98.00 2,656,000

CONCRETE. PIERS 4,690 C.Y. 195.00 915,000

CONCRETE, ABUTMENT WALLS 5,850 c.Y. 98.00 573,000

CONCRETE, STILLING BASIN 3,240 C.Y. 128.00 415,000

STEEL REINFORCEMENT 267 TON 1,226.00 327,000

PEDESTRIAN SPILLWAY BRIDGE 272 L.F. 501.00 136,000

"_ TAINTER GATES, COMPLETE 4 EACH 454,000.00 1,816,000

_ _ _ TAINTER GATES MACHINERY 4 EACH 266,500.00 1,066,000

__....... ELECTRICAL SYSTEM I J 335,500

INSTRUMENTATION I Joe 213,000

__ _ CONTINGENCIES A7 20% _ 1,911,000

TOTAL n11464,000
___ _ urS m p aA-TV- 25 mliond 24 Je,



U. S. ARMY ENGINEER DISTRICT, MOBILE
CORPS OF ENGINEERS

Office of the District Engineer Alternative No. 4

ENGINEERING DIVISION

U3=TW:

coumF CHwE. DAMI OCT 82 PRICE LEVEL

mD- DESCRIPTION OF WORK ESIATED UNIT U#TC aM

04 DAM (CONT' D)

__,__ ,SPILLWAY CHANNEL:

_ _ CLEARING 5 ACRE 2,130.00 11,000

EXCAVATION, COMMON 939,800 C.Y. 3.20 3,007,000

EXCAVATION, ROCK C.Y.

RI PRAP 120,000 C.Y. 32.00 3,840,000

FILTER MATERIAL C.Y.

CONTINGENCIES AT 20% 1,372,000

SUBTOTAL FOR SPILLWAY CHANNEL 8,230,000

TOTAL FOR DAM 19,694,000

A -TV-26 -n ---
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Alternative #4
U. S. AM ENGINlEE DISTRICT, MOBILE

COPS OF ENGINEERS
Office of the Distrfct Engineer

ENGNEERING DIVISION

S : oE.:OLIVER REPLACEMENT L & D
(LOCK IN RIVER)

IEGUC: LCAIOm t OCT 82PRICE LEVELS

u p LJc CHEME DAIE Dec 82

DESCRIPTION OF WORE 610111 WUr am 101. u

5 LOCK

COFFERDAM AND PUNPING JOB

CLEARING ACRE

EXCAVATION, COMM4N C.Y.

EXCAVATION, ROCK 277,800 C.Y. 7.50 2,084.000

BACKFILL COMPACTED FROM
EXCAVATION C.Y.

CONCRETE C.Y. 117.00 25.458000

STEEL REINFORCEMENT 670 TON 1,280.00 858.000

HANDRAILING 6,000 L.F. 53.00 318,000

MISCELLANEOUS METAL 40 TON 5.275.00 21,000

GRATING 67 TON 5p550.00 372,000

WALL ARMOR 250 TON 3,600.00 900,000

UPPER MITER GATE, COMPLETE 300 TON 5,500,00 1,650,000

LOWER MITER GATE, COMPLETE 46 TON 5,200.00 2,392,000

MITER GATE MACHINERY 4 EACH 263.000.00 1.052,009

TAINTER VALVES, COMPLETE 140 TON 5,650.00 791,000

TAINTER VALVE MACHINERY 4 EACH 133,000.00 532,000

HYDRAULIC SYSTEM I JOB 698,000

_ _ COMPRESSED AIR AND WATER SYSTEM 1 437,OcO
CULVERT BULKHEADS, COMPLETE 48 TON 4,850.00 233,000

FLOATING MOORING BITTS, COMPLETE 41 TON 5,650.00 266,000

A-IV-27 I 54 J j*
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U. S. ARMY ENGINEER DISTRICT, NOSILE Alternative #/4
CORPS OF ENGINEERS

Office of the District Engineer
EN31NEERING DIV1SION

*SUBJECT' OLIVER REPLACEMENT L & C
(LOCK IN RIVER)

PROECT: L=WCTO: OCT 82
PRICE LEVELS

COMPUTD. LJC CHECKED. DATE DEC 82

ITIN DESCRIPTION OF WORK Swm UI NCOToma

5 Inn( (rwinT'li_________

______ ELECTRICAL SYSTEM 1 JOB 1,421,000

_____ CONTROL STATION, COMPLETE 1 JOB 400,000

______ ENGINE GENERATOR I- JOB 71,000

______ INSTRUMENTAT ION 1 JOB 531,000

CONTINGENCIES AT 20% 8,135,000

LESS DIFFERENCE IN GUIDE WALLS

(CELLS VS CONCRETE WALLS) -957,000

TOTAL FOR LOCK 47 ,853,00C

TOTAL 95,485,'000

*A-IV-28 Iftwimd 24 inw
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SAMRE-R
23 January 1983

REAL ESTATE ESTIMATE OF VALUE

ALTERNATIVE NO. 1

Fee Area $3,475,000

Easement Area (work area) 535,000

Easement Area (disposal area) 335,000

$4,345,000

ALTERNATIVE NO. 2

Fee Area $1,875,000

Easement Area (work area) 535,000

Easement Area (disposal area) 305,000

$2,715,000

ALTERNATIVE NO. 3

Fee Area $1,415,000

Easement Area (work area) 535,000
Easement Area (disposal area) 105,000

$2,055,000

-* A-IV-38
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APPENDIX A

SECTION V

COST ALLOCATION

A preliminary allocation using the Separable Costs - Remaining Benefits

Method was made to estimate the costs assigned to navigation and hydropower

features. The proportions of such costs to be borne by the local sponsor

will depend on final policies agreed to by the President and Congress.

The Separable Costs - Remaining Benefits Method of allocating costs pro-

vides an equitable sharing of project feature costs, such as the cost of

the dam, which both navigation and power need in order to function. This

section presents details on the data used for allocation such as total

projects costs, interest during construction, and operation, maintenance

and replacement costs. It also presents costs specific for particular

project functions and costs which are shared by both purposes as well as

costs to construct each function individually at the proposed site and the

cost of a powerplant removed from the river. The cost of the alternative

single purpose powerplant was based on alternative thermal powerplant costs

furnished by FERC.

Table A-V-1 summarizes pertinent data concerning the reservoir and dam.

Table A-V-2 lists construction expenditures by feature for the multipurpose

project and four alternative projects. The specific and joint costs for

the functions of the multipurpose project are shown. Tables A-V-3 and

A-V-4 demonstrate how interest during construction for expenditures speci-

fically related to navigation and power was calculated using an interest

rate of 7-7/8%. Interest during construction for joint costs is shown in

Table A-V-5 with the trial percentage, for allocation noted. Operation,

maintenance and major replacement annual costs are summarized in Table

A-V-6 for the multipurpose project and the four alternative projects.

Table A-V-7 lists total investment costs, annual charges and annual

benefits for the proposed project and the four alternatives and shows the

benefit cost ratio for all five. Separable and remaining joint costs are

derived in Table A-V-8. Table A-V-9 is the allocation by separable cost -

A-V-I
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remaining benefit method which draws on the previous tables. Table A-V-lO

restates the conclusions of Table A-V-9. For application to financial

records, the percentages for allocation of joint-use costs are sumarized:

CONSTRUCTION O&M

Navigation 87.9% 59,5%

Power 12.1% 40.5%

A-V-2
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TABLE A-V-9
Allocation By Separable Cost-Remaining Benefits Method

($1,000)

ITEM FUNCTION TOTAL
Navigation. Power

* 1. Allocation of Annual Costs:

a) Average Annual Benefits $35,700 $2,400 $38,100

b) Alternate Costs 10,518 2,400

c) Limited Benefit3 10,518 2.400 12,918

d) Separable Costs 8,129 2,124- 10.253

e) Remaining Benefits

(1) Amount 2.389 276 2.665
(2) Percent 89.b 10.. 100%

f) Allocated Remaining Joint Costs 2.141 248 2.389

g) Total Allocation 10.270 2,372 12.642

2. Allocation of Operation & Maintenance Costs:

J a) Separable Costs 400 303 703

b) Allocated Joint Costs 55 7 62

, c) Total Allocation 455 310 763

3. Allocation of Major Replacements:

, a) Separable Costs 60 75 135

b) Allocations Joint Costs -

c) Total Allocation 60 75 135

4. Allocation of Investment:

a) Annual Investment Cost 9.755 1.997 11,742

b) Allocated Investment 121.075 24,662 145,737

5. Allocation of Construction Expenditures*

a) Specific Investment 95.179 21.122 11",301

b) Investment in Conventional
Joint-Use Facilities 25,896 3,540 29.436

c) Interest During Construction On
Conventional Joint-Use '3cilities 4.188 548 ,

d) Construction Expenditure In Con-
ventional Joint-Use Facilities 21.708 2,992 24.700

e) Percent of Construction Expend-
itures in Conventional Joint- 87.9 12.1 100% 2
Use Facilities

f) Construction Expenditure In

Specific Facilities 79.900 18,900 98,800
g) Total Construction Expenditures $1)1,608 $21.892 $123.500

R/12/83
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TABLE A-V-IO

Summary o" Allocated Costs
($1000)

ITEM NAVIGATION POWER TOTAL

Construction Expenditures

Total Allocation $101,608 $21,892 $123,500

Specific Expenditures 79,900 18,900 98,803

Allocated Joint-Use
Expenditures 21,708 2,992 24,700

Percent of Joint-Use
Expenditures 87.9 12.1 100%

Operation and Maintenance

Total Allocation 455 310 765

Specific Costs 400 303 703

Allocated Joint-Use Costs 55 7 62

Percent of Co-t of

Conventional Joint-Use 59.5 40.5% 1002

Facilities
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APPENDIX B
SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

PURPOSE

This appendix contains detailed data and analyses of the transportation

economics analyses pertaining to a reevaluation of the Oliver Lock Replacement

Project. The following sections and attachments document the evaluation pro-

cedures and provides estimates of the National Economic Development (NED) bene-

fits which are expected to result from the proposed project.

The primary aim of this study was to estimate the navigation benefits which

would reasonably accrue to the Oliver Lock Replacement over a 50-year project

life (1990-2039). Cost and benefit data contained herein reflect October 1982

price levels. Average annual benefits were computed using a 7-7/8 percent

interest rate.

SYSTEMS ANALYSIS

A major problem in the economic evaluation of a lock and dam project is the

interdependence of traffic flows among the many individual elements of the

system. In a system as diverse as the inland waterway system, a change in the

performance capabilities of one lock or channel segment can affect the effi-

ciencies of other components in at least two ways--by increasing aggregate

service demands at other structures, and by changing the economic and physical

characteristics of the traffic. Conversely, the capabilities of other compo-

nents of the system can restrict traffic flows at the project under study and

prevent the materialization of expected benefit streams.

The evaluation methodology and procedures employed in this study have been

developed to measure total system performance. By evaluating the economic per-

formance of the system for the existing and proposed improvement at Oliver Lock

and Dam, the marginal system benefits attributable to this improvement can be

measured. The project feasibility and benefits can then be determined.

i B-I-i



For purposes of economic evaluation, the "system" is defined as the Black

Warrior-Tombigbee Waterway, the Gulf Intracoastal Waterway System, the Lower

Mississippi, the Lower Ohio, the Tennessee and the Cumberland Rivers. The

Upper Mississippi, Missouri, Arkansas, Kanawha, Green, Monongahelia, Alabama

Rivers and the Illinois Waterway were included in the system; however, at a

nch lower level of detail. For future year analyses, the system also included

the Tennessee-Tombigbee Waterway, which is now under construction. The system

. should be viewed both from the context of the waterways' physical network, as

described above, and the transportation infrastructure which utilizes this

network.

The modeling system employed ir this study consists of a series of inter-

linked computer programs and simulation models. The busic components of the

system are the Tow Cost Model (TCM), developed by CACI, Inc., and modified by

the Huntington District, Corps of Engineers (COE), and the Waterway Analysis

Model (WAM) also developed by CACI, Inc., and modified extensively by the

Waterways Experiment Station (WES) and the Boeing Computer Services (BCS) under

contract to WES.

The TCM is a fleet sizing and costing program that is a modified and expanded

version of the original Flotilla Model, conceived as a part of the COE Inland

Navigation Systems Analysis (INSA) program. The TCM is used to measure differ-

ences in the cost characteristics associated with different traffic levels and

different system definitions. The model is static; therefore, iterative pro-

cessing is required for introduction of the dynamics of time and change in

traffic demands. Because the TCM uses values of capacity and a description of

the delay relationship that are generated external to the model and because

these factors are very important to the costs that are determined, an accurate

means of determining these factors is required. However, capacity and the

resulting delays are strongly affected by the fleet makeup and commodity flow

patterns that are developed ieased on the system performance and commodity

movement demands. Therefore, an interface was developed that allowed the WAM

* to simulate the system response to the traffic generated by the TCM based on

the projected traffic movements. The WAM would determine the utilization of

-A-2l



the locks and the resulting delays by simulating in detail the lockage opera-

tions required to service the traffic movements generated by -he TCM. In addi-

tion, the WAM was extended to determine the effects of constrained rpaches of

the waterway on the channel transit times. By iterating betw(:en the TCM and

WAM, it is then possible to obtain an accurate measure of the changes in system

costs and to estimate incremental changes in waterway rates ,iier the condi-

tions tested. For purposes of evaluating the resultant impacts on transporta-

tion rate savings and determining system traffic levels, a Marginal Economic

Analysis Postprocessor was developed by the Huntington District, COE. By

iterative use of this procedure, the effects uf alternative improvements, the

resulting traffic demand scenarios and traffic liversion criteria can be

measured.

lhe purpose of this appendix is to provide an explanation of tho steps

involved in the procedures developed and the rationale used in the application.

The information contained focuses on the general applications but stops short

of a detailed descripticn of the models. Additional information on the models

and their application is available at the Mobile District, COE.

SYNOPSIS

Section If, entitled Model Process, describes the system used for this

study and the sequential steps involved in determination of NED benefits. A

flow diagram is provided and the paragraphs are keyed to applicable segments ot

the diagram.

Section III, entitled Model Application, describes in detail the actual

modeled system. This includes discussing the generation of the shipment list

and the projected traffic. All of the required model input data is described,

a" well as the sources and how the data were derived. FinalLy, the calibration

of the model is discusser.

Section IV, entitled Results, describes the basic results of the syst-ms

analysis study. It discusses the overall results and the lock capacities that

B-i-3



were observed under the various conditions. Finally, the system tonnages and

benefits are presented.

Section V, entitled Required Sensitiv.ities, contains the results of the

various sensitivity tests required by Principles and Guidelines, ER-1105-2-40,

dated 8 January 1982. This includes the twenty-year project growth benefits,

orerations vnd maintenance cost recovery fees, capital cost recovery fees, and

congestion fees.

Attachment 1, entitled Systems Analysis, provides a complete overview of

the waterway system, and a general description of the characteristics of the

waterway system operations. A discussion of the waterway service cost compo-

nents and their sensitivity to traffic levels and system changes provides a

basis for understanding the need to perform cvstems analysis studies.

Atachment 2, entitled Economic Model Conception, discusses applicable

economic theory. An effort is made first to define the general nature of the

supply-demand relationships for the system and towing industry, and to show the

relative importance of system charactristics on the waterway's production

function. It also includes a discussion of the developtient of the system's

unconstrained freight-flow projections, the rate estimates and waterway service

cost analysis.

Attachment 3, entitled Background on System Model ilevelopment, describes

the historic development of existing models and the system splected for this

study. It describes the shortcomings of existing models for use i., the Oliver

Lock Replacement Project and the modifications npcessary to develop an accept-

able systems analysis model.

Attachment 4 contains the data described in Section 111. These tables were

considered to be too voluminous for inclusion in the main body of the appen-

dix.

This appendix is not intended to ;ovide the necessary infromation to fully

understand the detailed operations of the models used in the study.

B-I-4
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APPENDIX B

SECTION II

MODEL PROCESS

SYSTEM SELECTED FOR THIS STUDY

Even though the Oliver Lock Study is focusing an improvement at jist one

small segment of the inland waterway, that improvement can have a much broader

impact on surrounding segments of the system. Such is the case with Oliver.

Even though the major impact of replacing Oliver is limited to the BWT Water-

way, especially at Demopolis and Coffeeville Locks, the secondary impact

reaches well beyond this area.

Based on the origin and destination patterns of affected traffic, the

impacted system includeu the Black Warrior-Tombigbee Waterway, the Tennessee-

Tombigbee Waterway, the Gulf Intracoastal Waterway East, the Lower Mississippi,

the Lover Ohio, the Tennessee, and the Cumberland Rivers. The Upper Missis-

*sippi, Upper Ohio, Missouri, Arkansas, Kanawha, Green, Monongahelia, and

Alabama Rivers and the Illinois Waterway and the Gulf Intracoastal Waterway

West were also included in the defined system but at a much lower level of

detail.

Figure I depicts the inland waterway system considered in the Oliver Lock

Replacement Project. The portions of the system modeled in detail are delin-

eated by the darkened locks.

MODEL FLOW DIAGRAM DISCUSSION

Figure 2 presents a diagram of the sequential modeling process used to

analyze the Oliver Lock replacement study. Discussion on the various steps

involved in this modeling process are contained in the following paragraphs

which are numbered to correspond with items in the flow diagram.

B-I-I
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I. Shipment List - The shipment list is a data base of all dock-to-

dock annual commodity movements reported for the impacted system to the Water-

borne Commerce Statistics Center for the calendar year 1979. This data also

includes the forecasted values for each movement based on 1980 OBERS projec-

tions developed by the Office of Business Economics. The movements projected

in the 1976 Economic Reanalysis to move on the TTW were then added to the ship-

ment list.

2. System and Equipment Description - The system and equipment

description is a data base containing detailed information on the physical

characteristics of the impacted system as well as cost and physical character-

istics of the major commodity, transportation towboat) and barge classes.

Information on the impacted system include lock dimensions and timings, port

characteristics, river segment characteristics, fleeting points, and bend and

bridge dimensions. This data served as input into both the TCM and WAM

models.

3. Tow Cost Model - The TCM optimizes the use of towing equipment

based on the cost of movement through the waterway system for each year stud-

ied. The cost of movement is determined by the traffic characteristics in any

given year. The pattern and volume of traffic in the system affect the oppor-

tunities for backhaul and the congestion at points of constraint (primarily

locks). Normally as the c'-sts of movement increase, the TCM generated tow size

also increases. A niaximum allowable tow size was specified for each river

segment, based on physical characteristics. The TCM tow size will not grow

beyond this level.

4. Tow Movements Through System - The tow movements through system is

a tow generatirsn program which utilizes the optimized towing equipment output

and shipment list from the TCM. This program randomly generates movements

which are input ro the WAM. By utilizing the TCM output, the towing equipment

is moving as e(ffciently as possible based on the system constraints and traf-

fic patterns for each year analyzed. Generated data includes number of round-

trips, the towboat , la- , barge type and tow size selected, the barge load

B-II-2 0
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allowed, and the empty backhaul factor for each segment of a trannportat ion

class movement.

5. Waterway Analysis Model - The * M simulates the system response to

the randomly generated traffic movements. Statistics on the timing and delays

encountered in each segment by each generated dock-to-dock movement event are

determined and recorded. For the purpose of analyziag the impact of repiacing

Oliver, a method of modeling tow transit through constricted bends was added to

the WAM. Based on the traffic characteristics in any given year, the delays

encountered as traffic increases at constraint points (locks, bends, and

bridges) are added to the base condition (1479) times of each movement. The

percent utilization and delays encountered at each lock in the impacted system

is an output of this model. For each year studied the lock utilization and

capacity is determined b'ased on the traffic characteristic-, at each lock. Wor

those locks experiencing congestion (Kentucky - Barkley, IHNC, Oliver,

Coffeeville, and Demopolis) various combinations of nonstructural improvements,

primarily lock operating policies, were tested to determine those with the

greatest influence on increasing the lock capacity.

6. Resource Requirements - The resources requirement file contains the

detailed movement data output from the WAN. It contains the number and tonnage

volume of movements and associated transit times through various segments of

the impacted system. This file contains the data on encountered1 delays that is

used as input to the Marginal Economic Analysis (NEA) program which is used to

determine the benefits attributable to the project implementatio.

7. Base Cost and Rate Data - The baie cost and rate data in contained

in a file which is used as input to the MFA program. The rates reflect

1 October 1982 price levels and are associaed on a one-to-one basis with all

the movements in the shipment list. In addition, the base costs associated

with each m~vement ' transit through the system in 1979 are also ontained in

the file.

8. Marginal Economic Analysib - The M A program uses costs associated

with transit, locking, and delay times b developed by the TCM or as modified

B-IT-7
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by the WAM. As delays increase with growth in traffic levels or, ab the system

efficiency is improved through nonstructural or (in the zase of Oliver) stric-

tural modifications, the base rate as determined in the rate survey is modified

to reflect the resulting changes in linehaul costv. The '(FA displays the

transporta'ion class movements ranked in order of decreasing marginal rate

savings. It also displays traffic, cost, and rate savings data for movements

common to user specified reaches of the impacted system. In this case, speci-

fied reaches were the BWT System, and Oliver, Coffeeville, and Demopolis Locks.

If the system is stable, e.g., congestion is not building anywhere in the

system and the delays encountered are what the traffic will bear, the results

of the MEA determine the benefits. However, if the system is not reflecting a

stable level of traffic, some movements need to be diverted and the entire

modeling process is repeated until stability is achieved.

9. Remove Marginal Shipments - The remove marginal shipments step

involves use of a diversion procedure.

The diversion procedure used in this study is based primarily on the

marginal rate savings determined by the MEA analysis. The diversions are

iterative. The diversion process involves two steps:

1. To reduce the projected traffic to a level within the capacity of aI lock.
2. To eliminate movements with negative rate savings.

Movements that are "diverted" are in fact removed from the waterway ship-

ment list even though the rate savings may have been based on an alternate

waterway routing. Thus, diversion means removal from the inland waterway

system. Because of the origin-destination pattern of the TTW movements (the

only movements within an alternative waterway routing), the rerouting would not

impact the TTW-BWT system locks. The rerouted TTW movements would begin or

terminate at points on the BWT below Coffeeville, usually at Mobile, Alabama,

or along the GIWW east of Mobile.
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To bring a lock(s) into a level of traffic that can be processed by the

lock(s), a tonnage level to be removed from the traffic passing throigh the

lock(s) is specified. The shipment list is -hen reduced by the movements with

the most negative rate savings per ton-mile being removed first. The procedure

is accomplished in two passes. The first pass identifies the movements that

pass through each lock having traffic reduced until each lock's requirement for

tonnage reduction is met, starting with the movement with the largest negative

rate spvings per ton-mile value. Then a second pass is made through this sub-

set of traffic, reordering the movements so that those movements that pass

through more than one lock having traffic removed are selected first. Traffic

is removed until each lock's traffic is reduced to the desired amount. If the

last movement selected is larger than the amount required, the amount of ton-

nage remaining after satisfying the required reduction is left in the shipment

list, i.e. the movement is split.

To reduce the traffic to a Point that essentially no traffic remains on the

system moving with negative rate savings, traffic movements are removed start-

ing with the movement with the largest negative rate savings per ton-mile and

working up the list until a desired level of traffic reduction is reached.

Since the removal of this traffic will reduce operating costs for remainng

traffic and, hence, some movements with negative rate savings could begin to

operate with a positive rate savings, the reduction of traffic is *ccomplished

in small iterative increments.
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APPENDIX B

SECTION III

MODEL APPLICATION

MODEL INPUT DATA

The system definition used in this study is largely based on the system

description used in the study of the Lower Ohio River system conducted by 'he

Louisville District. This system was redefined to model the BWT and TTW in

more detail and to reduce the emphasis on the Upper Ohio River and its tri'u-

taries. The major system components include the BWT, TTW, Tennessee,

Cumberland, Lower Ohio, Lower Mississippi Rivers, and the East GIWW. The Upper

Mississippi, Missouri, Arkansas, and Upper Ohio Rivers and tributaries and the

Illinois Waterway and West GIWW are modeled to less detail, basically including

representative reaches, ports and junctions. Locks on the Upper Mississippi,

Illinois Waterway, Upper Ohio and tributaries and West GIWW are not represented

* explicitly.

This section will describe the model data required and identify the source

of information used to obtain the data.

SHIPMENT LIST

The shipment list was derived from detailed dock-to-dock records reported

to the Waterborne Commerce Statistics Center for the calendar year 1979. This

was the latest data available at the time the study was initiated. Each record

was encoded with the origin and destination Port Equivalent (PE) and Business

Economic Area (BEA) codes in which the respective dock was located. The PE

definitions used are the INSA definitions and were derived from an updated

waterway point directory developed by this project. Using the BEA and the

commodity codes, each record was assigned projection rates for the years 1990,

2000, 2010, 2020, and 2030. The projection factors were based on the 1980

OBERS projections developed by the Office of Bus.ness Economics. The movements

projected to move on the TTW in the 1976 Economic Reanalysis of the TTW were

then added to these movements. The projected movements are shown in Table 1 in

Attachment 4.
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T hen these records were processed by a seris of programs that prepared the

shipments For use in the model. All movements that did not move on the primary

systems being analyzed or through the locks included in the study were elimi-

nated to reduce the size of the shipment list. PE's were converted into the

; :ot code used for the models and commodities were grouped into common classes.

Ali movements with common origin and destination ports and commodity groups

were aggregated into a single record, further reducing the size of the list.

The selected year's projection factor was then applied to the aggregated

tonnage and a shipment list for that year produced. Records with less than

6,000 tons were dropped from the list since it was found that these movements

* z accounted for less than 1 percent of the total movements and removing them

reduced greatly the size of the data files and the cost of executing the models

runs. Dedication factors for particular movements were then added to the ship-

ment record. The shipment list is now ready for use with the TC.

- SYSTEM DIMENSIONS

The system used in this study is a large system. It contains:

1. 20 river systems,

2. 34 sectors,

3. 111 ports,

4. 29 locks,

5. 31 chamber classes,

6. 180 reaches,

7. 73 bends,

8. 15 commodity classes,

9. 10 transportation classes,

10. 5 towboat classes,

11. 6 barge classes.

These system components are the same in the TCM and WAM and will be described

below.
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COMMODITY CLASSES

The WCSC commodities were grouped intc 15 compatible classes for use in

this study. The classes are the ones developed in earlier BWT and TTW analy-

sea. For each commodity group a weighted average commodity value, holding or

inventory factor, and density was developed from the values found for each of

the individual commodities in the class weighted by the proportion of tile

total class tonnage. Also each commodity was assigned to a transportion class,

which is described below. The commodity data used is shown in Table 2 in

Attachment 4.

TRANSPORTATION CLASSES

The commodity classes are assigned to transportation classes in order to

allow more efficient use of equipment. The trcnsportation classes are made up

of commodities that are compatible and that use similar types of equipment.

Transportation classes are allowed to make use of the barges in backhaul situa-

tions when the opportunity exists. Each transportation class is assigned a

handling class that determines the loading and unloading rates at the ports for

the commodities. Handling classes were used to distinguish between liquids,

dry bulk and grAnul-r bulk. The transportation class descriptions used are

shown in Table 3 in Attachment 4.

TOWBOAT CLASSES

The operating fleet was represented in this study with five towboat group-

ings. Two 1,800 hp towboat classes were used to represent the motor vessels

used ,n the BWT and the TTW. The difference in the description of these

clats:s is the maximum tow --ach is allowed t- push, the BWT tows are limited to

siv Iarge units and the TTW are allowed to push eight barge town. A 3,100 hp

-nd a 4,200 hp towboat repr-,sented the pusher units operating on the major

rivers and their tributa, ios such as the Ohio and Upper Mississippi Rivers. A

much larger unit was included to represent the larger class of motor vesselb

operating on the Lower Mississippi where tow sizes are typically much larger

the, other waterways.
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Each towboat class is assigned a pushing power, a maximum tow size,

dimensions, fuel consumption ar4 variable and fixed costs. The dimensions used

were typical of towboats of the horsepower range of the :lass. The fuel

consumption and costs of operation were derived from data furnished by the OCE.

This data is presented in Table 4 in Attachment 4.

BARGE CLASSES

The barge classes are used to describe the equipment used to move the

commodities. When specialized equipment is used to move particular commodi-

ties, this equipment is usually dedicated to that particular commodity class.

Six barge classes are used in this study. Maiiy of the commodities oa the BWT

are moved in jumbo hopper barges. Petroleum is the primary commodity observed

that uses super integrated barges. Therefore, the nominal barge class is

defined as the Jumbo barge.

A loading capacity, dimensions (including a loaded and empty draft), and

variable and fixed cos-s are assigned for each barge class. Availablity

factors and substituable barges can zlso be defined. Again the costs for the

barge classes were obtained from the OCE furnished information. The barge

characteristics used in this study are shown in Table 5 in Attachment 4.

PORT DEFINITION

The port definitions used in this study are basically the same port defini-

tions used in the Louisville study. The differences occui in two places. The

BW4T and TTW port definitions used in the Lower Ohio River study were expanded

to include a port for each lock pool on the BWT and one for the BWT below

Coffeeville Lock and Dam. Also the port definitions used to define the alter-

nate routing possibilities were modified to allow a more anpropriate emphasis

on the reuting potentials. The ports were defined as groups of PE's. Typi-

cally all PE's in a lock pool were included in a single port unless a PE is on

another river system. Ports are :sed primarily for defining the points of

origin and destination of movements, for routing information, and for loading

and unloading operations and stal'istics. The port definitions used in this

study are shown in Figure 1 located in Attachment 4.
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Each port is assigned the following properties:

1. A barge pickup/dropoff time, including a fixed tow turnaround

t. ime,

2. A loading and unloading rate for each of the handling classes,

3. An average port delay experienced for each tow,

4. And an average towboat waiting time.

Since the ORD studies had conducted surveys in order to determine normal port

characteristics and no additional data was available, the values used for these

parameters in the Louisville study were used here. The characteristics are

shown in Table 6 in Attachment 4.

LOCK DEFINITION

The lock definitions used in this study were selected to identify the

interactions of BWT and TTW traffic with the traffic at other locks in the

system. Thus the 29 locks used in this study include all of the locks on the

BWr, TTW, and the Tennessee River and the first locks on the connecting water-

way routes. Both Locks and Dam 52 and 53 are included because both locks are

subjects of ongoing studies for improvement and potentially could be affected

by the availablilty of the TTW.

Because of the importance of the locking times and delays to the system

analysis results, considerable effort was committed to obtaining the best data

available to describe the lock and chamber characteristics. A comaplete

analysis of the BWr Performance Monitoring System data for 1979 was performed

using LOCKOP and JUNIBLD programs developed by the Louisville District. In

addition, the PMS data for 1980, 1981, and 1982 were also analyzed for this

system. The PMS data for 1980 from the Inner Harbor Navigation Canal (INHC)

lock was also analyzed in detail using the s-me programs. Data for the exist-

ing TTW locks from 1980 and 1981 were analyzed nlso; however, there were very

few lockages performed at these locks. LOCKOP results for selected locks on

the Tennessee River fr 1980 were obtained from an analysis that Louisville was

performing at the time data was being gathered for this modeling effort.
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Locks included in this analysis were Kentucky, Barkley, Pickwick, Wilson, and

Chickamauga locks. A special LOCKOP report was available for a short period .t

Wilson Locks when the main chamber was down for repair work and the auxiliary

chamber, which is rarely used, was being used for locking. No PMS data was

availabl- for the Smithland Locks since they had not been functioning for the

time period that valid PMS data was available. The latest PMS data available

for the Locks and Dam 52 and 53 were from 1976; Louisville District did not

recommend using PMS data afte7 that year.

The results from these annual PMS reports was used to derive the data

required for the TCM and WAM models for the BWT and IHNC and Tennessee River

Locks. For those locks on the Tennessee River that were not included in the

analysis, estimated values were derived from those locks most nearly compatible

with the missing locks' characteristics, considering primarily the adjacent

locks in order to maintain compatible traffic characteristics. The Smithland

Locks and the Locks and Dam 52 and 53 information was obtained from the Lower

Ohio River study input data.

The method of modeling the Kentucky and Barkley Locks and Dams requires

special notice. Since the TCM does not allow direct modeling of networks with

loops, it was not possible to model exactly the Lower Ohio, Tennessee,

Cumberland Rivers and Barkley Canal Loop. However, because the Barkley Canal

is relatively short and since the Kentucky and Barkley pools are essentually

one pool, the Kentucky and Barkley Locks were modeled as a dual chamber lock.

This is the same procedure used in the Lower Ohio River analysis.

Most of the locks in the svstem were assigned a first-in/first-out oper-

ating policy. Demopdlis and Cof'eeville were assigned a policy of 1-up/I-down

qince this was found to be ,noe efficient. Kentucky/Barkley, Chickamauga,

IHNC, Derop , Coffeeville, and Oliver Locks were modeled with detailed lock-

ege times, %. ic all ntherq were modeled using the simplified lockage time

computations i. detailec' lockage times allowed the modeling of multi-

vessel, ready-.) serv-. ka. policies and recreational traffic. Recreation

traffic was modcV-, ' TW!NC in an attempt to account for the large number of

lightboat and miscell-rnecus traffic that passes through that lock. No open-pass
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conditions were modeled but these operations were implicitly included in Locks

and Dam 52 and 53 lockage times.

For future years without project condi ions, operational characteristics at

Demopolis, Coffeeville, and Oliver were modified. The locking times were

shortened to reflect estimated improvements in apprrach times at these locks

with increased efficiency of operations at these lecks and the inst llation of

mooring cells whe:e feasible to assist in the lockage process. In addition,

the lock size and timings were changed for the Oliver Lock for the future years

with the project to represent the design lockage component timoes. The new lack

chamber being constructed at Pickwick Lock was also included in future year

runs.

The details of the locking input data used for the calibration conditions

are displayed in Tables 7, 8, 9, and 10 in Attachment 4.

RIVER SEGMENT DEFINITION

Statistics generated during the modeling can be aggregated and reported as

river systems. As noted earlier, twenty river segments were defined for this

study. A listing of these segments is presented in Table 11 in Attachment 4.

SECTOR AND LINK DEFINITION

River segments are made up of groups of sectors. The sectors consist of

groups of links connecting ports, locks and junctions. Thirty-four sectors

were defined in this study. Each sector consists of ports, locks, bends, and

river reaches. A sector will normally have some consistent characteristics

that are defined when the sector is defined. A name is assigned to each seg-

ment and the sector is assigned to a river segment. Properties such As the

average current speed, the average and minimum depths, tow speed coefficients,

maximum tow size, and towboat capacity are defined for that sector. Each link

is defined by the beginning and ending node, which is either a port, lock,

junction or bend terminator. The characteristics of the reach are defined in

the same manner as the general sector characteristics. The additional data
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item required is the length of the sector. Bends also :equire the definition

of the bend radius, width, clearance width and a maximm t,), lngth before

* requiring a flanking operation. A special prototype study was conducted to

determine the transit speeds through the bends as a function of ttne bo:nd radius

aLid navigation conditions. The sector and link detinitions used for this stud!

are presented in Table 12 presented in Attachment 4.

ROUTE SPECIFICATION

The sequence of sectors to be transited in order to proceed from the origin

port to the destination port is defined in the route specification table. It

is this table and the ute of dui.l port definitions for particular sectors,

i.e., the GIUW, that allows the routing of some traffic via the Lower

Mississippi and some via the TTW. The definitions used are presented in Table

13 presented in Attachment 4.

*" NODEL CALIBRATION

The calibration of a simulation model is an important step in the study

procesb. In this study the calibration procedure primarily involved the TCM.

The calibration involves comparing the model results with the observed charac-

teristics of the system and adjustiig characteristics of the model so that it

more closely represents the observed conditions. Properties used for evalua-

tion of the models performance in this process included the tonnage passing

through the locks, the number of tows and barges locked, the distribution of

lockage types, the distribution of tow sizes and loading of tows, the percent

of empty barges locked, and the utilization of the lock. The following changes

were made in the calibration process:

1. increased the capacity and draft of the barges types,

2. replaced the 1,000 hp tow type with an 1,800 hp tow type with a

six-barge capacity,

3. adjusted the dedication factors on the BUT and the IHNC,

4. changed the maximum tow size on the BWT and IHNC,

5. adjusted the routing on the lower Ohio River,
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6. increased the density of coal, and

7. relocated the fleeting point between the TTW and the Tennessee

River.

Though it would be desirable to have multiple years in the calibration

verification, the data was not available to run multiyear tests. Due to Lhe

unavailability of acceptable 1979 PMS data at IHNC, 1976 and 1980 data had to

be substituted for calibration purposes. PMS data problems were encountered at

other locks in the system, including 52, 53, and Smithland. It was also found

that PMS data problems were present in other years at various locks throughout

the system. In view of the overall problems, the 1979 data was considered to

be most appropriate for the calibration process.

The results of the calibration presented in Table 1 compare the values

obtained from PMS and lockmaster data with the values obtained from model cali-

bration runs. With the exception of the problems discussed in the following

paragraphs, the calibration produced acceptable results. Further investigation

of the problem areas (IHNC, Oliver, and Chickamauga) revealed that the level of

difference was explainable and/or within an acceptable range.

As mentioned previously, the TCM is an optimization model which determines

the optimum tow size for a system considering the cost per movement on any

given segment of the system. The towing industry, not having knowledge of the

market at all times, lags behind the optimum tow size. TCM determined that a

3.9 barge tow sine was the optimum for BWT traffic based on the cost character-

istics of movements in 1979. The actual average tow size for the waterway in

that year was 3.5. However, in 1980 the average tow size did in fact grow to

3.9 barges per tow in May and June. Average tow size for 1980 was 4.1 barges

per tow. The effect of the larger tow size on all locks other than Oliver is a

decrease in the percent utilization since fewer -ows, and hence lockages, were

required for the given level of tonnage. However, due to the increase in

double lockages resulting from more four and six barge tows, the utilization at

Oliver would be higher. The TCM results -eflect this relationship. A func-

tional relationship of utilization to tow size was developed based on the
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actual experienced utilization associated with average tow sizes in 1979 and

various months in 1980 and 1981 and is presented in Figure 3. The percent

utilization at Oliver associated with a 3.9 barge tow would be approximately 48

per,:ent. This compares to a 44 percent utilization computed by TCM.

It should be noted that the 44 percent utilization represents an unimproved

Oliver with no nonstructural improvements since none were in use in 1979. The

1979 data was also run for comparison purposes, "7ith the nonstructural improve-

ments at Oliver. With the mooring cells, industry self-help, ready-to-serve,

and I up- 1 down combination implemented, the utilization associated with a 3.9

barge tow size was 28 percent, a significant savings over the unimproved

Oliver.

With Chickamauga, a small lock on the Upper Tennessee River, a relatively

low volume of traffic (1.5 million tons in 1979 according to PMS data), proved

to be difficult to calibrate. In terms of percentage, the simulation base year

tonnage at Chickamauga was considerably below the tonnage levels observed at

the lock and this caused all of the other parameters to be low. It appears

that the major discrepancy is between the Waterborne Commerce data and PMS data

for that year. Since the origin and destination of the missing traffic was

unknown, no attempt was made to artificially boost the tonnage level at this

lock. Because the tonnage level was low, TCM found it more efficient to use

smaller tows for the movements. Various attempts were made to improve the

agreement of the tow size data. It was discovered that changing the tow size

at this lock also adversely affected the other Tennessee River lock tow sizes.

Therefore, the TCM results shown in Table I were utilized for study purposes.

Another reason this error in calibration was tolerated, was due to the

signi. icant impact anticipated at this lock by the TTW traffic. In 1990 the

TTW i,3 forecast to add approximately 6 million tons of traffic to this lock,

which will comprise aout 70 percent of the total traffic. This, in effect,

changes all basic paramet-rs causing the TCM to reoptimize based on TTW traffic

characteristics. For example, the percent utilization jumps from the mLd-

twenties in 1979 to 87 percent in 1990 as a result of the addition of TTW
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traffic. Assuming that the rate of growth for the missing traffic is the same

as that for the remaining traffic (less TTW), differences in total tonnage in

1990 would be approximately 8.4 percent, an acceptable level.

The Inner Harbor Navigation Canal Lock (QHNC) was another lock that proved

to be a problem in obtaining an acceptable level of calibration. Since 1979

data was not available, 1980 PMS data had to be used for comparison with 1979

WCSC traffic data. This was not a significant problem since the tonnage

differential was within an acceptable level (5.5 percent). In addition, the

barges per tow were identical and the percent empty, percent utilization, and

hours of delay were within an acceptable range. However, the tons per barge

reflected by the TCM were considerably higher than that recorded by PMS (1859

vs 1521) leading to approximately 20 percent fewer barges and tows with the

TCM. It was learned that the average loading per tow in 1980 had decreased

from previous years, though the reason for this drop was not known. Further

investigation revealed that the average loading per tow in 1976 (the year used

for the IHNC replacement study) was considerably closer to the TCM value (1768

vs 1859, or a difference of 5.1 percent). LMVD considers that the 1976 P S

data are more reflective of the typical operations at the IHNC in a peak year.

Using the 1768 tons per tow, the difference in the recomputed PMS number of

tows and barges and those reflected by the TCM is 9 and 10 percent, respec-

tively. This level of difference was determined to be acceptable for study

purposes.

BASE YEAR COST DEVELOPMENT j
Once the calibration was completed, tie base year cost data base must be

computed. This data base will be used to adjust rates in the future year

analysis. The results from the TCM calibration run were processed by the

Resource Requirements Program Postprocessor program (PPI). This computed the

costs of operation under the modeled calibration conditions. These costs were

then processed through the MEA program to associate the base rate data with the

modeled cost data and the base year cost data file was saved. This file will

be used with all future MEA runs to compute the adjusted rates and rate savings

under future conditions.
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FUTURE YEAR RUNS

The procedure followed for all future year modeling is described in this

section. The traffic for the year being modeled is extract-I from the shipment

data base and the observed dedication factors are applied to each movement.

This shipment list is then processed for the system with the Oliver Lock

replaced and with improvements at the Demopolis and Coffeeville Locks.

The shipment list is processed by the TCM. A movement file for the WAM is

then created, a WAM model run is made, the postprocessor program is then

executed to generate the new estimated cost file (including combined opera-

tional time data from the TCM and WAN), and the MEA program is executed to

create the estimated rates and rate savings. A comparison is made between the

TCM and WAM results at the locks to determine if the capacity of any locks was

exceeded and if significant differences existed in the modeled lock utilization

or delay and lockage times. If a lock capacity was exceeded, then the required

tonnage is removed from the projected shipment file until an estimated capacity

tonnage level at those locks is reached. The method described above is used to

remove this tonnage. If a discrepancy is found between the TCM and the WAM

results, and adjustment is made to the TCM capacity, processing times, or delay

factor to allow for changing traffic characteristics. The process is repeaLed

until all locks are within their capacity and the results from the TCM and WAN
are compatible.

Then the shipment file for the future year is used to begin modeling the

system without replacement of Oliver Lock and improved operating conditions at

Demopolis and Coffeeville. The procedure described in the paragraph above is

repeated until the tonnage thr(ligh the Oliver Lock is within the capacity as

determined by the WAM.

The MEt. esiilts from the with and without conditions are the compared to

determine the henefits of the replacement of Oliver.
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NONSTRUCTURAL IMPROVEMENTS

Because of the congestion problems exrected to occur at Oliver Lock under

without project conditions, the following nonstructural improvements were

assumed to be in effect at the lock dur..,,g the 50-year project life:

-Mooring Cells

-Industry Self-Help

-Ready-to-Serve

-1 Up- I Down.

These improvements were built into the estimated locking components times for

modeling purposes rather than modeled explicitly.

In addition, due to congestion problems at other key locks on the system

under both with and without project conditions, various combinations of non-

structural improvements were tested and those which were found to have the

greatest influence on increasing capacity were considered to be in place during

the 50-year project life. These were:

Kentucky-Barkley

-Ready-to-Ser e

-1 Up - 1 Down

-3 tow bias wait for Kentucky before utilizing Barkle,

Coffeeville and Demopolis

-1 Up - 1 Down

-Tmproved approach and locking times

Inner Harbour Navigation Canal

-First In - First Out (found to be comparable to 1 Up - 1 Down)

-Multitow Lockages
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Ch ickamauga

-Ready-to-Serve

It should be noted that a ready-to-serve policy is only appropriate at

those locks experiencinp multicut lockages. Such is not the case at the IHNC,

Demopolis, or Coffeeville.

One structural change was introduced into the system for both with and

without Oliver replacement modeling runs. Since an additional lock chamber is

under construction at Pickwick Lock, the 1000- by 110-foot lock chamber was

considered to be in place for all future condition tests.

*: POTENTIAL CONSTRAINT PROBLEMS OTHER THAN LOCKS

Tow potential constraint problems other than locks were addressed. These

were the possibility of water shortage problems at Holt Lock and Dam and the 73

4bends and riges below Demopolis identified by the Corps and towing represen-

j tatives as potential congestion points. These issues were addressed during the

study effort and were subsequently dismissed when they were found to not be

significant. However, the effects of the bends and bridges on overall transit

times of traffic utilizing the BWT were included in the analysis. Results of

the analyses performed on both the water shortage and bend congestion issues

will be briefly discussed.

WATER SHORTAGE

The possibility of a water shortage at Holt Lock and Dam results from

analysis of monthly flow duration curves. The lowest average monthly flow

during the year has historically been experienced during the month of October.

PMS data for the river indicated over the 1976 - 1980 period about 8.8% of

annual traffic passed througi the lock during October. The projected increase

of traffic on the river at Holt Lock was converted into the number of required

emptyings of the lock d-iring October and compared to the available water. It

was concluded that at the initial year of the Oliver project regulatory
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measures would have to be taken to allow uninterrupted flow of traffic during

the month of October for approximately 10% of the time. It was further con-

cluded that the measures such as water conservation and recirculation, pump

back from the downstream pool or upstream impoundments were not advisable at

this time as they entailed large expenditures for maintaining about 1 pexcent

of the annual traffic on the river. The concern about possible water shortages

was dismissed at this time due to its insignificant impact on traffic.

BEND AND BRIDGE CONSTRAINTS

As discussed above, 73 bends and bridges on the lower BWT below Demopolis

were identified as being potential congestion problems. There were modeled in

the WAM and the congestion at each was monitored as traffic increased over the

50-year project life. It was found that not one of the bends realized a delay

sibstantial enough to warrant improvements. Based on the results of this

analysis, it was determined that the primary constraints on the waterway were

the locks rather than the bends. For example, in 2000, under with project

condition the average delay at the most congested bend was only 0.14 hours.

However, the effects of bends and bridges on overall transit speed of tows and

the delays at these points were included in the economic analysis.

The following example presents the tonnage and major transportation classes

diverted at key locks experiencing constraint problems for two key years during

the project life under both with and without project conditions:

(M Tons)
Years Major

With Project Without Project Transportation

Lock 1990 2U10 1990 2010 Classes

Kentucky/Barkley .4 9.3 .7 9.3 1, 8, 10
IHNC 9.3 20.7 .0.7 20.4 1, 2, 7, 8

-Chickamauga .3 5.1 .2 3.1 1, 8
Demopolis 1.5 16.9 8.4 30.1 1, 8
Oliver .1 .8 7.3 16.6 1
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APPLNDIX B

SECTION IV

RESULTS

The systems analysis study demorstrated that the benefits resulting from

the replacement of the Oliver Lock continue to be large even with the TTW

traffic sharing the lower BWT. The system benefits are presented in Table 2.

The system benefits reflect the difference between the cumulative rate savialgs

at the point of zero marginal rate savings for the with and without project

systems. In addition, the BWT benefits are also included in Table 2. This

reflects savings to traffic using the BWT at some point in its movement but not

including traffic that did not use the BWT. Finally, the last benefit figure

reflects the rate savings and benefits for the traffic that passed through the

Oliver Lock.

It c.n be observed that generally the overall bnefits to the waterway

begins at about $30.1 million and continues to grow to $42.0 million in the

year 2010. It is also noted that the benefits to the Oliver and BWT traffic

grow at a more rapid rate with the benefits to the Oliver traffic being $50.8

million in 2010. However, the benefits to the total system traffic ate much

lower indicating that while the Oliver traffic realizes substantial benefits,

other traffic nave much smaller rate savings. It should be noted that for

purposes of this analysis traffic projections were leveled off in 2010 and held

constant for the remainder of project life. It is recognized that as a

projection is extended further out in time, the credibility is increasingly

weakened. Many agencies, such as Bureau of Mines and Department of Energy,

limit their projections to 20-25 years in thc future. Sensitivity requirements

in ER 1105-2-40 dated 8 January 1982 also acknowledge the unreliability of

distant year projections. Therefore, projections and benefits are limited to

the first 20 years of project life.

' B-IV-1
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fable 2

benefits

Oliver Lock Replacemenr Project

(Millions of Dellars)

1990 2000 2010 2039

Systeta benetits J iU.1 34.8 42.0 42.U
BT Benefits 29.1 32.4 44.2 44.2
Oliver Benefits 30.7 35.3 50.8 50.8

Benefits for the total system were used to compute the project 1-enefiLs

* (the first set of columns in Table 2). Based on these benefits, the average

annual equivalent project benefits, computed at a 7-7/8% percent interest rate,

total S35,700,00u. As discussed in the main body of the report this results i

a benefit-to-cost ratio of 3.5.

Another important result of the analysis is the identification of locks in

the system that cannot process all of the projected traffic (see Table 3). It

was found that the IHNC Lock could not pass the projected traffic in even the

first future year, 1990. Its' capacity was found to be about 27 million tons.

Changing capacities for locks were evident in most cases and appeared to be a

result of changing backhaul characteristics and fleeting changes from the TCM.

Kentuckv/Barkley and Chickamauga Locks were found to reach capacity early in

the simulated tuture. This included full utilizatior of the Barkley Lock,

something that industry is not doing at the present time.

The locks with the most influence on constraining TTW traffic are Kentucky

Lock on the Tennessee River and Barkley (a parallel lock) on the Cumberland

River.

Kenticky-Barkley capacity was found to be constrained at approximately the

90 million ton level primarily because of the constraint problems of the Lower

Cumberland Rivcr. The towing industry has been reluctant to use the waterway

due to tie seve current and bend proble~is. A six-barge tow is currently con-

:* sidered to he the largost tow site that can use this portion of the Ciiriberland.

As a result, the liii' by 800' chamber at Barkley is vastly underutilized.

Another factor attecting the capacity at Kentucky is the heavy use of 15-barge

tows forcing double lockages at the 110' by 600' chamber.

0a
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The capacity levels determined by the wAh (which included nonstructural

improvements) are in abreement with iindings of lock capacity studies performed

by ORD.

O: particular importance to this study were several other capacity values. The

present Oliver Lock was found to be at capacity in the first decade, 1990.

While the capacity grew, probably due to the factor mentioned above, from about

18 million tons to about 21 million tons, it did not match the capacity of the

other locks in the BWT through which most of the traffic must pass. Also, the

capacity of the Demopolis and Coffeeville Locks were noL exceeded even with the

replacement of Oliver. This apparently was due to the limitations as IHNC,

Kentucky/Barkley, and Chickamauga Locks. Finally, the constrained bends on the

lower BWT that were of initial concern proved to not be a serious constraint.

Delays from these bends were an order of magnitude smaller than those caused by

the locks. One of the reasons is probably due to the traffic control function

provided by the Coffeeville and Demopolis Locks.
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APPENDIX B

SECTION V

REQUIRED SENSITIVITIES

Ek 1105-2-40 dated 8 January 1982 requires that certain sensitivity analyses be

performed as a test of the project's feasibility. These include halting traf-

fic growth at 20 years, assessing the impact of user fees to recapture system-

wide O&M costs, assessing the impact of a capital cost recovery fee for the

project under study, and consideration of the relative feasibility of a conges-

tion fee alternative. Each of these analyses is discussed in turn' in the

following paragraphs.

Twenty-Year Benefits. For purposes of this analysis forecasted traffic and

benefits were leveled off at the 20-year (2010) level and held constant. The

resulting average annual benefits total $35,700,000 yielding a benefit/cost

ratio of 3.5 to 1.

User Fees. The Administration has proposed legislation (S.1554) to recapture

70 percent of the annual operations and maintenance costs associated with main-

taining the inland waterway system. If implemented, it would result in an

assessment of 1.1 mills per ton mile beginning in October 1984. Since this cost

represents a transfer of costs from one sector of the economy to another, it

does not affect the NED benefits. However, since it does represent an increase

in operating costs to the individual towing companies it affects the marginal

movements, thus resulting in diversion of some movements which otherwise would

have continued using the waterway system.

This analysis was accomplished following guidance provided in draft EC 1105-2-

123. Benefits were grown at a rate of 4.5 percent per year to reflect infla-

tion. The 1.1 mill per ton mile systemwide O&M fee specified in S.1554 is also

grown at 4.5 percent, less 2.5 percent estimated annual system traffic growth,

or 2 percent net.

As shown in the table below, the analysis shows no significant impact on traf-

fic through imposition of the systemwide O&M fee. Even without adjustments for

inflation, the mount of diverted traffic is small compared to the total system

tonnage.
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TOTAL TOTAL DIVERTED KTONS DECREASE IN KTON-MILES
YEAR KTONS KTON-MiLES W/O INFLATION W INFLATION W/O INFLATION W INFLATION

1990 242,973 173,447,253 11,257 10,735 9,367,443 8,685,522

2000 275,362 193,050,654 15,155 8,038 12;596,237 5,240,779

2010 305,600 215,925,995 11,526 5,257 10,929,250 3,601,143

2020 305,600 215,926,995 11,526 4,936 10,929,250 3,288,489

2030 305,600 215,926,995 11,526 3,257 10,92Y,250 1,598,286

2039 305,600 215,926,995 11,526 1,395 10,929,250 1,062,632

Cost Recovery Fee. In S.1554, the Administration has also proposed that 70 per-

cent of the average annual capital cost of the project be recaptured through a

user charge. As in the case of the user fee to recover 70 percent of annual O&M

*charges, the capital recovery fee does not represent a decrease in NED benefits

but, rather, a transfer of cost from one secaor of the economy to another.

The methodology prescribed in draft EC 1105-2-123 was used to perform this

analysis. The impact on traffic was analyzed both with and without adjustments

for inflation. This fee represents an addition to the O&M recovery fee and is

applied to the rate savings remaining after application of the O&M recovery fee

to the Oliver traffic that was not diverted in the above analysis. As shown in

the table below, the impact of the segment specific lock replacement cost under

both conditions is insignificant. Therefore, the project is viable throughouL

the 50-year project life.

TOTAL TOTAL DIVERTED KTONS DECREASE IN KTON-NILES
YEAR K TONS KTON-MILES W/O INFLATION 1 INFLATION 11/0 INFLATION W INFLATION

1990 25,479 10,212,596 38 18 24,094 11,034

2000 28,828 11,104,567 47 23 29,771 14,099

2010 36,393 14,380,813 0 0 0 0

2020 36,393 14,380,813 0 0 U 0

2030 36,393 14,380,813 0 0 0 0

2039 36,393 14,380,813 0 0 0 0
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Congestion Fee Analysis. System benefits presented in Table 15 reflect the

equilibrium traffic level (average rate savings (ARS) - average towing costs
(ATc)). At this level, the marginal shipr.,r would be indifferent as to his

choice of mode, since the waterway shipping costs and costs via an overland mode

are equal. The marginal shipper pays his average towing costs at equilibrium;

however, his true marginal cost is considerably higher. The optimum level of
traffic (also known as the "social optimum") would be realized by iestricting
system traffic to the level where the rate savings of the marginal user just
equals his marginal towing cost (ARS - MTC). Lock congestion fees and other
similar nonstructural traffic rationing (demand management) have been proposed

as a means of attaining the socially optimum traffic level on a congested

waterway.

The rate saving, and barge shipping costs for each prospective movement are a
function of the total system routing. Therefore, determination of the optimumi

traffic level requires a knowledge of the average rate savings and average sys-

tem towing costs for all traffic that would transit Oliver Lock at the equilib-

rium system traffic level as well as the narginal system towing cost for each
Oliver movement. At the equilibrium traffic level, the marginal economic analy-
sis program also provides a listing of all system movements ranked from highest

to lowest unit rate savings as well as the total system rate savings.

The rate savings for each movement (and for the system total) for any given year

have been adjusted to include the average barge linehaul costs on the system

reflected by WAN. Therefore, average system towing costs require no further
consideratie.. In order to determine the existence of marginally inefficient

movements (MqC > ARS) at Oliver at the system equilibrium level, additional
increments of Oliver traffic were simply diverted (in order of willingness-to-

pay) beginning at the equilibrium ranking. For each additiona& increment of
diverted traffic, the entire system modeling process was repeated. Output from

the iterative runs was then used to identify incremental changes in the totcl

system rate savings and the portion of total system saving attributable to

Oliver traffie.

B-V-3
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Where diverted Oliver traffic movements (at the system equilibrium level) e .1ib-

ited marginal towing costs in excess of rate savings, the diversion process

would result in system rate savings. Conversely, diversion beyond the social

optimum would result in a decline in total system rate savings. Through this

iterative process, the social optimum traffic level was determined for Oliver

Lock. The total system rate savings with Oliver traffic restricted to the

social optimum were then compared to the total system rate savings at the eaui-

librium level to determine the incremental benefits for a congestion fee at

Oliver. The amount of the congestion fee to be imposed at Oliver is determined

by computing the difference in the ARS of Oliver traffic at equilibrium vs. the

social optimum system traffic levels.

The resulting benefits are shown below for various years during the project

life.

SYSTEM

YEAR BENEFITS

lq9O 7,783,000

2010 11,253,000

2039 11,253,000

The gross average annual system benefits from imoosition of a congestion fee

total 9,462,000, considerably less than the benefits realized from lock

replacement. It should be noted that this analysis erroneously assumes zero

costs of imposition and maintenance of this fee.

1
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APPENDIX B

ATTACHMENT I

SYSTEMS ANALYSIS

In the past, the planning, design, and maintenance of the Nation's water-

ways have been performed on an individual basis, generally in isolation of

other related functions and without regard to their effects on other parts of

the total navigation system involved. However, current conditions make it

quite clear that in this time of limited funds and stringent national priori-

ties, a systems analysis of waterways is desired and required. A need also

exists, particularly with today's advanced technology, to experiment with

n onstructural improvements including traffic control and regulation to improve

present operations and to better plan and program major contruction. The

interrelationships between the various components of a waterway system are so

complex and the data requirements to develop such interrelationships are so

voluminous that any approach to a complete systems analysis must necessarily be

computer oriented.

To meet these needs, the COE, with the aid of various private economic and

systems analysis consultants, has developed several transportation, economic

and statistical models and techniques which are useful in the analysis of a

complex nationwide or regional transportation system. In general, these

techniques have been designed to help COE planners achieve two goals:

1. to operate and maintain the inland waterway network as effectively

and efficiently as possible, and

2. to select the best size, location, and timing of inland waterway

improvements.

It should be understood that the use and knowledge of these systems

analysis techniques are accelerating, and that many of the models and other

analytical "tools" now available are still in developmental stages.
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Application of a particular model to any given study effort generally requires

custom "tailoring" of the model or its data base to best fit the given study

purposes and available data, and to allow for timely and cost-effective model

execution.

SfYSTEM DESCRIPTION

NATURE OF THE SYSTEM

Thp Oliver Lock and Dam is a part of the Black Warrior-Tombigbee (BWT)

Waterway system and is located at Mile 346 on the Black Warrior River within
the city limits of Tuscaloosa, Alabama. The lock is the smallest lock on the
system with dimensions of 460 ft x 95 ft, compared to 600 ft x 110 ft for all

the other locks on the BWT. The BUT is primarily a local system with mst of

the traffic moving between points on the BWT to or from Mobile and other points

on the East GIUW. However, when the TTW begins operation, most of the traffic
using the TTW will be sharing the lower Tombigbee River with the BWT traffic.

Much of the TTW traffic will pass through locks on the Tennessee and Ohio
Rivers and other tributaries of the Ohio. The TTW will provide an alternate

waterway route to the Lower Mississippi River, thus potentially influencing the

Lower Ohio River below the junction with the Tennessee River. There is some
interchange of traffic between ports in or near New Oleans and the East GIWW

that passes through the Inner Harbor Navigation Canal (IHNC) Lock.

Therefore, for purposes of this study, the "system" was defined based on a
determination of which segments of the inland waterway system could potentially

be impacted to any significant degree by the project. Preliminary analysis of

the commodity movements affecting the Oliver Lock and Dam and other portions of

the waterway system over which Oliver traffic moves narrowed the principal

components of the system to the following waterways: BWT, .TTW, Tennessee, Lower
Ohio, Lower Mississippi and the GIWW East. All other segments of the Missis-

sippi River-Gulf Coast inland waterway system were found to be extraneous to

the purpose of this study, and therefore, were included at a much lower level

of detail in the study. It was found through further analysis that the major

0
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impacts of the proposed improvement would be limited to the BWT Waterway,

particularly Coffeeville and Demopolis Locks. Rowever, as the Oliver Lock

replacement was found to have somc degree of impact on the marginal system

benefits, the remainder of the system was included in the analysis. The system

definition used in this study is presented in Figure I which displays the

significant waterways and the port definitions. All major locks on these

principal waterways are included.

CHARACTERISTICS OF WATERWAY SERVICE

Waterway service is provided on the RUT by five primary carriers. While

this indicates that competition might be limited, this is not the case. In the

last several years, new operators have begun to move on the BWT and have

influenced the manner in which the carriers function. Some of these carriers

began operations on the RUT in anticipation of the opening of the TTW; it is

anticipated that many other carriers will begin operations as the time for

opening the TTW is approached. Throughout the entire inland system, over 2,000

carriers are engaged in waterway transportation service. In size, they range

from owner-operators of a single towboat to managers of very large fleets of

both towboats and barges. In recent years, financial institutions have

developed inves.tment plans whereby individuals can purchase shares in a single

barge. The competitive nature of the towing industry is exemplified by the

concern which most firms express regarding the quotation of barge races. In

the view of m)st operators, wide dissemination of contract rates on barge

service would seriously jeopardize their respective competitive positions.

The characteristics of waterway service vary from operator to operator,

depeneing upon the concrctual arrangements under which carriage is performed.

Menv 9hipments are performed under contracts which are designed to minimize

turnaround time for movements in a single direction. Under these conditions,

backhaul movements appear to be discouraged because of the time zequired in

each delivery cycle by the operator to line-up a backhaul movement, for adi-

tional time loading and unloading of the backhaul shipment, and if required,

barge cleaning activities. Equipment used in this type of service is generally

1
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dedicated to a specific directional movement between a specified pair of

origins and destinatiois. This kind of dedication is most gencrally applicable

to coal shipments. Backhaul movements also have been discouraged for this type

of dedication from an institutional point of view, where tne waterway equip-

ment is owned and operated by a hQlding company for shipment of its own com-

merce, generally coal for electric generating plants.

Another type of dedication observed on the inland waterways is often

applicable to chemical and petroleum products. This involves the multi-

directional movement of commodities among various origins and destinations,

where production, consumption (or overland distribution) and waterway shipment

are accomplished within a single managerial organization. This type of dedica-

tion arrangement allows for backhaul shipments where the compatibility of barge

t:,pes exist and where the potential for reverse-direction shipments is avail-

able within the corporate structu.3. However, because of the differences in

the characteristics of the various chemical and petroleum products, special

barge cleaning efforts are often required, and backhauls are again often

discouraged.

Thus, backhaul potentials in the inland waterways tend to be limited by the

commodity flow potential and associated equipment requirements. Petroleum

products moving from Gulf Coast refineries into the BWT basin use barge equip-

ment for which there exist few compatible commodity flows in the reverse

direction. Crude petroleum is moved from the BWT basin to these refineries;

however, this product cannot be mixed with the refined petroleum products and

frequently does not use the same equipment. Shippers of coal dovnbound to

major coal consumers and for export at the lower BWT, Mobile, and Gulf Coast

area can in some cases find suitable backhaul movements with metallic ores

being shipped to the Birmingham area, but this potential is limited to the

amount of each product being shipped. Some chemical products require specially

designed barges which limits or eliminates the potential frr use in shipping

other chemical products. Generally speaking, the longer the waterway haul

distance, the more inclined the operator is to search for backhauls. This is

simply due to the fact that for 1 nger transit times, the proportion of total
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cycle time required for barge cleaning, backhaul loadi'j and backhaul unloading

is smaller than for short hauls and with a long waterfront there is a larger

potential for locating backhaul movements. Many of the movements on the BWT

are local to the system and therefore the opportunities for backhaul are

limited and the percent of time for backhaul turnaround is large compared to

the linehaul time. The introduction of large coal and grain movements when the

TTW opens will probably increase the percent of empties due to tne lack of

backhaui potential.

Most waterway towing companies have well-organizad dispatching systems.

Operational headquarters are constantly aware of the location and condition of

every towv-at and barge in their fleets, as well as any equipment obtnined on a

contract, lease, or rental basis. As explained by one towing company, each

towboat contacts its headquarters on a scheduled basis throughout the day.

Towboat captains are advised of towing conditions along the route, and changes

to towboat operating procedures, changes in routing plans, and revisions to

barge pickup and drop-off orders.

Each waterway operator employs methods and procedures for optimizing equip-

ment utilization which are tailored to the particular geographic area of

operation, contractor requirements, and other factors affecting the services

provided. Differences in management philosophy, preferences in technology, and

scale of operation are reflected in operating plans. One carrier may plan his

operations around the use of small or medium size towboats assigned to the same

tows from points of origin to destination. A second carrier may develop his

operation to use larger towboats from origin to destination. Still another

operator may assign towboats of different sizes to different reaches of the

waterway system depending upon the origin and destination characteristics of a

shipment, it may be handled by two of more towboats during the routing.

Obviously, this latter type of operation requires a rather large scale of

operation not commonly found on the BWT, but is often preferred where traffic

volumes permit and where large differences in tow sizes can be achieved, e.g.,

along a GIWW-Lower Mississippi-Ohio River route. Most movements on the BWT are

performed with one size towboat, primarily 1,800-2,000 hp. When the TTW is
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* .opened it is expected that the tows will be refleeted above Demopolis Lock and

Dam and will probably involve an exchange of towboats.

WATERWAY SERVICE COST COMPONENTS

To some extent, the waterway transport industry is akin to the motor

carrier industry. Like the highway system, the waterway system is available to

whomever wishes to use it. Institutional and physical impediments affecting

entry to and exit from the industry have generally been negligible. Consumers

of waterway service may supply their own equipment, and historically have done

so. As stated previously, production units (firms) are sometimes small in

size. Within certain bounds, economic limitations to capacity expansion with-

in a production unit are not great because such expansions can o,7cur in small

units by purchase of additional towboats, barges, and waterside facilities.

In certain other respects, the towing industry departs from the character-

istics of motor carriage and takes on traits of the rail industry. While it is

obvious that the costs of the waterway system over which the industry operates

remain largely outside of the towing industry cost structure, it is important

to note that waterway towing equipment is not nearly as sensitive to obsoles-I
cence and depreciatioo as is motor carrier equipment. Even with the tremendous

expansion in the fleet required to accommodate the 60 percent increase in

traffic since 1960, the existing equipment is somewhat aged. For example,

towboats currently in use on the inland waterway system have an average age of

about 19 years. The age of the 2,300 standard open hopper barges in use on the

system averages 20 years. Some of the equipment dates to the early 1930's.

Barge equipment in use on the Great Lakes and East and West Coasts is even

older.

Stated ,',rv simply, the short-term fixed cost of waterway service per unit

of output furctionally determined by the following factors:

-valie of tnwin- equipment used;

-physical capacity of equipment used;

1-6
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-proportion of equipment capacity used;

-physical constraints of the waterway system;

-institutional constraints on waterway service;

-probability of accident or loss;

-management and supervision requirements;

-interest on investment; and

-the fronthaul-backhaul relationship.

Variable costs of waterway service per unit of output is functionally

related to:

-value of labor;

-value of fuel:

-value of supplies;

-time equipment is in use;

-schedule of maintenance and repairs;

-proportion of equipment capacity in use;

-probability of accident or loss: and

-institutional constraints on waterway service.

When actual capital outlays are used in these relationships, the rpsiultant

costs are financial in nature. When opportunity costs are used in lieu of

capital outlays, the result becomes economic costs.

It is difficult to make broad generalizations about the cost structitre of

the industry that are meaningful. Each movement must be considered independ-

ently. The operational pattern for each waterway operator is developed in a

manner which takes into consideration an array of factors that influence the

production function for that particular firm. The resultant unit costs are

highly variable from one movement to another. Competition inherent within the

industry, an imbalance in the directional characteristics of traffic demands,

and differences in towing conditions throughout the system make such variations

a natural characterization of the industry.
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SENSITIVITY OF COST TO AGGREGATE SYSTEM TRAFFIC LEVELS

Waterway's user costs are also related to overall system -ruffic levehs.

This can be illustrated by way of an example:

Consider a commodity movement from point A downbound to point B. Dowi-

bound transit time is initially 80 hours and upbound time is 100 hours.

The example movement must share use of the system with other waterway

movements. A high aggregate level of traffic over this reach can cause

congestion, particularly if the reach encompasses one or more lock and dam

structures, which would affect the transit time of the movement. Suppose that

the waterway between point A and point B contained six lock and dam structures

each with average lockage times of I hour. Then, about 7.5 percent of down-

bound transit time between A and B is required for lockages and 6 percent of

upbound time is for lockages. if overall traffic growth throughout the reach

increases average time required for each lockage to 2 hours because of queues

at each lock, then transit time from A to B increases by 7.5 percent and

transit time from B to A increases by 6 percent. If only one of the six struc-

tures has less capability than the others, such that lockage and queue times
grow to 30 hours while the others remain at 2 hours each, then the total
transit times would increase by 44 and 35 percent for A to B and B to A,

respectively.

Obviously, the increases in transit times translate to increased user

costs. For each shipment cycle, not only are personnel and equipment tied-up

for longer periods of time, but additional crews and equipment purchases may be

required to move a given annual volume of traffic.

Another aspect of the relationship between aggregate traffic levels and

costs for individual waterwdy movements entails the variability of origin-

destination characteristics. The origin-destination addressed in the example

originally had transit times of 80 hours downbound and 100 hours upbound.

Suppose, however, that the movement in question had a much longer haul,
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involving 400 hours downbound and 600 hours upbound. For such a movement, a

35-hour increase in transit time in either direction would have a much smaller

impact on total shipping cost than for the shorter movement.

All other things being equal, continued increases in queue times at a

constricted lock would eventually force movements for which costs are most

severely impacted to seek alternative routings or modes of transport. Those

movements with costs less severely affected would continue the water routing

with greater capital investment and marginally higher unit costs.

SENSITIVITY OF COSTS TO SYSTEM CHANGES

It should be clear from the above example that any change made to the

physical system which results in a reduction in transit time favorably impacts

upon waterway service costs. By reducing total time in a shipment cycle, it

also reduces the total investment in equipment required to provide the same

level of servire. IE the system change entails improvements a. a single lock

and dam component of the system, then the relative impacts differ from one

movement to another, depending upon the origin-destination characteristics and

total haul distance. Short-haul movements which are most sensitive to local-

ized delays at a single component of the system are obviously most sensitive to

improvements made to alleviate congestion at that structure.

NONWATERWAY COSTS

To this point, only those costs associated with waterway shipment have been

discussed. More important to the consignee is the delivered price of the

commodity being shipped. In addition to the costs of waterway service, other

costs associated with transportation affect delivered price. These include

costs for overland shipment to or from the waterway, loading, unloading, trans-

loading, and any other assessorial charges required to complete the routing.

The importance of these costs and charges are reflected in the fact that over

90 percent of all waterway movements on the BWT have off-river origins, desti-

nations or both. For some commodities, this proportion is much higher. About
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0O percent of all coal movements are intermodal, and obviously all grain ship-

nents originate off-river. Most petroleum fuel shipments are ultimately

destined for the service station.

The effect of nonwaterway costs is to reduce the sensitivity of the final

delivered price of a commodity to any changes in waterway service costs. The

extent to which this occurs depends upon at least two factors:

-the relationship between delivered price and waterway service costs;

and

-the relationship between total transportation costs and watervay

service costs.
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IMP
APPENDIX B

ATTACHMENT 2

ECONOMIC MDDE!, CONCEPTION

ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS

The waterway system is comprised of a series of navigable natural rivers

and pools with a draft and width fixed by law. The pools are often maintained

by lock and dam structures having fixed lock sizes and service times. The

physical specifications of the system dictate to a large extent the maximum

physical product of the system. In most -eses, the total system physical

product is constrained more by the lock components than by pool and channel

configurations.

The production function for the system actually entails a host of individ-

ual functions representing the specific comn>dity and origin-destination

demands placed upon the system. Each has its own cost curve depending upon

the number and location of components of the system used and the extent to

which they are used. Some movements require more lockage time than others

simply because of tow configuration and/or size.

Waterway industry physical output can be defined in a number of ways.

Units of equipment moved on the system is a convenient measure of system and

project operating efficiency. However, equipment movement does not always

correspond to the direct delivery of cargo. Tons of cargo delivered is a more

meaningful measure of output and would be suitable for systems analysis

purposes, were it not for the fact that cnrgo moveiaents travel over different

distances and segments of the system in response to unique components of the

demaaid schedule. The unit of output which captures distance as well as tonnage

is the ton-mile. Differences in output corresponding to the variois equipment

usazi segment usage, and travel times are directly reduced to cost and benefit

* diiferences. Consequently, the "ton-mile" is selected as the most appropriate

unit for universal measurrment of system output.

The objective of systems analysis is to minimize time per unit of output,

where ton-dil.s are used to measure output. The functional relationship

between time and output has its origin in queuing theory since locks tend to
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pofe a first constraint to output. Figure 1 presents the general form of this

curve for a single structure. For a given aggregate demand compcnent, say for

all tonnage between points A and B, the relationship between time and output

could be constructed by adding such curves vertically for each structure

located between A and B, and by adding curves representing pool constraints

between A and B. The result would be a composite time-output relationship for

that specific demand. Some of these same curves would also enter into the

composite relationships for other demands as well (say from point A to point
8).

The system has been constructed, is maintained and is operated by the

Federal Government. Since shippers do not pay all of the system costs, an

externality results which tends to produce a long-run equilibrium traffic level

which exceeds the optimum. The magnitude of the externality and the diver-

gence between equilibrium and optimum levels is a direct function of system

output in relation to system capacity. Shippers pay only their average costs

for system use, not their true marginal costs. Consequently, in the long-run,

shippers will choose the level of output which equates average system towing

costs and demand, not marginal system costs and demand.

The strndard textbook approach to the problem of waterway systems economic

analysis involves application of supply-demand analysis and optimization tech-

niques. A single private firm would attempt to maximize profits by attempting

to operate at the point of intersection of marginal costs with marginal reve-

nues. Since the objective of public investment is to maxim'te social welfare,

two production levels are of importance. Optimum production would occur at the

intersection of the marginal cost curve with the average revenue, or demand

curve. However, in the longrun (in the absence of institutional restraints)

equilibrium production would occur at a level of outpit which exceeds the

optimum.

Proper definition of costs poses another series of options. Benefits

(cost-savings) for waterway transprtatio1 arise through the interaction of

overland carriers, waterway carriers, terminal operators, shippers, and Federal
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waterway system maintenance and operation. However, only those costs which are

deterministic to waterway traffic levels should be included in the model

analysis. These wouh 4 include costs for all activities within the waterwey

operator's pioduction function as well as assessorial charges and costs for

overland linkages. These are the costs which eventually must be borne by the

shipper, who makes the decisions regarding transportation demandg. Federal

costs for system maintenance and operation are included only to tho extent that

they are internalized in the waterway operator's production function.

T)efinition of system benefits poses no problem. The benefit is the water-

way economic advantage over the least-cost alternative routing. This economic

advantage is denoted as rate savings, but also accounts for any differences in

charges incurred for traffic arising from loading, unloading, and other activi-

ties not water-related. It is the total savings to the nation per unit of

output for providing and maintaining the waterway system.

System definition presents another array of possibilities. The inter-

relationships between two or three locks and dam projects within a system can

be easily identified. However, a large system containing many individual

projects becomes much more complicated. Actions taken at one project can

theoretically affect a project hundreds of miles away, even if there exists no

common traffic. This relationship occurs because each of the projects may

have separate traffic c.,mponents which are both common to a third structure

somewhere in the sy_ ,-m. In actuality, the conditions under which such an

effect could occur are rather restrictive, and for purposes of this study,

projects in the system having troffic common to the BWT are of much more

concern.

The demand schedule is a downward sloping echedule of aggregate waterway

traffic dem-i.,Is. It should be noted that the traffic demands are bounded by

some maximum outpu level for the system because of project constraints.

4 Second, the -.it.way tow',,g i,,d;,try is not bound by the principles of welfare

economics, but is co'nprisd of a number of individual firms, each attempting to
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maximize profits individually. Third, the consumers of wateray transportation

services are also attempting to maximize p-ofits. Consequently, it is likely

that actual traffic levels (output) will differ from the social optimum. Over

time the horizon of changing aggregate transportation demand schedules, the

questions to be answered by the model for each configuration of the syster,

are :

a. What volume of traffic will shippers and carriers chose to move on

the waterway system, given each shipper's own unique set of economic and

noneconomic variables?

b. Given :his same set of variables, what volumes of traffic will

these shippers divert to alternative modes, ship to other destinaLions or move

over other rlutes?

c. What are the origin, destination, and commodity characteristics of

the traffic diverted, rerouted or shifted by the shippers, given the same set

of economic and noneconomic variables?

d. What are the national transportation cost savings (or dis-savings)

associated with the decisions above?

e. Por the optimum level of traffic on the waterway, what volumes of

traffic would be diverted to alternative modes of transport, shifted to new

origins and destinations or rerouted on the waterway?

f. What are the origin, destination, and commodity characteristics of

the tonnages diverted, rerouted or shifted, given optimum waterway traffic

levels?

g. For the optimum waterway traffic levels, what are the transporta-

21 tion cost savings (or dis-savings) to the nation?

To answer these questions, one must analyse the effect a system chat-ge has

on each and every potential commodity moveme,t. For each potential movement,
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the transportation charge is determined for a given system configuration and

loading. The charges are compared with charges f )r 6- * X t &1r t alternat:.,e

routing, and system rate savings (or dis-savings. are cnpt-,. The lovemen s

are then ranked from highest to lowest rate savins. For Lhi9 rari z, aCCr.KU-

lated system traffic, accumulated system rate savingi, an,, accuru>ated shipping

cost are tabulated as running totals to correspond with each potential move-

ment. Marginal costs can be computed by dividing incremental differences in

accumulated waterway routing transport charges by incremental differences in

accumulated traffic.

Four system production levels are important. For either practical or theo-

retical reasons, these levels of production are equally important. First is

the prod;uction level at which maximum net system rate savings are attained (WTC

and ARS). This is the point of social optimum waterway use.

The second level is the longrun equilibrium level of traffic which would

result in the absence of any institutional restrictions. At this level there

are traffic movements which exhibit marginal towing costs in excess of average

rate savings. However, since each shipper pays only the ATC, these "marginal"

movements would continue to use the waterway system. This is the level used

for benefit measurement on Oliver Lock.

The third level reflects a level of traffic beyond the equilibrium level.

At this level there are traffic movements which exhibit negative average rate

savings (ATC-ARS). This point of system production is significant since it is

observed that traffic having such characteristics actually occur on the water-

way.

The reason for existence of negative-savings waterway movements include:

-Imperfect knowledge by shippers of available transportation options.

-Market prerequisites and inertia, including the effects of long-term

coal-transport agreements.

-Firms just entering or leaving the market, or in the process of

shifting between transporation modes.

-Emergency shipments.
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-Provisions for future flexibility in transport modes, as in the el('

teical industry, to assure production certainty.

-Overland transport equipment shortages.

-Potential problems in WCSC commodity classifications.

-Imperfect rate analysis for oversized shipments.

-Failures in overland rate negotiations.

The remaining production level is included primarily for reference. This

level represents the output level corresponding to maximum system capacity.

Because of the nature of the cost curve, this production level would likely

never occur over a sustained period of time if it is known that system capacity

would never change.

Ordinarily, the remaining task would simply involve selection of the

optimization criteria, determination of the proper intersects and identifiying

the output aggregates on either side of the intersects. However, the nature

of the waterway system is such that individual increments of output influence

the costs of other output increments. Therefore, each of the critical points

must be determined through incremental diversions of traffic from the waterway

and the reiteration of the entire modeling process. The diversion analysis

will be discussed later.

For each iteration, i.e., each traffic level, the model should output the

total net system rate savings. This traffic level and associated benefits

represent the results of evaluation of one point in time and one system defini-

tion. By varying time and system definition independently and repeating the

analysis, the ability of any system definition to acconmodate projected

traffic demands can be determined. Incremental differences between aggregate

traffic levels and corresponding system benefits over time are attributable to

the changes in system configuration. If thi change in system definition

involves only a single lock and dam structure, then the incremental differences

are assignable to changes at the single structure.

Application of this conceptual model three sequential steps. First, an

approximation of the demand schedule for each point in time must be developed
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*,erna. to the model. Secondly, an approxima-ion of transportation rate

;'gs faforded by the system must be available. Finally, the capability to

,.aiuate the effects of agg'egate system traffic levels on the rate structure

-,r each individual traffic movement must be available. These topics are

.ighlighted in the following paragraphs.

DEMAND PROJECTIONS

For application of the conceptual model, traffic demand input mu8s not be

constrained by the existing system definition. System constraints can be

embedded in the model itself in the form of interrelationships among aggregate

* system traffic, system physical capacity, and costs for individual movements.

Consequently, initial model shipment inputs should include projected levels of

potential traffic which assume that any existing and potential system bottle-

necks will be eliminated. Application of the model itself will then constrain

traffic only to those levels which may realistically occur, given the specified

system definition, the origin-destination and commodity mix of demands, and the

relationship between waterway charges and least-cost alternative charges.

The development of unconstrained traffic demand projections pose several

problems, depending on the method of projection. Statistical analysis of

historical flows and correlation with controlling Lconomic parameters can

result in projects which exhibit waterway constraints if a portion of the

historical period exhibited such constraints. Use of shipper survey techniques

to determine the future plans of individual waterway users can also result in

projections which reflect system bottlenecks; some waterway users may consider

such constraints in planning future transportation strategies, while others may

not have a clear understanding of the relationships between such constraints

and internal shipping costs. Likewise, market analyses and modal-split inves-

tigations can reflect transportation system constraints if the historical

patterns of production and shipment have been influenced by constraints. Even

the use of inter-regional, input-output analysis techniques are subject to the

same problems since historical data must be used to construct the initial

quantitative relationships among economic sectors and regions.
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The later section "Model Application - Shipment Ltqt" provides a full

explanation of procedures and assumpti.us used. In short, two traffic demand

projection sets were used in this study. The first was based on the OBERS 1980

projections and was applied to the 1979 WCSC commodity movement data. The

second set of projections used were developed by A. T. Kearney for the TTW

traffic.

RATE ESTIMATES

The Corps maintains a full record of individual dock-to-dock traffic move-

ments through data maintained by the WCSC. Within the WCSC system, commodi-

ties are uniquely classified using a detailed 4-digit code.

Because of the many thousands of individual movements which occur on the

inland waterway system in any single year, it is neither feasible nor practical

to model individual dock-to-dock shipments. Even after consolidating sh'ip-

ments to annual movements between a pair of docks, about 143,155 such movements

of 4-digit commodities occurred on the system defined for this study in 1979.

For modeling purp,'ses, the number must be condensed considerably. Conse--

quencly, commodity groupings were consolidated into 15 aggregations, and docks

consolidated to "port equivalents." In this way, the number of origin-

destination commodity cells in the traffic matrix is substantially reduced to

about 1,387. Rate data must also reflect this level of aggregation.

Rate studies were initiated with the compilation of data for movements on

the IT ann projected rates for the TTN. Rate data collected by the Ohio River

Division for use in the Callioplis and Lower Ohio River studies were used for

the traffc that utilized the Ohio River. Rate data gathered by the St. Louis

District for the traffic using the IHNC that did not use tte BWT served as the

hasis for this additionAl traffic. Each cell in the resultant matrix contains

charges per ton for waterway linehaul activities, cherges per ton for all

activities associated wi'r. the waterway routing, and the total charges per ton

for the least cost alternate waterway or overland routing, whichever applied.
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The rate matrices initially developed were for different years and were

subseouently updated to October 1981 price levels. Since actua' rates being

charged by carriers were used to develop the matrix, it reflects the waterway

system definition and aggregrate system traffic levels existing at the time

.hit base data were being collected. Since the many waterway shippers could

not possibly know what rate levels would be appropriate under corditions of

different aggregate traffic levels or system definitions, waterway costing

methods must be used to determine such rates. Pursuant to guidance provided by

the Water Resource Council, rates f,,r alternative least-cost overland modes are

generally assumed to remain unchanged.

WATERWAY SERVICE COST ANALYSIS

As stated previously, unit waterway costs vary considerably from one move-

ment to another. If a waterway operator were bidding on a transportation

contract, his analysis would consider many factors relevant to the individual

movement, as well as to his own equipment availablity and the possibility of

obtaining backhauls. Transit times would entail the accumulation of the

component times. Times required for lock service wuuld simply represent

"givens" in his formula which would be derived from operational experiences.

In short, the analysis would represent a static situation where any influences

on his costs due to aggregate traffic levels and system capacity would be

internalized indirectly by keeping records of recent operations. Such an

analysis fails to quantitatively recognize the parameters pertinent to this

study.

The ability to internalize system capacity and aggregate industry opera-

tions has been limited historically because of the vast number of computational

requirements. With the development of computer languages which provide effi-

cient matrix computation and data storage has come severil waterway-costing

comput.r models. They vary in level of detail, in the handling of trensit time

computations, as well as in the maximum size of the system handled.

The models selected for this study were a combination of the TCM and a

revised WAM. This allows the use of an overall system costing model that can
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size the fleet for changing conditions on the waterway system ana a simulation

model that allows the determination of the effects of locks and other waterway

constraints the traffic, in particular increased service and delay times.

These models are be discussed further below.

TCH/W&M COST OUTPUT VS. TRANSPORT RATES

The conceptual model assumes that any changes in waterway transportation

costs which result from changes either in aggregate traffic levels or in system

specifications would induce a corresponding proportional change in waterway

linehaul rates. For example, if TCM/WAM output showed that for a specific

movement waterway linehaul costs increased by 20 percent when aggregate

traffic increased from 180 to 230 million tons, then the rate charged the

shipper would also increase 20 percent.

Theoretically, it should be possible to use the TCM/WAM to very nearly

replicate the waterway linehaul rates determined from transportation rate

surveys. This is possible by using the aggregate traffic levels that actually

were occurring at the time of the rate study as inr-"., and defining the

system under conditions that existed at the time of the studies. In actuality,

this can never be done precisely. T many ecx mptions must be made in the

analysis, and there exist too many unknowns regarding specific procedures the

many waterway operators use to establish operating patterns. Waterway

operators are competitors whereas the TCM/WAM optimizes as if the industry

were a single monopoly. The TCM/WAH assumes perfect knowledge of all factors

affecting costs; all waterway operators are not afforded prior perfect knowl-

edge of the cost items which will face them. Also, the overall analysis

assumes that the results are insensitive to the aggregation of individual

movements to model port-to-port commodity groupings.

Accepting the fact that modeled costs will never correspond on a movement-

by-movement basis with actual rates being charged shippers, procedures have

been developed which assume that incremental changes in modeled costs will be

reflected on a proportional basis in the rates. The procedures form the basis
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of a supplementary computer routine known as the "Marginal Economic Analysis

Post-Processor." In the development of this routine, it was recognized that

total waterway transport charges could not be adjusted in direct proportion to

differences in modeled waterway linehaul costs. Consequently, the base rate

matrix developed for use in this analysis shows waterway linehaul rates as a

separable component of the total routing charge. For any future TCM/WAM run,

movement-specific costs are compared with the costs which correspond to the

base-condition model run; the percentagp change is applied to the base waterway

linehaul rate; and the nonlinehaul cha-e (unchanged) are added to the revised

linehaul rate to obtain the new total waterway routing charge.

No adjustments are made in the conceptual model to either the nonlinetaul

water routing charges or the least-cost overland routing charges. The changes

made in the water linehaul rates are adjustments which reflect increases or

decreases in transit time and optimum tow configurations attributable to either

a change in aggregate traffic volumes or a change in the physical system

itself.

SMARGINAL ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

The theoretical application of marginal economic analysis generally

involves smooth, uniform, and marginal cost of benefit curves. However, real-

world economics are not often that simple. Use of the ton-mile as the unit of

measure for system output to some extent standardizes the view of production

throughout the system. Even with this standardization, some variability

remains in the characteristics of output.

To a great extent, the waterway system produces for a differentiated

market. In other words, the aggregate demand for waterway system output is

really a collection of many demands, each slightly different from the others.

Variations arise due to differences in the comodities shipped, costs of

production throughout the system, and characteristics in the rate structure

for least-cost overland or alternate waterway routings.
J
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As a result of differentiation in output, relationships between marginal

costs and rate savings at alternative 1,vels of output are somewhat erratic.

In marginal analysis, incremental out ,ts (which occur in unaven quantiti'-s

corresponding to mov-ment size) are ranked it such a fashion as to form the

smooth benefit curve. Waterway linehaul rates may tend toward a smooth curve,

but marginal total waterway routing charges (marginal costs) wil" be less

inclined to represent a smooth trend. However, since the MEA analysis relies

o the average and marginal rate savings, the unevenness of the marginal cost

curve is not significant.

Margnl-1 economic analysis applications in this study are basically two-

fold. The first application is used to determine the aggregate level of traf-

fic that w4ll move on the system and through the BWT study area for each of the

three relevant system production levels. Having arrived at these a-iswers, the

individual movements remaining on the waterway and those diverted to an alter-

native route or mode can be identified. This process is repeatea for each year

of traffic demand projections and for the with and without -onditions. For

this study, structural remedies are contemplated only for the Oliver Lock with

operational improvements at Demopolis and Coffeeville Locks. Pickwick Lock is

improved with the 1,000 ft by 110 ft lock chamber that is currently under con-
struction for the future years. Nonstructural measures were considered at the
Oliver Lock; however, it was found that the capacity could not be increased

significantly. The nonstructural measures primarily included the construction

of mooring cells to improve the double locking procedure. The use of mooring

cells approximated the ready-to-serve option. These conditions were used for

all future without project tests.

The second application of marginal analysis is the determination of incre-

mental benefits for the replacement plan. For the selected plan, accumulated

traffic levels and incremental benefits and costs are computed for each year.

Costs associated with each alternative represent the Federal costs for con-

struction and operation and maintenance. Average annual benefits and average

annual costs are estimated to deter~aine economic feasibility.
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In the first analysis, the objective was to determine traffic levels. Only

those costs incurred by the waterway shippers are deterministic in this

decisionmaking process. Shippers use only those rates and charges which are

internal to their production function to compute costs and determine the extent

of waterway usage. Therefore, only those portions of waterway facility costs

which have been passed on the them by the tawing industry are internalised.

In the second analysis (see main body of report), objectives are to deter-,

mine the nature and timing of Federal investment. Costs pertinent to these

decisions are those borne by the Federal Government in making such investments.

If portions of these costs are passed on the ultimate waterway shippers through

user charges and subsequent increases in waterway freight rates, then the bene-

fits credited to each alternative have been reduced by an equal amount. In

effect, this represents a transfer payment and consequently, benefits must be

adjusted upward to offset this effect.

I2
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APPENDIX B

ATTACHMENT 3

MODELING SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

EXISTING MODELS

IRSA MODELS

The original INSA package, developed in 1974-1975 by the Office, Chief of

Engineers (OCE), was a planning capability comprising an integrated system of

computer models, data, and planning procedures. The INSA system of models oas

designed to replicate on a day-to-day basis the national market system and the

role of inland waterway transportation within that system.

Within iNSA, one pair of models, consisting of the Commodity Flow and the

Multimodal Models, simulated the national market system and the complete

national transportation system. The Multimodal Mdel was designed, for

example, to model shipments over waterways, railroads, highways, pipelines, and

even electrical transmission systems. A second pair of the models, consisting

of the Flotilla and Navigation Simulation Models, simulated inland waterway

transportation in detail. More complete information on these four models is

available in the INSA documentation of these models.

Since 1975, extensive testing of these models has been carried on by the

OCE, the Ohio River Division, by various local Corps Districts, and by a number

of other Federal, state, and private planning organizations. As a result of

this testing, the first two of these models, the Commodity Flow and Multimodal

imodels, are no longer used by the Corps for systems analysis purposes. This is

due both to the complexities of data requirements for these models, and diffi-

culties in validating the model's logic.

MODIFICATIONS TO INSA MODELS

Considerable work has been accomplished, however, with the Flotilla and

Navigation Simulation models, particularly in the Ohio River Division.
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Extensive testing of the Simulation Model was undertaken by the Pittsburgh

District, and several modifications to this model were made with the help of

CACI, Inc., and other private consultants. Primarily these corrected and

improved the model's logic and improved the simulation of locking procedures.

The updated version of the model is known as the Waterway Analysis Model

(WAM).

Perhaps the most significant result of ORD coordination since 1974 has been

the development of the Tow Cost Model (TCM), as well as various supplemental

computer programs such as the Marginal Economic Analysis (MEA) postprocessor.

The TCM is an extensive upgrading of the original Flotilla model. This model

allows for a thorough economic analysis of overall system impacts arising from

individual improvements at any point in the system. The model is most appli-

cable for analysis of navigation elements which are heavily dependent on main-
tenance of locks and dams, but requires good estimates of lock capacities and

traffic-delay relationships as input. Huntington District has been primarily

responsible for upgrading and verification of the TCM, and for development of

the KEA procedures. Louisville District concentrated on review and development

of methodologies for estimating lock capacities and traffic-delay relation-

ships.

SHORTCOMINGS OF EXISTING MODELS FOR PRESENT STUDY

White these models have been used sucessfully in several major studies,

there were several shortcomings that created limitations in the usefulness of

the models. One of the limitations in all of the systems analysib models that

have been created and used by the COE has been the inability to model accu-

rately the impacts of constrained channels. The BWT is a narrow waterway with

many sharp bends wherein traffic is restricted to one-way operations. There-

fore, one of the important considerations of this study was the impact these

bend constraints have on the capacity and costs of operation. Two important

factors have to be included;

1. the delay caused by the one-way restriction and

2. the reduced transit speeds required by the difficult maneuvering

conditions.
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Studies performed in the 1970's indicated that the bends on the R'ST before

Demopolis, Alabama, could prove to be a major constraint. However, these

earlier studies were based on the following parameters:

o 300' waterway
o dual 110' by 600' lock chamLers at Coffeeville and Demnljolis
o two-way eight-barge tow traffic

Such is not the cause of the present study, which is based on the existing

project dimensions below Demopolis, Alabama.

It is felt that the best way to analyze these impacts is with a simulation

model study to address the potential delays ac the bends.

Another limitation of the WAN was the extreme detail included in the model.

The WAM was developed to emulate the complete operation of the entire waterway

system including all of the dispatching and operational decisions made by

waterway operators. This excess of detail creates extremely high operating

costs. In addition, the use of this model in comparative analyses is limited

due to the nature in which the tow movements are generated. Therefore, it is

difficult to interpret the results of similar cmusodity movement levels under

different waterway conditions.

In order to use the TCM, a method for determining the physical capacity ot

the locks and the delay-lock utilization relationship is requited for each

lock. Presently there are two accepted methods for accomplishing thie. One, is

to us. a simultion model such as WAN; the other is to use an analytical

approach, sr .h as LOCALC or LOKCAP. The limitations for using WAM have just

been discussed. LOCALC and LOKCAP both require a fixed description of the.

commodity mix, the commodity-barge relationship, the tow-size distribution and

the chamber assignments fot lockages. While reasonable estimates of the lock

physical c pacity are passible under the stated conditions, as future traffic

pc'jections are analyzed tliese conditions change and, when using the TC4 and

.49A method of analysis, they change as the marginal traffic is eliminated in

order to obtain new estimates of the 3peratlng costs and rates within a given

f'tur condition. Futhermore, the delay curve estimates are baped on a very
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simplified queuing theory relationship that is quantified through empirical

data. As conditions deviate from that empirical data the derived relation-

ship's validity becomes questionable. If the empirical dat does not include

an adequate range of utilization levels, particularly in the 70 to 99 percent

utilization range, the validity of the empirical relation at the most critical

levels of ise will not be adequately represented.

SYSTEM SELECTEd FOR THIS STUDY

The requirements of this study and the limitations of the available models

discussed above, dictated that an improved and expanded modeling system be

developed in order to study the BWT improvements. An earlier study of the

Lowr.r BWT below Demopolis Lock and Dam had indicated that a large number of

bends would require widening and/or the development of cutoffs to overcome

anticipated constraints on that section of the BWT. Therefore, a detailed

analysis of the impacts of bendway constraints on the economics of the naviga-

tion traffic was necessary.

It was decided that the best approach would be to modify and generalize the

*available modeling and economic analysis system that had been developed and

tested over the past seven years. The TCM system provided the basic means for

determining the resulting costs of waterborne commodity movements under various

conditions and waterway systems. The NEA provided the method for determining

the benefits in terms of rate savings and traffic that is marginally uneconom-

ical under the tested operating conditions. Finally, WAN could provide the

base for simulating the capacities and delays at locks and the transit and

delay times at bends under each operating condition.

The general outline of the system used in this study will be described

below. First, because both the TCM and the WAN requireo almoat identical data

although in different formats, a Preprocesur Program was developed that would

allow a single set of data to be developed that would describe the waterway and

operating conditions. This preprocassor would then generate the data required

for both programs in the proper format.
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The WAN model was modified extensively. First it was modified to eliminate

the simulation of the total dispatching and equipment operation. Instead it

would accept externally generated shipments assigned to preconfigured tows.

These tow shipments would arrive in the system at randomly designated times at

assigned ports and destined to specified ports. These shipments would be

generated from the Resource Requirements File generated by the TCM. In addi-

tion WAM was modified to enable the simulation of operations at a bend.

Finally, the WAN output was expanded to include the results of the bend simula-

tion and information for the Resource Requirements File. This data wou!A be

incorporated into the Resource Requirements File produced by the TCM and used

in the MEA.

TOW COST MODEL-ANNUAL VERSION

The TCa consists of two programs, the Resource Requirements Program and the

Resource Requirementh Program Postprocessor. The Resource Requirements program

determines the least-cost set of towing equipment for use on the system, based

upon a given set of annual origin-destination coimuodity flows and sy'stem con-

figuration and specifications. Calculations of direct costs borne by shippers

are made. Capabilities exist in the program for the specification of any level

of user charges. Output from the Resource Requirements Program is denoted as

the Resource Usage File (RUF). Dicussions of the detailed operations performed

by the program are described in the model documentation and in Appendix N,

General Design Memorandum Gallipolis Locks and Dam Replacement.

The RUF serves two purposes. First, it provides the definition of tow

movements required to transport the cowmdities between the origin and destina-

tion points and the optimum size tow to perform those movements for use in

generating the tow movement list required by the WAM. Second, it is the source

of tow movement characteristics and operational timings used to generate the

transportation costs used in the MEA. This file is input to the Resource

Requirements Program Postprocessor which generates a series of individual Trip

Reports which contain detailed carrier cost Jats. Output is to a computer file

with user option for selected hardcopy outputs. The user also controls the
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selection of origin-destination pairs for which Trip Reports are desired. As

used in this study, data from the Trip Report File represent input to the

Marginal Economic Analysis Postprocessor which has developed by the Huntington

District. The Marginal Analysis Postprocessor as well as routines developed to

access the Trip Report File will be discussed subsequently.

MODIFIED WATERWAY ANALYS'S MODEL

The WAM is a model of waterway operations that simulates the events or

activities that take place as a tow moves from the point of origin to the

destination of a commodity movement. Statistics are recorded on the details of

these movement events for printed reports and for output data files.

As originally designed, WAM involved detailed simulation of the loading and

unloading of barges, the location and transportation of empty barges to the

ports needing extra barges, the location of available towboats required to push

the tow and all the attendant record keeping necessary to manage the fleet.

For purposes of this study, these functions were removed and replaced by an

external event list that contained a full description of the tow movements

required to tansport the commodities expected to be moved during the sirula-

tion period. This list includes the tow type, barge type, transportation

class, tonnage, origin port, destination port, number of empty and loaded

barges, and the time of entry into the simulation.

The external event list is generated from the RUF created by the TCM. The

RUF identifies the number of round trips, the towboat class, barge type and tow

size selected, the barge load allowed, and the empty backhaul factor for each

segment of a transportation class movement. A movement scheduling program was

written that schedules each tow movement that would likely take place during

the simulation period to be tested. If a movement is refleeted, each segment

of the movement is scheduled based on the RUF description of those segments.

Backhaul potential for each segment is taken into account.

A method for modeling the transit of tows through restricted bends on

channels was added to the WAN mcdel. In addition to defining reaches through
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which tows travel, a bend may nov be defined. Upon arrival at a bend, the

simulation model will determine if another tow 7q in the bend or if a dodnboune

toy is about to enter the bend. If the bend is not in use, the tow is allow,.d

to enter that reach of the system. I' the bend is occupied or is about to be

occupied, the model must then determine if Lhe tow approaching the bend can

enter, i.e., are the channel and tow sizer such that two-way traffic is

allowed. The channel width requirel by both tow.s is determined from the den;in

curves contained in the Engineering Manual 1110-2-1611, Layout and Design of

Fhallow-draft Waterways dated 31 December 1980. For purposes of this stidy the

curves for 90 degree central angles and 6 fps velocities were used since Most

bends were long avid the velocities at high discharge rates are. around this

speed. If the required width is greater than the width of the channel, then

the upbound tow is required to wait in queue until the channel is clear and the

delay is recorded.

The reports generated by the WAM were expanded to include a report that

describes the activities at the bends. In addition, A new data fil can be

generated by the WAM that contains a description of the time spent in tranait,

lockage, delay at locks, transiting bends, delay at bends, and in loading and

unloading operations. This data file can then be processed through a utility

program that groups the individual tow trip reports for the same movement

segment and creates a WAM RITF for use by the Resource keqmirements Program

Postprosessor.

MARGINAL ECONOMIC ANALYSIS PROGRAM

The Marginal Economic Analysis ('EA) program used is basically the one

developed by the Huntington Distriot. The procedure is designed to provide a

general approach for use in developing wtrginal cost and benefit relatinships

for waterway systems analysis. The MEA program uses costs developed erom the

measures of loading and unloading, transit, locking, and lelay times as

developed by the TCM or as modified by the WAM. Costs are applied to each of
these measures independently for each movement segment for either the base or

future condition being tested. As the delays increase with escalating traffic

f levels or the system efficiency is improed when the system is modified, the
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base rate as determined in the rate survey is modified to reflect the charges

in line-haul costs. The MEA displays the transportation class movements ranked

in order of decreasing marginal rate savings in order to aid in the diversion

of traffic from the system. In addition, the MEA displays traffic, cost, and

rate savings data for movements common to specific reaches of the system as

designated by the user. In this particular study, this information was dis-

played for the total BWT system, as well as Oliver, Coffeeville, and Demopolis

Locks.

A more detailed description of the MEA program is presented in Appendix N,

General Design Memorandum, Gallipo.is Lock and Dam Replacement. This reference

descrioes the program logic in detail. Two changes were made for purposes of

this study. The first was to modify the code so that reports for the BWT

system would be generated. The second modification actually was made in the

Resource Requirements Program Postprocessor. Since the WAM was generating a

RUF which included delay times at bends and was generating delays at locks

based on simulated queuing events which were believed to give a more realistic

measure of the delays than the queuing theory curve used by the TCM, those

movement segments that had records generated by the WAM in the RUF had the

times for transit, locking and delay times from the WAM model substituted into

the TCM RUF before being processed by the EA. The transit time included the

transit times for regular reaches and bends and the delay times included the

delays recorded for locks and bends.

MOVEMENT DIVERSION

When the capacity of a lock is exceeded, delays at the lock become exces-

sive and the costs of operation escalate rapidly. Movements of commodities on

the waterway will be Jiverted to alternate modes of movement, particularly the

movements that have negativ- rate savings. When the capacity of a lock was

exceeded as identified in the WAN results, traffic had to be removed in order

to complete the simulation runs. Therefore, a procedure developed by the

Huntington District was used to divert traffic from the waterway.
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This procedure uses the list of traffic movements ranked by rate savin,s

created by the MEA program. This list is searched beginning with the largest

negative savings movement. As each lock is located that has been identified as

having excess tonnage using the lock, that movement is flagged. If a movemf.it

uses more than one lock that has too much traffic, that movement is marked for

each lock. This continues until the tonnage requested to be removed from the

locks is ideittified. Those movements involving more than one lock are remove.d

first. Then the remaining tonnage is removed from the shipment list in order

of decreasing negative rate savings. If the last shipment removed for a lock

is larger than the tonnage required to satisfy the request, only that portion

required to reduce the tonnage to the desired level vill be removed.
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APPNDIX B

At~achment 4

Data Tables - Model Application~s
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CHAPTER I

OVERVIEW AND MA GEDIT SUMKRY

INTRODUCTION

At the request of the lobile District Corps of Engineers a documen-
tary sad literature search and a cultural resources reconsissancs of 1100
ecres (442.q ha) (Figure 1) within the boundaries of the proposed relo-
cation of the William Bacon Oliver Lock and Dam, Tuscaloosa, was conducted
by The University of Alabama, Office of Archaeological Research (OAR)
between February I and March 5, 1982. Cultural resources located within
the project area ranged from Middle Archaic campsites to a middle twen-
tieth century tenant farm house. The cultural resour:es survey located 49
sites within the project area. Ten sites were recomuended for further
evaluation. The site inventory is listed in Table 1.

This stusmry Includes a review of the literature iearch, field inves-
tigation procedures, site evaluation cri teria, and an inventory of the
sites located within the project area. The site tiary section includes
recomadations for further resource mmaegsent of the located sites.

PROJECT ARE&

The O ver Lock sad Dam project area Is located In central Tuscaloosa
County on the western edge of Tuscaloosa, Alaba (Figure 1). The project
ae covers 1100 acres (442.9 be) which is divided into a northern and

southern portion by the Black Warrior River. The northern portion con-
sists of 989 acres (400.4 ha) and the southern portion consists of 105
acre (42.5 he).

The project area is Imadiately donumtrem from the Fall Lin at
Tuscaloosa. Above the Fal Line, the river is entren d in PalsZotO
sandstones and sFall. B the fa Li the river menders through
unconsolidated Cretaceous deposits of sand, clay, and gravel. This geolo-
gical. break represents a significant transitio n ecology and in the
sedimentation pattern of the Black Warrior liver.

INWKSIGATION PROCEDUIES

Documentary and Literature Review

A documentary and literature review for the project area and our-
rounding region ms conducted by Vernon J. Knight, Jr. After a brief

* preliminary docmnt search during the initial phase of investigations,
relevant archives, masnuscripts, and published works were examined in
greater detail. The findings, with appended chronologies, bibliographies,

* or source mterials, are presented in Chapter III of this report.

C-I-2
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Table 1. Oliver Lock and Darn Site Inventory.
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Examination of the Alabma State Site Files housed at Houndville,
Alabama revealed seven previously recorded archaeological sites within the
project area (lTu264, ITu265, ITu266, 1Tu308, LTu421. lTu422, IT4423).
These sites wore recorded at various times. Investigations -ere limited
to surface collections and a preliminary determination of site components.
Components dating to the Middle Archaic, Late Woodland, Mississippian, and
protohistoric periods were tentatively identified at that time. In no
case was there sufficient information to determine potential eligibility
of these sites for the National Reister of Historic Places.

The National Register of Historic Places was consulted and a repre-
sentativo of the Alabama Historical Comission was contacted about the
possibility of National Register nominations in progress or potentially
eligible properties mown to that office. So National Register properties
had been previously identified within the survey area.

The I umentary and Literature search was directed to four topics:
(1) the prehistory of the lower Slack Warrior region, (2) the ethnohistory
of the lover Black Warrior region, (3) a particu"ar tnvestigation into the
location and historical circumstances of Black Warrior Tow, a Creek War
settlement of 1813-1814, and (4) the history of settlement of the Tusca-
loosa County area and the survey area in particular.

The archaeological Literature of the region was reviewd and a com-
prehensive bibliography of published and unpublished source materials was
compiled. Documentary research for the ethtohistorical overview, the
historical overview, and the consideration of Black Wartior Town entailed
the use of several sources. Among these were official records for Tusca-
loose County, archival repositories, and libraries in Tuscaloosa, Birming-
ham, and montgoery, Clabama. Eowledgeable local informants were also
intervimmd.

The results of the dociintary and literature revia were employed to
guide the assessmnst of the historical materW remains recovered or
located during the survey.

Field CouSIsIsence

The field zeoce procedures employed within the project area
were adapted to specific surface conditions encountered during the field-
work. Gesrally, four types of field conditions were encountered; (1)
cultivated fields, (2) ares of dense brush sad timber, (3) pasture, self
course, and fallow fields, (L) areas covered by industrial trash or rip-
rap alo g the river baks sseciated with Oliver Lock and Dem.

In cultivated fields, pedestrian transacts were spaced at 20 to 25 a
(65.6 to 82 ft) intervals. A representative sample of artifacts m
collected and the perimeter of each site was defined. Woodlots sad dense
brush were shovel tasted. The shovel tests were placed in trmaGscts 10 to

| 4 15 a (32.8 to 49.2 ft) apart, with sp ecial emphasis placed os testing high
site probability areas. Any area not seasonally Inundated thtcubUght t..e
project area wa, considered as a potential site location. These ares
Included pastures, fallo fields, ad voodlots. ecause of the limited

l .C-1-5



effectivenss of shovel testing for locating sites of low to moderate
artifact density, a series of 50 by 50 cm (1.64 by 1.64 ft) test units was
excavated. These units were located in areas of high probability site
location where the surface could not be readily observed, and where shovel
testing had located cultural deposits. Areas along the Black Warrior
River where erosion exposed bank profiles were inspected for any evidence
of cultural deposits. These field techniques resulted in 100 percent
coverage of the project area.

Following the surface reconnissance. the boundaries of each cultural
deposit were determined ad the site was surface collected. The site
boundaries were dateuineO by a consistant 10 a (32.8 ft) gap in the
artifact concentrations. During the surface collection, emphasis was
placed on collecting culturally diagnstic artifacts, but a sample of the
entire range of artifacts present was obtained.

Testing and Xwe's'ation

The selection of sites for further testing and evaluation was deter-
mined from the quantity and types of artifacts recovered and specific

* gSeorphological. conditions. A series of 50 by 50 ca (1.64 by 1.64 ft)
test units ums excavated In order to evaluate each deposit. lwAn test

*excavation was rmove in 20 ca (7. 9 in) levels.

The Initial eVAAluio of a cultural resource as potentially sigmifi1-
cast ad eligible for nmination to the Ntional Register of listoric
Places (33E) Is based on the presence of vedistwrbed, festures. unplowed
cultural deposits, or subplousoe cultural. depoits. These sites contain
undisturbed deposits and haoe potential to yield important fSaomntiom for
the area history and prehistory. The sites listed in Table I as pots.-
tially NMsignificant posses oue or vore of thes attributes.

There are. howver. a fer sites where limited testing did not locate
ay cultural feature or unisturbed deposits. Thes Sites MdIbit evi-
dance of special purpose activities. O- Is & siagle cgoeism farmtend.
Testing of such sites represents ls" tbM a 0.01 prcn..: sWle of the
site area. Further testing by ronaftL of a gOVle of the plomoin of
sufficient size to provide detegniation of elgibilty is zecon-

A model of local topography nd alluviagie s@ used to develop a
research design for a deep testing progran to be IMIgmnted during the
amt Stage Of investigation as the Oliver lack and Dam project area. The
project area, located on the floodplain immdiately dew stresm from the
Fall Line on the Black Warrior River a: Tuscaloosa, is @maceptible to
rapid alluviation. Deeply buried Prehistoric occupational serf aces are
expected. A river cutof f channel and point ber levee smr the north'.
wes tern end of the project area io one location where buried cultural
deposits may be present.* This -del of f loodplain alluviation is the
basis for delimiting that portion of the floodpl within the impact are
whiLch Will require deep testing.

C-1-6



SITE S1MIA.RY

A total of 49 cultural resources was located and initially evaluated
during this survey. Nineteen sites contained prehistoric components,
twenty-lix sites contained both prehistoric and historic components, and
four sites contained only historic compoaents. Two of these historic
sites are standing structures, the remainder are archaeological sites.
Ten of these sites have been evaluated as potentially eligible for inclu-
sln in the NUP. The site which contains an unplowed deposit is Tu444.
Sites which contain subplovzone features include ITu265, ITu266, Tu4.21,
LTu426, iTu427 and 1Tu436. Sites which contain stratified or subplowzone
cultural deposits include Tu264, Tu421, Tu423, and lTuI27.

l1AhG RLECOOEMiATIONS

The recommndations for mue rmawe il cesting of ten cultural re-
sources are based upon the NRWP evaluation of research potential for these
sites. The scientific evaluation of these sites has been described In
terim of the components represented, the integrity of these deposits, and
the physiographic setting for each site. The sites recomended for Phase
II testing include ITu264, Tu265, 1Tu266, ITuM421, ITu423, ITu426, IMu427,
Tu436, LTu441, and ITU 4. These sites range from unplowed 'iddle and

Late Archaic sites, Late oodland-Mississippian farmsteads, to nineteenth
century homestads.

The Phase 1I fieldwork recoendations have been formulated with the
goal of determining the NUMP significance of each site and obtaining
sufficient information to faciltate the HUMP nomination, and, if aces-
sary, recomdations for impact mitigation for these sites. Four site
evaluation techniques have been suggested according to the specific situ-
ation of each site. These are a 20 percent controlled surface collection
from each sie, deep testing employing a backhoe under the direction of a

oeorhrpologlst, stripping of the plowsone to examine the subsoil for
intact deposits, or features, and the ctcavation a series of 1 m test
units. Each of these four techniques will be employed to evaluate the
archaeological sitas recommnded for further testing.

C-I-7
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APPENDIX C

; ECTION II

404 EVALUATION

1. PROJECT DESCRIPTION

a. Location. The proposed plan is located in the vicinity of

Tuscalcosa, Alabama, approximately 1/2-mile downstream of the existing

William Bacon Oliver Lock and Dam.

b. General Description. The recommended plan consists of the con-

struction of a new fixed crest dam 2,700 feet downstream of the existing

dam, a new larger lock and lock approach channel on the right bank adjacenr

to the proposed dam, a run-of-the-river hydropower plant on the left bank,

and a boat ramp in Mill Creek (Figure 1 of the main report). The component

of this plan which is under the Section 404 requirements is the placement

of the dam structure in tle waters of the Black Warrior River and on its

banks which are cavered in places with sparsely vegetated wetlands, and the

construction of a boat rasp on the banks of Mill Creek.

c. Authority and Purpose. The authority for study of this project is

contained in a resolution adopted on 21 April 1950 by the Committee on

Public Works of the House of Representatives which requested the Corps to

determine whether any modification of the existing navigation project on

the Black Warrior-Tombigbee River System is recommended. The purpose is to

provide a lock of a sufficient capacity to handle river traffic.

d. General Description of Dredged or rill Material.

(1) General Characteristics of Material. Poured concrete.

(2) Quantity of Material. 57,000 cubic yards, for the dam, 8.1

cubic yards for the boat ramp.

(3) Source of Material. Materials would be obtained locally at

the direction of the contrctor.

f C- U -1
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e. Description of the Proposed Discharge Site.

(1) Location. See Figure I of main report.

(2) Size. The dam would extend across the river a length of

approximately 400 feet and would be approximately 45 feet wide at the base,

covering a total of approximately .41 acres. The dam would extend through

approximately .05 acres of river margin wetlands before tying into an

upland area. The boat ramp would be 50 feet long and 16 feet wide. Only

27 feet will extend into the water.

(3) Type of Site. Open Water and River Margin Wetlands for the

dam, and the banks of a small creek for the boat ramp.

(4) Types of Habitat. Flowing riverine system and associated

river margin wetlands.

(5) Timing and Duration of Discharge. Year round during 5-year

construction period.

f. Description of Disposal Method. Coffer cell construction would be

used to construct the dam and the boat ramp.

It. FACTUAL DETERMIIATIONS

a. Physical Substrate Determinations.

(1) Substrate Elevation and Scope. There will be no change in

elevation or slope of the river bottom outside of the dam construction

area. The dam will permanently cover the river bottom. The existing sub-

strate slope at the location of the proposed boat ramp is approximately 20
percent. This slope would become approximately 15 percent upon completioe

of the boat ramp.

' 0
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(2) Sediment Type. The dam and boat ramp would cause no change in

sediment type.

(3) Dredged/Fill Material 4ovement. The dam and boat ramp woull

be stable structures and would not move.

(4) Physical Effects on Renthos. There would be a permanent loss

of benthic habitat as a result of the placement of the dan. No repopula-

tion of benthic organisms would occur on the .41 acres of existing river

bottom which wouli be covered by the dam. There would be an insignificant

effec on other aquatic species which are dependent on the benthos becaus

of the small area affected. The concrete face of the dam would be a suit-

able attachment site for many types of benthic organisms. The placement of

the boat ramp would have a mino" effect on benthos although the surface of

the ramp would provide a substrate for some benthic organisms.

(5) Actions Taken to Minimize Impacts. No actions are possible.

b. Water Circulation, Fluctuation, and Salinity Determinations.

(1) Water:

(a) Salinity. Not applicable.

(b) Water Chemistry. No change.

(c) Clarity. No change.

(d) Color, No change.

(e) Odor. No change.

(f) Taste. No change.

IC-11-3



(g) Dissolved gas levels. No change.

(h) Nutrients. No change.

i) Eutrophication. No change.

(2) Current patterns and circulation:

(a) Current patterns and flow. The area behind the proposed dam

would increase in depth and become wider. There would be no change down-

stream of the proposed dam or upstream of the existing dam or in the

vicinity of the boat ramp.

(b) Velocity. Water velocity would be lessened in the 2,700 feet

between the existing dam and the proposed uam. There would be no change

below the proposed dam, above the existing dam, or in the vicinity of the

boat ramp.

(c) Stratification. No change.

(d) Hydrologic Regime. No change.

(3) Normal Water Level Fluctuations. Water level fluctuations in

Oliver Pool are currently governed by releases from Holt Lock and MA 9.5

miles upstream of the proposed dam site. There would be no charges in

these fluctuations as a result of the proposed dam. There would be no

change in water fluctuation as a result of the boat ramp construction.

(4) Salinity Gradients. Not applicable.

(5) Actions that will be taken to minimize impacts. No actions

are possible.

c. Suspended Particulate/Turbidity Determinations.

C-I1-4



(1) Suspected Changes in Suspended Particulates and Turbidity

Levels on Vicinity of Disposal Site. There would be no long-term change in

suspended particulate or turbidity levels due to this proposed plan. The

use of coffer cells would serve to minimize short-termi increases in turbid-

ity due to construction activities.

(2) Effects on Chemical and Physical Properties of the Water

Colunn.

(a) Light penetration. There would be a short-term decrease in

light penetration due to short-term increased suspended solids and turbid-

ity during construction activities. There would be no significant

iong-term impacts.

(b) Dissolved Oxygen. No effect.

(c) Toxic Metals and Organics. No effect.

(d) Pathogens. No effect.

(e) Aesthetics. No effect.

(f) Others as Parameters. None.

(3) Effects on Biota.

(a) Primary Production, Photosynthesis. There would be a minor

shnrt-ter effect due to decreased light penetration as discussed in

IIc(2)(a) above.

(b) Suspe-sion/Filter Feeders. Same as above.

(c) Sight Feeders. Sime as above.

(4) Actions Taken to Ninimize Impacts. None.

;' : '.'I.C-II-,



d. Contaminant Determinations. The proposed dam and boat ramp con-

struction would not introduce, relocate, or increase contaminants.

e. Aqudtic Ecosystem and Organism Determinations.

(1) Effects on Plankton. Downstream movement of zooplankton and

phytoplankton would be limited by the presence of the proposed dam. How-

ever, the associated lock and lock approach channel would provide an alter-

nate channel of movement for plankton. This provides no change from exist-

ing conditions. The proposed boat ramp would have no effect.

(2) Effects on Benthos. Approximately .41 acres of benthic bottom

habitat would be permanently lost as a result of the placement of the dam.

No repopulation of benthic organisms would occur on the dam site. There

would be only a minor effect on other species which are dependent on the

benthos because of the small area affected. Existing dam would be removed

to elevation 103. The proposed boat ramp would disrupt benthos existing in

the construction area, however, only a small area is affected.

(3) Effect on Nekton. Upstream and dwnstream movement of nekton

would be limited by the presence of the proposed dam. However, the associ-

ated lock and lock approach channel would provide an alternate channel of

movement. This provides no change from existing conditions. The proposed

boat ramp would have no effect.

(4) Effects on Aquatic Food Web. There will he no significant

effects on the aquatic food web.

(5) Effects on Special Aquatic Sites: Wetlands. The existing

wetlands consist of sparsely vegetated areas on the river banks. They

currently provide insignificant values to the overall system because of

their limited size and sparse vegetative covering. Approximately .05 acres

of wetlands would be lost due to the placement of the dam. the proposed

boat ramp would have no effect.

WW0
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(6) Threatened and Endangered Species. It has been determined

that the American alligator (Alligator misrissippiensis) could occur in the

vicinity of Tuscaloosa, Alabama. The lack of suitable habitat in the study

area precludes the presence of the tmerican alligacor therefore, this

species will not be affected by the proposed dam.

(7) Other Wildlife. None considered.

(8) Actions to Minimize Impacts. None possible.

Ili. FINDINGS OF COMPLIANCE OR NONCOMPLIANCE WITH 'THE REs'riT[crlON3 ON

DISCHARGE

a. Adaptation of the Section 404(b)(1) Guidelines to This Evaluation.

No significant adaptation of the guidelines were made relative to this

evaluation.

b. Evaluation of Availability of Practicable Alternative to the

Proposed Discharge Site Which Would Have Less Adverse Imp act on rhe Aquatic

Ecosystem. Two of the alternatives also considered in tLe final array ased

the existing dam and proposed a new lock in the middle of the river with

either a fixed crest spillway or a combination gated and fixed crest spill-

way. Because no new dam construction is involved, there would be no

actions in the proposed construction that would impact wetlands tinder 404

jurisdiction. Section 3.0 of the EIS describes these plans in detail. No

alternatives to thec boat ramp other than no action has been formulated.

c. Compliance With State Water Quality Standards. State Water Qeality

Standarda will be met.

d. Compliance ih Applicable Toxic Effluent Standard or Prohibition

Under Section 107 of the Clean Water Act. Full compliance where

applicable.

e. Compliance With Endangered Species Act of 1973. Full compliance.
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f. Compliance With Specified Protection Measures for Marine

Sanctuaries Designated by the Marine Protection Research and Sanctuaries

Act of 1972. Not applicable.

g. Evaluation of Extent of Degradation of the Waters of the United

States.

(1) Significant Adverse Effects on Human Health and Welfare.

(a) Municipal and Private Water Supplies. No effect.

(b) Recreation and Commercial Fisheries. No significant effect.

(c) Plankton. No significant effect.

(d) Fish. No significant effect.

(e) Shellfish. No significant effect.

S,(f) Wildlife. No significant effect.

(g) Special aquatic sites. None present.

(2) Significant Adverse Effeces on Life Stages of Aquatic Life and

Other Wildlife Dependent on Aquatic Ecosystems. No significant effect.

(3) Significant Adverse Effects on Aquatic Ecosystem Diversity,

Productivity, and Stability. No significant effect.

(4) Significant Adverse Ef fects on Recreational, Aesthetic, and

Economic Values. No significant effect.
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h. Appropriate and Practicable Steps Taken to Minimize Potential

Adverse Impacts of the Discharge on the Aquatic Ecosystem. No steps were

taken as adverse impacts to the aquatic ecosystem were insignificant

overall.

i. On the Basis of the Guidelines, the Proposed Disposal Site for the

Discharge of Dredged or Fill Material is specified as complying with the

requirements of these guidelines.

A
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Fish &Wildlife Coordination Act



United States Department of the Interior
FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE

P.O. Drawr 1197
]Daphne, Al 36526

August 17, 1983

Colonel Patrick J. Kelly
U.S. Anmy Corps of Engineers
P.0. Box 2288
Mobile, Alabama 36628

Dear Colonel Kelly:

Attached is the Formal Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act (P)
Report for the Oliver Lock and Dam portion of the Black Warrior-
Tambigbee River Study. Our report analyzes possible fish and wildlife
resource impacts and identifies mseasures that might reduce or offset
resource losses. We expect that those measures we have identified to
offset resource losses will be incorporated into project plans.

Throughout development of both the Draft and Final F CA 1aports, wm
have coordinated closely with the Game and Fish Division of the
Alabama Deartment of Conservation and Natural Resources and have
incorporated their cuments into our report. We have been informed by
the Division of their concurrence with our report. As soon as we
receive their letter of concurrence, w will forward a cp to you.

We appreciate the opportunity to participate in the planning process.
If you have any questions, please contact Mr. Dwght Cooley of my
staff at 690-2181.

Sincerely,,

Larry E. Goldman
Field Spervisor
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K United States Department of the Interior
FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE

P.O. Drawer 1197
~ iI Daphne, Al 36526

August 17, 1983

Colonel Patrick J. Kelly
U.S. AMy Corps of Engineers
P.O. Box 2288
Mobile, Alabama 36628

Dear Colonel Kelly:

In accordance with the letter of agreement between our agencies for
Fiscal Year 1983, the Fish and Wildlife Service (QWS) has cmpleted
this Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act Report relative to the Oliver
Lock and Dam portion of the Black Warrior-Tambigbee River Study. The
report assesses the impacts of the proposed project upon fish and
wildlife resources, identifies design modifications to minimize
resource losses and outlines mitigative features aimed at offsetting
unavoidable fish and wildlife resource losses. Our report has been
prepared under the authority of, and is submitted in acoordance with
provisions of the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act (48 Stat. 401, as
amended; 16 U.S.C. et seq.). In keeping with the requirements of the
Coordination Act, this report should be attached to, and made an
integral part of, any report forwarded to Congress for consideration.

ARFA DESCRIPTION

The Black Warrior River is formed by the confluence of the Locust and
Mulberry Forks west of Birmingham and flows 45 miles southwest to
Tuscaloosa, then south 120 miles to its junction with the tambigbee
River at Demopolis. Topography in the study area is dominated by low,
gently rolling formations of the Coastal Plain. The study area lies
just south of the Fall Line and elevations apprmcirate 95-123 feet
above sea level along the river and 150-160 feet above sea level in
upland areas.

Oliver Lock and Dwrn is located near Tuscaloosa, Alabama, just
downstream of the point where the Black Warrior River leaves the
Cumberland Plateau formations and begins to flow through the Coastal
Plain. Here the floodplain changes from a narrow, rocky valley to a
broad valley with many strem meanders. The dam, located 346.3 river
miles above Mobile, forms Lake Oliver with an area of 790 acres, a
length of 8.8 miles and a storage volume of 12,400 acre-feet at nomal
pool elevation of 123. The main tributaries of the Black Whrrior
River in the vicinity of Tuscaloosa are Hurricane Creek and North
River.
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Land use within the sudy area is predminately urban develoment in
asciation with the dtie of Tuscaloosa and Northport. Foreed
areas in the proj area are limited to hardwood areas along Ml
Creek near Tuscaloosa and to riparan areas along the Black Warn
River in the vicinity of both Ttucaloosa and Northport. Open fieAI
and mixed p ne-hardwood areas are found in iplands within the
area. Future land ume projections for the stdy area inte that
urban development wil continue to encroach into fored and open
land areas.

FISH AND WILDLIFE RESOURCES

Aquatic Resources

The Black Warrior River supports a diverse aemblage of fre hwater
fishes. Apraidmately UO specs of warmwater fishes are known to
occur in the system (Smith-Vaniz 1968). Specd diversty within the
study area does not approadh that of the system as a whole but many
peci fish utilize the area. Some 18 sped of spot and

commercial fishe are known to occur in the area as well as many other
forage and nongame species

Spec diversty and population levels of fishes in the tdy area
are oontolled by a number of facto s Sec in the main sem of
the iver are limited to those adapted to a dow-moving zesvr
system. Fishes typical of this area incbLe t9=411 largemouth
bass, spotted bass, white crappie, channel catfish, bhm catfi,
]ongnoee gar and dortnose gar in addition to many forage amecs
The gizzard shad is typically abundant in a resvmir system. Speciin
more typical of a fast-moving rivezine system are generally restrcted
bo tributary streams iot directly influenced by waterlievel
manipulation. Fishes typical of this system include bllxxll longear
sunfish, green sunfish, spoted bass and many pecie of minnows
(Cyp: nidae) and darters (Percidae).

The macrobenthic fauna of the project area is poorly known.
Hisoally, 48 %xsdes of native musel and 15 of Mal
are known from the Black Warrior system. Addtonally, 12 specis of
crayfish have been collected. The actual occurrence of any or all of
these pecLes in the project area has not been iocumertd. Some of
these secim have IvobaNy been extirpated from the sysem as a
reult of not only impoundment of the Black War Rivr but also
water quality degradation usulbIng from municpal and indutal
discharge. This is pedall:y true for Lake Oliver and that reach of
the river below Oliver Lock and Dam.

The aquatic rources of Lake Oliver and that portion of the Black
Warrior River flowung thrugh the project area are depressed die to
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water quality degradation. Industrial discharge into Lake Oliver
commences just downstream of Halt Lock and Dam. Between Humcane
Creek and Oliver Lock and Dam, numerous industries discharge into the
Black Warrior River. Almost all of these indutries provide
inadequate waste treatment. Further water quality degradation occur
in the immediate vicinity of Tucaloosa-Northport just above Oliver
Lock and Dam where sx industial plants discharge inadequately
treated wastes, contributing additional pollutants to the Black
Warrior River before it has an opportunity to recover from upstream
discharge (Walls 1982).

In recognition of water quality problems in the area, the Alabama
Water Improvement Commisson has established a use clamfication of
agricultural and industrial water sippy for that portion of the river
from Huricane Creek to Oliver Lock and Dam. Both upstream and
downstream of this stretch, the river is Classified for fish and
wildlife use with the exception of that portion of the North River
upstream of the city of Tuscaloosa water intake which is casfied
for public water supply.

In addition to water quality impacts resulting from industial and
municipal discharges, low flow conditions experienced daring summer
months in the river above Oliver Lock and Dam (U.S. Army 1981)
contribute to depresed water quality and hence, depresed aquatic
resources. These low flow conditions can concentrate pollutants being
discharged into the river, resulting in not only toxic impacts of the
pollutants but also depressed dissolved oxygen (DO) levels. Low DO
levels are known to str aquatic organisms and if DO levels fall
consistently below 5.0 milligrams per liter for extended periods, a
die-off of aquatic organisms can occur. Concurrent with water quality
problems associated with low flow conditions, the amount and quality
of habitat available to aquatic organisms is reduced. During low flow
condtions, aquatic organisms are resticted to deeper channels where
water is available. Typically, these deep channels do not have the
habitat divers ty of shallow nearshcre areas, resulting in I
value habitat available to aquatic organisms.

The above-mentioned factors have resulted in a depressed fiEery in
Lake Oliver. Fishin ue figures for Lake Oliver are indicative of
this. Over the past decade, fishing visitation on Lake Oliver has
been 13.4 percent of that on Lake Warrior immediately downstream and
22.3 percent of Lake Holt immediately upstream. The area immediately
below Oliver Lock and Dam receives the heaviest fishing pre in
the project area. From these figures it is evident that use of Lake
Oliver by fishing recreationls is low.

Fishing access near Oliver Lock and Dam, particularly in the area
immediately downstream of the dam, appears to be limiting rePcreatinal

Sopportunitias in the project area. As mentioned above, the area
downtream of the dam receives the majority of Lake Oliver EWhn
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use. The closest public access below the dam is at Moundvfil, some
20 miles downstream. In order to reach the most intenively fished
area, fishermen must either launch at MoundvMe and travel 20 miles
upstream or launch on Lake Oliver and lock through the dam; boh
time-con mming. Undoubtedly this discourages use of the area.
Accrding to the Alabama SCORP (Alabana Department ct Conservation and
Natural Resources 1981), the demand for fishing op xtuniti in the
West Alabama Pknning MDikt (iUibn Tuscaloosa County) will
increase drastically by the year 2000. Improved acces to the Black
Warrir River is needed to PrOVid for the present and future demand
for fishing opportunities.

Wildlife Resources

Wildlife haitat in the project area is limited to a riparan fringe
along the Black Warrior River, an area of bottomland and upland
hardwood tree species along Mill Creek below the dam and a hardwood
area directly aczs the river from Mill Creek and west of the

scaloosa Golf Course. Large areas cf quality wildlife habitat are
located downstream immediately below the project area and upmeam
above Tucaloosa and Ncrthpcrt. Wil0fe habitat within the immediate
project area is limited. Industtal, redential and urban
development has encroached into the Doodplain leaving only a rparian
fringe of vegetation and isolated forested tracts.

Downstream of Oliver Lock and Dam, the foodplain is broad and
forested tracts are extensve. In this area, the forest is dominated
by bald cyres, water tupelo, overcup oak, water oak, willow oak,
swamp chestnut oak, Shumard oak, water elm, American elm and
sugarberry. Understory species include swamp pzivet, red bay,
flowering dogwood and rattan vine. These ecies are inditive Cf
the forest type formerly exising on project lanls.

Within the project area, water oak, willow oak, cottonwood, black
willw, sycamore, American elm, hackberry and ironwood are common in
riparian areas. In upland areas along the river, loblony pine,
horteaf pine, sweetgum, white oak, mockernut hickrry and beech occur

commonly on high slopes and Wufs. Understory vegetation is
dominated by floweing dogwood, red bay, rattan vine and greenbdar.

Due to urban encroachment into the project area, wildlife use is
limited. Predominant game mammal and furbearer species utilizing the
area include gray squirrel, rabbit, opossum, raccoon and siunk.
Beaver, fox weasel, mink and bobcat are also found here as are
whitetail deer but les fireqently than thoe =e menioned above.
Game bnd utilizing the area include Canada goose, mallard, pmntailt
American wigeon, green-winged teal, wood duck, l scaqp,
buffl ad, common goldeneye, mourning dove, and bobwhite quail With
the exception of the bobwhite quail and mourning dove, ms of thes
bird species are only trarment.
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Use of the area by hunters is limited reflecting the overall low
quality of game populations and their habitat in the project area and
the urban influence of Tucaloosa and Ncrthport. In 1970, only 1.562
huntin visitations were reported for Lake Oliver as compared to
10,501 visitations downstream on Lake Warrior and 5,855 visitatios
Upstream on Holt Lake (Walls 1982). These f&ures are probably
representative of recent use of the area. The majority of hunting
vstiors occ upstream of Tucalo sa and Northport.

Nongame wildlife populations in the project area are dominated by
mall mammal and migratory bird species. Small mammals are common in
the area due to their mosaic of disturbed and open areas in
association with isolated forested tracts. The presence of impounded
waters amociated with open and foresed areas attract many bird
species. While reident bird populations in the area may be limited,
use by transient speciks during faln, winter and spring is extend.vp.
2: has been documented that riparian areas along watercoucses are
extensively used by migrating birds and may be extremely important to
a number of species, eecialy when large tracts of forest are
lacking in the immediate area such as in this case.

4

ENDANGERED, THREATENED AND RARE SPECIES

Endangered and threatened species use of the project area appears to
be limted. There are no known resident populations of endangered and
threatened species occurring in the project area. However, the bald
eagle, golben eagle, peregrine falcon, osprey and swaow-tailed kite
are known to be hasents in the area. According to the FWS
Endangered Species Field Office in Jackson, Misidsip, (reference
February 1, 1982, letter to Mr. Willis E. Ruland, Mobile District,
Corps of Engeers, the American alligator will not be adversely
impacted by the proosed project since there appears to be no %injiable
habtat in the project vinity and the spoil disposal ite asociated
with the projet is in an upland area. if, however, the sce or
location of the project is changed, further coordination will be
required.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

During the planning process for the Oliver Lock and Dam portion of the
Black Warrior-Tomb&ibee River Study, a number of alternatives were
considered. On December 3, 1981, the Mobile District Corps of
Engineers furnished the FWS with five structural alternatives
involving various improvements to the existing facilty and
replacement of the existing facility with a new downstream facility.
On December 23, 1982, the Mobile District, Corps of Enginee
furnished the FWS with five alternabdv revised from those submitted
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previoualy. On January 5, 1983 the Mobile District, Corps of
Engineers submitted to the F W S four alternatives refined from those
submitted in previous correspondence. The following four alternatives
were evaluated by the Carps of Engineers and were included in our
draft Coordination Act Report of February 10, 1983.

Alternative 1 - This alternative involves modifications to the
existing facility. A new larger lock would be consbmcted on the
upland aide of the existing lock. The new lock would replace the old
460 foot by 95 foot lift lock with a new 600 foot by 110 foot lift
lock. This would probably require the relocation of the Mincis
Central Gulf Railroad Bridge to permit acces to the lock firom
upstream. The railroad spur would be relocated to the upland aide of
the new lock.

Alternative 2 - This alternative involves the replacement of the
existing facility with a new lock and dam approximately 2700 feet
dowrtream of the existing facility. The new dam would have a fixed
crest spMlway and a 600 foot by 110 foot lift lock located toward the
right bank. The fixed crest spiliway would be 815 feet in length at
an elevation of 122.9 feet. A stilling basin would not be provided
bacause of the sound rock foundation downstream of the cre&. A flip
basket would be provided at minimum tailwater to reaerate low flow
over the spiliway. Approximately 140 acres of land in three parcels
are planned for disposal areas, and 800 feet of Mill Creek would be
removed during excavation of the lock approach.

Alternative 3 - This alternative involves modifications to the
exsting facility. The old 700 foot fixed crest dam would be replaced
by a 484 foot gated spillway with a new larger 600 foot by 110 foot
Jock located midstream. Normal upper pool elevation would be 123.0
spillway would consist of 7-60 foot gates and 8-8 foot pe. A 60

foot stilling basin would be required for the gated spilway because
of high unit discharges through the spillway.

Alternative 4 - This alternative involves modification to the existing
facility. The old 700 foot fixed crest dam would be replaced with a
combination fixed crest-gated spillway and a new larger 600 foat 110
foot lift lock located at midstream. The replacement dam would
consist of a 408 foot fixed crest spiliway and a 280 foot gated
spillway separated by the new lock and control station. The 280'
gated qpil1way would consist of 4-60 foot gates and 5-9 fxot p rs.

All of the above alternatives were evaluated and analyzed with and
without hydropower production capabilities. The powerhome would be
located on the left bank in alternatives 1 and 4 and on the right bank
in alternatives 2 and 3. In addition, a spoil disposal area large
enough to contain all spoil generated would be located on the nozth
aide of the river between the existing lock and dam and Mill Creek.
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The plans cared to further desgn and evaluation prior to plan
selection were Alternative 2 (downstream lock and dam) and a
comLnation of Alternatives 3 and 4 (nidstream lock at existing dam
and lock) herein referred to as the cormLnation plan. After final
analysis, Alternative 2 has been chosen as the study's selected plan
However, the combination plan is also still being consdered and will
continue to receive additional evaluation in further Project planning.
The selected plan and supporting documentation is described in the
June 1983 Interim Feasibility Report CIFR) and Environmental Impact
Statement for Oliver Lock replacement. Our report ba.ical1y addres
the selected plan and the combination plan and the Corps treatment in
the IFR of FWS concerns and recommendations as expressed in our draft
report of February 10, 1983.

PROJECT IMPACTS

All of the proposed alternatives for the Oliver Lock and Dam portion
of the Black Warriozx-Tombigbee River Study will impact the aquatic and
terresrial resources of the area. Table 1 depicts the components of
each alternative that could negatively impact fish and wildlife
resources. A detailed analyss of the effects of the four
alternatives on fish and wildlife resources follows the table.

TABLE 1 - PROJECT-INDUCED IMPACTS FOR EACH ALTERNATIVE

Cleared Area Disal Material Disposal Area
Component (Acres) Cubic Yards (Acres)

Alternative 1
W/O hydropower 107.5 5,614,600 174.0
With hydropower 130.4 6,224,200 194.0

Alternative 2
(Selected plan)
W/O hydropower 81.0 4,307,300 134.0
With hydropower 90.8 4,498,000 139.0

Alternative 3
W/O hydropower 46.8 3,142,500 98.0
With hydropower 57.3 3,142,500 98.0

Alternative 4
W/O hydropower 51.9 1.923,600 60.0
with hydropower 60.0 2,553,200 80.0
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Aquatic Resources

The selected plan involves dredging and removal of sgnificant amounts
of soil, clearing of areas to accommodate construction, and placement
of spoil material These actions will negatively impact aquatic
reurces in an area where these resources are already depssed due
to urban encroachment and water quality degradation. Dredge spoil
generated would amount to over 4,500,000 CY; area cleared for
corruction would comprise 90.8 acres; and the dispoal area required
is approximately 139 acres. The combination plan would have smilar
levels of impacts, although specific figures have not been made
available to us for use in this report

Dredging operations necessary to construct a new fadlity would impact
aquatic resources initially. These short-term impacts would result
from displacement and loss of macrobenthic organisms and an increase
in downstream sediment loads. As bottom sediments are dredged,
existing macrobenthic populations would be destroyed. These
macrobenthic organisms are an important component of the aquatic
eccystem because they serve as a food source for fishery resources
At the same time, dredging would increase sedimentation in downstream
areas. The influence of sediment upon aquatic organisms is
well-documented and is considered to be the angle greatest pollutant
in the Nation's waters. Sediment tends to settle out in downstream
areas, and as it does, macrobenthic organisms are covered resulting in
their death due to "smothering". This phenomenon results from the
impairment of gill functions. Aquatic resources would probably
recover from dredging operations after initial disruptions as
organisms recolonize dredged areas and areas where sediment is

deposited.
The material excavated during dredging cperations would require
placement and stabilization in upland areas. This could have both
short and long-term impacts upon aquatic resources depending upon the
management of the disposal area. As spoil is placed upon existing
vegetation or the spoil area is cleared to accommodate spoil, detzital
production and export of that area is lost. This organic material
serves as the basic energy source for benthcs and in turn for a large
pfrt of the aquatic food chain. If the spoil areas are maintained in
any use other than plant production, this impact will be long-term.
However, if spoil areas are revegetated and allowed to continue their
function of detbital production, impacts to aquatic resources will be
short-term.

Clearing of upland areas associated with project construction will
have both short and long-term resource implications. IritiaIly,
erosin, sedimentation, and turbidity will increase in downstream
areas due to clearing. These actions will entiay generate the
same short-term impacts alluded to above. Additionally, clearing and
maintenance of formerly vegetated areas in any other use will preclude
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detrital production cf this area. This, in effect will have the same
long-term resource impacts as the maintenance of qxol areas discussed
above.

A detailed analyss of the impacts of the proposed hydropower
generating facilities is not poesble due to the lack of specific
facility design features. Once that information is provided, a

ecific analysis will be provided in a supplemental rqpt. Until
that time, a general discussion of the resource impacts is [rovided.

Aquatic resource impacts res]ting from the rovison of water
power-generating faciities depend upon the capacity of the generating
facility, the deign and location of water intake structures, and the
operation schedule for the plant. Facilities of this type have the
potential to impinge and entrain large numbers of fish, particularly
larval forms, during times when water is being inducted into the
turbines. This phenomenon is compounded when generating occurs during
critical fish migration periods (i.e., adult migration during qng
and vertical migration of larval fish during any 24-hour period).

Intake is also critical to water quality of the receiving body of
water. During summer months, many warm water bodies are inclined to
thermally stratify resulting in a DO sag in deeper strata waters. if
the intake is below this crucial strata, water with depres DO
levels will be inducted through the generating facility and released
downstream. This is in effect a discharge of waters of lower quality
(depressed DO levels) from the facility.

The operation of a single hydropower unit such as proposed could
impact downstream flow conditior, depending on other system
operations. Drastic futaons in river flow as a result of
hydropower "peaking" operations can adversely affect fishery resources
through various impacts to water levels. Additional information
regarding operation of this facility will be necessary to determine
what, if any, impacts occur to fishery resources.

Wildlife Resources

As mentioned above, wildlife habitat in the project area has been
altered by urban encroachment and development. Presently, wildlife
habitat is limited to a riparian fringe along the Black Warrior River,
a large forested tract along Mill Creek, and isolated forested tracts.
Rident wildlife populations consst of those species which are
adapted to an urban environment and which can exist in closeaociation with human disturbance. Use of the area by transient
speies is extensive due to the presence of impounded waters, the
riparian corridor along the river, and the availability of open feld
in association with isolated forested tracts. Land ue patterns for
the area are expected to remain predominantly urban in nature over the
life of the project.
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The selected plan will impact wildlife resources of the area. About
90.8 acres will be impacted by clearing for consztuction and spoil
disposal. Ccnsruction activities, associated with replacement of the
lock and dam, will require that ]ands neesary will be cleared of all
vegetation and root systems grubbed. Spoil disposal areas will be
cleared of all vegetation and soil generated during dredging and
copn erations will be placed on the area and staklie.

Wildlife resource impacts will cover about 229.8 acres of habitat with
the selected plan. While this acreage seems relatively small,

--oruction of the features asoated with the selected plan will
result in the low of a major portion of the available wildlife
habitat in the immediate project vicinity. Most of the habitat os
would be in the spoil disposal area.

Loe of wildlife habitat would be much les if either Alternatives 3
or 4 had been selected or if the combination alternative had been
cam Consruction of the features of Alternative 3 would have
destroyed 144.8 acres of wildlife habitat without hydropower and 155.3
ac s with hydropower. Consruction of Alternative 4 could have
res- dted in the los of 111.9 acrs of wildlife habitat without
hyd&xoower and 140 acres with hydropower. As with the selected plan,
the major portion of habitat low would have been in the spil
diqxal area The combination plan would have involved a Presently
wnquatited amount of habitat, somewhere between the figures of
alternatives 3 and 4.

As stated above, habitat quality in the project area has been reduced
as a result of urban encroachment. Game populations are restricted to
small game qxecies. Lcss of habitat resulting from prject
conixuction will occur primarily in riparian areas important to
transin qecies during their periods of migration, and to oter
wildlife areas important to resident species. The desuction of
wildlife habitat will eliminate nesting habitat for many readent
nongame bird populations and destroy habitat important to trandent
%em during spring and fall migration.

DISC USSIO N

The selected plan, each of the alternatives, and the combination plan
involve adverse impacts o fish and wildlife resources of the area,
the magnitude of which depends upon the size of the project area
cleared and the amount of qxol material dredged and deposted on the
disposal area. Construction and clearing will result in the
destruction of forested habitat, open areas and riyer bottoms. The
Im of wildlife habitat is particularly important when coneldering
the limited amount of such area in the immediate projec vicnity and
the value of such habitat In general. The value of these habitats to
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fish and wildlife resources is a result of their productivity. While
such habitats suain fish and wildlife species, they also provide
detrital input important to the food chain that sustains fish

The effect of the selected plan and the alternatives upon fish and
wildlife resources has been discussed in the Project Impacts section
of this report. Although some species will be affected more than
others, careful planning and implementation of certain mitigative
features can reduce adverse impacts to fish and wildlife resources.
The following discuson will identify mitigative measures that, if
implemented, would compensate for fish and wildlife resources lost as
a result of project implementation.

MITIGATIVE MEASURES

Aquatic Resources

Many of the impacts to aquatic resources resulting from clearing,
dredging and spoil disposal are the consequence of Increased
sedimentation and turbidity. Emphasis should be placed on
construction techniques that will reduce both the short and long-term
effects of these impacts. Obviously, construction activities will
involve heavy equipment and removal of vegetative cover. Resulting
erosion and sedimentation in the Black Warrior River could become
detrimental to aquatic resources. Initiating construction activities
during low rainfall periods, stabilizing cleared areas, implementing
sedimentation control measures and reducing the amount of vegetative
disturbance along stream banks will suksantialy reduce the effects
of erosion and sedimentation on aquatic resources. Aditionaly,
limiting activities during cldical fish spawning periods between
March 15 and June 30 will reduce aquatic resource James.

Hydropower production facilities have the potential to impact fismhery
resources upstream and downstream of Oliver Lock and Dam. Although
specific facility design features have not been provided, mitigative
features exist that ould redue fifshery resource losses and
contribute to improved downstream water quality. These features
involve the itig and location of water intake structures and the
discharge Once specific design and eration features are provided,
the F WS will be in a better position to delinte impacts andrecommend features in d1esign and operation that will reduce fishery

lmsand contribute to improved downstream water quality.

Another mitigative feature that could be implemented is the pr'ov~sion
of a "greenbel" ocrio along the Black Warrior River. Proidn a
greenbelt, eihe through acquisition easement, and restricting
development in the greenbelt would prevent urban encroachment and
resulting pollution and habitat degradation. This could provide fr
the improvement of overall water quality and benefit aquatic species.
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Recreational use of aquatic resources could be azsantily improved
in the project area by providing water acces for recretnists As
noted above, access to the tailwater below the existing dam is
limited. The nearest boat ramp downstream of the dam is at Moundvile
20 miles away. Recreationists must now either launch there or lock
through the dam. The selected plan's provision for a boat ramp below
the replacement dam on Mill Creek would provide easy acces and use of
the tailwater area. This would increase ishing cppoprtunitles which,
according to the Alabama SCORP, there will be a future need for.

Wildlife Resources

Impacts to wildlife resources of the project area would be the result
of habitat deuction by construction activities and spoil disposal.
Table 1 displays the amount of available wildlife habitat destroyed by
implementation of the selected plan and the alternatives. All of the
plans would primarily impact small mammals and reident and migratory
birds by elimination of Aiparian habitat through construction
activities and destruction of isolated forest tracts and open land by
spoil disposal Without implementing mitigative measures to minimize
adverse impacts, small mammals and resident and migratory bird
populations inhabiting these areas would be sgnificantly reduced or
eliminated.

The implementation of mitigation measures on project lands can reduce
the impacts of construction and spoil disposal on wildlife resources.
Such measures can maintain habitat values for those species presently
inhabiting poject lands. Specific habitat-cuiented measres directed
at z the impact of clearing and spoil disposal on wildlife
resources are outlined in the following discuson.

The selected plan would include clearing of 139 acres and its use tof contain spoil generated during dredging and constuction activities.
The combination plan would involve slightly les habitat dezuctim
The area selected for spoil disposal is presently a mosaic of open
meadow and small forested "fingers" of mixed pine-hardwoods and
shrubs. Following deposition of the spoil material this area could
provide a diversity of habitat. This action would minimize and
somewhat offset habitat l mesulting from consution and spoil
disposal. Additionally, those lands presently associated with the
existing lock and dam could be managed in a similar way to increase
value to wildlife, thereby helping to offset loses.

Revegetation of selected portions of the disposal area by planting
hardwood tree species has many advantages over natural revegetation.
Increases in wildlife habitat values can be realized quicker and more
readily If trees of high value (mast production, cover, nestng, etc.)
to wildlife species are planted. Selection of high quality,
productive tree qpeces of more value to wildlife than those which
might naturaly reinvade is enhanced by planting. Derity of tee in
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the replanted area could be controlled and spaced in asch a manner so
as to provide for maximum survival, coverage and productivity.

The management of those project lands identified above is an integral
part of measures aimed at mitigating and/or mimizing impacts to fish
and wildlife resources. Management of lands and waters to be used f
fish and wildlife related pupoes should be accomlished in
accordance with a General Plan developed Jontly by the FWS, the Corps
of Ergineers and the State of Alabama. Such action is approdate
based upon Section 3 of the Fish and Wildlife Cordination Act, the
Procedures of which have been formalized in a Memorandum of Agreement
between the F WS and Corps of Engineeri. The General Plan would
describe the management respono i of the ag involved.
Generally, lands are made available to either the FWS or the state.
Should neither the FWS or the State accept the management option,
other arrangements become appriate, including Corpa management.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The selected plan for Oliver Lock and Dam involves clearing for
cou ion activities and son dopceal resuting from replacement
with a new downstream facility. All of the alternatives analyzed
would have both hort and long-term impacts on fish and wildlife
resources. Aquatic resources will experience predominantly &Kxrt-term
&Staces duwing construction activities and long-term impacts from
Ics of detrital production and export. Wildlife populations will be
impacted by loss of habitat resultiN from coruction activities and
spoil disposaL Alternative 4 was the least damaging alternative,
while the selected plan would entail more subsantial Iaes to
wildlife resources as identified above.

In cxnchsion, it is the obligation of the Federal government to
pursue measures to offset project-induced fish and wildlife resource
loames To fulfill this obligation, the following recommendations are
presented for Incorporation into project plans.

I. Implement measures to minimize fish and wildlife resource impacts
resuling from audon, sedimentation and turbidity, including the
following;

a. Limit all conruction activities and dredging to a time
period other than the critical fish spawning season
between March 15 and June 30.

b. Limit onsUiuion activities during high rinfall peiod.

c. Immediately revegetate all denuded areas

d. Minimize vegetation disturbance asociated with cxbuct:n
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activities.

2. Soil dioal area lands should be managed for fsh and wildlife
production as provided for through the General Plan procedures as
identified below.

3. If a new facility is conructed downstream of the existing
facility, all project lands remaining asocated with the exing
facility should be used for fish and wildlife pxoductio as provided
for through the General Plan procedures as identified below.

4. Revegetate qxml disposal area lands and all oher 1 rojec land
as identified above with hardwood tee siea In order to nxxeme
habitat value and productivity in these areas.

5. A General Plan as provided for in the Fish and Wildife
Coordination Act, should be developed in cooperation with the FWS,
Corpa of Engineers and the State of Alabama for lands identIfied
above.

6. This report should be attached to, and made part of, any
s bsequent submison to Congress requbng or ocumenting need ftw
any addiional funds for planning purposes or constuction f the

Sincerely yours,

cc: ARD-HR, Atlanta, GA
ADCNR, Montgomery, AL
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STATE OF A LA IIA 

iIE'ARTMENT OF CONSERVATION AND NATURAL RESOURCES

I4 NORTh UNION STiREET
MONTGOMERY. AI.IIAMA3 3,if;

IIVI SION OF GAME AND 'FISi
(;k.*4Jk;Et' WAIi.AIE August 16, 1983 'IIARLESD KELLEY

I~44VkNOKDIRECTOR

JPIiIN W IlI'I)NETT 
SAM L Si'ENCER

ASISTANT DIRECTOR

Mr. Larry E. Goldman
Field Supervisor, Daphne E.S. Office
U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service
P. 0. Drawer 1197
Daphne, AL 36526

Dear Mr. Goldman:

The final draft of the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act Report on the
Corps of Engineers Interim Feasibility Report for Oliver Lock Replacement,
Black Warrior River, Alabama, has been reviewed as requested in your trans-
mittal letter of August 9, 1983.

We concur with the description of the project area and the involved fish
and wildlife resources.

Public waters and surrounding lands near urban areas, such as are involved
here, have the potential to support heavy nonconsumptive fish and wildlife use.
In addition, the opportunity exist for hunting and fishing use. However, the
existing project tailwater and downstream reach has experienced low use due toa lack of public access and boat launching facilities.

Fish and wildlife losses are anticipated with the selected plan and other
alternatives. Impacts from erosion of cleared uplands will result in sediment
yield and turbidity of the water column. Similar effects will result from
dredging operations. Wildlife habitat losses will occur from upland clearing
and land inundation. Limited access for public use of fish and wildlife resources
associated with the tailrace and downstream reach need correcting if resource
use is to receive adequate consideration.

The measures advanced in the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act Report
covering the above concerns are appropriate. We understand that proposed plans
include a public access area with boat launching ramp on Mill Creek immediately
downstream of the lock and dam. Such facilities are needed to insure public
use opportunity of project associated fish and wildlife resources. Inclusion
in the final plan of measures advanced to protect the resources and provide for
public use will insure consideration of fish and wildlife resources as provided
for in the Fish and Xildlife Coordination Act.

S(-
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Mr. Larry E. Goldman -2- August 16, 1983

The Game and Fish Division of the Alabama Department of Conservation and
Natural Resources appreciates the opportunity to provide the above comments.
Please keep us advised of project progress. Should changes occur in project
design or planning, we would appreciate the opportunity to review and provide
comments if warranted.

Sincerely yours,

Charles D. Kelley
Director

CDK/bjc

5
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I APPENDIX 1)

SECTION III

CO?1?ENTS FROM THE GENERAL PUBLIC

The public involvement program for the Black Warrior-Tombigbee Waterway

Project consisted of public meetings, public workshops, environmental work-

shops, public information brochures and fact sheets.

The public involvement plan was designed to proceed in 3 general phases,

shown as follows:

a. Determine the problems of the area by meeting with Federal and

local governments, navigation interests, civic organizations and

the railroad;

b. Consultation with groups to develop various plans to solve

problems and needs; and,

c. Work with the public to identify and properly manage the changes

which might occur under the various management plans.

Determine the Problems

* !An initial stage public meeting was held on 22 August 1950 in Tuscaloosa,

Alabama to determine the public interest in modifications of the existing

navigation project on the Black Warrior-Tombigbee Rivers. The majority of

the comments made were in favor of improving the navigability of the

rivers. Suggestions were: straightening the rivers; increase channel

dimensions to 250-feet by 12-feet; replace existing locks, with the

exception of William Bacon Oliver Lock, with 600-foot by 110-foot

dimension locks. Other suggestions were to increase flood control along

the rivers and develop hydropower resources.

An initial stage public meeting was held on 19 May 1970 in Tuscaloosa to

determine the public interest in replacing :he existing William Bacon

Oliver Lock and constructing cutoffs at critical bends and general

widening and developing. The majority of comments made were in favor of

replacing the lock with a new lock with dimensions 600-feet by 110-feet.

This size, as stated, would be comparable with lock sizes upstream and

downstream of Oliver Lock and would, in their perception, prevent Oliver

Lock from becoming a bottleneck preventing full utilization of the waterway.

Several comments favored cutoffs and channel improvements.
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On 28 March 1974 as the draft report presenting replacement alternatives

of Oliver Lock was nearing completion, a public meeting was held at

Tuscaloosa, Alabama. The purpose of the meeting was to present the alter-

natives developed and receive public comment on the ;tlciziaLivos. The majerity

of the comments made were in favor of a new lock, with A 600-foot

by 110-foot, and dam located immediately downstream o1 tI.e . , ]ot -L'nd

dam. Also, a few comments were made expressing a deqiv' .rrptwcr.

flood control, and channel improvements. A final publi Ul.' il

Tuscaloosa, Alabama on 12 April 1983 with approximate! 0' pr-: r: t e di ig.

Comments made at that meeting were very favor3bie towt. , p ,, t , 9

Oliver Lock with a larger lock.

Copies of the notices znnoruncing these meetings are irt, ritAed in ihJ,- secl .i.

There were three other public meetings held related L.) ti,. oeral I Bri -3-iidv:

29 June 1976 Demopolis, Alabama; 18 October 1977 Mobilt-, Alabam.; a rd,

20 October 1977 Demopolis, Alabama. Transcripts of all the pblic roetigs

are available in the Mobile District office. A publi,- irlormn1ton brochure

addressing the overall BW"T study including Oliver Lock was zie:a-;e(i in Ma- 1981

in preparation for several workshops to be held in Jun#, 198i. Arendance

at those workshops was ninimal.

This sectien also contains comments from the general public made prior to the

release of the draft report in March 1983.

D
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CORPS OF ENGINEERS, U. S. ARMY

OFFICE OF THE DISTRICT ENCINEER

MOBILE DISTRICT

?3Ol GRANT SREET

MOBILE, ALABAMA
2b July 1950

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING ON THE WARRIOR AND TOMBIGBEE RIVERS

The District Engineer has been directed to make a preliminary examina-
tion of the Warrior and Tombigbee Rivers pursuant to the following resolution

adopted 21 April 1950.

'Resolved by the Committee on Public Works of toe House of

Representatives, United States, That the Board ot Engineers for

Rivers and Harbors be, and is hereby, requested to review the

reports on the Warrior and Tombigbee Rivers, Alabama and Mississippi,

submitted in Hoose Document No. 276, 75th Congress, 1st session, and

previous reports, with a view to determinirg wheth -r any modification

of the existing navigation project on thest streams between Mobile

and Birmingham. Alabama, is advisable at tiis time."

In order that the required report riy fully cover the matter, a Public

hearing will be held in the Alabama Power rompany Auditorium, located at

the corner of Broad Street (5th St.) and 23rd Avenue in Tuscaloosa. Alabama,

on Tuesday. 22 August 1950 at 2"00 p.m. (c.s.t.).

For your information, the present project provides it, all-year channel

9 feet deep and 200 feet wide, where practicable, from the mouth of Chickasaw

Creek at Mobile, Ala. to mile 447.6 on the Sipsey Fork, mile 444.6 on the

4Mulberry Fork and mile 420.6 on the Locust Fork of the Warrior River. The

original project completed in 1915 provided an 8-foot depth by the construc-

tion of 17 dams and 18 locks and by dredging and clearing the channel of

* snags where necessary. Modification of the existing structures has provided

the 9-foot depth. In recent years, a new lock ard dam has been construcied

near Tuscaloosa, Ala. to replace original locks 10, 11, and 12; a cut-off

channel 9 feet deep and 150 feet vide and about 1.4 miles long dredged near

Sunfiower Bend; and, crest gates 12 feet high placed on top of dam 17.

Approved work that remains to be completed on the project consists of the

lengthening of the spillway at lock I and the construction of a new lock and

dam near Demopolis to replace existing locks 4, 5, 6, and 7.

All interested parties including representatives of iederal, State,

County, and mnicipal agencies, those of commercial, industrial, civic, high-

way, railroad, and waterway transportation interests, and property owners

concerned are invited to be present or representEd at the above time and

place. They will be afforded ful? opportunity tc express their views con-

cerning the character and extent of the improvement desireJ and the need

and advisability of its execution. Sponsors of the improvements desired ant.

the economic justification of the undertaking. Opposing interests are

also urged to state the reasons for their position.

Oral statements will be heard but for accutacy of record all important

facts and arhuments should be submitted in writing, in quadruplicate, as the

records of the hearing will be forwarded for consideration by the Department

of the Army. Written statements may be handed tc the undersigned at the

hearing or mailed to him beforehand.

Please bring the foregoing to the attention of persons known to you to

be interested in the matter.

Is/

$W. K. WILSON JR.
rol., Corps i.f Engineers

District Engineers
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U. S. ARMY ENGINEER DISTRICT, MOBILE

CORPS OF ENGINEERS
P. 0. BOX 2288

MOBILE, ALABAMA 36601

22 April 19/0

,, OTICE OF PP1BLIC fiEARING O TilE BLACK WARRIOR-TOMBIGBEE WATERWAY PROJECT, ALABAIA

PIurstlttait, t ,-solution adopted 21 Atpril 1950 by the Public Works Committee,
I iti'd Sta1tes louse of Representatives, which Congressional authority is stated

* the revrr'e side hereof, the District Engineer has b.en directed to prepare a
i'-rvc-y repoct on thr" BI-ick Warrior-T-abigbee Waterway project to deternine it any

m,,dificatiots thereof are advisable.

For y,,ur information, the existing Federal project provides for a 9- by 200-foot

caqalt,,vd channel from M-)bile to the vicinity of Birmingham. The improvement

pre.zent'v includes six locks aind dants, of which one lock (Bankhead) is double lift.

Four locks have inside hamehcr dimensions of 110 by 600 feet; one (Oliver at

Tusc.lo sa) has dimen.iions of 95 by 460 feet; and one (Bankhead) is 52 by 285 feet

(double lift). A replacement lock for Bankhead (single lift, 110 by 600 feet) has
been authorized and first construction funds were made available in FY 1970.

Modifications which may be considered consist of, but are not limited to, replace-

ment of the 95- by 460-foot William Bacon Oliver Lock at Tuscaloosa with a lock
having cha-iber dimensions of 110 by 600 feet comparable to others on the waterway,
provi-ion of cutoffs at critical bends, and general widening a'ld deepening.

In order that the required report may fully cover the matter, a public hearing will

be held in BALLROOM NO. 3 AT THE STAFFORD HOTEL, TUSCALOOSA, ALABt4A, AT 1:30 P.M.,
ON'l TUESDAY, 19 MAY 1970.

All interested parties are invited to be present or represented at the public hear-
ing, including representatives of Federal, State, county and municipal agencies,
and those of commercial, industrial, civic, highway, railroad, and water transpor-

tation interests, and property owners concerned. They will be afforded full oppor-
tunity to express their views pertinent to the project in question. Sponsors of
the project are urged to present factual material bearing upon the economic justi-

fication for the project:_ Opposing interests, if any, are also urged to state the

reason for their opposition.

Oral statements will be heard but for accuracy of record all important facts and
arguments should be submitted in writing, in quadruplicate. Written statements may

be handed to the undersigned at the hearing or mailed to him beforehand.

Please bring the foregoing to the attention of persons known to you to be inter-

ested in the matter.

+

PAUL D. SONTAG
* LTC, Corps of Engineers

Acting District Engineer
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
MOBILE DISTRICT, CORPS OF ENGINEERS

P. 0. BOX 22GB
MOBILE, ALABAMA 39628

RK11LV TO

A NTO 1SAMEN-PD 28 February 1974

ANNOUNCEMENT OF PUBLIC MEETING

ON

BIACK WARRIOR-TG4BIGBEE WA.TERWAY PROJECT, ALABAMA

MEETING TO BE HELD AT 7:00 P.M.
ON 28 MARCH 1974
IN BALLROOM 3, RAMADA INN DOWNTOWN,

TUSCALOOSA, ALABAMA

The Corps of Engineers is conducting survey studies pursuant to a
resolution adopted 21 April 1950 by the Public Works Committee,
United States House of Representatives, to determine the varioe's

* alternatives, if any, that can be justifiably taken to improve che
existing waterway. An initial public meeting on this subject was

held in Tuscaloosa 19 May 1970.

The existing Federal project provides for a 9- by 200-foot channel
from Mobile to the vicinity of Birmingham. The improvement presently
incluci~es six locks and dams, of which one lock (Bankhead) io dolible-
lift. Four locks have inside chamber dimensions of 110 by 600 feet;
3ne (Oliver at Tuscaloosa) has dimensions of 95 by 460 feet; and one
(Bankhead) is 52 by 285 feet. A single-lift replAr-ment lock for
Lank'nead, 110 by 600 feet, is presently under construction and should
be opened to tratfic in 1975.

O)ur stiudies have progressed to the point whe rn rrcticaihle alternative
--obitions have b~en defined. The alternativors include replacement, of
t1;cn pri.sent Willi~ci Bacon Oliver Lock and Dam with a new structure con-
si:-ting of a 110- by 600-foot lock, and a dam rontaining both a gated
and fixed crest spillway. Three alternative sites wore inve'itigated
for the replacemen~t damn aad lock. Also, the possibiJlity of rtplftcinL
th extsting lock, with one landward of the present rite, and retaining
the existinig daim, was investigated. These Alternatives nre shown an
the attnched ma i. An on'vironmental asses~mpt. of these alternatives
is included with this announcement. The purpose of the meeting is to
p--elzen for consideration an'I gener..: reactioa. ini~ormation on these
te'rnative neans for providing navigation improvements for the
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authorized project. Details of the considered alternatives will be
discussed at the public meeting.

separate studies were made of 11 possible sites for cutoffs and ease-
ment of bends downstream of Tuscaloosa. More detailed investigations
will have to be made of these sites before further consideration can
be made as to their merits. If study results on any of these cutoffs
seem favorable, another public meeting will be held to present the
findings and to obtain public comment.

All interested individuals, groups, and agencies are invited and urged
to be present or represented -t this meeting. Everyonevill be given
an opportunity to express his views and furnish specific data on all
aspects of the study, including technical, economic, social, ecological,
and environmental material. Statements should be supported by factual
material insofar as practicable.

For accuracy of record, all important facts and statements should be
submitted in writing. Written statements may be handed to the pre-
siding officer at the meeting, or may be mailed beforehand to:

District Engineer
U. S. Army Engineer District, Mobile
P. 0. Box 2288
Mobile, Alabama 36628

Statements so mailed should indicate that they are in response to
this announcement. All statements, both oral and written, will become
part of the official record on this study and will be made available
for public examination unless specified as confidential.

Full consideration will be given to the views presented prior to mak-1ing a recommendation to higher authority. However, this cannot be
taken as an indication that -he Federal Government will undertake
.&ny improvements or programs. Although the study may result in recom-
mendations for undertakings by the Federal Government, their accomplish-
ment will depend upon further funding by the Congress.

F'lease bring this announcement to the attention of anyone you know
who is interested.

2 Incls DRAKE WILSON
1. Map Colonel, CE
2. Environmental District Engineer

considerations

C)
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ALTERNATIVE PLANS
FOR REPIACEMEMT OF

WILLIAM BACON OLIVER
LOCK AND DAM

ENVIRONENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

A. Eavironmentt1 SettinR.

The Black Warrior-Tombigbee River Waterway basin includes the

drainage area of all of the Black Warrior River and the greater
portion of the Tombigbee River. Only the upper reaches of the
Tcmbigbee lie within the State of Mississippi; hence, the basin as

defined for most Waterway purposes is restricted to the confines of

Alabama. The basin extends southerly from the divide of the Tennessee
River in northwest Alabama and is bounded on the east by basins of the
Cousa, Cahaba, and Alabama rivers and on the west by the upper Tombigbee
and the Escatawpa drainage systems. The Black Warrior River is formed
b7 the junction of the Locust and Mulberry forks approximately 20 miles
west of Birmingham and flown southwestward 45 miles to Tuscaloosa and
thence southward 120 miles to its junction with the Tombigbee River at
Demopolis 216 miles above Mobile. From its head above the John Hollis
Bankhead Lock and Dam, the Black Warrior River falls 182 feet in four
pools to Demopolis and from Denopolis, the Tombigbee falls an additional
76 feet in two pools, providing a total lift of 258 feet over a waterway
distance of 463 miles from the point of origin to the confluence with
the Alabama River some 45 miles north of Mobile.

Tito overall basin lies in two distinct physiographic provinces which
exhibit both topographic and geologic contrasts. Soil types, the nature of
vegetation, land-use patterns, economic factors, and the general environ-
mei-tal setting are influenced by the contrasting geologic and physiographic
eiements. The northern part of the basin is situated in the Cumberland
'Iateau, a subdivision of the Appalachian Plateau physiographic province.
.ne Plateau exhibits topographic features characteristic of a submaturely

ditssected upland developed largely upon massive sandstones and indurated
sa'ies of Paleozoic geologic age. The rocks are warped gently into a broad
*viclinal fold interrupted in the eastern sector by sharp anticlinal folds
el.nosing older Paleozoic rocks. Elevations range from 1500 feet in the

•,rt'i to 500 feit in the south where Paleozoic strata gradually dip beneath
-,, ; ,,,ry rocks of the East Gulf Coastal Plain sector of the Coastal Plain
.rovince.

3epreting the Coastal Plain from the Appalachian Plateau is the Fall
iL--. - dissected upland belt with a few broad, flat ridges separated by

•l*ty.-; r..gii g from 100 to 200 feet in depth. The Fall Line Hills,
a mRxtmLn width of 50 miles in western Alabama, uccupy a zone of

clexir 'here falls and rapids develop in streams as they descend from
resisr.1w ?aleozoic rocks to the less resistant sandstones and clays of the
~o55aI t'L?in. The East Gulf Coastal Plain is underlain by sedimentary rocks

0 M.esozoic and Cenozoic geologic ages that dip toward the south or southwest

Incl 2
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It rates of 20 to 45 feet per mile. Topographically, the coastal Plain
be described as a low, gently rolling surface characterized by

aruate and sub-parallel valleys and cuestas reflecting differential
r.,;stance to erosion of the sediments forming the plain. Siltstone,
,,dstone, buhrstone and poorly indurated clay gravels form the cuestas

,nreas the intervening valleys are generally underlain by chalk, marl,
clay, and friable sandstones. To the south of the Fall Line Hills is a

!eries of southeasterly trending hilly belts temed respectively the
3lack Prairie Belt, ChunnennuggLe Hills, Flatwoods District, Southern
14d Hills, Buhrstone Hills, and Lime Hills District. Elevation of the
Coastal Plain ranges from approximately 500 feet above sea level at the
Fall Line to about 40 feet at the south extremity of the project area.
Inconspicuous anticlinal folds and faults break the otherwise uniform
structural attitude of the Coastal Plain sedimentary rocks.

Oliver Lock and Dam is located slightly downstream of the point
where the Black Warrior River begins to flow over Coastal Plain sediments
and leaves the rocks of the Cumberland Plateau. In Lake Oliver the river

-.alley changes from the typical mature erosional stage to a broad valley
with numerous stream meanders and characteristics of an older stage of
development. The Coker Formation of the Tuscaloosa Group (Upper Cretaceous
age) consisting of massive, porous sandstones and varicolored clay-shales

overlaps Pottsville sandstones and shales in this area. Pleistocene
terrace sands and gravels and a silty red plastic clay subsoil characterize

the upstream portion of Lake Oliver. A variety of sandy loams of the
Creenville-Faceville association suitable for agriculture, pasture, and
timber growth develop in the area near Oliver Lock and Dam.

Oliver Lock and Dam is located 346.3 river miles above Mobile, Alabama,
within the corporate limits of the City of Tuscaloosa. The dam forms Lake

*Liver which has an area of 790 acres, a length of 8.8 miles, and a storage
voe of 12,400 acre-feet at normal pool elevation 123. Lake Warrior is

located downstream of Oliver Lock and Dam, and has an area of 7,800 acres,

a length of 82.5 miles, and a storage volume of 49,000 acre-feet at normal
pool elevation 95.

The flow in the Black Warrior River at Tuscaloosa is governed by releases
ri upstream projects. All flow leaving Lake Oliver is passed over the

•ed crest spillway. The main tributaries of the Black Warrior River in
t:.t vicinity of Tuscaloosa are Hurricane Creek and North River. Hurricane
C*reek has an average flow of 146 cfs (1952-1969) and a median 7-day low

;Ow of 8 cfs (1939-1962). North River has an average flow of 527 cfs
1931-1963) and a median 7-day low flow of 27 cfs (1939-1962). The Black

-arrior iver at Tuscaloosa has an average flow o' 7,505 cfs (1894-1902,1928-1971)
a median 7-day low flow of 220 cfs (1939-1962).

The Alabama Water Improvement Commission has established use classifi-
Cations for the Black Warrior River. The river near Tuscaloosa is classi-
fied as follows:

Holt Lock and Dam to Hurricane Creek - fish and wildlife

r
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HurricanCreek to Oliver Lock and Dam - agricultural and industrialwater supply

Oliver Lock and Dam to Warrior Lock and Dam - fish and wildlife.

Alt tributary streams near Tuscaloosa are classified for fish and

wildlife with the exception of that portion of North River above the

T,;scaloosa water supply dam which is classified for public water supply.

The lower standard for the majority of Lake Oliver emphasizes the

-!azttude of wastes entering this reach. Six industrial plants in the

&-,,|t-,-scaloosa area, none of which provides adequate warte treatment

p present, contribute additional pollutants to the river before the

strean has an opportunity to recover from pzevious lotdings. One coal

*.shing operation discharges treated waste into HurricaneCreek. The

* present domnestic waste loading consists of 0.40 million gallions per
L av (MGD) of adequately treated effluent from the City of Northport.

he approximately 4 MGD discharge from Tuscaloosa's primary treatment

plant enters the river 21 miles downstream from Oliver Lock and Dan.

The average annual rainfall in the area is approximately 54 inches
" which is well distributed throughout the year. There is some seasonal

variation with about 41 percent occurring during the 4-month wet period
of January through April and about 18 percent during the 3-month dry
period of September through November.

The average annual temperature of the area is 62 degrees F. The
vi ,r, al aenthly temperature ranges from about 46 degrees F in January to
bout 82 degrees F in July. A minimum of -17 degrees F and a maximum of

110 degrees F have been recorded in the area. The normal frost-free
oerlod of seven months lasts from April to October.

The prevailing winds are from the north in the fali and winter, and
:rom the south in the spring and summer. March is the most windy month
with an average speed of 8.5 mph while October has the least wind with an
!evrage speed of 4.4 mph. The average wind speed for the year is 6.5 mph.

A ntzber of historical and archeological sites exist along the Black
Zarrior River. Within the City of Tuscaloosa are Capitol Square and the
;Id Tavern, several homes of antebellum vintage, and structures located
"i the ca.ipus of The University of Alabama. Indian sites in Tuscaloosa
.It:ncy inclide Tuskaloujas on the Black Warrior River, an aboriginal

.'illaEe first recorded in 1707. Noneof the sites would be affected by

-le replacement of Oliver Lock and Dam.

O!iv.er Lock and Damn is located in Tuscaloosa County which has a total
.r.a of 857,600 acres. The land use breakdown of the county in 1964 was
:irest land, 690,000 acres; crop land, 44,964 acres; pasture land, 87,6, 8
'res; other farm land, 6,410 acres; and land not in farms or forest,
29.218. The forests in the county are made up of approximately 40 percent
• ftvood 3nd 60 percent hardwood. Cotton, corn, hay, and cattle are the
iin aricultural enterprises in the county.
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The total population of Tuscaloosa County was 76,036 in 1940 and 116,029

7 1)Q7. Tuscaloosa and Northport are the major cities in the county and
.a. po)ptlations in 1970 of 65,773 and 9,435, respectively. Approximately

vcent of the county's population lived in the Tuscaloosa-Northport
'., .n 1970.

The industrialization of Tuscaloosa County has resulted in higher
%in,,0s for the residents. The 1970 census figures indicate median family
.come for Tuscaloosa County and the State of Alabama of $7,435 and $7,266,
respectively.

Vegetatively, the project area is located within the general inter-
gradation of the northernmost liait of the southern floodplain forest and the
oak-hickory-pine forest. The forest types typical of the oak-hickory-pine
complex occur on the higher, drier slopes with representative plants of the
southern floodplain forest in the swamp areas and floodplain along the Black
warrior River.

The oak-hickory-pine forest covers a large portion of Alabama. In its
undisturbed state, this forest is thought to have consisted primarily of
hardwoods with single or small clusters of pines intermixed. Scattered
stand% of pines are a comon feature of this area, and in the absence of
disturbances these stands are eventually replaced by a mixed oak-hickory-
pine forent. Dominant species of this forest include bitternut, mockernut,
naid pignut hickories, white oak, post oak, northern and southern red oak,

SIo'.loly and shortleaf pine. On drier ridges, Virginia pine and scarlet
oak become dominant, whereas on wetter sites yellow popular, Shumard oak,
willow oak, live oak, and bay magnolia occur frequently. The oak-hickory-
pine forest is very rich in tree species, but many are limited in distri-

Downstream of Oliver Lock and Dam the Black Warrior River has a well
developed southern floodplain forest that remains distinct as the river
:lows through different vegetative zones. This forest is typically dominated
av tupelo gum, bald cypress, pecan, and several species of oak, particularly
• t ard oak, overcup oak, water oak, willow oak, laurel oak, and swamp
cnestnut oak. Other species that are coon in this forest include swamp
Privet, red bay, water elm, American elm, cabbage palm, sugarberry, and
rj:tan vine.

Wter oak, willow oak, sycamore, river birch, eastern cottonwood, black
-: low, red mulberry, planer tree, ironwood, American elm, and hackberry are
•.-o trees along the river bank in the immediate project area. Loblolly
•,:.I shottleaf pine, sweetgum, beech, laurel oak, and mimosa occur on the
" slopes and bluffs along the river. The largest of these trees are about
, feet in height and 2.5 feet in diameter. Various shrubs, vines and

Dramhles occur as understory vegetation. Significant stands of marketable
Pe timber are absent.
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The banks of the Black Warrior River near the City of Tuscaloosa are
the home of two of the rarest plants in the vorid--Croton alabamens and
.;evusia alabamensis. -Coo alabamnsis was first discovered along the
.ahuia iver in 1877 and is known to exist presently at only a few local-

itie.in Tuscaloosa and Bibb counties along the Black Warrior and Cahaba
rivers, respectively. Newusis alabamensis, a monotypic species, is also
o shrub. it was first discovered in 1957 along the left bank of the
31ack Warrior River just above the City of Tuscaloosa.

small populationsa of the southern gray squirrel, cottontail rabbit,
and opossum occur In the project area. Smaller mammals are present in
t!.e open disturbed areas. Other inainslian species which may be present
are armadillo, chipmunk, gopher, beaver, fox, raccon, weasel, mink,
skunk, otter, and bobcat. The smaller mammals are more common in the
o'pen areas and along the forest edge. The whitetail deer may be a fre-
quent visitor to the area.

The bird popula' tion of the Black Warrior-Tombigbee river system is
hot)h extensive and varied. This includes birds which utilize as habitats
the impounded waters, shallow waters, and mud flats and sand bars. Some
1Wt or more bird species including game birds and rare species inhabit
the basin. The common loon, double-crested cormorant, the mergansers,
*.-.d northern phalarope are particularly adapted to the deep-water impound-

* -curs.Transient and rarely-seen species are: bald eagle, golden eagle,
-;'irp-shinned hawk, Cooper's hawk, osprey, peregrine falcon, swallow-tailed
kte, Mississippi kite, and sandhill crane. Game birds in the basin in-

Sseveral varieties of geese and duicks, among them: Canada Zoose,
im..iiard, pintail. green-winged teal, and wood duck. It is highly probable
t ,! many of these birds rarely occur in the project area or are only
iragsient members of the bird population in the vicinity of the present

Turtles, lizards, and snakes comprise the bulk of the reptilian fauna
11, the project area. Few snakes aside from those of the genus Katrix, the
"'Ittonrnouth, and copperhead are closely associated with water. Salamander.
tr~gs and toads comprise the amphibian population along the river.

Pu to the close proximity of human activities (the City of Tuscaloosa
_)n tive left bank and the City of Northport and Tuscaloosa Airport on the

Ttbank) poor quality wildlife habitat Is found in the project area. This
'.is reflected in that only 1,562 hunting visitations were reported for

.e veer 1970 (which is representative of the past four years) for Lake
":iver. This ccxapares with 10,501 hunter visitations for Lake Warrior and
,55 for Hlolt Lake. The majority of the hunting visitations at Lake

"1 lver ocure on the river above the urban centers of Tuscaloosa and North-

According to William F. Smith-Vani's Freshwater Fishes of Alabama.
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ipecies of fishes are kam to occur in the Black Warrior River

with nie : htr sp, c es probably being found in the river

0. ., .odn dtriboti.-- and/or hhbitat requirements of these
.eCples, athough .le, erAlly classified as sport

,,thavye eo _i1,i vajue, and 12 forage fishes are adapted to
I.' , ,T e ; - 'e reseivoirs. Commercial varieties include
catfl.Ji, s;unfi.sh, crappie, drum, and others. Principal
,, ';por! ftr are: bluegill bream, largemouth bass, salmoides;
IS bssand whIte c-appie. Channel catfish and blue catfish are

)n trr:t line!;. Amo:,g rhe forage fishes, minnows, shiners, chub

and sid are common The gizzard shad is generally abundant. The long-

r.O,~s a.id :dortnose gars, cht bowfin and the American eel are of limited
c,%=eri, i or spor- ;alue. The American eel spawns in salt water, and
generally does not migrate above the dams.

:ak OliAer is not hc;.vily fished due to poor water quality created
:,v :r.;ustrial and darL.-sLiC wastes. The area immediately below the pre-

a received the heaviest fishing pressure in the project area.
T'e utilization of Lake Oliver for fishing is summarized in the following
:,4ures tar the year 1970, representative of the past four years (Lake
'-rrior downstream and Holt Lake upstream are included for comparative
purposes):

Warrior Oliver Holt
rishing Visitations 201,549 26,974 120,995
(or.:ercial Projects 3 0 10

Number Taken 23,400 0 78,000
Gane Fish Harvesred 162,075 43,220 140,465

t.a 3niel catfish, blue catfish, and carp are the principal comercial species
-mimoniv caught.

The species composition and number of species of the molluscan fauna
presently inhabiting the streams of the Black Warrior-Tombigbee drainage
'.'ster is not known with certainty, although 48 species of native mussels
:'eiecvpoda) and 15 species of snails (Gastropoda) have been noted in the

pact as inhabitants of tIhe waterway. Some 12 species of crayfish (Crustacea)
'save l"-ei reported fror rranage system. Some of the shellfishes have
P"'iqlv been extitpste . as a result of the impoundments and/or the attendant
,'.ti on. This woud be expecially true for the waters cornprising Lake

A l.r tnd that reach of the Black Warric, below the present dam.

• '._essment of Adverse Environmental Effects.

71. following tabulation is a listing of the adverse envirormuental effe-ts
-. u'ould occur with implementation of the project. The adverse effects

S'.ve be established for each of five alternatives: Alternative I -

placement lock locattd lardward of existing lock; Alternatives II, III and

Replacement locks and dams located .5, 1.6, and 2.6 miles downstream from
"~ existing lock and dam, respectively; and Alterrative V - 1o improvement
Scot-tinmation of present conditions.
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Black Warrior -~ Thr.b,'goee
Rivers Feasibility Sr'idy

-~ PUBLIC INFORMATION BROCHURE

U.S. Ars~v f'~mve ff-:i-sers, Mobile Diauict MAY 1961

* P.O. Box 2288 Mobile, AL 36623

Feasibility Study Continuing
The U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, Mobile
District is continuing a study of the Black

K Ill Warnor-Tomb.gbee Rivers (BWT). The study
LOIK A has identified numerous water resource

AWROEEN L& D problems and needs and public concerns per-
-~ taining to the future development of the BWT

* Birminghem
COLUMBUS LSD JONHLI STUDY PURPOSE

BAN KNEAD LAD
ALICEVIL HOLT LSD The study is intended to provide information

LSD ILLIAM BACON that will aid in the planned development of the
OLIVER La 0 BWT from the Federal, State and local view-

g points. Careful planning is necessary tu in-
GIEVLEA LA sure that a balance is maintained between

LS D WARRIOR L& D economic development and the human and
natural environment.

M IS S Dowopolls
D EMOPOLIS LSD STUDY AUTHORITY

A House Public Works Committee resolutionI adopted 21 April 1960 requested a review of
MILLERS FERRY reports to determine MWe advisability of

LSB 0 modifications of Ohe existing navigation pro-

COFFEEVILLE LAD 0ec on the Black Warrior and Tombigbee
CLASONE DRivern bewe PMble and Birmingham,
CLAIBRNE IN DAlabama. On 19 April 1076. the Subcom-

I mitts. on Public Works. Committee on Ap-
propriations, United States Senate and House

* of Representatives were advised that the
Corps proposed to expand the scope of the
study to address is e1 ned sthiffets of the
combined navigation trfftic Of the
Tennesses-Tombigbs Waterway (TTWW)

I fand OWT on the portion of MW Torrbigbss
luu..G ENERAL River below Demopolis. Alabama. Con-
g ~MAP curianl in tile proposal was obtal..ed from

tile Senate on 23 April 1076 aind fromi til
House on 4 May 1076.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND $CIENCES

UNIVERSITY. ALABAMA 35496

rHO-E: 120S- 340-7774

ARCHAEOLOGIC A ESEA- R C H O CIAC

March 11, 1974

District Engineer
U.S. Army Engineer District, Mobile
P.O. Box 2288
Mobile, Alabama 36628

Dear Sir:

It has come to my attention that a meeting has been set on March 28
to discuss possible plans for the replacement of the William Bacon Oliver
Lock and Dam as well as other discussions pertaining to navigational
cutoffs at selected locations downstream of Tuscaloosa.

The primary interest of this Office is to ascertain the possibility
of destruction of archaeological sites which may be directly or indirectly
affected by these proposed construction activities. I would appreciate
maps and other pertinent data which would aid in our archaeological assess-

ment of these proposed construction areas.

I would like to have this information if at all possible prior to the
March 28 meeting.

Thank you for your consideration of this matter.

Sinterely,

Carey B. Oakley, Director
Office of Archaeological Research

CoO/sc
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THE UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

UNIVERSITY. ALABAMA 3S486

PHONEI: 1205) 346-7774

ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESEAAC- March 26, 1974 OAWER GA

Mr. Ralph W. Mueller, Chief
Planning and Reports Branch
Corps of Engineers
P.O. Box 2288
Mobile, Alabama 36628

Dear Mr. Mueller:

On March 22, 1974 an archaeological survey of the area which would
be affected by the construction of a replacement dam for the existing
William Bacon Oliver Lock and Dam was conducted by staff members from
the Office of Archaeological Research. The purpose of this survey was to
ascertain if any archaeological or historical sites would be directly or
indirectly affected by the construction of the replacement dam. Survey
activities were restricted to Site no. 2 which was indicated as the site
most suitable for the new dam.

The results of this archaeological survey, as well as research throughexisting archaeological site files, show that there are no significant

archaeological or historical sites located within the immediate affectedj area of the proposed dam site no. 2.

I trust this information may be of help to you.

Sincerely,

Carey B. Oakley, Director
Office of Archaeological Research

CBO/gc
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STATE OF ALABAMA

ALA1AMA HISTORICAL COMMISSION

ALAAMA711 MONl!bS UrTwIe

MONTOOMERY. ALAGAMA 36104

w,-NUwo YMay 2, 1975 IULwW@E mu-wz

Mr. Willis Z. Ruland
Acting Chief
Eavironment and Resources Branch
DeWtment of the Army
Mobile District, Corps of Engineers
P. 0. Box 2288
Mobile, Alabama 36628

Dear Mr. Ruland:

Thank you for the opportunity to comuent on the alternative
sites for replacement of the William Bacon Oliver Lock and Dam
in Tuscaloosa. The Alabama Historical Commission prefers alter-
native site No. 1 which is in the area of the present lock and
dam and has no adverse affecf.

of Black Warrior's Town, the 18th century Creek village on the

banka of the Black Warrior River. This large Indian village
of about fifty cabins and a long house was burned October, 1813
during the Creek War by Colonel John Coffee and his Tennessee
regiment. Davy Crockett was a scout in Coffee's command and
mentioned this incident in his 1834 autobiography. An Alabama
Historical Association marker has been placed on Highway 11,
south of the site, denoting this famous area.

Alternative sites Nos. 3 and 4 are located near the Smelser
House, built in 1830 and still a thriving river plantation.
The house is closest to alternative plan No. 4, approximately
8/10 of a mile away. If this alternative is selected it could
have some effect on this landmark for which the Alabama Histori-
cal Comission is preparing forms for nomination to the National
Register of Historic Places.

Please send us your basic data relating to archeaological
surveys and salvage conducted in the area to prepare us for the
forthcoming request for our comments from the Advisory Council
om Historic Preservation.

Sincerely,

W. Warner Floyd ()
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3 POST OFFICE BOX 1776
TUSCALOOSA. ALABAMA 35401

May 15, 1975

Mr. Jack Stell
Alabama Historical CommissioL

725 Monroe StreetMontgomery,. Alabama. 36104

Dear Jack:

Enclosed is ma.cerial from Matthew P. Clinton's book,Tuscaloosa
Alabama, Its Early Days 1816-1865, relating some of the h±stor7
of Black Warrior's Town, which was on the Warrior River- here
in Tuscaloosa. The information includes the location, size,
and many of the-important events that took place in this
Creek village, thereby helping to establish the true signifi-.
ance of the village site. Note the famous personalities whose---
lives became involved in events surrounding Black Warrior's
Town: Alabamians like George Strather Gaines, Colonel John -

Coffee and Colonel John McKee; frontiersmen like Davy Crockett;
and Indians chiefs like Tecumseh and Pushmataha. Although. not
a. great battle, the burning of this Creek outpost during the
Creek War was essential to the victory over the unfriendly

\tribes of Alabama.
The archaeological importance of the Black Warrior's Town
site has not yet been investigated by local historians due
to the great cost involved. It is amazing that che site has
remained vacant for this length of time, especially when the
industrial potential of the river front land is considered.
From the historical standpoint, Black Warrior's Town, with
its wealth of Indian heritage, can have a meaningful future
as a developed historical site.

I hope this answers all questions concerning the history of
Black Warrior's Town and Tuscaloosa County's feelings about
the importance of the area. If I can be of any more assist-
ance in this matter, please let me know.

Yours truly,

Gregory B. Free

~ Enclosure

cc: Charles C. Summersell

CBF/msb

DEDICATED TO THE .PRESERVATION AND OEVELOPEMENT OF OUR HERITAGE
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THE UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA
MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY

MOUND STATE MONUMENT
MOUNOVILLE. ALABAMA 35474

ARCHAEOLOGiCAL MUSEUM March 17, 197S

Mr. Willis E. Ruland, Acting Chief
Environment & Resources Branch

Mobile District Corps of Engineers
P.O. Box 2288
Mobile, Alabama 366Z8

Dear Mr. Ruland:

We have received your letter of March 3, 1975 concerning
the presence or absenft of archaeological sites in areas slated
for the replacement of the William Bacon Oliver Lock and Dam
in Tuscaloosa Coutny, Alabama.

An on-site review of the area of Alternate Plan 2 revealed
no archaeological sites. Alternate Plan 2 was indicated to our

representative, during his March 5th visit to the area, as being
the selected location for the replacement of the Oliver Lock and
Dam. This information was received from a Corps representative
from your Tuscaloosa office. A field check of that area on both
sides of the Warrior River was made that same day and no evidence
of archaeological sites was found. If for any reason Alternate Plan
2 is not used and any other areas are selected, we would need to bc
notified so we could examine these areas.

We appreciate your contacting us prior to the beginning of
construction of the new lock and dam.

With kindest regards

Sincerely,

David L. DTarnette
Curator and
Associate Professor

DLD:Jgn D-III-20
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Warric -Tombihbee Devenpment Aosociation
Lumaee Vi- Preudd. Clarmee M. Ki...i

202-204 Mim 84, 512 lkU 0h Smt Ne*
9m1I A-I Alabame 35203

Phone 252-80W

Chairman - Presidnt Vice ne SPreesyiTdentr
,648. A. Pme,. IL. a s w. Smi da Margie a. a.Alaam Gas C. se'a Waie 111es & Sistlmters of Alabs"mo Reaaly

dgmaubmMaamaTumse., Alabamea SWimimam, AlabaMa

July 29, 1975

Colonel Drake Wilson
Mobile District Engineer
U. S. Army Corps of Engineers
P. 0. Box 2288
Mobile, Alabama 36628

Dear Drake:

Thanks so such for setting upthe conference with Larry Green and his

associates. While the resulting delays stemming from the re-study of
a study, which I am sure initially was well done, are disappointing,
perhaps in the long run time will be saved. Hopefully the Lock 26
controversy will be resolved in such a way so that it will be known
definitely whether or not William Bacon Oliver Lock ust have a
special authorization or comes under the replacement authorization
in the 1909 Act.

Working with you and your group has been a distinct pleasure and I am
sure that has been the experience of others with business with the
Mobile District. The award uf the Propeller Club last week therefore
seem to me to be all the more mrited. .,

Sincerely,

C. M. Kilian
Executive Vice Presideat

CC/br

!'
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HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
• MONTGOMERY, ALABAMA 36104

9r Z - S"t 3
RAY O. M August 25, 1975

Mr. Bob Header
Planning Division
U. S. Corps of Engineers
P. 0. Box 2288
Mobile, Alabama 36628

Re: Tuscaloosa Area Transpor-
tation Study

Dear Mr. Header:

This letter is in response to your telephone request of August 22,
1975, concerning traffic counts and forecast traffic in the Tuscaloosa
arpa.

Present traffic counts ind;kate that approximately 18,700 vehicles
cross the Hugh Thomas Bridge per day and 27,520 vehicles Lross the 82 By-
Pass Bridge each day. These are average daily traffic counts and do not
reflect weekend or holiday traffic.

The adopted long-range transportation plan for the Tuscaloosa area iscurrently undergoing a complete reevaluation. The forecast year for this
plan reevaluation is the year 2000. The West Alabama Planning and Develop-
ment Council developed land use and socio-economic forecasts for incorporation
into the transportation planning process. Trips were generated based on this
land use data and assigned to the currently recommended plan, and the results
of this traffic assignment are shown as an attachment to this letter. Please
note that these traffic assignments are based upon three crossings of the
Black Warrior River, these crossings being the new Hugh Thomas Bridge, U. S.-
82 By-Pass Bridge, and a proposed bridge serving the 12th Avenue corridor.

Listed below are traffic projections for the year 2000 along with
capacities for the two bridges now in place and the proposed 12th Avenue
Bridge.
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Nr. Bob Neader
pge. 2. --

August25. 1975 . . ' . ,. \. . .i

Hugh Thomas U. S. 82 By-Pass 12th Avenue

Bridge Bridge Bridge

Assigned Traffic 36.127 26,476 18,565

Capacity (Level of 25,000 17,500 17,500
Service "C')

There are 81,168 assigned trips desiring to cross the river and a capacity of
60,000 vehicles per day at a Level of Service "C". This indicates that ad-
ditional capacity will be needed to adequately serve forecast trip desires.

Questions have arisen concerning the feasibility of actually construct-
ing the 12th Avenue Bridge. As of this date, no actual location studies have
been made on this project. We feel tt the plan reevaluation may lead to
the determination that the 12th Avenue Bridge cannot be built. In this event,
there will be a critical need t. create additional capacity crossing the river
for the year 2000. The proposed highway atop relocated Oliver Dam could help
alleviate this deficiency. Special traffic assignments could be run by this
office and determination made as to expected traffic which would utilize this
proposed highway. It will be necessary to have a proposed location for the
new dam in order to perform these assignments.

We trust that the information presented will be helpful to you, and we
rill be most happy to furnish further explanation or any other information

which is necessary.

Yours very truly,

iohf L. Skinner, Jr.

6/'Chief, Bureau of Urban Planning

JLP/br
Enclosures
cc: Mr. Lewis E. NcCray

Mr. B. J. Kamp
File

1-



,ATE OF ALABAMA

HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
MONTWOMERY. ALAM U10

X 0. AMO September 19, 1975
AV WNUGON

Mr. H. J. Lee, Chief
Navigation and Coastal Branch
Department of the Arwy
Mobile District, Corps of Engrs.
P. 0. Box 2288
Nobile, Alabama 36628

Re: Tuscaloosa Area Transpor-
tatiom Study

Dear Mr. Lee:

This is in response to your letter of August 29, 1975, requesting in-
formation concerning potential utilization of a highway bridge atop the
relocated Oliver Lock and Dam at Tuscaloosa. Information was furnished to
you previously by letter dated August 25; 1975.

A traffic assignment network was developed which provided a corridor
In the location of the proposed new Oliver Lock and Dam. Forecast year
(2000) traffic was then assigned to this configuration and also to the
identical network configuration with tt- proposed 12th Avenue Bridge de-
leted. Attached are Exhibits "1", "Z" and "30 which depict the results of
the traffic assignment process.

Exhibit "1" depicts traffic assignment and roadway capacity for a
Level "C* Service assigned to the r'comended plan network. This infor-
motion was furnished to you previously.

Exhibit "2" depicts assigned traffic and capacities with a two-lane
highway atop Oliver Lock and Dam. A proposed route for tying this highway
segment to the existing network of the highways in Tuscaloosa and Northport
is shown by a dashed line. This assigwment was made with the proposed 12th
Avenue Bridge in place. The number of vehicles desiring to cross Oliver
Lock and Dam under this scheme is 7,357.

Exhibit *3* depicts a network identical to the one shm in Exhibit
02" with the exception that the proposed 12th Avenue Bridge has been de-
leted. Traffic desiring to cross the Oliver Lock and Dam under this schim
Is 9,769 vehicles per day.

D110
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hOo5 15th St.
.. u sausealoo, Al.

356M0
lPr. I. S. Teo
QOetf Navigation and Coastal Branch
V US. Ar Corps of EnLner.
Mble, Al, 36WI

Dear Mr's Ltes

I have mrked on the .Wp you sent mos as accurately as I can, two locations
of Black Warrior's Town. The rectangle and dot show the location given by 9

Thomas P. Clinton and the circle shovp the location given by Dr. W. S. Wyman,

NO one knw the exact location of the village* Wymn ahd Clibton wer
both considered good histortans, Clinton namwe four people who testified that
the village was on both sides of Sanders Ferry Road ( Fifteenth Street) Wy
Is vmy explicit in directing one to the site of the town.

I do not know the area covered by this village* Davy Crockett, in his
utobiographyj, sas" it was a large one. General Coffee, in his report,
says that he and his men buornd about 50 cabins and a long house.

If the new lock and dam is builf near the western. adge of the Country
Club pounds, land along the river bank is taken for use by the goverment,
ad reAd are built to the site, it seem to m that the Wyman site might

be infringed, upon. A good deal would depend on how such Mt land the government

m Clintm site has already been built upon ( Snow Terrace) A possible
oalies i ght be made* On Highway 119 abo ut a half mile below m house

is am Alabama Historioal Association smeker which sa that half a mile north
was located the Crok rndian village of Black Warrior's Town. A smaller mark-
er auld be placed between 9 the Clinton and Wyman sites.

Novi" this a h ep I m

oe7 truly yourse,

Matt WO Clinton
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Nr. N. J. Le
pape 2,S m 19, 1975

An annual road user cost was computed for the entire street network.
The systm-wide totals with the year 2000 trips assigned are as follows:

Exhibit 1I network - $159,093,842
Exhibit 020 network - $157,968,355
Exhibit 03" network - $161,380,313

These Figures indicate that an annual road user savings of $1,125,487 would
* be realized if a two-lane highway facility was const-u. ted atop Oliver Lock

and Dam in addition to the other facilities in the r.comended plan. A
benefit-cost analysis could be done using the road user cost figures pre-
sented above and estimated construction cost and malnte,,nce cost for the
route atop the Dam along with the proposed feeder route.

It should be noted that all traffic assignments were made utilizing land
use projections developed by the West Alabama Planning and Development Council.
At the time this data was developed, no consideration was given to an additional
crossing of the Black Warrior River in the vicinity of the proposed Oliver Dam.
If this corridor were opened, then significant changes may occur in land use
and development patterns on both sidfs of the river. These changed land use
and development patterns could very well increase the number of vehicles de-
siring to cross the Dam. However, present land use projections indicate a
two-lane facility would adequately handle traffic desires.

If additional information or explanation Is needed, please feel free to
contact this office.

Yours vey truly,

L. Skinner, Jr.
Bureau of Urban Planning

JL$Jr/JLP/br
Attachments
cc: Mr. B. J. Kemp w/attachs.

Mr. Lads NcCray w/attachs.
File

i
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Nettomm ClintC o Ala.t Is Early Days, P. 8

About the location of Diack Warrior's Toun Dr. V. 3. Wyman says, *If
SSW readsr of this true story wishes to visit the site of the old town, let

bin walk down Bighth Street, Tuscaloosag,.ovard the west* At or near the west

end of this street he Will flnd a wagon gate owned by Mr. L. N. C. Same Pss-

slag threagh this gate, if he will turn to the right, and walk northwardly 0

toward the river, he wil soon find himself on the spot where the old town

stood96This descriptio places Blak Warrior's Town on the Snow place just

wedt of the Country Club prounds.Dr. Willi.m Stokes Wyman married Melissa,

dmghter of Alexander Dearing, * whose brother, Jmes R Dearingcams to

Tuscaloosa in the very first year of its existence as a town inhabited by

white people. That was in 1816. Dr. Wyman learned mch about the early

days of Tuscaloosa from these and otoer early settlers.
P

Thomas P. Clinton located the town on the north side of Sander's Ferry

Road about a bondred yards vest of the intersection of Sander's Ferry and

Old Higmy 1 branching off Nighth Street. He stated that the town was

an the north side of the road an that the fort stood on the south sidee The

fort am called Seminole Fort. I. the Creek lamnqy.e n Seminolem maw

wSeperatist.' Sine the Creek asi"& territory extended into Georgia

and their chief settlement ware on the Alabama River and its branches,

thi Creeks on the Warrior were truly separatists. Thomas Clinton owned the 1

land bere he said the fort was located, and he stated that when he had the

field subsoiled 9 several large Indian oooktag vessels and other artifacts

mare ploved up.

* The location of the fort was also verifi&d by Martin Sim, who came here

in 118 and who was for many years the bridgeheper at Tuscaloosa, and by

Charles Whitfield , old Negro, Who told Thoms Clinton that he remembered

*( U ..s remnante of the old fort, Judge Vashinglm Moody also stated used to pass

the site of the old fort every day on his way to school The Moodyles at that
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lived wmot of Tuscaloosa on the Saudiers Ferry Roads Sim stated that the

Indian tw, 'n was on Sunder(m Ferry Road am and one halt mltemst of

Tuscaloosa on the Inge place, afterward nown as the OIConaer plane. Still,

later this property was o d by 3 N. C. now. A d e t of WIlM

Wilson, who settled in Tuscaloosa in 1816, said that William Wilson had

lived on the Ugs plae and related that the fort had stood across the

road from his bonse.

Actually s, there is not a great deal of difference In the It sites

specifted by Dr. Wymn and Thomas Clinton.oo The two sites are within three

hundred yards of each other. The vilage could have extended from one site

to the other one it is described as a large one. There is a spring almost

midwy between the locations, and we way do sues that the Ialans lived

near that spring.

0
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E POST OFFICE lOX 1776
TUSCALOOSA. ALABAMA 35401
October 20, 1975

-'I.

Glendon L. Coffee
Biologist, Environmental Studios SectionU. S. Army Engineer District
Mobile Corps of EngineersP.O0. Box 2288

Mobile , AL 36629

Re: Proposed Oliver Lock and Dam Replacement on Black Warrior River

Dear Mr. Coffee:

I would like to thank you for making the trip to Tuscaloosa
To investigate the proposed site #2 for the Oliver Lock and
Dam replacement on the Black Warrior River. As you know the
Tuscaloosa County Historica Preservation Authority and the
Alabama Historical Comuision are very concerned about thepossible location of a new dam at this site since it mightinterfer with the location of Black Warrior's Town, a site

i which we are hoping to get listed on the National Register
and develop into an historical site.

After your meeting with Gregg Free and Dr. Suimersell, I am
sure you understand and appreciate the historical significance
of Black Warrior's Town for the County and City of Tuscaloosa
and the State of Alabama. I am enclosing material from
Matthew P. Clinton's book, Tuscaloosa, Alabama, Its EArly Days
1816 - 1865, and Thomas C. McCorvey's book Introduction to the
Histor of Tuscaloosa, Alabama, which will provide you with
further data on the history of Rthe Indian Town and its
relationship and importance to the present.

I understand from Gregg that during your exploration of the
.1w site, you came upon the spring that is mentioned on paqe 9

of Clinton's book. This will be most meaningful in our arch-
eological work in pinpointing the perimeters of the town.

If you have any questions or would like additional inforration
about this subject, please contact me.

Sincerely,

DEDICATED TO THE PRIESERVATION ANO DEVIELOPEMIENT OF OUR HERITAGE
i D-111-29



CZANLIE - TURN4ER SR GENERAL MA.N00!M

SIX TH S T R 1!T PHONE 75P 752
InvolveTUSCALOOSA. ALABAMA. j40

. .ugust 4, 1975

.;tr~ct Znzineer - -obile Di~itri!:t
Orrs of Extin-eers

;!!. C. "ox 2238
_,)ile, %labamia 7 5621c

.jear Sir:

Itia rasp ~ctfully requestedI that thi Cl-b e -nfcr"_i-i of all :ur:-e.-.t
J-ans ftor :eplaceren,: f-! t~e "lilliam. ' acon C1liver Lock Z am.

';e 3Ze presently inl the2 n:-:cOss of nak.r lon , ran-e plans for t-.e
:o -ty nub-, an-i more ;rPc.fical':-, thre *,clf co,.ifse. it ,iould hne
-o--t beneficial to -is in our rlannin if we could I-e infcrmed as to
an~y !ipecif ic and/or Ietalledi plans -ou -na- 1)t an-iratin- -*n the
-<-acernent oZ the loc!- & ]am.

ior the abovo reason and as adjacent property, own~ers, -.!e ire s'ire th at
you can arpreciate our concern in this matter. '.our 1-me1ate '-eply
is rqq'ezted.

Vv- -. d 4



STATE OF ALAB3AMA

ALABAMA HISTORICAL COMMISSION
726 MON0E SRI T

MONTGOMERY. ALABAMA 36104

* wA.,r,, ,LO. December 3, 1976 83LP 2-66 U1MSS
EUIv " ""T" 832-6621

Mr. Lawrence R. Green
Chief, Planrina niviqiion
U. S. Corps of Engineers
P. 0. Box 2288
Mobile, Alabama 36628

Re: SAMPD-ES
Oliver Lock and Dam Project
Tuscaloosa

Dear Mr. Green:

As stated in our letter to the Corps dated May 26, 1975,
alternative site . 2 for replacement of the William Bacon Oliver
Lock and Dam will possibly have adverse affects on historic
Black Warrior's Town. In accordance with Public Laws 89-665,
91-190, 93-291 and Executive Order 11593, the Alabama Historical
Commission, the state office of historic preservation, reconnends
an assessment of the area be conducted by a professionally-
trained archaeologist to determine the exact location of the
Black Warrior's Town Site.

A copy of the archaeologist's report should be submitted
to this office for our review and comments prior to any surface
disturbance activities.

Sincerely,

W. Warner Floyd

GCB

! S
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PARNER. TOMVN COM .NY .C.
P. O. BOX 72 TUSCALOOSA, ALABAMA 35402 205-349-1677

January 4, 1980

Col. Robert H. Ryan
District Engineer
United States Army Corps of Engineers
P. 0. Box 2288
Mobile, Alabama 36628

Dear Col. Ryan:

It is my understanding that the Oliver Lock replacement study
will not be completed until 1982. The purpose of this letter is
to express my concern that the existing structure will become a
serious navigational bottleneck in the not too distant future.

Traffic delays at Oliver Lock are increasing. During the
month of November, 1979, our boats averaged in excess of
thirty (30) minutes delay per locking. This does not include
delays resulting from "double" lockings that would be single

2, lockings at a 600' x 110' lock, nor does it include the likeli-
hood of increased mechanical breakdowns at Oliver Lock due to its
age. Delays of two (2) to four (4) hours are not uncommon. Please

, Iconsider the following:

1. The outlook for coal to move through Oliver
Lock in the 1980's is almost unanimously bullish for
a sharp increase.

2. In these energy conscious times fuel is being
wasted by boats waiting their turn to lock.

3. Coal constitutes the largest single commodity
moving on the Black Warrior-Tombigbee River System.
The major recipients of that coal are utilities located
in Alabama, Florida and Mississippi. Inefficiencies in
the transportation system will result in higher costs
that will be passed along to electrical consumers.

I don't think anyone will disagree with the fact that Baa:head
Lock and Dam was replaced at least one (1) or two (2) years too
late. Considering the normal lead time for funding Corps projects
and the possibility of environmental and railroad opposition, I

0
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Col. Robert H. Ryan - Page 2 - January 4, 1980

urge you to consider speeding up the Oliver Lock replacement study
(and related points, such as locking water) or break this study
out as a separate project. If the Black Warrior-Tombigbee River
System is to continue to be a viable transportation system in the
years ahead, we need to be making plans today to replace Oliver
Lock with a modern 600' x 110' structure.

I am taking the liberty of sending copies of this letter to
other operators and would ask that they advise you of their own
experience at Oliver Lock. I will be glad to pursue this subject
in further detail with your staff.

Sincerely,

Tim Parker, Jr.

TPJ/i

CC: Mr. Nick Barchie, Jr., Warrior and Gulf
Mr. Tom Findlay - Findlay Towing Company
Mr. Norman S. Ivey - American Commercial

Barge Lines
Mr. Shelton Morgan - Black Warrior-Tombigbee

Development Association
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PARKER TOWING COMPAMYY INC.
P. 0. BOX 72 * TUS LOS. ALABAMA 35402 * 205-349-1677

• 'October 23, 1980

Mr. Roge: Burke
U. S. Army Corps of Engineers
P. 0. Box 2288
Mobile, Alabama 36628

RE: Traffic Delays at
Oliver Lock

Dear Roger:

As you probably know by now, thete has been a dramatic increase
recently in lock delays at Oliver Lock. Eight (8) to twelve (12)hour delays are becoming common place. These delays are a result ofsignificant increases in six (6) barge tows transiting the Lock.

I estimate that there are now at least thirty (30) towboats
operating on the BW that are now routinely handling six (6) barge
tows. That same number sixty (60) days ago was probably ten (10)boats. Each of those boats will normally average four (4) to five
(5) round trips per month on the BWT System or eight (8) to ten
(10) trips per month each through Oliver Lock.

We woefully miscalculated the replacement date of the Old Bank-head Lock and I would hope that we don't make the same mistake again.

I am sure you are taking into consideration these new delaysand the new coal traffic moving on the BWT. I would like to urge
that the replacement study for Oliver Lock be expedited and if
necessary put on an emergency basis.

Sincerely,

Tim Parker, Jr.

TPJ/i

CC: Colonel Robert H. Ryan
Mr. Sheldon Morgan
Mr. Clarence Kilian/Offa Nichols

0
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PARKER TOWIN COMPAII IMC. _

P. 0 BOX 72 * TUSCALOOSA. ALABAMA 35402 * 205-349-1677

December 3, 1980

Mr. W. F. Pruett, Chief
Project Operation Branch
U. S. Corps of Engineers
P. 0. Box 2288
Mobile, Alabama 36628

Dear Forrest:

In regards to the seven [71 items recently identified as
non-structural measures that could help the situation at Oliver
Lock, we have the following comuents:

A. Lockage of Three [3) Simultaneous Tows in One
[1] Direction Before Changing Direction.

Specifically how will this help?

B. Installation of a Modern Tow Haulage Unit.

Assuming a good, high speed efficient
unit, I think this is an excellent
idea.

C. Use of Extra Boat& Upstream or Downstream of
Lock to Assist in Lockage.

Given the current state of delays I don't
see any reason for this at this time. I
would also raise the question as to whose
.responsibility it is to pay for use of
these shiftboats; the Corps or industry?

D. Allowing Only Tows Ready to be Served to be
Logged for Service.

I would object strenously to this rule
as it is written. It is absolutely
ludicrous to have boats that may have
to wait for four [41 to fourteen (141
hours not to be able to do other useful
tasks during that time as long as they
are ready to lock when their time comes.
Any boat not ready to lock when their
turn comes up, should be put, to the end
of the line. As an example, immediately
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r.W. F. Pruett -Page 2 - Decmber 3, 1980

below Oliver Lock, the Hunt Oil
facility is a frequent fueling
spot for many boats. There is
no logical reason in the world
why boats facing an extended
locking delay should not be able
to break out of their tow and
take on fuel at the Hint Oil lock.
Should a boat in that situat.on
not be ready to lock when their
turn comes, they should go to the
end of the line, but there is no
reason to penalize an operator for
making the most efficient use he
can of locking delay time.

E. Additional Mooring Facilities.
This should help, but we would

have to see specifically how many
and where they are located.

F. Extension of Guide Wall.
On the assumption that this did
not require any additional lock
closure time, this could be an
excellent idea.

G. Extension of Tow Haulage Reach Beyond Guide Wall.

Sounds good, but we would need
additional details and also know
how effective this would be in
high water.

Sincerely,

Tim Parker, Jr.

TPJ/i

CC: M. Daniel W. Beasley
Mr. Ed Varner
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FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY COMMISSION

REGIONAL OFFICE

730 Peachtree Street, N. E.
Atlanta, georgia 30308

May 7, lq81

District Engineer
Corps of Engineers
Department of the Army
P. 0. Box 2288
Mobile, Alabama 36628

Dear Sir:

This is in response to a letter from Mr. Mason B. Oldham, Jr.,
of April 16, 1981, your file SAMPD-C, requesting certain information
and data for use in formulation and evaluation of alternative plans
of the Black Warrior-Tombigbee Rivers, such as generalized power values
for privately and Federally financed alternatives using fuel cost esca-
lation in accordance with Section 713.615(a)(1) of the Water Resources
Council's "Procedures for Evaluation of the National Economic Develop-
ment Benefits and Cost in Water Resources Planning (Level C)," and other
additional information which is now the responsibility of the Economic
Regulatory Administration.

The latest generalized power values we have available are based
on July 1979 price level (a copy was transmitted to your Mr. William F.
Hearrean, Chief Socio-Economics Branch, by our letter dated August 15,
1980). These values have not been updated due to staffing problems
and any work on updating then is done as time permits. It will take
approximately five man-weeks to update using January 1980 price levels.
Our schedule at this'time does not permit us to have someone work full
time on power values; however, we will do all we can to expedite your
request.

Your request for additional Information, listed in your letter
as a., b., d., and e., should be submitted to:

Mr. William E. Scott
Economic Regulatory Administration
Power Supply and Reliability
1655 Peachtree Street, N. E.
Atlanta, Georgia 30367
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Dist. Engr., Mobile - 2 -

If you could provide us with the specific plant factors of the
hydro projects which are planned we could provide you the site speci-
fic power values sooner than we can the generalized values.

Very truly yours,

mre'O Ka nen
Regional Engineer

0
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SOUTHEASTERN ELECTRIC RELIABILITY COUNCIL

L L .Addm. K A. Ar'" Adomat Wm. R Brownee
Clak ms Vice Cubminm Adnifstutiu Manager

Presidet Executie Vice President 308 Daniel Bulding

Guf Pow Company Florida Powe & Light Company 15 South 20th Street
P. a. be 1151 P. 0. Box 529100 BDimingham. Alabama 35233
Pemoola, Florida 32520 Mimmi, Plorida 33152 Phone (205) 252-0069

June 11, 1981

* Mr. Lawrence t. Green
* Chief, Planning Division

Mobile District, Corps of Engineers
Post Office Box 2288
Mobile, Alabama 36628

Dear Mr. Green:

We wish to thank you for your letter of May 28 outlining plans for
certain studies to address the feasibility of adding hydroelectric power
generating facilities aL three existing Corp of Engineers' locks and dams.
In response to your request, we loaned you a copy of SERC's report, Coor-
dinated Bulk Power Supply Program, on June 2.

Response to the other request for information required our clarifying
telephone conversation of June 9.

Referring to item (a), the loaned report provides a rather complete
description of the Southern subregion including projected loads, capacities,
reserves and future transmission lines. Line locations are shown on the
Southern subregional map.

Under. item (b), a great deal of study has been devoted to subjects
such as load management, and many study results have been inconclusive,
making this factor somewhat speculative. However, the systems of the
Southern Company have included the effect of load management in determining
the peak and energy forecast given for different years.

We believe item (c) can best be answered by the attached copy of pages
26 and 27 of Southern's report under FPC Form No. 12 for the calendar year
19". These include our loads for the week containing the maximum 1*ad for
the month of April 1980, the week Containing the maximum load for the month
of August 1980, and the week containing the mazimm load for December 1980.
Graphs of these nbers are not being prepared at this time, and there is
so reason to predict any meanigful change in the shape of these three
typical weekly loads for future years such as 1985 and 1990.
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Mr. Lawrence R. Green - 2 - June 11, 1981

We hope that this information, together with our report, will supply

the data needed for your study. Howe-ler, if yot have any further questions,

we will try to provide answers.

Sincerely,

Win. R. Brownlee

WRB:kb

Attachment
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FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY COMMISSION

REGIONAL OFFICE

730 Peachtree Street, N.E.
Atlanta, Georgia 30308

June 29, 1981

District Engineer
Corps of Engineers
Department of the Army
Post Office Box 2288
Mobile, Alabama 36628

Dear Sir:

This Is to supplement our letter of may 7, 1981, which responded to an
April 16, 1981, letter from Mr. Mason B. Oldham, Jr., your file SAMPD-C.
As a result of Messrs. Foreman (S.A.D.) and Burke (Mobile) May 21, 1981, visit
to our office, at which time they agreed that we need only supply the values
of a 15-percent hydro capacity factor for combustion turbine units and 50
percent for coal-fired units rather than supply the full range of alterna-
tives, we were able to cut down on the timetable indicated in our May 7,
1981, letter. The values are based on January 1980 interest rates for Federal
financing of 7-1/8 percent and private financing of 11-1/2 percent.

Our estimates of the value of power from hydroelectric projects are
based on the cost of producing power at modern alternative electric generating
plants, using the methodology described in "Hydroelectric Power Evaluation,"
DOE/FEKC-0031, dated August 1979. The total value is composed of a "capacity
component" which corresponds to the fixed capital charges and fixed operating

costs of the alternative electric plant and transmission facilities, and an
energy component" which corresponds to the other operating expenses which

are variable In nature and generally dependent upon the number of kilowatt-
hours generated.

The present procedure is to develop values assuming a 7-1/2 percent
plant factor for combustion turbine units, and 55 percent for coal-fired
units. These plant factors are assumed to be the equivalent average lifetime
plant factor of the unit type in question. In order for the alternatives to
be comparable, certain adjustments are applied. One is to compensate for the
difference In plant factor of the alternatives and the proposed hydro project;
another is for the difference in energy costs of the alternative and the
system energy costs of the plants which the altarnative would displace; and a
third adjustment Is made to take into consideration the rapid response to
load changes provided by hydroelectric projects. In some cases, these
adjustments can have a significant influence on the power value of a hydro
project.
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District Engineer, Moblie -2-

Two alternatives were computed for the Oliver Leck 3nd Dam. First,
with a 15-percent capacity factor, would be a ccmbustion turbine generating
plant. The capital installed cost as of January 1980 cf providing combustion
turbine capacity in Power Supply Area 22, the area tn which the Oliver Lock
arid Dam is located, amoints to about $205 per kilowatt for private and $195
per kilowatt for Federal financing, including the st-2p-up substation. This
is based on two 75,000-kilowatt units burning oil. The coat of oil as of
January 1980 was 559.0 cents per million Btu. Second, with a 50 percent
capacity factor, would be a coal-fired steam-generating piant. The capital
inatalled cost as of January 1980 of providing coal-fired capacity in the same
area amounts to about $807 per kilowatt for private ind $715 per kilowatt for
Federal financing, including the step-up substation ai S.)2 removal. This is
based on two 800,000-kilowatt units. The cost of coal -E ot Jnuary 1980
was 160.0 cents per million Btu.

Energy values given are based on current fuel coSL levels escalated for
real fuel price increases. Escalated real fuel costb ,ssume a 985 project-
on-line date and various percentages coct of money tc levelize them over the
100-year life of the hydroelectric plant. The escalation rates beyond 30
years were assumed to continue at the same rate as that at the end of 30
years. Real fuel cost escalation factors were tqken "rom Department of Energy
data published January 23, 1980, in the Federal Register Part IX.

The estiriateL fixed charge with Federally-financed value of 7-1/8 percent
is 8.17 percent, and private financing 1 11-1/2 percent is 15.74 percent.
Uaing the fixed charge rates and other alternative coit;., we estimate the
values of power to be as follows:

Type of Capacity Energy Equivalent Total Power Value 1/
Financing ($/kW/yr) (Mills/kWh) ($fkW/yr) (Mills/kwh)

Combustion Turbine Alternative

(15 percent hydro capacity)

Federal 4.35 107.00 144.95 110.30

Private 23.35 99.20 153.70 116.95

0
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District Engineer, Mobile -3-

Coal-Fired Alternative

(50 percent hydro capacity)

Federal 79.20 21.80 174.70 39.90

Private 155.80 20.85 247.10 56.40

1, Example: Component power values of $23.35/kW/yr and 99.20
mills/kWh at 15 percent hydro capacity (private
financing) are equivalent to a total annual value
of either $153.70/kW/yr or 116.95 mills/kWh (but
not both).

The estimates of power values for the Oliver Lock and Dam, based on the
cost of a 'ederally-financed alternative plant, are furnished per your request.

Very truly yours,

Regional Engineer

cc: SEPA

cc: Div. Engr. Atlanta, Ca.
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FEDERAL ENCRGY REGULATORY COMMISSION

REGIONAL OFFICE

730 Peachtree Street, N, E.

Atlanta, Georgia 30308
September 28, 1981

District Engineer

Corps of Engineers
Department of the Army
P. 0. Box 2288
Mobile, Alabama 36628

Dear Sir:

This is in response to a letter dated August 20, 1981, from Mr.

William Reid, your file SAMPD-C, requesting additional information

and data for use in the formulation and evaluation of possible hydro-

power at Oliver Lock on the Black Warrior River in Tuscaloosa for

plant factors of 30 percent and 35 percent. The values are based

on January 1980 interest rates for Federal financing of 7-1/8 percent

and private financing of 11-1/2 percent.

Our estimates of the value of power from hydroelectric projects

are based on the cost of producing power at modern alternative elec-

tric generating plants, using the methodology described in "Hydro-

electric Power Evaluation," DOE/FERC-0031, dated August 1979. The

total value is composed of a "capacity cost" of the alternative elec-

tric plant and transmission facilLies, and an "energy component"
which corresponds to the other operating expenses which are variable

in nature and generally dependent upon the number of kilowatt-hours

generated.

The present procedure is to develop values assuming a 7-1/2 per-

cent plant factor for combustion turbine units, 25 percent for com-
bined cycle units, 55 percent for coal-fired units, and 65 percent

for nuclear units. These plant factors are assumed to be the equi-

valent average lifetime plant factor of the unit type in question.

In order for the alternatives to be comparable, certain adjustments

are applied. One is to compensate for the difference in plant factor

of the alternatives and the proposed hydro project; another is for

the difference in energy costs of the alternative and the system

energy costs of the plants which the alternatives would displace;

and a third adjustment is made to take into consideration the rapid
response to load changes provided by aydroelectric projects. In some

cases, these adjustments can have a significant influence on the

power value of a hydro project.

0
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Dist. Engr., Mobile -2 -

Two alternatives were computed. First, with a 30-percent ca-

pacity factor, would be a combined cycle generating plant. The

capital installed cost as of January 1980 of providing combined

cycle capacity in Power Supply Area 22 amounts to about $377 per
kilowatt for private and $360 per kilowatt for Federal financing,

including the step-up substation. This is based on two 400,000-

kilowatt units burning oil. The cost of oil as of January 1980
was 559.0 cents per million Btu. Second, with a 35-percent capacity

factor, would be a coal-fired steam-generating plant. The capital

installed cost as of January 1980 of providing coal-fired capacity
in the same area amounts to about $807 per kilowatt for private
and $715 per kilowatt for Federal financing, including the step-up

substation and S02 removal. This is based on two 800,000-kilowatt
units. The cost of coal as of January 1980 was 160.0 cents per
million Btu.

Energy values given are based on current fuel cost levels

escalated for real fuel price increases. Escalated real fuel costs

assume a 1985 project-on-line date and various percentages cost of
money to levelize them over the 100-year life of the hydroelectric

plant. The escalation rates beyond 30 years were assumed to con-

tinue at the same rate as that at the end of 30 years. Real fuel

cost escalation factors were taken from Department of Energy data

published January 23, 1980, in the Federal Register Part IX.

The estimated fixed charge with Federally-financed value of

7-1/8 percent is 8.17 percent, and private financing of 11-1/2 per-

cent is 15.74 percent. Using the fixed charge rates at,d other al-

ternative costs, we estimate the values of power, which have been

rounded off to the nearest whole number, to be as follows:

Type of
Financing Capacity Eneriy Equivalent Total Power Value I/

($/kW/yr) (Mills kWh) ($/kW/yr) (Mills/kWh)

Combined Cycle Alternative

(30 percent hydro capacity)

Federal 27.00 75.00 224.00 85.00

Private 60.00 69.00 243.00 92.00

Coal-Fired Alternative

(35 percent hydro capacity)

Federal 79.00 22.00 141.00 48.00
Private 156.00 21.00 220.00 72.00

I/ Example: Component power values of S60.30/kW/yr aind 69.00
sinlls/kWh at 30 percent hydro capacity (private financing)
are equivalent to a total annual v4lue of either $243/kW/yr

or 92.00 mills/kWh (but not both).
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Dist. Engr., Mobile - 3 -

The estimates of power values for the Oliver Lock and Dam, based
on the cost of the Federally-financed alternative plant, are furnished
per your request.

Very truly yours,

Aarne 0. Kauranen
Regional Engineer

cc: SEPA

cc: Div. Engr.
Atlan-a
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STATE OF ALABAMA

GOVERNOR'S OFFICE

MONTGOMERY 36130
Foe JAMES

GOVERNOR

August 6, 1982

Colonel Robert H. Ryan
District Engineer
Mobile District
Army Corps of Engineers
Post Office Box 2288
Mobile, Alabama 36628

Dear Colonel Ryan:

Thank you for your letter of July 6, 1982, concerning
the study of the William Bacon Oliver Lock and Dam which

* raised several interesting points. I was pleased to hear the
study, when released in September 1983, will recommend a new
larger lock for this bottleneck on the Warrior River. With
the large amount of traffic this waterway is receiving,
especially coal movements, it is important to the State and
the nation that we continue to utilize our resources in aresponsible manner.

I was most interested to hear for the first time of the
real possibility for a hydroelectric facility which may be
co-located with the navigation structure. However, this
raises many questions, too numerous to discuss here, such as
ownership of the hydroelectric facility if additional cost
sharing were implemented by Congress, to whom and how the
electricity would be sold, and, after the repayment of the
cost of contruction by the sale of electricity, to whom would
the additional revenues accrue, if any, etc.

* Many of the points you raise are based on proposal, some
of which to my knowledge have not been submitted to Congress
or have become rules for water resource projects. In the
case of the Oliver Lock and Dam replacement, it is my
understanding that it has not been determined if a non-
federal sponsor is needed, and, if so, who might be the
appropriate entity. Since the requirement for a non-federal
sponsor would only be needed for the addition of
hydroelectric generation, the sponsor could be any of several
entities either existing or new.
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Colonel Robert H. -,an
Page 2
August 6, 1982

In closing, I support the completion of the Oliver study
and look forward to early action to insure removal of this
bottleneck. In reference to your interest in my views to
participate financially, I do not believe we have been
requested to be the non-federal sponsor for the hydroelectric
facility at this time. Therefore, no additional commitment
is needed. Since we have not reviewed or received the
unreleased study, I feel it would be premature and ill-
advised to provide a binding commitment with so many
unresolved issues. Further, we do not currently have in
place any method which would allow a commitment on my part,
although this is an interesting idea and certainly warrants
additional discussion.

As past actions have indicated, the State of Alabama has
always been willing to meet the requ!&.-w,Ls ab defined by
statutes and we do not anticipate any foreseeable
Congressional action which would change our commitments for
supporting water resource projects.

We look forward to discussing these issues as the Oliver
study moves forward.

Sincerely,

FJ/ t

(*-)
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ANNOUNCEMENT OF

PUBLIC MEETING

FOR

REPLACEMENT OF

WILLIAM BACON OLIVER LOCK
BLACK WARRIOR-TOMBIGBEE RIVERS, ALABAMA

THE MEETING WILL BE HELD AT

I-5 and SkyinU Boulevad

Tualoms, abama
Tumsdy NW
12 April 193

7:00 P.M.

o3

U
rM7
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THIS I YOUR INVITATIONI

The Mobile District of the US Army Corps of Engineer Is neaMrig completion of its
study of the William Bacon Oliver Lock and Dam on he Black Warrior River. The
study is part of the continuing review of the Black Warrior-Tombigbee River system
autilorzed by the Congress In 1950.

Studies show that it is feasible to replace 40-year old Oliver Lock at this time. We
have examined three alternative sites for the Lock and the possibility of adding a
small hydroelectric power generating plant. Presentations at the meeting will
define each alternative and its attributes. We hope you will find our evaluations to
be complete and encourage you to attend the meeting to discuss the plans with us.

Everyone is invited and urged to be present or represented, and you will be given an
opportunity to express your views. Oral statements will be heard, but for accuracy
of the record, all important facts and comments should be submitted in writing.
Written statements may be turned in at the meeting or mailed to me by May 13,
1963. All statements, both oral and written, will become part of the official record of
this study and will be made available for public examination unless you specify you
want your statement to remain confidential.

Please bring this announcement to the attention of persons you know to be in-
terested in the Oliver Lock and Dam.

Sincerely,

PATRIC(
Colonel, C T
District Engineer

D
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
0I1LE ISTIICT. 98tPS EWIOEN

P.O. 11 2211
111L. ALAIAM 11n

06PLT TO March 17, 1983

Western Basins Branch

Enclosed is a copy of the Draft Interim Feasibility Report
and Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) on the Oliver
Lock Replacement, Black Warrior-Tombigbee Rivers, Tuscaloosa,
Alabama. Copies of this report are being furnished to local,
Stite, and Federal agencies and other interested parties for
their review and comments. Please provide any comments you may
have to this office, Attention: Western Basins Branch, by
May 9, 1983. If you would like further information on either the
draft report or the DEIS, please contact Mr. Bob Header or
Ms. Carol CorbIcs at (205) 694-3836/690-2726 or FTS 537-3836/2726.
respectively.

Also, I call your attention to a public meeting which has
been scheduled to discuss this report's conclusions. The meeting
will be held on April 12, 1983 at 7 p.m. at the Stagecoach Inn
(1-59 and Skyland Botulevard) in Tuscaloosa.

Sincerely,,

Lawrence R. Green
Chief, Planning Division

Enclosure
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INTERIM FEASIBILITY REPORT
FOR

OLIVER LOCK REPLACEMENT COORDINATION MAILING LIST

Jack M. Heinemann, Ph.D. Assistant Regional Adm. for CPD
Advisor on Env. Quality ATTN: Environmental Standards Officer
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission Department of HUD, Region IV
Room 304 Richard B Russell Federal Bldg
400 1st Street, N.W. 75 Spring Street, SW
Washington, D. C. 20426 Atlanta, GA 30303

Mr. Joseph Binder Director

Rual Electrification Admin. Birmingham Area Office DHUD
Room 0628 South Agric. Bldg. Daniel Building
Washington, D. C. 20250 15 South 20 Street

Birmingham, AL 35233
Mr. Robert Stern

Division of NEPA Affairs Coast Guard Headquarters
Department of Energy 400 7th Street, SW
Room 4G064 Washington, D. C. 20591
1000 Independence Ave., SW
Washington, D. C. 20585 Region IV Secretarial Representative

US Department of Transportation
Asst. Secretary, Program Suite 515, 1720 Peachtree Rd. NW

Development & Budget Atlanta, GA 30309
ATTN: Dir., Off. of Environ Proj. Review
Department of the Interior Commander (mep)
Washington, D. C. 20240 8th Coast Guard Disteict

Hale Boggs Federal Building

Acting Director 500 Camp Street
En-iromrntal Affairs Office New Orleans, LA 70130
Room 3425, Department of Commerce
14th & E Streets, NW Director, Federal Aviation

* Washington, D. C. 20230 Administration, Southern Region
ATTN: Chief, Planning &

leg Dir., Nat'l Oceanic & Atmos Admin Appropriation Staff
Nat'l Marine Fisheries Service Post Office Box 20636
SE Regional Office, Region 2 Atlanta, GA 30320
Dubal Bldg., 9450 Gandy Blvd
St. Petersburg, FL 33702 Division Engineer

Federal Highway Administration
National Marine Fisheries Service Department of Transportation
Environmental Assessment Branch 441 High Street
3500 Delwood Beach Rd Montgomery, AL 36104

Panama City, FL 32401
Regional Direct6r, Region III

Regional Administrator Federal Railroad Administration
Departmet of HUD Suite 440, North Tower
Richard 3. Russell Federal Building 1720 Peachtree Road, NW
75 Spring Street Atlanta, GA 30309

Atlanta, GA 30303
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DRAFT

INTERIM FEASIBILITY REPORT
FOR

OLIVER LOCK REPLACEMENT COORDINATION MAILING LIST

Regional Administrator Advisor on Environmental Quality

Environmental Protection Agency Federal Power Commission
ATTN: Chief, Els Review Section 825 N Capitol Street, NE

Reg. IV, 345 Courtland Street, NE Washington, D. C. 20426
Atlanta, GA 30365

Water Resources Activity

Shellfish Sanitation Branch Medical Entomology Branch
Food & Drug Administration Vector Biology and Control Division
60 Eitht Street, NW Bureau of Tropical Diseases

Atlanta, CA 30309 Center for Disease Control
Atlanta, CA 30333

Gulf Coast Technical Service Unit
U.S. Public Health Service U.S. Department of the Interior

Food and Drug Administration Fish and Wildlife Service
PO Box 158 Division of Ecological Services
Dauphin Island, AL 36528 NSTL Station, MS 39529

State Conservationist Bureau of Land Management
Soil Conservation Service Tuscaloosa Office
Post Office Box 311 1315 McFarland Boulevard, East

Auburn, AL 36830 Tuscaloosa, AL 35405

Director, Environ. Impact Division Executive Director

Office of Environmental Programs Advisory Council on Historic Pres.
Federal Energy Administration 1522 K Street, NW
New Post Office Building Washington, D. C. 20005

12th & Pennsylvania Avenue NW
Washington, D. C. 20461 Mr. Charles Custard

Dept. of Health & Human Services
Environmental Compliance Room 531F Humphrey Bldg.
Southeast Regional Office 200 Independence Ave
Heritage Conservation & Recreation Ser Washington, D. C. 20201

75 Spring Street
Atlanta, GA 30303 Mr. John Seyffert

Federal Emergency Management Admin.

State Clearinghouse Room 713

Office of State Planning and 500 C Street, S.W.
Federal Programs Washington, D. C. 20472

3734 Atlanta Highway
Montgomery, AL 36104 U.S.D.A. Forest Service

Nat'l Forest - Alabama

Director 1765 Highland Ave.

Marine Resources Division Montgomery, AL 36107

Dept. of Conservation & Natural Resources
Post Office Box 188 U.S.D.A. Forest Service

Dauphin Island, AL 36258 Region 8
1720 Peachtree Rd., 9W

Honorable Charles Graddick Atlanta, CA 30367

Attorney General
State of Alabama
Montgomery, AL 36104
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DRAFT
INTERIM FEASIBILITY REPORT

FOR
OLIVER LOCK REPLACEMENT COORDINATION MAILING LIST

Ms. Joyce Wood Director
Director, Office of Ecology & Conser. American Rivers Conservation Council
Nat'l Oceanic & Atmos Admin 317 Pennsylvania Ave, SE
Dept. of Commerce Room 5813 (PP/EC) Washington, D. C. 20003
14th & Constitution Ave., NW
Washington, D. C. 20230 Senator Jeremiah A. Denton, Jr.

3280 Dauphin Street
Mr. Paul Cahill Building B, Suite 12
Director, Office of Federal Activities Mobile, AL 36606
Environmental Protection Agency (A-104)
401 M Street, S.W. Mr. C. LeNoir Thompson
Washington, D. C. 20460 Baldwin County Wildlife &

Conservation Assoc
U.S. Department of the Interior Post Office Box 359
Fish & Wildlife Service Bay Minette, AL 36507
Post Office Box 1197
Daphne, AL 36526 Tonsmeire Construction Company

Post Office Box 160626
U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service Mobile, AL 36616

Jackson Mall Office Center
Suite 3185 Mr. Tomy Tyrell
300 Woodrow Wilson Ave Campbell Industrial Contractors
Jackson, MS 39213 Post Office Box 66292

Mobile, AL 36606
Mr. John Watson
Watson Realty, Inc. Mr. J Ross Vincent, President
Post Office Box 2254 Ecology Center of Louisiana
Mobile, AL 36601 Box 19344

New Orleans, LA 79179
Willdan Associates
1550 East Meadowbrok Ave VTN Lousiisna, Inc.
Phoenix, AZ 85014 ATTH: Mr. James E. Leemann

2701 Independence Street
Dr. Thomas H. Wilson Metairie, LA 70002
121 Prier Dr
Marion, AL 36756 Mr. Edward I. Vulevich

Route 3, Box 636
Wiregrass Group Sierra Club Theodore, AL 36583

Post Office Box 6306
Dothan, AL 36302 Mr. Carey B. Oakley, Director

Office of Archeological Research
Dr. Willian E. Workman I Mound State Monment
Post Office Box 557 oundville, AL 35474
Pairhope, AL 36532

Mr. Talmadge Rayborn
Mr. D. Zalimeni Executive Director
128 Highmont Dr Pearl R. County Dev. Assoc., Inc.
Theodore, AL 36582 Post Office Box 398

Picayune, HS 39466
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DRAFT
INTERIM FEASIBILITY REPORT

FOR
OLIVER LOCK REPLACEMENT COORDINATION MAILING LIST

Mr. James W. Reeder Mrs. Duncan N. Naylor
1512 Tomahawk Road PO Box 306
Birmingham, AL 35214 Orange Beach, AL 36561

Mr. Robert R. Reid, Jr. Mrs. T. R. Horne
Bradley, Arant, Rose and White League of Women Voters
1500 Brown-Marx Building 708 Fairhope Avenue
Birmingham, AL 35203 Fairhope, AL 36532

Professor Neal P. Rowell Hydraulics Laboratory
Department of Physics U.S. Army Engineers
University of South Alabama Waterway Experiment Station
Mobile, AL 36688 ATTN: Mr. Charlie Berger

Post Office Box 631
Mr. Donald G. Schueler Vicksburg, MS 39180
Sierra Club, Audubon Society
1311 Pleasant Street Ms. Cerry Irby
New Orleans, LA 70125 Government Documents Department

University of South Alabama Library
Mr. James A. Servies Mobile, AL 36688
Director of Libraries
University of West Florida Library Mrs. Myrt Jones
Pensacola, FL 32504 724 Brannon Court

Mobile, AL 36609
Mrs. Addie Sommers, Coordinator
Tr Rivers Waterway Development Assoc. Mr. Barry Kohl
Post Office Box 2232 1522 Lower Line Street
Dothan, AL 36301 New Orleans, LA 70118

Mr. TexMiddlebrooks Mr. Russell Lacy
Post Office Box 1968 5021 W. Ridgelawn Drive
Dothan, AL 36301 Mobile, AL 36608

Mr. Frederick S. Middleton III Burns and McDonnell
Sierra Club Legal Defense Fund, Inc. Box 173
1424 K Street, NW Kansas City, MO 64141
Washington, D. C. 20005

Mr. Richard Lawrance
Mobile County Wildlife Assoc Department of Zoology
Post Office Box 16063 University of Georgia
Mobile, Al 36616 Athens, rA 30602

Mobile Public Library Mr. Ronald Lawson, PE
Business & Science Division Manager, SE Regional Office
701 Government Street Roy F. Weston, Inc.
Mobile, AL 36602 4287 Memorial Drive, Suite D

Decatur, GA 30032
Mrs. Jeanne Nash
Rt. 1 Box 486 Kr. G.L. Leatherbury, Jr.
Theodore, AL 36582 Post Office Box 123

Mobile, AL 36601
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DRAFT
INTERIM FEASIBILITY REPORT

FOR

OLIVER LOCK REPLACEMENT COORDINATION MAILING LIST

Dr. Robert J. Livingston Mr. Mark T. Hill, Limnologist

Dept. of Biological Science Beak Consultants Uic.,
Florida State University Third Flood Loyalty Bldg.

Tallahasse, FL 32306 317 S. W. Alder
Portland, Oregon 97204

Mr. Chester A. McConnell

Souitheastern Representative Mr. Charles R. Butler, Jr.
Wildlife Management Institute Post Office Box 918

Rt 6 Wildwoods Mobile, AL 36601

Lawrenceburg, TN 38464
Columbus Lede'r

Mr. Samuel M. McMillian ATTV: Mr. Larry Kahaner
Post Office Box 2345 17 W 12th Street

Mobile, AL 36601 Columbus, GA 11901

Mr. Larry Menefee Mr. James R. Cooper, Jr.

62 Demouy Avenuie 312 Scott Street

Mobile, AL 36606 Montgovery, AL 36104

Dr. George Folkerts Mr. Michael L. Crago
Department of Zoology 83 Merairie Court

Funchess Hall Metairet, LA 70001

Auburn University
Auburn, AL 36830 Mr. Clifford Danby

4843 Cabriel Drive

Mr. John E. Frasier New Orleans, LA 70127

Dept. of Wildlife and Fisheries
Route 1, Box 12 Burns and McDonnell

Livingston, TN 38570 Box 173
Kansas City, MO 64141

Dr. H. Paul Friesema

Director of Policy Szudies Mr. F.H. (Pete) Farrar
The Institute of Ecology Reg. Dir., SF Regional Office
Halcomb Research Building National Wildlife Federation
Butler University Post Office Box K
Indianapolis, IN 46208 Atmore, AL 36502

Mr. Julian Gewin Alabama Conservancy, President
Rt. 3, Box 625 1816- E 28th Avenue South
Theodore, AL 36582 Birmingham, AL 35209

Mr. Phil Gnote Alabama Water Improvement Comission
School of Social Work 4360 Midmost Drive
Post Office Box 2935 Mobile, AL 36609
University , AL 35486

Ms. Joan Angermann
Mr. introp M. Hallett I1 1718 Hillcrest Road, NE
Hallett Building Materials, Inc. Culiman, AL 35055
Post Office Box 7365

Mobile, AL 36607 Mr. Jerry Austell
1005 Van Antwerp Bldg.

Mobile, Al 36601
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DRAFT
INTERIM FEASIBILITY REPORT

FOR
OLIVER LOCK REPLACEMENT COORDINATION MAILING LIST

Professor J.E. Bailey
Sierra Club

3025 Green Grove Lane
Tuscaloosa, AL 36401

Mr. J. Russell Bailey, Jr.
Representative, Birmingham Audubon Soc.
18 Peachtree Street
Birmingham, AL 35213

Mr. Frank Beadle
American Rivers Conservation Council
388 Pinecrest Road, NE
Atlanta, GA 30342

Dr. J.H. Blackstone
Auburn Udiiversity
School of Agriculture & Ag

Experiment Station System
Auburn, AL 36830

Mr. Carlyle Blakeney, Jr.
National Audubon-Society

SE Regional Office
Post Oifice Box 1268

Charleston, SC 28402

Ms. Madge Blakey
David Smith & Associates

Post Office Box 929E
San Diego, CA 92109

Mr. Tom Bourland
Wildlife Specialist

International Paper Company
Post Office Box 1788

Mobile, AL 36601

Mr. Thomas A. Brindley
901 Tannahill Drive
Huntsville, AL 35302

Mr. Milton Brown
Post Office Box 8011
Mobile, AL 36608

Department of Energy
Southeastern Power Administration

Elberton, GA 30635

C
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Comments and Responses on 1983 Draft Interim Report
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U-scrw Souther Region P. 0. son 30M
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APR 7 1983

Mr. Lawrence R. Green
Chief, Planning Division
Department cf the Army
Mobile Corps of Engineers
P. 0. Box 2288
Mobile, Alabama 36628

Dear Mr. Green:

Draft Interim Feasibility Report and Draft
Environmental Impact Statement on the Oliver
Lock Replacement, Black Warrior-Toubigbee
Rivers, Tuscaloosa, Alabia

This will acknowledge your letter of March 17, 1983, advising that the
Corps of Engineers has prepared the subject report.

We have reviewed the project vith respect to potential environmental impact

for which this agency has expertise. Our review indicates there will be no
significant adverse effects to the existing or planned air transportation
system as a result of this project.

Thank you for the opportunity to review and coioent on this proposal.

Sincerely,

Robert Ti Francis 11
Manager, Program Evaluation an

International Staff, ASO-4
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RESPONSE TO FEDERAL AVIATION AOMINISTRATION:

Commn~ents are acknowledged, no response is necessary.
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Fedm6 HigWay April 8, 1983
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Mr. Lawrence R. Green, Chief
Planning Division
Department of the Army
Mobile District, Corps of Engineers
P. 0. Box 2288
Mobile, Alabama 36628

Attention: Western Basins Branch

Dear Mr. Green:

Subject: Draft Interim Feasibility Report
and Draft Environmental Impact Statement
(DEIS) on the Oliver Lock Replacement,
Black Warrior-Tombigbee Rivers.
Tuscaloosa, Alabaus

Your letter of March 17, 1983, transmitted the subject report and DEIS

for our review and coments.

We have reviewed these docments to determine if the proposed action
woult! affect planned or existing highways within the project corridor
area. We have concluded the proposed action would not impact the
highway system In the project corridor area.

Sincerely yours,

Division Administrator

0
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RESPONSE TO FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION:

Comments are acknowledged, no response is necessary.

4-
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ENVIRONMENTAL DEFENSE FUND

April 18, 1983

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Mobile District
109 St. Joseph Street
P.O. Box 2280
IMobile, Alabama 36628

Re: Oliver Lockc

Gentlemen:

You kindly have sent me a copy of the Draft Interim

Feasibility Report and EIS for Oliver Lock Replacement.

Appendix B "Economics" is missing, except for the Table of

* Contents. Please send us the complete Appendix B.

Yours very truly,

JTBT/ml r

D-V-6
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JUse 20o 1983

.: I3mvtaolt8 Defie ~d

AIT7: Mr. James T. 3. Tripp, Cmaaael
44 Park Aveme, South
New York, Now York 10016

Deer M. TrSpp:

Referene your letter of April 15, 1963 requesttng a
copy of Appendix 2, the 3commice ppendi, to the Draft
Intersn ieasibility Report am Zurotmrastl Impact Statemet
for Oliver Lock Replemnt.

We hive mow omlpleted Appendix and are attaching a
draft copy to this letter. If you have any questions or

enta regardift the attached, planse contact lre. Glenda C.
th, ]r. Io at, Plaming Divimion, (205) 694-3843.

Sincerely,

Linrene R. Oree
Chief, Planning Divisin

Attacbmint

DJ I
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FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY COMMISSION

REGIONAL OFFICE

730 Peachtree Street, N. E.
Atlanta, Georgia 30308

April 18, 1983

District Engineer

Corps of Engineers
Department of the Army
Post Office Box 2288
Nobile, Alabama 36628

Dear Sir:

This is in response to a letter dated April 6, 1983, from Mr.

Lawrence R. Green, requesting the latest power values for the final

report of Interim Feasibility Study and Environmental Impact State-

ment for Oliver Lock Replacement.

Due to staffing problems, york can only be done as time permits

between higher priority assignments. However, we will do all we can

to expedite your request. Should you have any questions, feel free

to call Mr. John V. Snellgrove, FTS 257-4134.

Coiments on the draft will be sent under a separate Letter.

truly yours,

.0 Aarne 0. Kauranew
Acting Regional Engineer

D-V-0
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FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20426

IN REPLY REFER TO:

OEPR-OHL-HBPS
Federal Project Review
Draft Interim Feas.
Report & EIS

Oliver Lock Replacement
Black Warrior-Tombigbee

Rivers, Alabama

Mr. Lawrence R. Green
Chief, Planning Division
Mobile District Corps of Engineers
P. 0. Box 2288
Mobile, Alabama 36628

Attention: Western Basins Branch

Dear Mr. Green:

This is in response to your letter of March 17, 1983, to the Advisor on Envi-
ronmental Quality of the Comtission requesting comments on the draft interim
feasibility report and environmental impact statement on the Oliver Lock
Replacement, Black Warrior-Tombigbee Rivers, Tuscaloosa, Alabama.

The study evaluated engineering, economic, and environmental feasibility for
solving traffic delay problems due to the small lock chamber size at the Oliver
Lock and Dam. The selected plan consists of constructing a new 110 x 600-foot-
lock located 2,700 feet downstream of the existing dam and installation of a16.3-megawatt pwerplant on the opposite bank from the lock. The powerplant
would produce 43,500,000 kilowatt-hours of average annual energy.

According to the report, an increase in the pool elevation at Oliver Lock and
Dam to provide ponding operation would decrease the power generation at the
existing Holt powerplant located about 8.8 miles upstream of Oliver Lock and
Dam. The benefits resulting from regulated discharges from Holt and other
upstream projects operating in concert with the Oliver plant was not evaluated.
The report does not include an analysis of the costs, benefits, and impacts of
increasing thp pool elevation to provide power pondage.

Tha economic analysis presented in the report does not clearly indicate that a
powerplant of 16.3 megawatts would be the optimum size providing maximum net
annual benefits. The lack of other data such as head duration curves, turbine
performance characteristics, and power duration curves for various plant sizes
evaluated prevented a thorough review by our staff. However, cursory analysis
by the staff based on the information provided in the draft report indicates
that a larger installation, in the range of 20,000-25,00 kilowatts, may be
economically feasible. Further refinements of construction costs and power
benefits may bear this out.

,n application for a preliminary permit for studies of non-Federal power instal-
lations at Oliver Lock and Dam has been submitted by the Alabama Municipal

D-V-9
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Electric Authority on November 26, 1982. A preliminary permit allows the
permittee to maintain priority of application for license over other non-Federal
entitles while conducting investigations and securing data to determine project
feasibility and preparing an acceptable application for license. The actual
Issuance of a license would be carefully considered in relation to any plans of
the Corps of Engineers and FERC/Corps Memorandum of Understanding and would, of
course, be coordinated with all entities involved. The Commission staff is
currently reviewing the permit application.

Based on the consideration of your report and our staff studies, we conclude
that hydropower development at Oliver Lock and Dam is economically feasible and
that later, more detailed studies reflecting current costs and benefits, opera-
tion coordination with existing upstream powerplants, and other site specific
conditionr will better determine the optimum capacity.

Sincerely,

Lawrence R. Anderson, Di rector
Office of Electric Power Regulation

Io
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FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY COMMISSION

REGIONAL OFrICE

730 Peachtree Street, N. E.
Atlanta, Georgia 30308

May 9, 1983

District Engineer
Corps of Engineers
Department of the Army
Post Office Box 2288
Mobile, Alabama 36628

Dear Sir:

This is in response to a letter dated April 6, 1983, from Mr.
Lawrence R. Green, requesting the latest power values for the final
report of Interim Feasibility Study and Environmental Impact Statement
for Oliver Lock Replacement. The enclosed data updates the power values
in your draft report based on plant factors of 15, 30, 35, and 50 percent.
The values are based on July 1982 interest rates for Federal financing
of 7-7/8 percent and private financing of 13-1/2 percent.

Our estimates of the value of power from hydroelectric projects are
based on the cost of producing power at modern alternative electric Sen-
erating plants, using the methodology described in "Hydroelectric Power
Evaluation," DOE/FERC-0031, dated August 1979. The total value is com-
posed of a "capacity component" which corresponds to the fixed capital
charges and fixed operating costs of the alternative electric plaat and
transmission facilities, and an "energy component" which corresponds to

the other operating expenses which are variable in nature and generally
dependent upon the number of kilowatt-hours generated.

The present procedure is to develop values assuming a 7-1/2 percent

plant factor for combustion turbine units, 25 percent for combined cycle

units, and 55 percent for coal-fired units. These plant factors are
assumed to be the equivalent average lifetime plant factor of the unit
type in question. In order for the alternatives to be comparable, certain
adjustments are applied. One is to compensate for the difference in
plant factor of the alternatives and the proposed hydro project; another
is for the difference iu energy costs of the alternative and the system

energy costs of the plints which the alternatives would displace; and a

D-V-11



District Engr., Nobile - 2 -

third adjustment takes into consideration the rapid response to load
changes provided by hydroelectric projects. In sow cases, these adjust-
ments can have a significant influence on the power value of a hydro
project.

Three alternatives were computed using July 1982 capital installed
cost in Power Supply Area 22. First, with a 15-percent capacity factor,
would be a combustion turbine generating plant. The capital installed
cost of providing combustion turbine capacity mounts to about $275
per kilowatt for private and $263 per kilowatt for Federal financing,
including the step-up substation. This is based on two 75,000-kilowatt
units burning oil. Second, with a 30-percent capacity factor, would 0e
a combined cycle generating plant. The capital installed cost of pro-
viding combined cycle capacity amounts to about $471 per kilowatt for
private and $448 for Federal financing, including the step-up substation.
This is based oa two 400,000-kilowatt units burning oil. The cost of
oil as of December 1982 was 706.3 cents per millien Stu. Third, with a
35-percent and 50-percent capacity factor, would be a coal-fired steam-
generating plant. The capital installed cost of providing coal-fi-.ed
capacity amounts to about $1,308 per kilowatt for private and $1,127
per kilowatt for Federal financing, including the step-up substation and
SO2 removal. This is based on two 800,000-kilowatt units. he cost of
coal as of December 19.2 was 209.6 cents per uillin Stu.

Energy values given are based on current fuel cost levels escalated
for real fuel price increases. Escalated real fuel costs ssans a 1985
project-on-line date and various percentages cost of mossy to levolize
them over the 100-year life of the hydroelectric plant. The escalation
rates beyond 30 years were assumd to continue at the same rate as that
at the end of 30 years. Real fuel cost escalation factors were taken
from Department of Energy data published in the Federal Register, Vol.
46, No. 222, November 18, 1981.

The estimated fixed charge with Federally-financed value of 7-7/8
percent is 8.78 percent. Based on private financing of 13-1/2 percent,
the fixed charge is 18.39 percent. Using the fixed charge rates and
other alternative costs, we estimate the values of power to be as follows:

()
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District Engr, Mobile - 3

Type of Adjusted Espalated
Financing Capacity Value Energy Value Equivalent Total Power Valueli

($/kW/yr) (Mills/kWh) ($/kW/yr) (Nills/kWh)

Combustion Turbine Alternative
(15 Percent Hydro Capacity)

Federal 1.85 206.85 273.65 208.25
Private 37.40 162.60 251.05 191.05

Combined Cycle Alternative
(30 Percent Hydro Capacity)

Federal 26.90 146.45 411.75 156.70
Private 82.70 114.60 383.85 146.05

Coal-Fired Alternatives
(35 Percent Hydro Capacity)

Federal 130.05 44.65 266.95 87.05
Private 288.05 42.95 419.75 136.90

(50 Percent Hydro Capacity)

Federal 128.30 44.65 323.85 73.95
Private 286.00 42.95 474.10 108.25

1/ Example: Component power values of $37.40/kW/yr and 162.60
mills/kWh at 15 percent hydro capacity (private financing)
are equivalent to a total annual value of either $251.05/kW/yr
or 191.05 mills/kWh (but not both).

The estimates of power values for the Oliver Lock and Dam, based on
the cost of the Federally-financed alternative plant, are furnished per
your request.

(truly yours,

I Aarne O Kauranen /

-.-p" Acting Regional Engineer

r cc: SEPA

cc: Div. Engr.
Atlanta, GA

D-V-13



GRAY, EsPY AND NETTLES
ATTOONEYS AT LAW

2728 EIGHTH STREET

P. 0. D0x 2704

TUSCALOOSA. ALANAMA 35403

VALU V.Gmy n ASIZA C009 20S

ISAAC P. to"Y . 4 79&9991

i MAS .&NITTLS. WV

April 18, 1983

Col. Patrick J. Kelly
District Engineer
Mobile District, Corps of Engineers
P.O. Box 2288
Mobile, AL 36628

RE: Interim Feasibility Report and
Environmental Impact Statement
for Oliver Lock Replacement

Dear Colonel Kelly:

Pursuant to the announcement of a public hearing ra the
referenced project, and the invitation to present written
statements for the official record, on behalf of McAbee
Construction, Inc., I submit the comm4ots whtch follow.

Interest

McAbee Construction, Inc., holds legal title to 53 acres of
property affected by the referenced project. This property
is located in the East half of the Southeast Quarter of
Section 20, and in the West half of the Southwest Quarter of
Section 21, all in Township 21 South, Range 10 West,
Tuscaloosa County, Alabama. Complete legal descriptions are
attached as exhibits "A" and "B" to this letter, and may be
found of record in the Office of the Judge of Probate of
Tuscaloosa County, Alabama, in Deed Book 765 at page 81, and
in Deed Book 815 at page 313.

This parcel of property is wholly located within the
"project area" as shown on the plate on page C-I-3 of the
Interim Report. Exhibit "C" Is a plat prepared by me,
referencing the state plane coordinate system, the
boundaries of the McAbee Construction, Inc., property* and
the powerhouse as shown on alternative No. 2, appendix A,
Chart III- 2 of the Interim Report. Exhibit "C" shows that
under alternative No. 2, the powerhouse and south-side,

4V-14
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downstream, rock vall will be on the McAbee Construction,
Inc. property, and will completely block access from the
property to the river.

Nature of the interests

The major part of the McAbee Construction, Inc., land was
purchased in April of 1978. Since that time there has been
continual work on the property. A topographic survey and
plat was obtained, and proposed improvement was designed.
The initial and continuing purpose for the property was for
use as industrial property.

Based on the survey and plans, the property has been
cleared, filled and shaped.

Based upon the owner's experience and knowledge, it is
believed that there is no other existing undeveloped, but
ready-for-development, property like it in Tuscaloosa
County. It adjoins river, road, and railroad. Certainly,
it is the finest property of its kind left in the County.

The owner is not a speculator, but has for twenty years had
its headquarters in Tuscaloosa County as a major mechanical
and industrial fabricator and contractor. It regularly
performs work from Florida to New York and westward to the
Mississippi.

There exist current, feasible plans for actual development
made contingent only because of the uncertainty of the( location and extent of taking for the referenced project.

Comments

McAbee Construction, Inc., is in complete support of an
upgrading or replacement of the Oliver Lock and Dam to
maximize commerce on the Warrior-Tombigbee and Tennessee-
Tdabigbee systems. It urges, however, that the location and
construction of this facility be done so as to neither delay
nor destroy the use of its property.

In addition to its obvious worth to its owner, this property
represents an enormous asset to the County because of the
industrial jobs which may be created and located on the

property.

McAbee Construction, Inc., requests that the Corps of
Engineers:

1. Thoroughly investigate the current condition and

potential use of the property of McAbee

7' Construction, Inc.

D-V-1 5
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2. Consider, In calculating benefit/cost ratios for
the proposed alternative sites, the potential use
of the McAbee Construction, Inc., property as a
prime Industrial site capable of, among other
things, siting nov Industrial capacity and
employment opportunities.

3. Consider the impact on McAbee Construction, Inc.,
lands by the location of transformer facilities,
high voltage line rights-of-vay, ingress to
generating facilities, parking, and temporary but

-" long-term construction area requirements.

4. Consider the impact on development of the McAbee
Construction, Inc., property by the uncertainty
caused by the time required te (a) decide on a
location, (b) prepare voking dravings, (c) obtain
authorization and appropriation, and (d) actually
acquire specific property.

SunmarX

McAbee Construction, Inc., stands ready and available to
assist in the evaluation of the problems raised in this
statement, and In the orderly resolution of them. It
appreciates the general public benefit of this project and

requests only that the specific and special effect on itsS property be ameliorated.

.Sincerely yours,

GRAY/EspY ETTLES

Isaac P. Espy E

IPUlmcs
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RESPONSE To ISAAC P. ESPY, ATTORNEY FOR MCABEI CONS'rRICTION INC.:

Comments are acknowledged. If Alternative No. 2 iR selected, river access
to the land will be denied and the potential -)r lost opportunity will be
considered when determining purchase price-. Location of power lines will
likely abut land purchased for access to pow*-rhous,.

.1
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"" . UNITED STATES DEPANTrUENT OF COUEUCE
Natioal Oceanic and A nemherq i Administaei
NArIONAL OCEAN SERVICE
Washngton, D C 20230

Aovil 27, 163

N/MB2xS: VLS

TO: PP2 - Joyce Wood

FROM: N-K. E. Tagga 6
SUBJECT: DEIS 8303.14 - fi Lock Replacement, Black Warrior-Tombigbee

Rivers, Alabama (U. . Amy Corps of Engineers, Mobile District)

The subject statement has been reviewed within the areas of the
National Ocean Service Office of Charting and Geodetic Services' (CABS)
responsibility and expertise, and in terms of the impact of the proposed
action on CABS activities and projects.

Geodetic control survey monuments may be located in the proposed project
area. If there is any planned activity which will disturb or destroy these
monuments, C&GS requires not less than 90 days notification in advance of such
activity in order to plan for their relocation. For further information about
these monuments, please contact Mr. John Spencer, Chief, National Geodetic
Information Branch (N/CG17), or Mr. Charles Novak, Chief, Network Maintenance
Section (N/CG162), at 6001 Executive Boulevard, Rockville, R) 20852.

I
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RESPONSE TO NATIONAL OCEANIC AN) ATMOSPHERIC ADMINISTRATION:

T'here are no Geodetic control survey monuments located within the area

impacted by this study.

!.
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Department of Energy
Southeastern Power Administration
Elberton, Georgia 30635

April 28, 1983

Mr. Lawrence R. Green
Chief, Planning Division
U. S. Army Engineer District, Mobile
Corps of Engineers
Post Office Box 2288
Mobile, Alabama 36628

Dear Mr. Green:

The Southeastern Power Administration did net receive the Draft Interim
Feasibility Report and Environmental Impact Statement for Oliver Lock
Replacement until April 25, 1983. Due to previously scheduled comit-
ments, we are unable to complete our evaluation by May 9, 1983. We
respectfully request that our comments on the report be considered
at a later date. A concerted effort will be mde to complete the
review as soon as possible.

Mr. John Mixon of my staff is coordinating with Mr. Bill Reid and other
members of the Mobile District staff to obtain the necessary informa-
tion and data that will be required for our evaluation of the availa-ble hydroelectric power that can be marketed from the Oliver Project.

Sincerely,

Jim B. Lloyd
Chief, Division of Power Operations

~0
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• T • UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
- c National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

10 Washington 0 C 20231)
OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR

May 2, 1983

* ,Mr. Willis E. Ruland
Chief, Environment and

Resources Branch
Mobile District, Corps of Engineers
Department of the Army
P.O. Box 2288
4obile, Alabama 36628

ATTN: Environmental Studies and Evaluation Section

Dear Mr. Ruland:

This is in reference to your draft environmental impact statement on
the Oliver Lock Replacement, Black Warrior-Tombigbee Rivers, Tuscaloosa,
Alabama. Enclosed are comments from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration.

Thank you for giving us an opportunity to provide these comments,
which we hope will be of assistance to you. We would appreciate receiving
two copies of the final environmental impact statement.

Sincerely,

Joyce M. Wood
Chief
Ecology and Conservation Division

Enclosure

i
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*United States Department of the Interior
OFFIK OF EqVIMONME AL PROJECF! REVIE

Seshat ROOM. / Swift 134
Richad & Ru F - - Dmflih

7S SPriffi Sarwt. &W. /Adamfa Ga. 30303

May 2, 1983

ER-83/397

Colonel Patrick J. Kelly
Commander and District Engineer
U.S. Army Engineer District, Mobile
Post Office Box 2288
Mobile, Alabama 36628

Dear Colonel Kelly:

The Department of the Interior has reviewed the Draft Environmental Impact
Statement and Draft Interim Feasibility Report for Oliver Lock Replacement,
Tuscaloosa County, Alabama, and has the following comments.

Water Resources

The recommended plan may affect stream gages operated by the U.S. Geological
Survey on the Black Warrior River at Northport and at Tuscaloosa. Consid-
eration should be given to ensuring continued operation of the gages.

Fish and Wildlife Resources

Draft Environmental Impact Statement

Section 5.0, pp. EIS 19-27. We concur with the assessment of environmental

impacts of the actions as presented in this section.

Draft Interim Feasibility Report (DIFR)

We do not believe the DIFR is adequate in its coverage of mitiqative measures
to minimize fish and wildlife resource impacts resulting from implementation
of any of the plans. The Draft Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act (DFWCA)
Report submitted by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service on February 10, 1983,
contains recomiendations which, if implemented into project plans, will minimize
impacts to fish and wildlife resources.

The DFWCA Report has been attached in Appendix D to your document. However,
recomnendations contained in the DFWCA are not discussed in the DIFR and
apparently have not been incorporated into project plans. These recommen-
dations (Page D-I-14) should be discussed in the document and if not incor-
porated into project plans, reasons for not doing so should be stated.

t

S ii
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Thank you for the opportunity to comwent on this draft envirormental impact
statement and interim feasibility report.

Sincerely,

/James H. Lee
Regional Environmental Officer

ti
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RESPONSE TO DEPARTMENT OF INTERIOR:

Comments are acknowledged. The main text of the report was changed to
reflect the US Fish & Wildlife Service's concern for limiting erosion,
sedimentation and turbidity. We cannot respond positively to the recommen-
dation that disposal areas be revegetated with hardwoods and dedicated for
fish and wildlife since we will not retain fee ownership of these lands.
The suggestion that lands associated with the existing facility be dedicated
for fish and wildlife purposes if the downstream site is selected cannot be
implemented since they are of such small size as to be unmanageable.
Additionally, these lands most probably will he used to reduce tle cost of
the Federal project by exchanging them for land necessary for the proposed
project.

-I

* I
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Advisery
CgacIOn

Pi m wation

1122 K StissS. NW
Weddgift VC 20006

wW3 3
Colonel Patrick .1. Kelly
District Engineer
Mobile District
Army Corps of Engineers
P.O. Box 2288
Mobile, AL 36628

Dlea? Colunel Kelly:

* We have received and reviewed the Draft Environmental Impact Statement
(DEIS), and Draft Interim Feasibility Report for the Oliver Lock Replacement,

* - Black Warrior-Tombigbee Rivers, Tuscaloosa, Alabama. In accordance with
* the National Environmental Policy Act, we have the following comets.

The results of the archeological survey to date look fine. As the Corps

acknowledges on pages 1, 2, and 18 of the DEIS, further evaluation of 10
of the 49 identified archeological sites will be necessary if the project

conslt iththeAlabama State Historic Preservation Officer (SHFO), =id
theCoucilinaccordance with 36 CFR Part 800, if properties eligible
for he atinalRegister ofHistoric Places would be directly or indirectly
affcte bythelock replacement or associated hydropower facilities.

If you have any questions about these comments or need assistance,
please contact Staff Archeologist Ronald Anzalone at 202-254-3974 (an

r 

0.

ief, Eastern Division

AIy tCor Divn8-,e

Li Mobile , V .I.62

of Project Review

D-V-26
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RESPONSE TO ADVISORY COUNCIL ON HISTORIC PRESERVATION:

The compliance with ER 1105-2-50 and 36 CFR Part 800, the Alabama State
Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO) was provided a copy of the final report
for this project on September 27, 1983. Throughout the project the SHPO has
been kept abreast of all cultural resource plans and coordination will
continue with that office as well as other Federal agencies as required.

I
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
AOORf

o ° ~ ~ M UNITED STATES COAST GUARD ,O- ,e ~
I.4q1L1EIG1'1H Ofr .IjAU ODIOTRICT

1790HAlF Gc(.GGS F EoRAL BLOG
500 AMP ST
NEW ORLEANS LA 70130

fIS 02-2%1

16475

5 MAY IM3
From: Ccmnmder, Eighth Coast Guard District
To: District Comander, Mobile District, Corps of binmers

Subj: Draft Interim Feasibility Report and DEIS, Oliver Lock Replacemnt,
Black Warrior-Tombigbee Rivers, Tuscaloosa, Alabama

1. Thank you for the opportunity to oment on this project. We have
reviewed the Draft Feasibility Report and DEIS and have no oments on the
proposal.

By direction

D-V-28
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RESPONSE TI) US COAST GUARD:

Conmnents are acknowledged, no r(!s,)ons.e is necessary.
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Un tedStat sod P. 0. Box 311
Oepetmont of Conelsation Auburn, AL
Agiculture 36830cAO, :uro 36830

May 6, 1983

Mr. Lawrence R. Green
Chief, Planning Division
Department of the Amy
Corps of Engineers
P. 0. Box 2288
Mobile, Alabama 36628

- ,Dear Mr. Green:

A copy of the Draft Interim Feasibility Report and Draft Environmental Impact
Statement (DEIS) on the Oliver Lock Replacement, Black Warrior-Tombigbee Rivers,
Tuscaloosa, Alabama was forwarded to the Soil Conservation Service in Alabama
for review. We have made the necessary review and have no comments or suggestions
to offer.

We appreciate having the opportunity to review and comient on this document.

Sincerely,

Ernest V. Todd
State Conservationi st

()
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RESPONSE TO SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE:

Comments are acknowle~dged, no response is necessary.

D-V-31



THE PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY
RESEARCH BUILDING 8

UNIVERSITY PARK, PENNSYLVANIA 16802

TMe Pennsylvania Transpoftata~ InStitute Ame Co&e 514
35- 1891

May 10, 1983

District Engineer
U.S. Army Engineer District, Mobile
109 St. Joseph Street
P.O. Box 2288
Mobile, AL 36628

Dear Sir:

Thank you for sending a copy of the Draft Interim Feasibility Report for
Oliver Lock Replacement as requested in my April 28, 1983 letter. The report
sent, however, was missing Appeadix B, *Economnics." Would you therefore
please send Appendix B?

Sincerely,

locspfh. Cir11, Director

Transportat ion Systems Program

JLC:als
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HuBARD, WALDROP, TANNER & deGRAFFENRIED
A1lmV5 AT lAW
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SS &AM L846

Department of the Army
Mobile District
Corps of Engineers
P.O. Box 2288
Mobile, Alabama 36628

RE: INTERIM FEASIBILITY REPORT FOR OLIVER LOCK
REPLACEMENT, BLACK WARRIOR-TOMBIGBEE RIVERS,
ALABAMA

Gentlemen:

This letter is written on behalf of The Country Club of
Tuscaloosa, Inc. ("TCCI) in my capacity as attorney for same
and is designed to provide a written statement of TCC's
position taken at a public hearing on April 12, 1993, in
Tuscaloosa, Alabama in response to the above-referenced
Interim Feasibility Report and Environmental Impact State-
ment for Oliver Lock Replacement.

I will organize the written response of TCC in the
following numerical paragraphs:

1. Although TCC whole-heartedly endorses the favor-
able economic benefits which will result from the
replacement of the Oliver Lock for the reasons
listed below, TCC must stand in opposition to any
of the four alternatives thus far proposed by the
Corps.

2. TCC's opposition stems not from a general dis-
enchantment or opposition to the project but
rather from the Corps' failure to thus-far ade-
quately explain its plans with respect to mini-
mizing the effect of the planned lock replacement
on TCC's facilities and operations.

io
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Corps of Engineers
May 11, 1983
Page Two

3. The public meeting of April 12, 1983 was followed
by a smaller meeting with representatives of the
Corps on April 29, 1983 here in Tuscaloosa,
Alabama. I would also point out in this written
statement what we publicly stated at the meeting
held on April 12, 1983, to wit: TCC appreciates
the cooperation and attitude thus far exhibited by
the Corps in attempting to work out the particular
effects of the proposed project on TCC.

4. It is the understanding of TCC that at present
Alternatives 2 and 4 are the two Alternatives
seriously being considered for construction of the
replacement lock. TCC has no particular prefer-
ence for either Alternative but finds each pos-
sessing certain decided advantages and disadvan-
tages and would be in favor of either Alternative
assuming acceptable arrangements for the continued
activities of TCC can be arranged.

5. The specific concern that TCC has is receiving
assurances from the Corps that its existing faci-
lities, primarily the golf course, can be re-
designed and relocated so as to assure the con-
tinued operation of TCC after the lock replace-
ment. Moreover, TCC is equally concerned that
acceptable arrangements can be made to assure the
uninterrupted operation of its facilities during

e construction.

a. TCC is particularly concerned that construc-
tion activity and relocation of its facili-
ties be done in a fashion so as not to have
any interruption of its activities. For
example, if play on the golf course were to
be interrupted for any period of time,
whether because of construction activities or
because the golf course was relocated but not
playable for several months, membership would
immediately fall off and it is doubtful that
TCC could survive the relocation.
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Corps of Engineers
May 11, 1983
Page Three

b. Therefore, it is imperative to TCC that it
have specific assurances from the Corps
showing how its facilities can be relocated
and reorganized and its operations conducted
without interruption.

c. It appears to TCC that relocation of the golf
course will be mandated because either Alter-
native 2 or 4 affects five or six holes of
play. The timing of the relocation of the
golf course would be critical. In order for
a playable golf course to exist in 1985 and
1986 when construction begins, relocation and
reconstruction of the golf course would have
to take place during 1983 and 1984.

d. TCC strongly urges the Corps to consider
immediate allocation of funds during 1983 for
relocation of the golf course and compensa-
tion to TCC for the disruption of its activi-
ties.

J 5. The Corps has furnished TCC with the name of an
independent contractor who has been employed to
survey feasible methods for relocation of the golf
course. Until such time as this independent con-
tractor and the Corps have provided TCC with
detailed plans for the relocation and redesign ofTCC's facilities and a timetable to accomplish
same that will not result in any dispution of
TCC's business. TCC must continue its opposition
to any of the four alternatives proposed.

Respectfully submitted,

THE COUNTRY CLUB OF
TUSCALOOSA, INC.

Robert C. Tanner
Attorney,

RCT/bc

I©
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RESPONSE TO ROBERT C. TANNER, ATTORNEY FOR TIE COUNTRY CLUB OF TUSCALOOSA,
INC.:

Comment acknowledged. As noted, the Mobile District has retained a consult-
ant with the capability of suggesting a redesign of the golf course. In a
related issue, a report concerning bankerosion protection ar the Country
Club has been written and is currently pending a determination a- to which
alternative will be selected in the interim study. If the downstream site,
Alternative No. 2, is selezted, funds for the proposed riprap bank protec-
tion wouldi be better spent by purchasing Country Club lands which are
eroding but would be required for construction of the proposed lock, dam,
and powerhouse thus providing the rountry Club funds for reconstruction.

D -V-3 7



UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
REGION IV

343 COUNTLANO STREET
ATLANTA 6EO*1A 20366

NAY 16 1983

4PM-EA/GM

Mr. Lawrence R. Green
Chief, Planning Division
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Mobile
P.O. Box 2288
Mobile, Alabama 36628

Dear Mr. Green:

We have reviewed the Draft Environmental Impact Statement on the
Oliver Lock Replacement, Black Warrior-Tombigbee River, Tuscaloosa
County, Alabama. From our evaluation of the document it does not
appear that these improvements will result in excessive environmental
losses. It should be noted that while water quality in the Oliver
Pool has improved in the last decade, sags in the dissolved oxygen
levels are still noted during hot weather, low-flow conditions.
Since this is generally when most of the releases occur for power
production, modifications to the turbines and inlet structures
should be investigated. The cost of improving oxygen levels in
the release water would be far less expensive with a built-in
design rather than retrofitting the turbines.

On the basis of our review, a rating of LO-2 was assigned. That
is, we do not anticipate any significant adverse environmental
consequences, however, we do request some additional information
on how the dissolved oxygen issue will be addressed.

If we can be of any further assistance, please do not hesistate
to contact us.

Sincerely yours,

SheppaN. Moore, Chief
Environmental Review Section
Environmental Assesment Branch

0
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RESPONSE TO ENVIRONEAtTAL PROTECTION AGENCY:

We concur with your comment. Water quality in Oliver Pool has improved

significantly in recent years to the point where dissolved oxygen (DO)
levels rarely drop below state DO water quality standards. Nevertheless,

wise planning behooves us to investigate and, if feasible, incorporate where
possible, as many measures that would assure or improve further the DO

levels immediately downstream from the Oliver Dam. A number of aeration
devices will be investigated during the advanced engineering and design

phase of this project once construction funds havo been allocated by

Congress. These devices include the following: subsurface aerators such as

ducted propellers, diffusion aerators which inject air or oxygen below the
surface, water spray aerators, turbine aerators, white water generators,

weirs, cascades, and U-tube aerators which take advantage of the increase of

gas saturation content with depth.

Paragraph 5.12 in the EIS has been modified to include portions of this
discussion.

.1

1*
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STATE OF ALABAMA

OFFICE OF STATE PLANNING AND FEDERAL PROGRAMS
135 S. Union Street * Montgomey. Alabama 36130-5601 * (205) 832-6963

GEORGE C. WALLACE
GOVERNOR May 26, 1983

TO: Mr. .awrence R. Green, Chief, Planning Division
U. S. Army Corps of Engineers
Mobile District
P. 0. Box 2288
Mobile, AL 36628
Attn: Western Basins Branch

FROM: William M. Rushton, Director
Office of State vlanning and Federal Programs
Attention: State Clearinghouse

SUBJECT: DIRECT ENVIRONMENTAL LMPACT STATEMENT

Applicant: U. S. Corps of Engineers

Project: Draft Interim Feasibility Report and Draft
Environmental Impact Statement for Oliier Lock
Replacement, Black Warrior-Tombigbee Rivers,
Alabama.

State Clearinghouse Control Number: OSP-012-83

The above Draft Environmental Impact Statement has been reviewed by the
appropriate State agencies i accordance with Office of Management and
Buget Circular A-95, Revised.

The comments received from the reviewing agencies are attached.

Please contact us if we may be of further assistance. Correspondence
regarding this proposal should refer to the assigned Clearinghouse Number.

if you have any questions regarding this project, please call Donna Snowden,
telephone 832-3940.

A-95/06
Attachments
Agencies contacted for comment:

West AL Planning and Developent Council
Birmingham Regional Planning Commission
41abama-Tombigbee Regional commission
South AL Regional Planning Commission
Dept. of Agriculture & Industries
Conservation & Natural Resources - White
Soil & Water Conservation
Forestry Cammission
AL Dept. tif Environmental Management
Ristori'a1 Commissf on
Geological Survey of Alabama
Alabama State D~ocks
State Planning - Wallace
State Planning - Stevenson
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REQUEST FOR REVIEW OF PROJECT NOTIFICATION

TOs tr. Lewis N. McCray, Director Number: OSP-012-83

West AL PlannIng and Development Council

Applicant: U. S. Corps of Engineers

Project: Draft Interim Feasibility Report and Draft Environmental

Impact Statement for Oliver Lock Replacement, Black
Warrior-Toubigbee Rivers, Alabama.

Date: MAR 23, 1983 Return Prior to: VAY 2, 1983

Please review the attached Environmental Impact Statement and indicate your
comment with respect to any environmental impact involved.

Comments: (Please check one block.)

A No comment (Environmental Impact Statement is in order and no
additional comments are offered.)'

Comments (Elaborate below.)

Comment here:

M

Please Return Otiginel to:

Office of State Planning 0
Sad Federal Program

135 S. Union Street
Montomery, .AL 36130-56o1 D-v-42 4



TO: Office of State Planning and Federal Programs k IL A 4
135 S. Union Street
Montgomery, AL 36130-5601

FROM: Lewis E. McCray 0
West Alabama Planning and Development Council 4
Tuscaloosa Municipal Airport Terminal Building * ' i
2nd Floor *(E 0?~
Northport, AL 35476

SUBJECT A415 Surmery Recommendations

APPLICANT. U. S. Corps of Engineers

PROJECT: Draft Feasibility Report and EIS for Oliver Lock Replacement

DATE OF APPLICATION: _________ __________FEDERAL CATALOG NO._________

DATE A-95 COMMENTS FORWARDED By CLEARINGHOUSE TO APPLICANT April 25,* 1983
The above project has been reviewed by the Regional Clearinghouse. West Alabama Planning and Development Council in accordance with the
Office of Management and Budget Circular A-95, Revised.

The Clearinghouse recommendations are indicated below. This recommendation with attached comments from other sources, of any. must be
included with your application for submittal to the appropriate State or Federal agency.

[jConcurrence ISuppon)

COMMENTS:__________ ________________________ ____

O] Additional Comments Atteched

Q Concurrence With Conditions 4Support only with conditions. Indicate major reservations about the project and the specific substan.
tive changes or modifications desired.)

CONDITIONS:________________________________ _____

o Additional comments Attached

0 Non Concurrence (Do :iot support. Summarize the major reasons for recommended disapproval including documentation or refer.
sella to plant, statutesi, regulations. etc.. which substantiates disapproval.)

COMMENTS:______________________________________

Q Additiona Comments Attached.

0 NO COMMENT - WAthough the clwinghouse mayV not wish to take a formal position, technical comments of the staif may be attach.
ad with cormments from other reviews.)

0 Additiona Comments attached.

C-. Executive Director



REQUEST FOR REVIEW OF PROJECT NOTIFICATION MAR 2 , 1983

TO: Mr. Robert N. Hope Number: OSP-012-83
Alabama State Docks

Applicant: U. S. Corps of Engineers

Projecs: Draft Interim Feasibility Report and Draft Environmental
Impact Statement for Oliver Lock Replacement, Black
Warrior-Tombigbee Rivers, Alabama.

Date: MAR 23, 1983 Return Prior to: MAY 2, 1983

Please review the attached Environmental Impact Statement and indicate your
comment with respect to any environmental impact involved.

Comments: (Please check one block.)

No coent (Environmental Impact Statement is in order and no
,.additional conments are offered.)

Cosents (Elaborate below.)

Comment here:

In reviewing plans, it appears that this project will require: the
use of some land owned by the Alabama State Docks Department. The
use of this land will, of course, reduce the amount of land available

_to the Department for expansion of its inland dock facility. If the
Department is required togive-up this-property, we were considering
acquiring, if possible, some of the property adjacent to the Depart-
ment's dock facility located near the existing dam and lock. We
would like to discuss this matter with the appropriate personnel.

R CCEI VED

.
APR 2nLq

lesee O t: .. .W.H. Black, Jr.
Please Return Oci-il o' : Chief Administrative Officer

Office of State Planning
and Federal Program

135 S. Union Street D-V-44

loutgomerY, AL 36130-5601 2M911/81



RESPONSE TO ALARAMA ST&'m DOCKS (MR. W. H. BLACK, JR.):

Conimeiit acknowledged. A preliiiiary meeting to efiscuss the pes~ibility oif a

land exchange was held with Mr. Black and Mr. Greeni in Mobile on JT'ze 3,
1983.

D- -4



RZQUEST FOR REVIEW OF PROJECT NOTIFICATION

TOt Mir. George Alford, Director Number: OSP-012-83
Alabama-Tombigbee Regional Comm.

Applicant: U. S. Corps of Engineers

Project: Draft Interim Feasibility Report and Draft Eavironmental
Impact Statement for Oliver Lock Replacement, Black
Warrior-Tombigbee Rivers, Alabama.

Date: MAR 23, 1983 Return Prior to: I4.T 2, 1983

Please review the attached Environmental Impact Statement and indicate your

* comment with respect to any environmental impact involved.

Comments: (Please check one block.)

No consent (Environmental Impact Statement is In order and no
additional comments are offered.)

Coments (Elaborate below.)

Comment here: " jE(EIVED

APR 18S 83

Please e Orlnal to..

Office of state planningand Federal Prormm 10

135 S. Union Street lM an4

Hotomuery, AL 36130-5601 D-V-46 1/81



REQUEST FOR REVIEW OF PROJECT N3TIFICATION

TO: Mr. Richard U. Pruitt, Director Number: OSP-012-83
South AL Regional Planning Comm.

Applicant: U. S. Corps of Engineers

Project: Draft Interim Feasibility Report and Draft Environumental
Impact Statement for Oliver Lock Replacement, Black
Warrior-TombLgbee Rivers, Alabama.

Date: YR 23, 1983 Return Prior to: MAT 2, 1983

Pleasw review the attached Environmental Impact Statement and indicate your
comment with respect to any environmental impact Involved.

Comments: (Please check one block.)

V/, No comnt (Enviromental Impact Statement is in order and no

additional coments are offered.)

Coments (Elaborate below.)

Commient here:

, - .

Signature

Return Orlsinal to:

PlesOffice of state Planning

Nont80Mry, AL 36130-5601 P-V-N eCM
1/ra.



* *

REQUEST FOR REVIEW OF PROJECT NOTIFICATION

TO; Mr. Walter Stevenson Number: O8P-012-83

Stat* Planning

Applicant: U. S. Corps of Engineers

Projeat: Draft Interim Feasibility Report and Draft Environmental
Impact Statement for Oliver Lock Replacement, Black
Warrior-Tombigbee Rivers, Alabama.

, Date: MAR 23, 1983 Return Prior to: MAY 2, 1983

Please review the attached Environmental Impact Statement and indicate your
comment with respect to any environmental impact involved.

Comments: (Please check one block.)

No comment (Environmental Impact Statement is in order and no
additional comments are offered.)

k-mnents (Elaborate below.)

Coment here:

It

Please Return Oriinal to:

Office of State Planning
and Federal Program

135 S. Uniom Street D-v-48
, Mo"tg3mery. AL 36130-5601 1M a"-



Department of Energy
Southeastern Power Administration
Elberton, Georgia 30635

August 12, 1983

District Engineer
U. S. Army Engineer District, Mobile
Corps of Engineers
P. 0. Box 2288
Mobile, Alabama 36628

Dear Sir:

We are writing in response to a request dated July 11, 1983, from
Mr. Bob Header to Mr. John Nixon of SEPA in regard to the financial
feasibility of adding power to the Oliver Lock Replacement.

Our preliminary analysis indicates that power will be feasible when
considered as an integral part of the integrated Georgia-Alabama System
of Projects. In our analysis, we have used revised data included in
the Interim Feasibility Report and Environmental Impact Statement for
Oliver Lock Replacement. Construction cost allocated to power was
estimated at $21,844,000, and the interest rate applied we 9.5 percent
for interest during construction on the construction cost allocated to
power and on annual interest expense.

We have examined the revenue potential from the system of Federal
hydroelectric projects within the States of Georgia, South Carolina,
and Alabama, including all existing projects as well as the Oliver
Project. Based upon a completely coordinated power operation of these
projects such that they are integrated hydraulically, electrically, and
financially, we are assured that we can obtain power revenue sufficient
to repay all costs associated with the production and transmission of
the power produced by the system Including the amortization of the
capital investment allocated to power within 50 years from the time
that each increment of power investment becomes revenue producing.
This, in our opinion, clearly establishes for power the financial
integrity of the complete Georgia System including the Oliver Project.

Sincerely,

Curtis I. Bell .

Acting Administrator

D-V-49


